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Summary 

A polarisable particle in a non-uniform electric field experiences a force arising from 
the interaction of the field and the dipole induced in the particle; the movement resulting from 
this force is termed Dielectrophoresis (DEP). The magnitude and direction of the 
dielectrophoretic force depends on the dielectric properties of the particle and the medium it is 
suspended in, as well as the frequency and amplitude of the applied field. Under suitable 
conditions, the particle experiences a force towards either high field regions or low field 
regions, referred to as positive or negative DEP respectively. This technique can be used to 
study or move biological particles, such as cells and bacteria and as a non-invasive method to 
characterise the dielectric properties of the particles. Knowledge of these properties can then 
be used to develop DEP for use in practical applications. 

The aim of this PhD project was to develop the technology of dielectrophoresis on the 
sub-micrometre scale and to use DEP to manipulate sub-micrometre particles and measure their 
dielectric properties. Of particular interest was the application of DEP to viruses, the largest of 
which is approximately 250nm in diameter. A system for virus characterisation, identification 
and separation based on DEP would be a major milestone in this field of research, as well as 
having beneficial medical and biotechnological uses. 

Particles with a diameter between lnm and 1µm are referred to as colloidal particles 
and the dynamics of their movement are complicated by the effects of thermal energy and 
Brownian motion. High electric fields are required to dominate these effects but signals with 
high potentials and high frequencies are difficult to generate. Semiconductor manufacturing 
techniques can be used to fabricate micro-electrode structures which can produce high electric 
fields from relatively low potentials. 

Lithography based manufacturing techniques were developed to produce suitable 
electrodes for dielectrophoresis on a scale small enough to manipulate sub-micrometre particles. 
Detailed electric field patterns were numerically calculated for these electrodes, so that the 
dielectrophoretic force could be simulated, predicted and compared with experimental 
measurements of particle movement. The dielectric properties of latex spheres with diameters 
from 93nm to 557nm were determined through observation and measurement of the DEP 
movement; new theories were postulated to account for the results which did not conform to 
accepted theories. 

A rod shaped plant virus, Tobacco Mosaic Virus (TMV) was also studied and its 
dielectric properties determined from the experimental results. TMV is 300nm long with a 
cylindrical radius of 9nm, a shape of particle which is very different from a sphere and one 
which has not been studied by this method previously. An expression for the frequency 
dependent dielectrophoretic force on such a particle was derived and values of the 
dielectrophoretic force on the particle were measured and compared with the theoretical model. 

A new perspective on the use of Brownian motion theory to describe the movement of 
particles under dielectrophoresis was formulated and a method was proposed for the stochastic 
integration of Langevin's equation. 

During the course of this project, observations of fluid movement and its effect on the 
motion of particles were made. The types of fluid movement were categorised and attempts 
made to relate observations to probable causes. 

The practical possibilities of this project were demonstrated through the separation of 
sub-micrometre and nano-scale particles using dielectrophoresis. A new technique based on a 
combination of DEP and electrically induced fluid flow was also developed for separation 
purposes. 

A summary of work carried out on the design of travelling wave dielectrophoresis 

electrode arrays and separators is presented. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 



1.1 Introduction 

The term Dielectrophoresis (DEP) was first used to describe the motion of particles in 

non-uniform fields by Pohl [1]. Later the subject of a book by the same author [2], DEP has 

been reviewed in several journal articles [3-5] and been described in texts [6,7]. The DEP force 

depends on the dielectric properties of the particle and the suspending medium and, as a result, 

the fundamentals are based on dielectric theory and electromagnetism (described in the theory 

chapters in this thesis). 

In brief, the DEP force on a particle suspended in a dielectric medium depends on the 

effective polarisability of the particle, a value which is related to the difference between the 

complex permittivities of the particle and the suspending medium. A detailed derivation of the 

governing equations can be found in Chapters Three and Four. The effective polarisability can 

be either positive or negative so that the resulting force is either towards high field regions or 

towards low field regions respectively. The polarisation of a sphere in an electric field and the 

difference between positive and negative DEP are shown schematically in Figure (1.1). 

In a uniform electric field 

such as that produced by a 
parallel plate capacitor, the 
force on the charges in the 
dipole balance and there is 

no movement 

The effective dipole 

Dielectrophoretic 
force direction 

In a non-uniform field like 
the one produced by point 

and plane electrodes, there 
is an imbalance in the force 

on the charges in the dipole 

and the particle moves in the 
direction shown 

Figure (1.1) Schematic of the polarisation of a spherical particle in a dielectric 

medium in a uniform and a non-uniform electric field. The case of a particle with 
polarisability a,,, greater than the medium polarisability am, is shown on the left 

and the case where a,, < am is shown on the right. Both cases are detailed with the 

relative amounts of charge on either side of the particle/medium interface, the 

effective dipole and the direction of the dielectrophoretic force. 

If the particle polarisability is 

greater than the medium, the 
force on the charges at the 

interface results in movement 
towards high field points 

If the particle polarisability is 
less than the medium, the 
force on the charges at the 

interface results in movement 
towards low field regions 



The magnitude and the direction of the dielectrophoretic force depend on the particle 

permittivity and conductivity, the medium permittivity and conductivity and the field strength 

and frequency. The fact that the DEP force is dependent on such a variety of parameters, 

makes Dielectrophoresis a powerful tool for particle, especially biological particle, 

characterisation, manipulation and separation. 

1.2 Overview of research in Dielectrophoresis 

A great deal of work has been carried out to elucidate the nature of the DEP force [8- 

10], linking the force derivation to Maxwell stress tensors [11] and to torque related effects viz. 

electrorotation [12,13] and travelling-wave dielectrophoresis [14]. The specific case of two 
interacting cells has been examined [15], as well as the multipolar force [16-22] and the 

potential non-Laplacian nature of the cell membrane [23]. 

Specifically designed DEP electrodes [24-26] have been used to characterise the 

dielectric properties of cells, starting with Pohl's pioneering work on the differences between 

live and dead yeast cells [27,28]. Further work has been carried out on yeast [25,26,29], 

mouse SP2 cells [30], human blood [31] and cancer cells [32-34] as well as latex spheres [35] 

and bacteria [36]. DEP has been used to determine the differences between normal and 

cancerous cells [37] and with electrorotation to measure the capacitance of cell membranes [38- 

40] as well as the membrane changes during malarial infection [41]. 

DEP has been used to manipulate mouse and plant cells [42,43], breast cancer cells 
[44] and bacteria [45]. A system based on dielectrophoretic levitation has been used to 

characterise and manipulate glass and metal spheres and cells using single [46-54] or dual 

frequencies [55,56]. An optical density based measuring chamber system has also been 

designed to characterise cells [33,57-60]. Mixtures of live and dead yeast [61,62], normal and 

cancerous cells [63] and bacteria [64] have been separated into constituent components. 

Bacteria have also been separated using a combination of positive DEP and a medium 

conductivity gradient [65] and a system has been devised for the separation or enrichment of 

cancer cell samples using a combination of positive DEP and a pumped flow [66-68]. This 

system achieved an enrichment of 6 times on a single pass of a CD34+ haematopoetic stem cell 

sample [69] 

Simulations of the electric fields in DEP electrodes and the DEP force expected on a 

particle in these electrodes have been carried out numerically for planar [70-72] and 3D [73,74] 

electrodes and also, analytical solutions have been derived for certain electrode shapes [25,75]. 

It had been supposed that dielectrophoretic manipulation of sub-micrometre or colloidal 

particles would be difficult to achieve [2,76] due to the high potentials required to generate 

3 



strong enough electric fields. High potentials are difficult to generate at the high frequencies 

that DEP manipulation sometimes requires. However, recent advances in semiconductor 

manufacturing techniques means smaller electrodes can be manufactured, resulting in stronger 

electric fields for the same potential and enabling DNA [77,78], latex spheres [79]. Sendai 

virus [80] and protein macromolecules [76] to be manipulated. The characterisation of latex 

spheres [81] and small plant viruses has been achieved [82-84] as well as the separation of a 

mixture of virtually identical 93nm diameter dielectric spheres [85]. 

1.3 Thesis outline 

The first three chapters contain an outline of the theory relevant to the experimental 

results presented subsequently. Chapter Two is an outline of basic dielectric theory, the 

polarisation of an interface and relaxations. Chapter Three expands the basics to the special 

case of the effective dipole induced on a dielectric particle in a dielectric medium. Particular 

attention is paid to surface charge effects and the electrical double layer polarisation. 
Chapter Four describes the forces on sub-micrometre particles, including the dielectrophoretic 

force derived from the effective dipole equations in Chapter Three. A method for the 

numerical simulation of the electric field and the DEP force is discussed, as well as a method 
for solving the equation of motion for the particle including random thermal effects (Brownian 

motion). 

Chapter Five presents and discusses the results of the development of fabrication 

techniques and the manufacture of electrodes for Dielectrophoresis experiments. Chapter Six 

contains the result of electric field and force simulation specifically for the electrodes described 

in the previous chapter. Chapter Seven presents and discuss the dielectrophoresis experiments 

performed on sub-micrometre latex spheres and the calculation of the particle dielectric 

properties. Special attention is paid to the low frequency effects which have not been 

accurately explained in previous literature. Chapter Eight describes the dielectrophoresis of 

Tobacco Mosaic Virus and the determination of this particle's dielectric properties. Chapters 

Nine and Ten discuss the other forces involved in sub-micrometre dielectrophoresis and the 

application of all the experimental effects described previously in the thesis to the practical 

problem of separation. 
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Chapter Two 

Theory: Dielectrics and polarisation 
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2.1 Introduction 

For most of this century, the effects of electric fields on dielectric materials has been a 

subject of major interest and research for scientists from many fields. The early work of 

Maxwell [1] and Wagner [2] prepared the groundwork for understanding the properties of 

interfaces and particles [3-5]. Subsequently, interest in applications of dielectric spectroscopy 

to the understanding of the interior of biological particles grew [6-8] as well as the apparently 

simpler but less well understood charged dielectric sphere [9-12). 

Dielectrophoresis is governed by the combined dielectric properties of a particle and the 

medium it is suspended in. As a consequence, the theory for the dielectrophoretic force, 

discussed in Chapter Four, is based on particle dielectric theory (Chapter Three). 

This chapter discusses the basics of dielectric theory. 

2.2 Dielectrics, polarisation and permittivity (13] 

A dielectric material has the intrinsic property that it possesses bound charges. In a true 

or ideal dielectric, the charges are bound to the atoms and molecules and can only move minute 

distances under the influence of an externally applied electric field. When positive and negative 

charges in a dielectric are displaced in opposite directions, the dielectric is said to be polarised. 

2.2.1 Three basic polarisation processes 

(a) Electronic. 

Under an applied electric field, the centre of charge of the electron cloud in a molecule 

moves slightly with respect to the centre of charge of the nucleus. With an applied field of the 

order of 10 6 
-10 

7 Vm-1 (compared to the internal field of the atom which is of the order of 

1011Vm 1), the displacement is of the order of 10$ times the diameter of an atom. This is 

referred to as electronic polarisation. 

(b) Orientational. 

In some dielectrics, the molecules possess a permanent dipole moment and are said to be 

polar. The polar molecules both align with and become further polarised in an applied electric 

field. This is referred to as orientational polarisation. 

(c) Atomic. 

In a solid such as crystalline Potassium Chloride, 

different directions when subjected to an electric field. 

polarisation. 

the ions of different sign move in 

This is referred to as atomic 
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2.2.2 The polarisation, P 

In a dielectric consisting of N molecules per cubic metre, where the average vector 
dipole moment per molecule is p (Cm), in the neighbourhood of an arbitrary point, then 

P=Np (2.1) 

is the electric polarisation or dipole moment per unit volume (in Cm 2) at that point. The unit of 

electric dipole moment is the Debye equal to 3.336x 10"30 Cm [14]. 

Polarisation causes charges to gather, either at points within the dielectric or at the 

surface. These charges are related to the polarisation and are referred to as bound. The bound 

volume charge density pb is given by: 

Pb =-v. r (2.2) 

2.2.3 Gauss's Law, Poisson's and Laplace's equations 

A surface S encloses a volume which contains a variety of dielectrics and a total charge 
Q= Qj+ Qb . Qjis the free charge, Qb is the bound charge and there are no charges on the 

surface S. Gauss's law relates the outward flux of the electric field E due to these charges 

through S: 

1E. ds =Q (2.3) 
0 

where ds is a small element of the surface and s, is the permittivity of free space. 

If the volume is entirely contained within the dielectric, application of the divergence 

theorem gives Gauss's Law in differential form: 

D. E = 
Pf +A 

(2.4) 
Co 

where peis the free charge density and pb is the bound charge density. 

Substituting E= -VV into equation (2.4) gives Poisson's equation for the electrical 

potential V in a dielectric of constant permittivity: 

12 



v2v=-p E 
(2.5) 

In regions where the total charge density p= pf+ pb is zero the particular form of this equation is 

given by Laplace's equation _ 
V2V=0 (2.6) 

The finite element method outlined in Chapter (3) for calculation of the electric field uses these 

equations to determine the solution of the electric potential. 

2.2.4 The electric flux density D 

The free charge density in a dielectric can be found by substituting equation (2.2) into 

equation (2.4) to give: 

v. (E, E+ r) = pf (2.7) 

The vector D defined by 

D=EoE+P (2.8) 

is called the electric f ux density (in Cm 2) and its divergence is equal to the free volume charge 
density 

v. n = pf (2.9) 

2.2.5 Electric susceptibility and the relative permittivity 

Most dielectrics are linear and isotropic, and P is proportional to E such that 

r=X. E (2.10) 

where X. is the electric susceptibility of the dielectric. 

Therefore, for a linear and isotropic dielectric, from equation (2.8): 

D=C. E+P=E. (l+x. )E=s, E (2.11) 
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where E, = (1 + x, ) is a dimensionless number referred to as the relative permittivity of the 

dielectric. 

2.2.6 AC fields, real dielectrics and complex permittivity 

As a simple means of illustrating more involved polarisation effects, a good example is 

the parallel plate capacitor of area A and plate separation d, connected to an alternating 

potential V of angular frequency co, as shown in Figure (2.1). 

d ý_ý 

Figure (2.1) Parallel plate capacitor of plate separation d and area A containing a 
dielectric of permittivity c= so e1., and with an applied alternating potential of V. 

With an ideal, loss-free dielectric filling the gap, the impedance is: 

Z= 
jwC 

where j= I(-1) and the capacitance C is given by: 

A 
C= £°E` d 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 
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Some dielectrics are close to being ideal i. e., they are homogeneous, linear, isotropic and 
have a conductivity close to zero. For present purposes, they can be considered to have a 

constant permittivity. However, most real dielectrics, referred to as lossy, have a non-zero 

conductivity and the permittivity is dependent on the frequency of the applied electric field. 

Consider the capacitor in Figure (2.1) with the ideal dielectric replaced with a real 

dielectric of conductivity a. The current in the circuit is the same as if the circuit were replaced 

with a capacitor (capacitance C1) containing an ideal dielectric, together with a resistor in 

parallel of resistance R, given by: 

R, =Ä 

The total impedance of the circuit is: 

(2.13) 

Z_ 
1_R, 

1/RI + jcoC, 1+ jcoR, C1 (2.14) 

Equating this impedance with the impedance of a capacitor as given in equation (2.11) and 

replacing the capacitance C, and resistance R, according to equations (2.12) and (2.13) 

respectively, gives: 

C=E* = E' d (2.15) 

where the permittivity E= from equation (2.13) has been replaced by: 

6 
6 £o£rJ (2.16) 

This is the complex permittivity of the dielectric. 

2.3 Polarisation processes [15,16] 

In general, the behaviour of a dielectric is more complicated than the descriptions in 

previous sections. Polarisation mechanisms have a frequency dependent nature and where the 

dielectric is non-homogeneous, the complications are multiplied. This section briefly describes 

the principle of a Debye relaxation and the phenomenon of Maxwell-Wagner interfacial 

polarisation. The latter is fundamental to the origin of the dielectrophoretic force. 
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2.3.1 Dielectric relaxations and Debye. 

Polarisation mechanisms in dielectrics involve the movement of charge to create dipoles. 

As the rate of this movement is finite, each mechanism has an associated characteristic time 

constant which is the time necessary for the polarisation to reach its maximum value. As the 

frequency of the applied alternating field increases, the period over which the dipole moment is 

able to `relax' and then follow the field decreases. Therefore, there is a frequency at which 

these two periods are the same and beyond which the polarisation no longer reaches its maximum. 

At much higher frequencies, the mechanism virtually ignores the field and no polarisation occurs. 

This fall in polarisability causes a decrease in energy storage, and therefore permittivity, and is 

referred to as a dielectric relaxation. 

Of the three basic polarisation mechanisms outlined in section (2.2.1), orientational 

polarisation has the longest relaxation time. Atomic and electronic polarisation will align with 

the field up to frequencies of the order of 10" Hz and can be considered constant for the purposes 

of this work. The polarisation due to these mechanisms is therefore of the form of equation 

(2.10): 

(2.17) P= so x. E 

The orientational polarisation has a characteristic `relaxation time' zor associated with the time 

taken for the permanent dipoles to reorient with the field. The polarisation is given by: 

P 
Eoxor 1 

(2.1 i) 
-or 1+j(otor 

where xa is the low frequency or static field limit for orientational polarisation. The total 

frequency dependent polarisation is then: 

tot = £oxe + 
xor 1E 

(2.20) 1+J O)t 
or 

) 

From equation (2.20), at the low frequency limit: 

x=Xa+x-=E, - 1 (2.21) 

where s, is the relative permittivity measured in a static electric field. 
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At the high frequency limit: 

x= =Er- i (2.22) 

where c� is the relative permittivity at sufficiently high frequency that there is no orientational 

polarisation. xa is therefore given by; - c and equation (2.20) can be rewritten: 

Po=so(s -1)E (2.23) 

where c is a complex term given by: 

Eý = E, ý -F 1+ jwTa, 
(2.24) 

This complex permittivity is independent of the complex permittivity of the dielectric (equation 

(2.17)) and is usually re-written: 

E= EI-jE° 

of 
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Figure (2.2) Plot of the variation of if and s" with frequency of the applied field. 
The axis on the left gives the values for if and the axis on the right, the values for F, ". 
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e' and c" are given by the Debye formulations [15]: 

E -E m 
22 (2.26) 

1+( J) ion 

Ege_ 
GYCor(Es -c 

ý 

(2 
1+0)Ztiör . 27) 

The variation of c' and e" with w results in a dispersion in the relative permittivity as the 

frequency of the applied field is increased as shown in Figure (2.2). 

2.3.2 Interfacial Polarisation 

Experimental systems are further complicated by the presence of many dielectrics with 
differing properties. Under an applied field, the difference in these properties causes charges to 

build up at the discontinuities or interfaces between the dielectrics. As the polarisabilities of 

each dielectric are frequency dependent, so the surface charge density at the interface is also 
frequency dependent. As a result, the permittivity and conductivity of the whole system exhibit 

additional dispersions due solely to the polarisation of the interfaces. The study of such 
heterogeneous dielectrics was first discussed by Maxwell and extended by Wagner and the 

dispersion in permittivity arising because of an interface has come to be referred to as Maxwell- 

Wagner interfacial polarisation. 

The simplest case is a parallel plate capacitor with two dielectrics as shown in Figure 

(2.3). This system can be described in a similar fashion to the capacitor in section (2.2.6) as two 

capacitors in series, both containing a real dielectric. The two dielectrics have permittivities e, 

and e2 and conductivities ai and a2, respectively. Each capacitor can be represented by a 

resistor and capacitor in parallel with resistance and capacitance given by equations (2.13) and 

(2.14) respectively. The impedance of the equivalent circuit is given by: 

Z=ZI+Z2= 
1+j 

R, 

coR, C, +1+j 
R, 

coR2C2 
(2.28) 

Again, equating this to equation (2.11), the capacitance of the whole system is: 

C= sý 
d 

(2.29) 
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__- 
d --ý'ý 

EI 

a1 

ý 
d2 

d, 

Figure (2.3) Parallel plate capacitor completely filled by two dielectrics, with 
permittivities e,, s,, conductivities 6,, 62 and widths d, and d2 

. 
The plate area is 

A, the plate separation is d and the applied voltage is V. 

The complex permittivity e* in this case is given by: 

E= 606'-jEos"-j- (2.30) 
w 

C and c" are given by the Debye formulations (equations (2.26) and (2.27)) with: 

ds, s, 
gr = d162 +dz£' 

(2.31) 

d(d, 6 G2 +d2c, ß; ) 
2 32 (d, 6, +d26, )2 

) 

T=cd, 
E2 +d, E1 

(2.33) 
d, a2 +dza, 
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a is the conductivity of the whole system, given by: 

da, a2 
a d1a2 +d2a` 

(2.34) 

The permittivity of the capacitor shown in Figure (2.3) has a dispersion due to a Debye type 

relaxation as well as the imaginary loss term. In general, relaxations due to interfacial 

polarisation occur at lower frequencies than for orientational polarisation and a plot of the 

complex permittivity of the system as a whole would be of the form of Figure (2.4). 

SI 

Orientational 

Atomic an( 
electronic 

Eil 

10 0 106 10'0 10's 
Frequency (Hz) 

Figure (2.4) Schematic showing the variation of the real and imaginary parts of 
the permittivity for a system of dielectrics. The frequencies shown are the orders 
of magnitude for each type of relaxation. 
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Chapter Three 

Theory: Dielectric particles 
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3.1 Introduction 

A dielectric particle polarises under the influence of an electric field as outlined in 

Chapter Two. For a particle suspended in a liquid, the particle/liquid interface is polarised by 

Maxwell-Wagner interfacial polarisation (section (2.3.2)) and a surface charge density is 

induced at the interface. As a consequence, the particle has an induced dipole moment and an 

effective permittivity which depends not only on its internal properties but also the properties of 

the medium. This chapter outlines the derivation of the dipole moment for a spherical particle 

and the more general ellipsoidal particle. 

3.2 The effective dipole moment of a spherical particle 

In the following subsections, the simple model of the dielectric sphere shown in Figure 

(3.1) is considered. To determine the surface charge density and the resulting dipole moment 

of the particle, Laplace's equation for the electrical potential (equation (2.6)) is solved. 

E 

Ný 
Figure (3.1) Dielectric sphere, radius a and permittivity ep� suspended in a 
medium of permittivity Em, under the influence of an electric field E. 

Initially, the model as shown above is solved using spherical harmonics and the 

solution for the potential and dipole moment are easily obtained. Experimentally however, the 

dielectric particles are usually suspended in an electrolyte consisting of a solution of mobile 
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ions. In this case, the surface charge built up at the interface attracts the ions and an electrical 
double layer forms (see Appendix 3a). This effect complicates the model and different theories 

must be used to solve for the potential around the particle. 

3.2.1 The simple dielectric sphere [1] 

The solution for the case of an ideal dielectric is simply an application of spherical 

harmonic functions to solve Laplace's equation (equation (2.6)) to find the electric potential V. 

Further details of the solution method can be found in reference [1]. If the co-ordinate axes are 

arranged so that the sphere is centred on the origin and the applied field E lies along the z-axis 

(i. e. E= Ez where z is the unit vector along the z-axis), the problem becomes axially 

symmetric. Therefore, in spherical polar co-ordinates (r, O, 4), the solution is independent of + 

and Laplace's equation becomes two dimensional. The general solution for the potential is 

given by: 

to 
V= (Ar" +B�r-("1))PP(cosh) (3.1) 

0 

where P,, (cose) are the Legendre polynomials and A� and B� are constants [1]. The potential 

inside the particle is considered separately from the potential in the medium. The boundary 

conditions and their restrictions on the solution for the problem are as follows': 

(a. ) The electric field cannot be infinite, so the potential V is continuous at r=a. 

V Ifsa 
- Vplrfa _0 (3.2) 

(b. ) The normal component of D is continuous at r=a. Application of Gauss's Law (from 

equation 2.3) gives: 

sm - sp °=0 (3.3) 
Cr-a 

(c. ) The electric field E lies along the z-axis implying that the potential with no sphere present 

must be V= -ErcosO. This must still be true at large r for the case of the potential around 

the sphere since the contributions to the electric field from the charges in and around the 

sphere are inversely proportional to r. As a consequence, the particular solution for the 

potential in the medium must contain the term -ErcosO and no other positive power of r. 

The solution for the potential in the medium V. is therefore: 

1 The subscripts m and p refer to the medium and the particle respectively. 
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V, 
ý = -Ercos6 + 1(B�r-(°+»)P� (cosh) (3.4) 

0 

(d. ) The electric field must also remain finite inside the particle. As a consequence, V must be 

finite as r --> 0 implying that the particular solution for the potential inside the sphere must 

contain no negative powers of r. The solution for the potential inside the particle V is 

therefore: 

OD 
Vp = 1: (A�r)P°(cosO) (3.5) 

0 

Equations (3.2) and (3.3) can be solved to find the values of the constants A� and B� [1]. 

Substitution of these values into equations (3.4) and (3.5) gives the particular solution for the 

potential in the medium and in the particle: 

3 

V. = ErcosO rC 
-cm 

-I (3.6) 
"' r3 Cp +2c. 

v =- 
ism 

ErcosO (3.7) 
Ep +25m 

3.2.2 The effects of conductivity - lossy dielectrics [2] 

If the dielectrics in the above model are lossy, the same boundary conditions and general 

solutions hold. The difference is the presence of conductivity terms and charge transport to the 

interface. Conductivity affects D in the different dielectrics and therefore the second boundary 

condition is also affected. Applying Gauss's Law in this case gives: 

r=a 

1'.. 

where d is the free surface charge density at the interface. This surface charge density is 

governed by the time dependent nature of free charge transport in the dielectrics. The charge 

conservation equation: 
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aq 
at _ _V. i (3.9) 

relates the rate of change of charge in a volume to the flux of charges through the surface 
bounding the volume. In a dielectric, Ohm's law relates the flux of charges to the applied 

electric field: 

J= aE (3.10) 

For a small volume through the surface of the dielectric sphere, the rate of change of the surface 

charge density is related to the flux of charges in the medium and in the sphere. Using the 

divergence theorem and substituting equation (3.10) into equation (3.9) gives the continuity 

equation for the transport of charge carriers to and from the surface: 

aP3 ay 

=6m -ap. (3.11) 
r=a r=a 

If the field is periodic, i. e. E=E. e'", then V and p' are also periodic and the time derivative of 
ji is jw p' 

. Equations (3.8) and (3.11) can therefore be combined to give: 

Cp j1 -sm 
or I=0 

(3.12) 
ý r=a 

where EP and sm are the complex permittivities (equation (2.16)) for the particle and medium 

respectively. As the differences between equation (3.12) and equation (3.3) are independent of 

position, the solution for the potential is given by the equations: 

3"" 

V= ErcosOa 
EP-£m 

T3 £P +2£m 

Vp =-. 
3£m 

. ErcosO (3.14) 
£p+2£m 

The factor 

Cp -Em 

Sp +2Em 
ý3.15ý 
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is the Clausius-Mossotti factor and describes the frequency dependent variation of the potential 

around the sphere. 

3.2.3 The effective dipole moment [3J 

The potential generated by a dipole consisting of two charges, +q and -q, separated by a 
distance d is given by [3]: 

_ 
qdcosO V 
47CEmr2 (3.16) 

Comparison of this and equation (3.13) shows that the potential in the medium is the sum of the 

original uniform field and a dipole moment p where: 

p- 4nEm 
EP - gm 

a3E (3.17) 
- Cp +2cm 

This is the effective dipole moment of the sphere. The size of the effective dipole moment is 

frequency dependent and undergoes a dispersion because of Maxwell-Wagner interfacial 

polarisation. It is sometime re-written in terms of the volume of the sphere and an effective 

polarisability up where: 

p=3 7ra3up E (3.18) 

The effective polarisability of a spherical dielectric particle is therefore: 

u =3£ 
E* -£rt. 

(3.19) 
Pm Ep +2£m 

This solution is correct under the condition that the size of the sphere is small compared with a 

characteristic distance associated with the electric field. However, experiments conducted in 

order to determine the internal properties of particles by measuring their effective dipole moments 

showed that the theory did not describe dielectric spheres under certain conditions [4-7]. This 

implied that a modification to the theory was required in order to describe the differences between 

expected and measured properties. 
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3.3 Surface effects and surface conductance 

In the majority of cases, experiments are performed on dielectric spheres suspended in 

an ionic salt solution. A charge at the particle/medium interface will attract ions to the surface 

forming an electrical double layer (Appendix 3a). The situation is further complicated if the 

particle being studied has a fixed surface charge. In this case, the fixed surface charge creates 

a double layer which is independent of the applied field and interacts with it. Miles and 

Robertson [4] first proposed the idea that the double layer would affect the dielectric properties 

of the medium around the particle and, as a direct consequence, the effective dipole moment. 

The experimental results, in general, showed two unexplained phenomena: the apparent 

conductivity of the particle was higher than expected [5] and there was a second large 

dispersion at a frequency lower than the Maxwell-Wagner relaxation frequency [6,71. 

O'Konski [8] presented a theory to explain the apparent increase in the conductivity of 

the particle in terms of a surface conductance. It postulates that the flux due to the transport of 

charge carriers associated with the fixed charge on the surface, must be added to the flux due to 

transport of bulk charges to and from the surface. The latter flux is the one which gives rise to 

interfacial polarisation. 

E 

di 

} 

Figure (3.2) Diagram of a surface of specific conductance X. The flux of charge 
carriers J through line element dl is governed by the component of the electric 
field E tangential to the surface 

Assuming these carriers are restricted to movement only along a surface, the surface 

conductance is defined as the rate of transfer of charge: 
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J= 
dq 

= XEtd1 (3.20) 

along a surface of specific conductance 7, through a line element of length dl in an electric field 
,E 

with component E along the surface and perpendicular to dl as shown schematically in Figure 

(3.2). The contribution of the charge carriers in the medium is given by the sum: 

_ N, µizi (3.21) 

where N, is the number of carriers per unit surface area, 1u, is the mobility and z, the valency for 

carrier of type i. For a single type of counterion, this can be simplified to dot where p is the 

mobility of the ion and p' is, again, the surface charge density. 

The total surface charge densityjd is the sum of two components: 

Pa=Pä+Pä (3.22) 

where pä is the component due to transport to and from the surface and pb is the component 

related to the transport of charge carriers along the surface due to the conductance X. 

The two transport mechanisms have an associated flux as represented in Figure (3.3) and 

are governed by the continuity equations: 

a öpa 
_ am 

öV� 
ap 

a 
(3.23) 

at 
r=a 

or 
r=a 

and: 

av 
als e äe Sine (3.24) 

r=a 

This assumes an axially symmetric system as for section (3.2.3). The continuity equation for p° 

is therefore: 

m J+am. _I -ap (3.25) 
8t+ a2sinO ö6 sm O 

VP 
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Figure (3.3) A schematic representation of the movement of charge carriers at the 
surface of a sphere in response to an applied field. The flux J is due to ohmic 
conductivity in the medium and Jh is due to the surface conductivity. 

Assuming a periodic electric field as before, manipulation of this equation and equation (3.8) 

gives a solution for the potential which is identical to equations (3.13) and (3.14) and a solution 

for the dipole identical to equation (3.17), with the complex permittivity of the particle given 

by: 

Cy 2X 
sP = eoEp - j-'' where a=a+ 6y and a, =- (3.26) 

c0 u 

This theory successfully explained the larger than expected value for the particle 

conductivity at low frequencies. However, further experiments revealed the presence of' 

another dispersion in the complex permittivity of these types of particle. This dispersion is 

generally referred to as the a-relaxation and occurs at a lower frequency than the Maxwwell- 

Wagner relaxation (called the ß-relaxation). The cause of the low-frequency dispersion is 

generally assumed to be caused by polarisation of the electrical double layer. 
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3.4 The a-relaxation I: Schwarz [9] and Schurr [10] 

O'Konski's theory deals with the movement of the counterions normal to the surface of 
the sphere. Schwarz [9] presented the idea that these ions were quite tightly bound to the surface 
and, as a result, were unlikely to move in a radial direction but were free to move tangentially 

around the particle. Ions would therefore move around the sphere in response to the electric 
field, polarising the double layer and adding to the effective dipole moment. This polarisation 

would have a longer relaxation time than an interfacial mechanism and the corresponding 
dispersion would occur at a lower frequency, explaining the low frequency a-relaxation reported 

experimentally [6,7]. 

Briefly, there are two components to the surface flux of counterions moving around the 

sphere. First, there is the flux of ions moving in response to the applied field: 

p'µ aV JE 
a ö6 (3.27) 

where pd is the surface counterion density, p is the mobility of the counterion and V is the 

potential at the surface. The second term is the diffusion flux acting against the first term : 

_ JD µ&Tap" (3.28) 
aeo M 

where T is the temperature, k is the Boltzman constant and ea is the charge of the electron. 

Diffusion is discussed in more detail in section (4.2.4). 

The rate of change of the surface charge density is given by the divergence of the flux: 

as 
= V. (JE +JD) (3.29) 

ON 
- 

The surface charge density can be represented as the original undisturbed counterion distribution 

p' which is a constant, and a time varying perturbation pr' such that: 

P'=A+A (3.30) 

Substitution of equations (3.27) and (3.28) into (3.29) gives the partial differential continuity 

equation: 
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sin g 

öp 
+e 

aV 
pd sinA (3.31) 

at a e(, sinA 00 M kT öA 

To help solve this equation, Schwarz introduced a quantity y such that: 

eoaE 
kT 

(3.32) 

where E is the electric field. Schwarz assumed that y«1 for all cases and also made the 

reasonable assumption that the electric field along the surface is of the same order of magnitude 

as the external field. As a consequence, the second term in the brackets in equation (3.31) is 

also small compared to unity and p' varies only a little from po`. This implies that j << p,, ' and 

that equation (3.31) can be modified by substituting: pr' for d on the left hand side and in the 

first term in the brackets, and p' for din the second term in the brackets. The equation can 

then be solved for an alternating field of angular frequency co using Legendre polynomials to give: 

dq 
= XE1d1 (3.33) 

where the surface conductance term introduced by O'Konski has been replaced by a frequency 

dependent surface conductivity X such that: 

JO'raS 

1+ jcot 
,° (3.34) 

where X,, is the surface conductance as given by equation (3.21). The relaxation time Ts, 

associated with the frequency dependent part is given by: 

zz e. a a 
taS 2µkT 2D 

(3.35) 

where D is the diffusion coefficient for the ions (see section (4.2.4)). 

The solutions for the potential and effective dipole moment are, again, exactly the same 

as given in section (3.3.3) with the surface conductance, in this case, given by equation (3.34). 

The effective complex permittivity of the particle is: 
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2? Tas ßp 2A. 
0 O)t as cp= EoEp +a (1+w2T2) co 

+a (1+w2T2 )) 
(3.36) 

a5 aS 

According to this equation, the electric and diffusion flux terms cancel each other and 

the total current due to surface ions disappears as w -- 0. However, for a steady state DC field, 

there is still a current term due to the surface counterions. Schurr [10] found this to be 

equivalent to the surface conductance described by O'Konski and resolved the problem using 

Schwarz's method and O'Konski's boundary conditions. This solution for the interaction of 

potential and diffusion driven surface fluxes does not have the limitation that the counterions are 

bound to the surface. Again, the equations for the potential and dipole moment are given by 

equations (3.13) and (3.17) respectively, where the effective permittivity of the particle is given 

by [10]: 

" 
2a'o tiaS ßp 2Ä'o 2Äo wZaS 

Ep =6.6+a 
1+w2i2 jl 

Co 
+a+a (l+w2r ) 

(3.37) ( 
aS) aS 

Unfortunately, these theories did not describe the experimental results adequately. Further 

experimental research indicated that under most experimental conditions, the assumptions made 

to simplify the initial equations in order obtain a solution were not valid. 

3.5 The a-relaxation II: Duhldn [11], Lyklema [12-15] and Minor [16] 

Lyklema [12-14] summarised the results given in sections (3.3) and (3.4) and outlined the 

problems with these theories. As previously stated, O'Konski's theory adequately explained the 

apparent increase in the particle conductivity in terms of a surface conductance. In doing so, the 

assumption was made that there was free exchange of charge between the surface conductance 

layer and the bulk. However, this does not explain the measured low-frequency dispersion. 

The theory presented by Schwarz and modified by Schurr was also unsuitable because of certain 

assumptions made and resulting limitations in the solution. The assumption that the charges are 

bound to the surface is only true at very high frequencies. However, charges bound to the 

surface would have a much lower mobility than the bulk and therefore the relaxation time for the 

associated polarisation mechanism (equation (3.35)) would be much longer than for bulk values. 

By inference, the interpretation of the physical basis of this mechanism is flawed and the theory 

cannot apply. Also, the assumption that y, as given by equation (3.32), is much smaller than 

one is not true under most circumstances. More fundamentally, this theory only considers 
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bound counterions and does not take into account the effects of ions in the diffuse part of the 
double layer (see Figure (3.4) and Appendix 3a). 

Lyklema, following the work of Duhkin [11], presented several theories for polarisation 
mechanisms in the double layer. In [12], a generalisation of the Schwarz model was published 
which takes into account the effects of the diffuse part of the double layer. A model for the 

polarisation of a double layer consisting only of a diffuse part was also presented. In his book 

[15], Lyklema published a more up to date model for the polarisation of the double layer as a 

whole. 

3.5.1 Polarisation of the bound layer according to Lyklema 

bound charges 
(S) 

fixed surface 
charge (pf°) 

ZO 

-+ 

Stern layer -1 

O 
O 

O 
diffuse charges 

(Pd) 
G) 

............. 

0 
oo 

0 0 
00 

potential( i) 

0S 1/x Distance from 
fF Diffuse layer interface 

surface 

Figure (3.4) Schematic diagram of the electrical double layer. The surface charge 
and the related surface potential V results in an increase in the volume density of the 
counterion (the ion in the solution with opposite charge) near the interface between 
the surface and the fluid. As a result of the redistribution of charge and the 
physical size of the ions, the potential V falls linearly across the bound or Stern 
layer and then as 1/r across the diffuse layer. 

Figure (3.4) shows a schematic diagram of an electrical double layer with approximate 
distributions of the charges and the size of the potential with distance from the surface. Close to 

the surface, which has a fixed negative charge, there are bound positive counterions which form 

the Stern layer, across which the potential falls linearly. Farther from the surface, in the diffuse 

layer, the counterion density is less and they have a mobility approximately equal to the bulk. A 
detailed description of the double layer can be found in Appendix (3a). 
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In deriving a general model for the behaviour of the bound layer, Lyklema took into 

account three types of charges as shown in Figure (3.4): 

a. fixed surface charges such as covalently bound ionic groups - pt 

b. charges in the bound layer - pn` 

c. charges in the diffuse layer - pj` 

For the purposes of this derivation, a fixed charge is taken to be a charge with negligible 

surface mobility. Counterions with a surface diffusion coefficient DS <D may be considered as 
fixed for frequencies w» 2D5a and mobile if o <_ 2DDriZ ` 

. 

++ bound layer 

fixed eiuface charges -+ 

+ 

+- countenons 

E 

Figure (3.5) A cross-section through a spherical dielectric particle showing the 
positions of fixed surface charges and counterions in the double layer. Under the 
influence of the electric field E, the counterions in the bound layer enrich the 
positive side of the particle. In order to maintain electroneutrality, the 
counterions outside the bound layer move in the opposite direction. 

Figure (3.5) shows, in cross-section, the position and movement of charges in and 

around a dielectric sphere which is assumed to have a net negative surface charge. At low 

frequencies. the bound ions move under the influence of an applied electric field to enrich the 

negative side (to the right of the diagram). However, the diffuse ions outside the bound layer 

can exchange with the bulk and attempt to maintain electroneutrality by enriching the positive 

side (on the left). The mobility of counterions in the bound layer is less than the ions in the 

diffuse part of the double layer. For thin double layers, the diffuse ions can redistribute fast 

enough to be able to almost maintain equilibrium between the bound and diffuse parts of the 

double layer. Therefore, the bound and surface charges are almost continually screened by the 

diffuse ions and the polarisation of the diffuse layer cannot be ignored. This extra polarisation 
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reduces the relaxation time of the bound ions and, as a consequence, the frequency of the a- 
dispersion is higher in this case than for the double layer model of Schwarz (section 3.4) 

Lyklema introduced a differential capacitance Cd to account for this effect: 

Cd = CmKCOSh( RT) 
(3.38) 

where c. is the permittivity of the bulk medium, x is the reciprocal Debye length, F is the 

Faraday, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature and ý is the zeta potential. 

The continuity equation for this mechanism is: 

öOpbE 
_ 

FDbM 0 [SiflO(aPbSE Fpb aV'JJ 
(3.39) ät a2 sinO 0+ RTM aA 

which is similar to equation (3.31). Db is the diffusion constant for the ions in the bound layer, 

pb° is the charge density in the bound layer and ApPE is the perturbation in this charge density 

due to the applied electric field. The modification factor M is given by: 

(3.40) M=1+_RTC 
d 

Lyklema then solved this equation using the same procedure as Schwarz and obtained a 

relaxation time for the polarisation mechanism of: 

a2 
T °`` 2DbM 

3.5.2 Polarisation of the diffuse layer 

(3.41) 

The theory presented for the relaxation of the diffuse double layer in reference [12] by 

Lyklema, Shilov and Dukhin is a straight transcription of the theory published by Dukhin in his 

book [11]. Both are based on electro-osmotic flow around the particle in the absence of a Stern 

layer. No attempt was made to explain the derivation of the equations which are summarised 

here. The suspending medium is assumed to be an electrolye solution consisting of positive and 
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negative ions, with diffusion coefficients D+ and D- respectively. For simplicity it is assumed 

that D+ = D- = D. 

The induced dipole moment of the particle is: 

_ 
1_a1(1+W)+j(a1W+a2W2) ' 

3E (3.42) 2A1(1 +W)+ j(A, W+A2W2) J 

where a is the radius of the particle and E is the electric field as before. The other terms in the 

equation are given by a complicated series of equations which are outlined in Appendix (3b). 

3.5.3 The relaxation of the double layer as a whole 

In his book [15], Lyklema presented a complete theory for the dielectric dispersion 

caused by the relaxation of the electrical double layer. The theory describes the contribution of 

charge currents, the surface potential and electro-osmosis in the diffuse layer to the surface 

conduction of the particle. 

The far field solution for the perturbation in the potential outside the spherical particle is: 

AV. =- ErcosO + 
d`a3 

EcosO e'"" (3.43) 
r 

Comparing this to equation (3.13) shows that the da is an equivalent term to the Clausius- 

Mossotti factor (equation (3.15)) for a Maxwell-Wagner relaxation. This term is given by the 

following set of equations: 

d` 
2+ 2(1+DD 

d 

(y+1)) 
(3.44) 

where Dud is a "Duhkin number" for the diffuse layer, given by: 

Dud =2 
(1 

+ 
im) 

cos 2RT -1 (3.45) 
ffl 

The Duhkin number is the ratio of the surface conductance to the bulk. 
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The assumption has been made, as in the previous section, that the electrolyte is symmetrical 

and that the diffusion coefficients for the ions are equal. The factor y is: 

(ovr)312 -Jwi y =1- (1+ wT)(1+wi) 
(3.46) 

and the electro-osmotic contribution to the polarisation, m is given by: 

3 

2s 
_m=22 mF 3rD (3.47) 

The relaxation time for this mechanism is identical to the relaxation time given by Schwarz 

(equation (3.35)). Using the same manipulation outlined in section (3.2.3), the effective dipole 

from this polarisation mechanism is: 

pD = 41CSmd a3E (3.48) 

This theory can be considered to supersede the theory outlined in section (3.5.2). 

3.6 The effective polarisability of an ellipsoidal particle 

In some cases, the more general case of an ellipsoidal particle must be considered. 

Several references [17,18] contain the method of derivation for the effective polarisability of such 

particles. This section summarises the resulting equations and simplifies for the case of a long 

thin particle as a suitable approximation to a rod. 

Consider the homogeneous, ellipsoidal, dielectric particle shown in Figure (3.5), the 

half lengths of the major axes are a, b and c and the particle has permittivity c, and conductivity 

am. The medium has permittivity Cm and conductivity am. Without loss of generalisation, the 

major axis of half length a can be assumed to lie along the x-axis. 

The effective polarisability uQ of the particle along an arbitrary axis a (where a is one of 

x, y, z) is given[18] by: 

Ua = CmXa 

where the susceptibility Xa is given by: 

(3.49) 
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E� -e m 

xce - (3.50) (Ep -Em)A� +Em 

and s; and E : *p the complex permittivities of the medium and particle respectively as given 

by equation (2.17). 

Figure (3.6) An ellipsoidal particle of half axis lengths a, b, c oriented with 
major axis a along the x-axis. 

A,, is referred to as the depolarising factor along the axis a and is given by: 

ds 
Aý =Z abc ýs +h )R 

(3.51) 

where 

R= (s+a2)+(s+b2)+(s+c2) 

s is an arbitrary distance and 1, is the half length of the ellipsoid along the axis a. With some 

manipulation, equation (3.50) can be shown to have characteristic relaxation times associated 

with it, given by: 

- 
Aasp+(1-Aa)Em 

(3.52) Aa6p +(1-Aa)ßm 
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The dipole moment along the axis a can be found from the polarisability by using the relationship 

outlined in section (3.2.3). The volume of an ellipsoid is (4/3nabc) and the dipole moment along 

a is the component of the electric field along a multiplied by the volume times the polarisability: 

p=4 7wbCCmxa K. (3.53) 
-« 3 

There are two cases of these equations that are of particular interest: The sphere, for which the 

axes half lengths are a=b=c and the prolate ellipsoid, where a» b=c. 

For a sphere, the depolarising factor along each axis is equal to 1/3 and the orientation 

of the particle to the electric field becomes irrelevant. Equation (3.50) then becomes: 

Xa 3"_ 
E`n 

(3.54) 
Ep +2Cm 

Substituting this into equation (3.53) gives equation (3.19) for the effective polarisability of a 

spherical particle. 

A long cylindrical particle can be approximated a prolate ellipsoid and, in this case, the 

depolarising factor along the major axis a tends to zero and to 1 along axes b and c. Therefore, 

when the major axis is aligned with the field, equation (3.50) tends to: 

-Em p 

LIE = E" 
(3.55) 

m 

along the major axis. The situation is complicated by a torque which can align different axes 

with the field. If the major axis is no longer aligned with the field, equation (3.55) no longer 

holds. This is discussed further in the analysis section of Chapter Eight. 
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Appendix (3a) The electrical double layer [19,12] 

At the interface between a solid dielectric particle and a liquid dielectric containing free 

charge carriers, a surface charge density can develop for a number of reasons. This charge 

creates an electrostatic potential local to the interface which falls off with distance from the 

particle. The electrostatic potential attracts ions of opposite charge (called counterions) from the 

solution and repels ions with like charge (co-ions). The resulting change in the distribution of 

ions near the surface is governed by the spatial distribution of the surface electrostatic potential. 

The region of space in the liquid near the interface has a higher density of counterions 

and a lower density of co-ions than the bulk. This region is referred to as the electrical double 

layer. The variation in the potential across this region is shown in figure (3.4). 

In the Stern layer, the ions are assumed to be bound to or at least tightly associated with 

the surface. This is what is generally referred to as the bound part of the double layer and the 

potential falls across the width S of the Stern layer linearly from the surface value of V to V. In 

the diffuse part of the double layer, the counterions are not bound to the particle and the potential 

falls off as 1/r where r is the distance from the surface. The outer limit of the double layer is 

taken to be at the Debye length which is generally denoted as a reciprocal K. For a symmetrical 

electrolyte consisting of two type of ions whose valencies z+ and z are equal to z, the reciprocal 

Debye length is given by: 

I 
2z2eön 2 

K 
(smkT 

where eo is the charge on the electron, n is the equilibrium volume density of the ions, sm is the 

permittivity of the liquid dielectric, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. 
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Appendix (3b) Equations from section (3.5.2) 

The induced dipole moment is given by [12]: 

3 a, (1+W)+ j(a, W+a2W2) 3 
2 

(A 

(1 + W) + j(A1W + AZW2) QE 

where: 

W =a 
co 

a, =a+(1+a-)-a-(1+a+) 

a2 = a+(1+ai)-a-(1+a; ) 

A, =(z -a-)(1+a+)+(a++a+)(1+a-) 

A2 = (z" -a")(l+a; )+(z++a+)(1+ai ) 

z+ and z are the valencies of the ions. 

Ka 

(2 

a xa 

(2 
Z +z Ii) 

a° - xal2 
is-IiJ 

a° 
x 

(3m, 
2c -IlJ 

at =Z -(Ii +Iä) 

z 

r. a 

For a symmetrical electrolyte, i. e. z+ =i=z, 

I+ _ -2e4+ýJ 
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Chapter Four 

Theory: Forces on a particle 
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4.1 Introduction 

The movement of a particle in solution is a complicated system to model theoretically. 

There are many forces which are intrinsic to the system, such as Brownian motion and diffusion, 

as well as externally imposed forces, such as gravity and the dielectrophoretic force. The 

dielectrophoretic force arises from the interaction of a non-uniform field with the effective dipole 

of the particle (Chapter Three). There is also often fluid motion, arising from electrothermal 

effects, which exerts a force on the particle through viscous drag. 

This chapter outlines the forces other than the EHD and electrothermal, and the 

numerical methods which can be used to calculate a particle trajectory under these conditions. 

4.2 Forces on particles in solution 

The forces described in this section are those which occur in the solution in the absence 

of an applied electric field. Some of these forces, such as gravity and buoyancy are governed by 

the densities of the liquid and particle and are related to the physical constants of the system. 

The other force of note is the randomising effect of Brownian motion on single particles. In 

considering the movement of a particle in solution, the effects of each of these forces must 

summed. 

4.2.1 Gravity and buoyancy [1] 

Consider a particle of volume u and mass density pp suspended in a fluid of mass density 

p.. The particle experiences a force F due to gravity and a buoyancy force Eb which acts in the 

opposite direction. The vector sum of F. and Fb gives the net force on the particle: 

Ftot Fg-Fb =u(PP-ß�)g (4.1) 

where g is the acceleration due to gravity. This force acts with g if pp > pm and against g if 

pp < Pm 

4.2.2 Viscous drag [1,21 

A particle moving in solution experiences a force acting in opposition to its direction of 

travel due to the viscous nature of the fluid. This is called the drag force and in the steady state, 

is proportional to the velocity y of the particle and a constant referred to as the friction factor f. 
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F, =fv_ (4.2) 

f depends on the viscosity rl of the fluid and the shape of the particle. For a spherical particle, 

this factor is given by Stoke's Law, derived in 1850: 

f= 6inia (4.3) 

where a is the radius of the particle. An ellipsoidal particle with axes half lengths a, b, and c, is 

referred to as prolate when a>b=c. The friction factor can be represented as a ratio with 

respect to the friction factor of a sphere of the same volume [I]: 

fell 

- 

(1-e2)V2 

10 
e2/31 

1+(1ez)y2 (4.4) 

eJ 

where fu is the friction factor of the ellipsoid, fo is the friction factor of a sphere and e is the ratio 
bla. 

4.2.3 Sedimentation in a fluid [1] 

The combined effects of gravity and viscous drag describe the rate at which particles 

settle or sediment out of a solution. If pp > pm , the particles quickly reach the steady state and 

sediment with a velocity 
_v. 

This velocity can easily be calculated for the case of a sphere in the 

steady state since the gravitational and drag forces are balanced: 

3 ra3(Pp - Pm)g = 67[tlav- (4.5) 

At any point, these forces act along the same unit vector. As a consequence, the vector nature 

can be neglected and equation (4.5) can be re-written in terms of a sedimentation velocity: 

v= 9a2(Pp-P. )9 (4.6) 
T1 
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Alternatively, by re-writing in terms of a, and using equation (4.3), the friction factor for this 

situation can be found to be: 

6n911v ý1 2(pp - pm)g 
(4.7) 

4.2.4 Brownian motion [3,41 

Particles in solution experience a force due to thermal energy which causes them to 

move in random manner. The physical origin of this force is due to collisions between the 

vibrating molecules of the solution and the much larger particle. This random motion was first 

observed by Robert Brown in 1827, who studied the movement of pollen in liquid, and is 

referred to as Brownian motion. The theory describing this effect was published by Einstein in 

1905 and gives the distribution of the probability of finding a single particle at any point after a 

given time. If at time t=0, the position of the particle is known, the probability distribution 

after a time dt is a Gaussian distribution with zero first moment (mean) and mean (time 

averaged) squared displacement in three dimensions given by: 

ýx2} =6ft (4.8) 

The second moment about the mean or standard deviation a,, , with a zero first moment, is 

given by the square root of equation (4.8). The force which gives rise to Brownian motion can 

also be represented by a Gaussian distribution Fd(t) with zero mean. Combining this with the 

viscous drag force F� (equation 4.2) gives the equation of motion, allowing for viscous and 

random thermal effects, of a single particle under the influence of an arbitrary external force 

F, t: 
d_ 

md=F xt -fv- + F. d (t) 
(4.9) 

This is the Langevin equation and the solution gives the probability distribution of the particle 

velocity. If F, is zero, then the velocity also has a Gaussian distribution with zero mean. 

The important information to draw from this is that the time averages: 
(1), (y) and 

(Fre�d) 
all 

equal zero and that over long time intervals, Brownian motion produces no net displacement of 

a particle from its origin. 
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4.2.5 Diffusion [1,31 

If there is more than one particle, the interaction between the particles must be 

considered. For a system composed of a large number of particles, the thermodynamics requires 

the system to increase its entropy until the energy density is uniform. The system is therefore in 

a stable equilibrium when the particles are distributed in a random but uniform manner. As a 

consequence, if a non-uniform distribution is created by the application of an external force, the 

particles will also experience an opposing force tending to restore uniformity. 

Considering a simple one dimensional case, the flux of particles across a small area 

element is related to the concentration gradient at that point by Fick's first law: 

ac 
J= -D (4.10) 

where c is the particle concentration and D is defined to be the diffusion coefficient. The 

corresponding force is given by: 

Fa`ff - 
kT äc 

c ax (4.11) 

where T is the temperature and k is the Boltzmann constant. For a particle, the steady state 

velocity can be found using equation (4.2) and equation (4.11): 

v= 
fý 

(4.12) 

As a consequence, the diffusion coefficient for the particle is: 

D= 
f 

(4.13) 

which can be substituted into equation (4.8) to give 
(1xJ2) 

= 6Dt. 

An example of naturally induced diffusion gradients is the balance of sedimentation and 

diffusion for particles in solution. For a solution of particles (ignoring electrostatic particle- 

particle interactions), the only external force in the system is the gravitational force, which acts 
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downwards, pulling particles from solution. The resulting increase in concentration of particles 

at the bottom of the vessel creates a diffusion force acting upwards [1]. This reaches a steady 

state with particles either suspended in the bulk in a distribution related to the forces on the 

particles, or else complete sedimentation occurs. Another example is an ion of charge q in a 

uniform electric field E. The Coulomb force on the particle qE gives rise to a steady state 

velocity (equation 4.2): 

E 
w= (4.14) 

The mobility µ is defined to be the velocity per unit field which in this simple case is: 

µ=E (4.15) 

Substituting equation (4.13) and (4.14) into (4.12), gives the Einstein relation: 

D= 
qT 

µ (4.16) 

which relates the diffusion coefficient to movement in an electric field. 

4.3 Force on a polarisable particle in an electric field: Dielectrophoresis [5-11] 

In an electric field, the interface between the particle and the medium polarises according 

to Maxwell-Wagner interfacial polarisation as described in section (2.3.2). As a consequence, 

the particle has an effective polarisability and the polarisation of the interface creates an effective 

dipole moment (Chapter Three). The particle then experiences a force due to the interaction of 

the field and the charges in the dipole. In a uniform field, the net force is zero but in a non- 

uniform field, there is a force imbalance and as a result the particle moves. This section outlines 

a theoretical description of the force on a dipole in a non-uniform electric field. 

The simplest way to assign a force to a particle in a field is to consider the force exerted 

on a dipole by an electric field. The dipole, shown in Figure (4.1) (where the two equal and 

opposite charges +q and -q are separated by the vector d), experiences a net force due to the non- 

uniform electric field E. The force can be represented as a sum of the forces on the two charges: 
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F=q E(r + d) -q E(r) (4.17) 

where r can be taken to be the position vector of -q without loss of generalisation. This 

equation can be simplified if 141 is much smaller than 1r1 by expanding the electric field using a 

Taylor Series expansion about r, to give: 

E(r+d)=E(r)+d. VE(r)+... (4.18) 

where all terms of order d` or higher have been neglected. 

E(r) 

`X 

Figure (4.1) A schematic representation of a dipole consisting of two charges, 
+q and -q, separated by the distance vector d. In a non-unifirm field, the tierce 

on each charge due to the electric field is different, giving rise to a net force acting 
on the dipole as a whole. 

If the dipole moment p= qd remains finite in the limit 141 -4 0, then substituting 

equation (4.18) into (4.17) gives the first order force on an infinitesimal dipole: 

F=p. VE (4.19) 
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Only in a non-uniform field does this force have a non-zero net value. The resulting movement 

of particles is referred to as Dielectrophoresis (DEP) [5] and the force referred to as the 

dielectrophoretic force. This equation is restricted to cases where the gradient of the field across 

the particle can be assumed to be constant. In cases where the field is very non-uniform across a 
distance comparable in size to the particle, the higher order terms can no longer be ignored. For 

the purposes of this work, this equation is assumed to be valid. 

The dielectrophoretic force on a particle is found by substituting the effective dipole 

moment (Chapter three) into equation (4.19). This approximation is valid as long as the electric 

field is linear across the diameter of the particle. Performing the substitution gives: 

Fdep = uupE. DE (4.20) 

where u is the volume of the particle and u, is the effective polarisability. This can be re-written 

using a vector identity as: 

Fdcp _ -2 uuPOkE. E) _ -2 uup0Ii2 (4.21) 

Since the effective polarisability of the particle can be either positive or negative, the 

dielectrophoretic force can act either in the direction of increasing field strength or in the opposite 

direction. Where particles are attracted towards regions of high field strength, the movement is 

referred to as positive dielectrophoresis. The opposite situation, where particles are repelled 

from high field regions, is called negative dielectrophoresis. It is also useful to derive the 

dielectrophoretic potential, which is just the potential energy of the dipole in the electric field. In 

this case, the equation for the dielectrophoretic potential energy is: 

Ud =2 vuplg2 (4.22) 

4.4 Simulation of forces 

The velocity of a particle is described by an equation of motion. Solving this equation 

analytically is often difficult and numerical methods have to be used instead. This section 

discusses the equation of motion for a particle in a viscous medium and describes a method for 

solving it. 
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4.4.1 Stochastic Integration of the Langevin equation 

Analytical solutions for the Langevin equation are difficult to obtain in most situations. 
Some phenomena like the dielectrophoretic force depend on position but do not have an analytical 

representation. Instead, a simple numerical technique can be applied to solve the Langevin 

equation as a set of increments. The numerical equations in this section were derived for this 

thesis from basic equations in references 3 and 4. 

Consider the movement of the particle to consist of a series of steps with time increment 

At and use the simple Euler system to integrate. The particle starts each step at time t and 

position x(t) moving with velocity _(t). 
Over the step At, the particle experiences a number of 

forces as outlined by the Langevin equation, each of which is treated in independently. After 

At, the particle is in a new position x(t+it) moving with velocity v_(t+Ot). 

The drag force is represented as the friction factor times the average of the old and the 

new velocity. The external forces in general are not dependent on the velocity of the particle and 

are either constant, such as sedimentation, or dependent on the position of the particle, such as 

the dielectrophoretic force (which may or may not have an analytical expression). Constant 

forces can simply be added but where there is a position dependent force, the position of the 

particle must be calculated prior to the next calculation of the velocity. This repeated calculation 

of position also gives the path of the particle: a set of vectors representing the position of the 

particle over time. For the purpose of numerical simulation, the random force can be 

represented by a random number generated by the computer in a Gaussian set of unity standard 

deviation multiplied by a constant. The constant is derived from the thermal energy of the 

system to be f 3kT/m [41, where k is Boltzman's constant, T is the temperature and m is the 

mass of the particle. 

The new velocity is found from the Langevin equation re-written in the form: 

m 
v_(t + At) -Ff, r 

_(t 
+ At) + v_(t)1 

+F (4.23) 
At -e# L2J -rand 

which can be re-written in terms of the new velocity as: 

i(t + et>ýi + 
fett 1- fett 

+[', + Fwd ] At (4.24) 2m) 2m) -m 
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where F ,, are external forces like gravity and dielectrophoresis. After time At, due to velocity 

I(t), the particle reaches the new position x(t+At) given by: 

x(t + At) = x(t) + v_(t)At (4.25) 

and is now moving with velocity _v(t+Ot). 
This is then taken as the starting position x(t) for the 

next step and the complete set of position vectors x(t) gives the path of the particle over time. 

4.4.2 Electric field simulation: The finite element method [12] 

Gravity, buoyancy and sedimentation can be added to the Langevin equation simply by 

inserting the force terms. The position-independent analytical form for these forces can be 

considered accurate for the purposes of simulating particle movement. However, the 

dielectrophoretic force, which is the most important force for deterministic motion, is dependent 

on the electric field which varies noticeably with position. In most cases, there is no analytical 

expression for the position dependence of the electric field and a numerical method must be used. 

The finite element method was developed in 1956 in the area of structural mechanics and 

quickly became widely used as a means of solving non-linear systems. It has also become 

important in the simulation of electromagnetic devices, with significant work being carried out on 

the mathematics of the method. In this project, a commercial finite element solver called 

Maxwell (Ansoft, Pittsburg) was used and the background to the method is included in summary 

only. 

For the purpose of particle movement, a static field approximation can made. The 

equation that must be solved in this case is Poisson's equation (equation (2.5)) in its most general 

form: 

V. cVV = -p" (4.26) 

where V is the potential in the interior of a domain which denotes the solution space and p" is the 

free volume charge density. Over the surface of the domain, two boundary conditions hold, 

either, (a. ) the Dirichlet boundary condition, where the electrical potential is a constant and the 

electric field is perpendicular to the surface: 

V=Vo (4.27) 

or (b. ), the Neumann boundary condition, where the electric field is tangential to the surface: 
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av 
N= (4.2 8) 

Vo and k are constants. The differentiation with respect to n indicates differentiation along the 

normal to the surface. Another allowed boundary condition is a combination of (a. ) and (b): 

k, V + k, = k3 (4.29) 

where the k; are again constants. In addition to these constraints, the solution must take into 

account any variation in c with position, such as a boundary between one dielectric and 

another. 

The problem space is broken up into elements and the electric potential in these 

elements is approximated to a simple linear function. Each element has a number of points or 

'nodes' in it, such as corners or mid points of edges. These nodes are used to construct a finite 

matrix for the problem space which is then solved to give the potential at each node. 

Increasing the number of elements, makes the problem computationally more intense, but 

improves the accuracy of the final solution. 

Figure (4.2) A tetrahedral element typical of those used by Maxwell to divide the 

problem space into a mesh. The ten known defining points allow any second 

order function to be calculated anywhere in the element. 

In Maxwell, a 3-D problem space is divided into a series of tetrahedra (Figure 4.2). 

The four corner points and the six points in the middle of the edges gives ten nodes for each 
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element. Therefore, the equation for the potential at any point inside the tetrahedra can be 

approximated to the general second order function: 

V(x, y, z) = a, +a2x+a3y+a4z+asxy+a6yz+a, xz+a8x2 +a9y2 +a, oz2 

and the individual constants a; can be found from the known potential at each node. 

The usual procedure in solving the problem is to divide the problem space into a coarse 

mesh of elements and solve. The resulting solution is not accurate and error analysis is 

performed on the elements. Maxwell then refines the mesh where the error is greatest, adding 

elements only where improvement in accuracy is required. The problem is then solved for the 

new mesh and the error analysis performed again. This procedure is referred to as adaptive 

refinement and continues until the error over the whole problem space reduces to a value pre-set 

by the user. 

Once a suitable solution for the electric potential is obtained, the electric field can be 

calculated across each element using E= -VV. 
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Chapter Five 

Technological considerations for dielectrophoresis devices 

Results and discussion: Device fabrication 
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5.1 Introduction 

Until recently, dielectrophoretic manipulation and separation of particles smaller than 

one micrometre in diameter had been assumed to be an unattainable goal because of the 

magnitude of the thermal forces acting on such a particle [1]. As the volume of the particle 
decreases, the dielectrophoretic force decreases proportionately (equation 4.17) but the 

magnitude of the movement due to Brownian motion increases. Equation (4.17) also shows that 

since the size of the force depends on the gradient of the electric field squared, increasing the 

field strength around the particle provides a means of overcoming the stronger thermal forces. 

Using energy balance arguments, field strengths of the order of 106-107 Vm' have been 

quoted in the literature [2] as necessary for providing a large enough dielectrophoretic force to 

cause deterministic movement of particles of the order of 100nm in diameter. Generating such 

high field strengths over a wide range of frequencies is not a simple matter. For example, in 

order to move a cell of the order of 10µm in diameter requires a field strength of I04Vm 1 which 

can be provided by two electrodes 1mm apart with a potential difference of 10volts. To generate 

a field strength high enough to control the movement of a 100nm particle in the same electrodes 

would require a potential difference of 103-104volts. As signals of this magnitude are difficult to 

generate, another method of increasing the field strength must be found. 

Advances in micro and nano fabrication techniques allow small electrodes of the order of 

1µm in size to be manufactured with relative ease. The two electrodes outlined above 

manufactured with a gap of I gm with an applied potential difference of 1 Ovolts would generate a 
field strength of 107Vm'. Therefore, microelectrode structures can provide sufficient field 

strengths to move sub-micrometre particles without requiring high voltage signal generators. 

This chapter outlines the design of electrode structures capable of generating optimum 

non-uniform electric fields, the fabrication techniques used to manufacture them, together with 

the resulting structures. The technology used to generate suitable AC signals is also discussed, 

along with the measured electrical properties of the manufactured devices. 

5.2 Dielectrophoresis electrode designs: literature review 

There were two main considerations affecting the design of devices for use in 

dielectrophoretic experiments in the sub-micrometre range: 

" To move particles with diameters in this range, field strengths of the order of 106 Vm' are 

required. 
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" As the field gradient is important, the geometric shape of the electrodes generating the field is 

important. Different shapes of electrodes can be designed to move particles in different 

directions or hold them in place. 

Three electrode designs were used in this project, developed from designs found in the literature 

[3-8]. All the designs involved planar electrodes manufactured in two dimensions on a flat 

surface. The feature sizes of the electrodes were varied in order to determine if the 

dielectrophoretic movement of particles was improved by adjusting the size of the electrodes 

relative to the size of the particle. Arbitrary comparisons between size of particle and necessary 

size of electrode features have been quoted in the literature but without any detail being provided. 

(a. ) Hyperbolic "polynomial" electrodes 

This design, consisting of four electrodes, is one of a group called "polynomial 

electrodes" [3-5] based on the idea that "isomotive" electrodes can produce constant forces over 

significant areas [6]. The general case consists of 2n electrodes, but the simplest useful case is 

the four electrode system shown in Figure (5.1). This design has been used because of the low 

field "trap" in the centre of the electrode. The voltage signal is applied to two of the electrodes 

diametrically opposite each other, with the inverse of the signal applied to the remaining two 

electrodes. As a result, the edges of the electrodes define high field regions which are potential 

minima for positive dielectrophoresis. The symmetry of the design means that there is also a 

deep potential minimum for negative dielectrophoresis in the centre of the four electrodes which 

can trap and hold particles. The curved part of the electrode is defined by the hyperbolic 

function [3]: 

d2 
8 (5.1) 

where d is the separation of the opposing electrodes diagonally across the centre, and the focus 

of the hyperbola is at the centre of the four electrodes. For practical use, the curve was cut off 

at an arbitrary distance limited by the capabilities of the manufacturing procedure. Beyond this 

point the edges of adjacent electrodes were mutually parallel to the limit of the active area. The 

active area need not be larger than can be observed during a experiment and the electrodes are 

connected by thin wires to the signal source. 

The hyperbolic function is used because the electric field resulting from the electrodes is 

isometric and has a uniform gradient over most of the central area. This simplifies the 

measurement and comparison of particle velocities for determining the dielectrophoretic force. 
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Figure (5.1) Schematic of the centre part of a set of hyperbolic electrodes. The 
curve in the middle is defined by the hyperbola given in equation (5.1). 

(b. ) Triangular electrodes 

The arrangement shown in Figure (5.2) of triangular features arranged symmetrically 

along parallel wires is similar to a design used by Washizu for manipulating biopolymers [2] 

and to a design used for paired alignment of cells [7]. 

I -- . 
1p 

ý. ý_'; ý; 
y"ýý`ýýý 

Figure (5.2) Schematic of the triangular electrodes. This design produces high 
fields between the points and can be repeated over large areas. 

This design can be repeated over large areas, with the voltage signal and its inverse 

being applied to alternate electrodes. The advantage of this design is the high field strengths 

and the very high field gradients generated around the tips of the features and it is therefore 

ideal for observing positive dielectrophoresis. 
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(c. ) Castellated electrodes. 

The third design, consisting of square features on parallel wires as shown in figure 

(5.3), has been widely used [4,8] and is referred to as "castellated". Again, the signal and its 

inverse are applied to alternate electrodes and the design can be repeated over a large area. 

The resulting field has regions of high field magnitude at the tips of the square features and 

well-defined low field regions in the 'bays' between the squares (described in more detail in 

section (5.5.4). This design is not as effective for positive dielectrophoresis as the triangular 

design nor as effective as the polynomial design for negative but is a good compromise for 

observing both types of dielectrophoresis at the same time. The castellated design can also be 

repeated over a large area making it ideal for a large scale separator. 

N 
0000, 

Figure (5.3) Schematic of the castellated electrodes. This design has well 
defined trapping areas for both positive and negative dielectrophoresis 

The electric fields produced by these electrode designs were calculated using numerical 

methods and the results are presented and discussed in Chapter Six. 

5.3 Device fabrication: results and discussion 

This section describes the design and fabrication procedures used to manufacture 

devices for this project. A complete description of each individual procedure is contained in 

Appendix (5a) and referred to by name in the text. The results of the fabrication tests are 

presented and discussed with a view towards solving the problems encountered and the 

limitations of the individual procedures. 
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5.3.1 Electrode design and signal source considerations. 

The electrodes were designed using the computer aided design feature of a microwave 

simulation program called WAveMaker (WAM). Practical considerations required electrode 

arrays that were small, along the guidelines discussed in the previous section, easy to 

manufacture and easy to use. The last consideration was important since the aim of the project 

was to use these devices in experimental work. As a consequence, it would be an advantage to 

have robust arrays that could be used many times. 

Another consideration was that the signal source output was passed along, on this scale, 
large wires typically 1 mm in diameter. The easiest means of connecting the signal source to the 

electrodes was to attach a connector to the electrodes by means of soldering or silver paint. In 

order to achieve this simply and quickly, large connection areas were included in the designs. 

The complete electrode patterns are shown in Figures (5.4), (5.5) and (5.7) and are 
discussed in the following sections with reference to the manufacturing procedures and limits on 

size. The graphical output from WAM was processed and passed to the control program for the 

electron beam-writer (Appendix 5a. 1). The beam-writer was then used either to manufacture the 

electrodes directly or to manufacture a mask used in subsequent photolithographic fabrication 

procedures. 

5.3.2 Photolithography 

The electrode patterns used for the early experiments were manufactured using 

photolithography (Appendix 5a. 3) with masks fabricated using electron beam lithography 

(Appendix 5a. 2). Two electrode designs were manufactured on glass substrates using this 

fabrication procedure. 

The first (design A) is shown in Figure (5.4) and consisted of a set of three hyperbolic 

electrodes in the centre and twelve large bonding pads along the edge. The size of the complete 

design was 35x25mm and was intended to be fabricated onto half a microscope slide. The 

polynomials were manufactured with centre separations d (equation (5.1)) of 5,7.5,10,20,50 

and 100 micrometres. The gaps between adjacent electrodes was kept to a minimum of 2µm but 

varied with the centre separation. The minimum separation was chosen to ensure reliable and 

efficient fabrication. 
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Figure (5.4) Schematic of electrode array design A. The total design size was 
25x35mm with hyperbolic centre separations in the range 5-I OOµm. 

Figure(5.5) Schematic of array design B, with areas of all three types of 
electrode patterns. The castellated feature sizes were 4 and 5µm and the 
triangular feature size was 4µm. The centre separation of the six hyperbolic 

electrodes was 6µm. 

The second design (B) is shown schematically in Figure (5.5) and consisted of six 

hyperbolic electrodes with separations d equal to 6 micrometres. The minimum separation was 

again chosen to be 2µm. In addition to the hyperbolic electrodes, there were two areas of 

castellated electrodes with feature sizes of 4 and 5 µm and one of triangular electrodes with 

feature sizes of 4µm. This design was intended to he able to demonstrate dielectrophoresis 

over a wide range of experimental conditions. 
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For fabrication, a S1400-31 resist (1.3µm thick) was used with an exposure time of 

10.5 seconds and 60 seconds for development time were established as giving the best results. 

The evaporated metal layer consisted of IOnm titanium, IOnm palladium and 100nm gold. The 

gold layer is essential because of its low resistance and its biocompatible nature, but it does not 

adhere well to a glass surface. Titanium, on the other hand, adheres well to the glass substrate 

and was used to improve adhesion. The palladium layer acts as a diffusion barrier between the 

titanium and the gold. 

(b) 

(d) 

20µm 

Figure (5.6) Scanned photographs of electrodes manufactured using photo- 
lithography. Hyperbolic electrodes from design (A) are shown in (a) and the three 

electrode patterns from design (B) are shown in (b) - (d). 

Figure (5.6) shows photographs of electrodes taken with a camera mounted on a 

microscope (Nikon Microphot). Figures (5.6a) and (5.6b) show polynomial electrodes of 
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centre separations 50 and 6 µm. Figures (5.6c) and (5.6d) show castellated and triangular 

electrodes fabricated according to design B with feature sizes of 5 and 4 µm respectively. 

Using photolithography, the polynomial electrodes could be fabricated reproducibly. 

However, the castellated and triangular electrodes proved to be more difficult to manufacture 

with any degree of reproducibility. The figures show the best set of electrodes manufactured 

using this method but most of the fabricated electrodes had rounded edges where sharp corners 

were present on the mask. For optimum manufacture, it was established that the exposure and 

development times needed to be accurate to less than 0.1 seconds and the contact between the 

mask and the sample needed to be perfect, neither of which could be managed reproducibly 

using the available facilities. Electron-beam lithography was therefore used. 

5.3.3 Direct-write electron beam lithography 

Electron-beam lithography (Appendices 5a. 4 and 5a. 5) is capable of producing 

electrodes with feature resolutions of the order of the spot size of the electron beam. The beam 

spot diameter can be reduced to improve the feature resolution but at the expense of increasing 

the time taken to write the pattern into the resist. Arrays with a grid of castellated and 

triangular electrodes with varying feature sizes were manufactured using this process. The 

complete design is shown in Figure (5.7). 

Figure (5.7) Design schematic of the electron-beam design. The upper 
castellated areas have feature sizes in the range 1-5µm and gap sizes ranging From 
1-IOµm. The triangular areas have feature in the range 1-4µm and gaps in the 
range 1-8µm. 
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Both the two-layer resist layer procedure (Appendix 5a. 4) and the mask plate procedure 

(Appendix 5a. 5) were used to manufacture arrays of this design, but the second procedure was 
found to be more efficient and to have a higher feature reproducibility. Figure (5.8) shows 

photographs of the electrodes. The castellated electrodes in Figures (5.8a), (5.8b) and (5.8c) 

have features sizes of 1,3 and 4 µm and separations of 2,3 and 5 µm respectively. Figure 

(5.8d) shows triangular electrodes with a feature size of 4µm and a gap of 2µm. 

(a) 

20pm 

(b) 
"aa. M M. aaaaMaaaaapam 

Lö 

(c) 

Figure (5.8) Captured video images of electron-beam manufactured electrodes. 
The castellated sizes are: (a) - 1µm features with 2µm electrode gaps, (b) - 3µm 

features with 3µm gap and (c) -4 gm features with 5 pm gap. The triangular 

electrodes (d) have 4 pm features with a2 pm gap at the top of the figure and 3 µm 

gap at the bottom. 

5.3.4 Signal/device interface 

The electrode arrays were mounted on specially designed printed circuit boards (PCBs). 

The complete devices, consisting of the array and the PCB, were designed in such a way that 

the necessary connectors were mounted on the PCB. Pads were arranged on the PCB to match 

the bonding pads on the electrode array and wires used to connect the two. Solder was used to 
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attach the wire to the PCB and silver paint to attach the wire to the electrode array. A diagram 

of a completed device is shown in Figure (5.9). 

Input 
signal connecting wire 

(V) electrodes 

Glass substrate 

tI 
II 

I 

II 

Connector 
bonding pad PCB I active area 

Figure (5.9) Diagram of a complete device. The PCB and the connecting wires 
to the electrodes ensure that the active area of the device is removed from the 
wiring and connectors necessary to attach the signal generator. 

5.4 Signal generation 

5.4.1 Signal generators 

Two signal sources were used during the course of experimentation. The first was an 

in-house manufactured digital generator (Appendix 5b. 4) which used direct digital synthesis 

(DDS) to produce a four phase analogue signal. For dielectrophoresis experiments, only the 0° 

and the 180° signals were used. The DDS was controlled by a PC running a control program 

written during the course of this project (Appendix 5a. 5). The second generator used in later 

experiments was a simple analogue source (Appendix 5a. 3). 

The maximum operating frequency of both generators was 20 MHz. The DDS 

produced both a signal and its inverse at a requested frequency whereas the analogue generator 

produced only the single phase with earth being used as the second connection. This meant 

that for a given signal amplitude, the DDS produced twice the potential difference on a pair of 

electrodes than the analogue generator. However, the analogue generator could provide higher 

signal amplitudes. For example, in 100mM KCI, the maximum potential on the electrodes 

from the DDS is approximately Ivolt peak to peak but the analogue generator could produce a 

maximum of 10 volts peak to peak. In 1mM KCI, the DDS can produce 12 volts peak to peak 

and the analogue generator 20 volts peak to peak. 
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5.4.2 Device characteristics: results and discussion 

The impedance of the devices described in section (5.3) was measured as a function of 
frequency in air using a vector impedance meter (Appendix 5b. 2). The results are shown in 

Figures (5.10) as plots of the magnitude and phase angle of the impedance against frequency. 

Photolith electrodes - design B 
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Figure (5.10a) Characteristic behaviour of the design A electrodes (section 5.3.2). 
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Figure (5.10b) Characteristic behaviour of the design B electrodes (section 5.3.2). 
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E-beam electrodes 
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Figure (5.10c) Characteristic behaviour of the e-beam electrodes (section 5.3.3). 

The results shown graphically in Figures (5.10a-c) demonstrated for each of the devices that, 

although the behaviour was complicated, in the frequency range of the signal generators the 

behaviour was equivalent to a capacitor. There was little change in the phase angle with 
frequency and no resonance below 20MHz. As a result, the amplitude of the signal on the 

electrodes in the devices could be expected to remain constant. This was confirmed by 

measuring the voltage on the electrodes as a function of frequency up to 20MHz in a range of 

conductivities. 
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Appendix (5a) Electrode manufacturing procedures 

5a. 1 Electrode design software 

The electrode patterns were designed in the CAD section of a microwave waveguide 

simulation package called WAveMaker (WAM). This particular package saved files in GDSII 

format, allowing multiple overlayed layers to be included in the design. This was especially 

useful for electron-beam lithography where the electrodes could be separated into different 

sections with different resolutions and spot-sizes. As the write-time is inversely proportional to 

the spot-size squared (which varies with resolution), sections which do not require accurate 
features are better written with large spot sizes. 

The saved GDSII file was transferred to a VAX workstation and converted to a file type 

specific to the CAD package used to process pattern files for the beamwriter (CATS). CATS 

translates the multiple levels of the GDSII file into separate pattern files for the beam-writer. 

The GDSII file describes solid shapes in terms of the points that delineate the edge of the shape 

whereas the CATS output to the beamwriter describes shapes in terms of blocks. CATS divides 

the shape into squares and parallelograms on the basis of the desired resolution for the final 

product. A low resolution results in poorly defined curves. A GDSII pattern for an electrode 

can be separated into two overlapping levels which can have separate resolutions. Areas which 
do not require a high resolution can therefore be written with a larger spot size then the areas with 
fine detail, reducing the write-time for the pattern. Alternatively for multi-layer patterns 
(Chapter Ten), the individual patterns, which are overlapped in WAM to ensure matching 
between distinct layers, can be separated in CATS and written on different masks. 

The control file for the beam-writer was written in a program called BWL. Each pattern 

to be written on a sample (mask or glass substrate) is referenced in this file in terms of its name, 

position on the sample, resolution, spot-size (usually double the resolution) and the dose. The 

last parameter controls the electron beam current and is critical in correct exposure of the pattern 

on the sample. Typically, test exposures at multiple doses are run in order to determine the 

correct dose/ resolution/spot-size for a particular feature shape or size and resist. 

The control file and the pattern files were then sent to the beam-writer control 

workstation to be written into a mask or a prepared sample. The following sections describe the 

preparation and manufacturing processes involved in fabrication of electrodes. 
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5a. 2 Mask manufacture 

Pre-prepared slide (Hoya corporation) 

E-beam resist (OEBR9)--'> 

chrome layer 

glass or quartz 

Electron beam exposes resist according to BWL 

control program and CATS pattern file. 

The spot size was approximately double the 

pattern resolution and the dose for OEBR9 resist 

was always 30 µC/cm2 regardless of spot size 

The pattern in the resist was developed in isobutyl 

methyl ketone (MiBK). 

The mask was then placed in an etching solution 

composed of ceric ammonium nitrate in acetic 

acid for 80 seconds and the chrome etched 

where the resist was exposed, transferring the 

pattern to the chrome layer. 

Finally, the resist was removed by warm acetone 

to leave a chrome negative copy of the original 

pattern on the glass. This mask could be copied 

using photolithography (appendix 5a. 3) qoýo '. gag, 9h blb, 

i 
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5a. 3 Photolithography 

The substrate (glass) was cleaned by immersion 
and ultrasonication sequentially in: opticlear, 
water, acetone, and methanol followed by a final 
rinse in purified water. 
Hitachi resist (S 1400-31 or S 1818) was spun onto 
the substrate at 4000 rpm for 30 seconds. 

(a) 

(b) 

0000 

00 
The sample was then either (a) baked for 30 
minutes at 90°C or (b) baked for 15 minutes at 
90°C, soaked in chlorobenzene for 15 minutes 
and baked again for 15 minutes at 90°C. The 
post-development resist profiles for (a) and (b) 
are shown in the diagram. 

The mask (fabricated as outlined in the previous 
section) was placed with the metal side in direct 

contact with the resist. The resist was then 
exposed to ultraviolet light through the mask for a 
set period of time determined from experimental 
data. Large features required longer exposure 
times and the smaller features were covered with a 
red filter during the extra exposure. 

The sample was then placed in a developing 

solution of Hitachi developer and purified water 
in a 1: 1 mix. The development time was 60 

seconds. 

A metal layer consisting of 10nm titanium, 10nm 

palladium and 100nm gold was evaporated onto 
the sample. The titanium ensured good adhesion 
of the metal to the glass and the palladium acted 

ok 000 

o0olk 000 

as a diffusion barrier between the titanium and 
the gold. The sample was then placed in warm 
acetone which dissolved the remaining resist 
and ̀ lifted off the unwanted metal on top. 
This procedure results in a negative transfer of 
the pattern on the mask to the glass substrate. 
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5a. 4 Direct-write electron beam lithography - process (a) 

The glass substrates were cleaned as described 
in Appendix (5a. 3). Two layers of resist were 
spun onto the sample, both at 5000 rpm for 60 
seconds. 

The first layer (8% polymethylmethacrylate 
(PMMA) 200µm) was baked for 2 hours before 
the second layer (4%PMMA I O0µm) was added. 

The sample was then baked for a further 22 
hours and a 50nm layer of nichrome was 
evaporated on top to act as an earth layer during 
the electron-beam exposure. 
The sample was then directly written by the 
beam writer according to a control and pattern 

file (Appendix 5a. 1). The spot size and dose 

varied with the feature resolution. 
The nichrome layer was removed with chrome 

etch (App 5a. 2) and the pattern was developed 
in 1: 1 isopropyl alcohol (IPA)/MiBK and 
purified water (1: 1) at 23°C for 31 seconds. 
The two-resist profile had an overhang as shown 
here and this improved lift-off. 

A Ti/Pd/Au metal layer was evaporated as before 
and lift-off was performed in warm acetone to 
remove the unwanted resist and metal. 

This procedure results in a direct transfer of the 
pattern file to the resist and produces a metal copy 
with a feature resolution equal to the resolution of 
the electron beam used during the exposure step. 
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5a. 5 process (b) - manufacturing electrodes on a mask plate 

This procedure started with a mask plate (Hoya 

corporation). The pattern was written into the 

resist and etched into the metal as outlined in 

Appendix (5a. 2). 

The mask manufacture process was halted after 

the chrome etch. The resist in this case was fast 

acting (low dose) and had an almost vertical 

profile making it ideal for good lift-off. 

A Ti/Pd/Au layer was evaporated onto the mask 

as before. Lift-off was performed in warm 

acetone and the unwanted resist and metal 

removed leaving the gold in the pattern etched 

in the chrome. 

ýýs The sample was immersed in chrome etch until all 

the chrome had been removed and was then rinsed 

in purified water. 

The final electrode pattern was a direct copy of 

the pattern written by the electron beam, again 

with a feature resolution equal to the resolution 

of the beam. However, this procedure was 

more efficient than process (a) and more 

complicated patterns could be written. 

40 
I, 00 

Soo^ 000 
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Appendix (5b) Experimental equipment details 

5b. 1 Conductivity measurements - the bridge 

Solution conductivities were measured using a' Hewlett-Packard 4192A LF Impedance 

analyser with a measuring cell (Sentec, UK) with cell constant 0.1m'. The capacitance and 

resistance were determined by comparison with the equivalent circuit as given by equations (2.12) 

to (2.16). 

5b. 2 Impedance analyser 

A Hewlett-Packard 4815A RF Vector Impedance Meter was used to determine the 

impedance magnitude and phase angle of dielectrophoresis devices. 

5b. 3 Video capture and imaging system 

Images from the microscope (Nikon Microphot 5A) were recorded using a JVC TK- 

C1380 Colour video CCD camera onto super-VHS video cassettes using a S-VHS recorder (JVC 

HR-75000). The transfer to computer for analysis was handled using a Miro DC30 video 

capture card (Miro, Germany). 

5b. 4 Signal generator I: Analogue 

A Thurlby-Thandar Inst. TG120 20MHz function generator was used to provide signals 

of 20 volts peak to peak over 1Hz to 20MHz into 50 ohms. The signals were measured using a 

Hewlett-Packard 500MHz digital oscilloscope. 

5b. 5 Signal generator II: Digital 

A synthesiser was manufactured in-house based around a QUALCOMM Q2334 Dual 

Direct Digital Synthesiser. Digital Synthesis works on the principle that a signal at a given 

frequency can be generated by accumulating phase changes at a higher frequency. The 

maximum frequency is limited to one half of the chip clock frequency (50MHz for the Q2334). 

The Q2334 DDS has two phase accumulators which share a common interface with a 

microprocessor. The interface receives signal information, in the form of a single byte, and 

stores it in one of four increment registers (two for each DDS output signal). This byte remains 
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in the register until the computer sends a different value and is added to the value stored in the 

phase accumulator once per clock period. The accumulated value is then modulated to a desired 

phase offset (in this case set to 90 degrees) and applied to a sine lookup table to turn the phase 
into a sinusoidal amplitude. Spurs in the signal produced by repetition of the amplitude error are 

removed by a noise reduction circuit and the two output signals (one form each phase 

accumulator) are passed into a Q2150 digital to analogue converter (DAC) which gives sine wave 

outputs which are then passed through low pass filters to remove harmonics and aliasing errors. 

The output from this part of the circuit is two sinewave signals, identical apart from the 

90 degrees phase difference. The signals are then passed through two EL2082 current mode 

multipliers which are used as voltage controlled variable attenuators. The computer addresses 

two AD557 DACs (6 bit locations) with a single byte which gives the DAC output voltage which 
in turn provides the control voltage for the attenuators. The computer control over the DDS 

output voltage removes the frequency dependence of the voltage produced by the entire circuit. 
The modulated signals from the attenuators are then passed through two EL2030 current 

feedback op-amps. Each amplified signal then drives two EL2030 output amplifiers, one 

inverting and one non-inverting. 

The generator produces four signals of 200Hz to 20MHz and phases 0,90,180 and 270 

degrees, with maximum voltages of 6Vpk-pk into 50 ohms and 12Vpk-pk into high impedance. 

5b. 6 DDS control program 

A computer control program written to enable the user to have single frequency entry, 
frequency hopping or frequency/amplitude sweeps was written. It is included here. 

progmm bgandds; 

(..... rrrrr .................... rrr. r.. rr. rrr. rr"r........ rrrrr 
" Program to control the specific DDS four phase signal 
" geneaator EDl 101. Started 15/10'94. This vas on *002 
" date 9111/94 0 
" Developed by Nicolas 'Rogue Gran fronts concept program 
" written by Chris Hardy. Version supplied 10'1094 
rr....... rrr"... r............ r......... r. rrrr.. r. rrrrrrr. rr.. } 

wow 1 -#27; meow u- #24, 
uyow r -026, wow d -#25, 
Tdowndbl -#203, 

yee1-M89 ya2-1121; not-#78, not-#110; 

Ls-#115, Lf-#102, I. 4-07; Lv-M118, L, p-#112, 
US-#93, UP"#70 UA-#65, UV-#86, I LP-#8Q. 
Lx-#120 Lm-k109, Lr-#114; Lo-Mlll; U -0108, 
UX-#88, UM-077; UR-#82, UO-874, UL -#76; 

uses 
cn. dos; 

const 
but - $200; ( Base address of the 825524 bit port. Value 

+ss 200(hex), 512(dec), 100000000D(bm) ) 
control - $80 (Control byte to configure mode 0 with : 

Port A output 
Port B output 
Port C (bits 0.3) output 
Port C (bas 47) output. ) 

(......... " ............................... ".... ".............. 
" The program has quite a bit of ekmennry picture drawing with special 
" extended characters maleng up the boxes. 

" ............................................................ } 

hbnangl -#196; himedbl -#205; 
vhnesngi -#174, vimedbl -#186; 
uplefsngl -#218, uple@dbl -#201, 
Iolefsngl -#192; bkfldbl -#200,, 
upnghtsngl -# 191; ulmghtdbl -# 187; 
longhtunßl-#217; longhtdbl-#188, 

escape-#27, enter-#I3; space-032 null-MO, 
k@ -#75, nght-#77; up -#72; down-#80, 

" The program uses byte value to commumate to the ge eultor the value 
" for emphtude requited The user commumcata this value by mum of & 
" volege, an a oomenion table is required 

VI -001; bl -10; 
V2-002, b2-13, 
V3 -005; b3 -20; 
V4-01; b4-28, 
V5-02; b5-34, 
V6-05, b6-61; 
V7 -1; b7 - 85, 
V8-2, b8-120; 
V9-5; b9-187, 
V10-6, b10-210; 

{ ............................................................ " 
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" Another problem arses in the firm of deaca+mg gain with frequency " { lt has come to my attention that the function Keypressed reacts to the 
" The variation r non knew and so, reference poem are required for " keyboard buffer rather than to the keyboard itself which means that then are still 
" the purpose of correcting this problem. " values in there every time any key is pressed. Readkey clean ONE value from 

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrra. se.. rrrrrr*. eaeerrrrrrs*seeerrrrrrr} the buffer but there may will be values in them from extended keys and so 
fl -10; Al -IM, keypressed will be true Even madkey may read to the wrong value 
f2 - 11; A2 -0.98, This mutme clews the buffer and should be called EVERY time a keyboard 
f3-12, A3-094, entry is requited. } 
f4-13; A4-091; 
t5-14; A5-091; VW 
%- 15, A6 -093; Cout. char; {A purely dummy variable. Idiotic, in fact } 
f/ - 16, A7 -0.93, begin 
f8 -17, A8 -0 85, while keypressed do 
19 -18, A9 - 0.74, Cout B madkey, 
f10-14, A10-070; end, 
flI-20; All-0.75; 
f12-21, A12-0425; procedure reset, 

{ As the name might suggest this is to reset the DDS to 
{rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr" safer values instantly. } 
" As an addition to this version of the poignant, a range ofdefiwk begin 
" settings are available to the user. These are detailed as constant " fq - 5, 
" hen and converted to an awry later. " Vout-pp - 0001, 

"rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr} pate 
end, 

Irdl -00005; urdl -1; idl -000005; 
lyd2 -0.001; urd2 -1; id2 -00001" {rrrr rrrrrrrrrrurrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr" 

Ird3 -0001; urd3 - 5; d3 - 00005; " Procedures Group (1. ) Conversion of tables to arrays 
lrd4 -01; urd4 -5; d4 -0001 rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr} 

bd5 -001; urd5 -10, id5 -0005; 
lyd6 -0.1; urd6 -10; id6 -0 01; procedure byte table; { Converts the byte/vohage table to an array } 
Ird7 -01; urd7 -15; till -005; begin 
lyds -1; urds -15; ids -0 1, L_mray[I, 1] r Vl. L ansy[l, 2] : -bl; 
lrd9 -01; urd9 -20; d9 -05; L_ansy[2,1] -V2; L_array[2,2] -b2, 
lydlO-1; urd10-20; d10-1, L_anay[3,1] .. V3, L_aney[3,2] rb3; 
speciall -00001; specW2-2; L anay[4,1] : -V4, L_mray[4,21 : -b4, 

L_anay[5,1] = V5; L_anay[5,2] b5, 

type L artay[6,11 - V6, L anay[6,2] b6, 

show -string[31, L_amry[7,11 sV7; L_ß'[7.21 ßb7; 
mcolas-artay[l. 2]ofnteger, L_arrey[8,1] ' VS, L_aney[8.2] 'b8, 

artay[9,1] -V$ L_anay[9,21 -b9, L 
var 

_ L_arzsy[l0,1]-VlQ L_amy[10,2]rbl0; 
end, 

{rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr 
" Hue we have an example of myor eonlist between progmnmea. " procedure 6eq_tabl ;( Converts the frequency correction table to an array } 
"1 dmlke long variable and function names since they an: a" begin 

" bugger to type all the time and since they disrupt the flow of " fA amry[l, l] r f1, fA artay[1,21 7 -Al, 
" reading the program. Anyone reading the program from the stmt " fi_ anay[Z1] = f2, fA_arnsY[2,2] AZ. 

" is going to remember the names mryway, so 1 keep than short " fA_anay[3.1] ß; fit anay[3,21 A3, 
" AND relevant. " fAanay[4,1] : -A, fA_artsy[4,2] A4; 

"rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrre. eae. rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr. seeee} fA]mtay[5,11 6, fA_anay[5,2] AS, 

fA_aitay[6,1] f6, E4_anay[62] A6; 
A: Mega; { Amplitude } fAanay[7, I] fl, fA mray[7,21 A7; 

_ bam, bam bam : real; _am5'[8.1] 
18, fA_artsy[8,2] As, fA 

_ fq, Voutyp : real, (frequency, output voltage peak to peak } 
I 

fA_anay[9,1] = f9 fA_anay[9,2] A4, 
artay[10,2]rAll; 11rf l; fA [I0 fA ans neensmganay) L_array: anxY[l.. 10,1.21ofmal, ( 

anay: array[1.. 12,1.21ofreal; {frequency/amphndeconectionaney) fA 
_ , y 

fA_anay[11,1]'-fll; fA_+rniY[11,2]All; 
_ dummyy : stnng[20], { Thu aa dummy variable to check fA_artry[12,11 r f12; fk anay[12.2] r A12, 

for character entries } end, 
d_anay " anmy[I.. l0, l.. 3] ofnxl; (The defaultvalues array ) 
DS_ansy : array[1.. 10] of real; ( single fieq rray } procedure defauh_arcsy; { Converts default table to an eery } 

realvalue : real, 
fancy : integer, 

begin 
d_amry[I, 11 rtrdl. d_ansy[l, 21 -urdl, d_mrsy[1,3] ridl; 

Hstart Vstart: Nicolas; d_anay[2,11 - trd2; d_anxy[2,2] uff: d_amaY[2,3] y d2; 
, array[3,11 lyd3, d_aney[3,21 : -urd3; d_anay[3,31 rid3; d 

procedure byte table; forward, _ d anay[4, l] r Ird4, d_anay[4,2] r urd4, d_mrayf4,3] : -W, 
_ procedure Geq tabie, forward, d_artey[5,1] = lrd5, d_anay[5,2] r urd5, d_anay[5,31 . 

aS, 
_ function conadmn(fq - real) : real, forwward, d_mray[6, r hd6; d aney[6,21 urd6; d_msy[6.31 :- id6; 

function A byte(Vout: real): mal; f rwatd, d_anry[7.1] -lyd7, d_artay[7,21 : -urd7, d_array[7,3] . d7, 

functionphase_inc(fq-mal): longmt, forward. 
- 

d_uray[8,1) -lids. d_mray[8.21 -urdS; d anay[8,31 rids, 
aoay[9,2] r urd9; d_anay[9,31 : id9, d 1] Ird9, d anay[9 function byte(fq real, i: muger). integer, forward; 

function screen freq(bam : real) : real, forward; 
, _ , d_artay[10,1] - 4d10; d 

_anay[10,21 
r urd10; d_anay[l0,3] :- idlO 

_ function show mnge(bam ben : real). show, forward, DS_artay[1] - special 1, 

procedure send add`(addr : mtegerk forward; DS_wM[21 r Irdl, 

procedure send data(dats : integerk forward; DS_WUY[3] r trd2. 
_ procedure wrnepulse, forward, DS_anay[41 ' lrd4, 

procedure msvuct(eddr, data : mteger)k forward, DS_wey[5] ý- lids, 

procedure generate; forward, DS_srtaY[6] 5Pxul2: 

procedure mutable; forward, DS_anry[7l :- urd3; 

procedure option sfa; forward, DS_amsy[81 urd5" 
procedure option sfra; forward, DS Y[91 urd7; 

_ 
procedure opnon_vfsa, forward. DS_ansy[10] urd9; 

procedure optam vfa, forward, end; 

procedure man_auto(var k: nteg rk forward; 

procedure man_sfva(vsr k: nteger) forward: {....... r... r.... r... r........ r. r...... r... r.. r rrrr.. r..... rrr 

procedure man_vfss(vsr k: mtegerk forward; 
procedure auto sf(var k: mtegerk forward, " Functions Group (1) Data correction and conversion. 

_ e o a k: mtegerk forwad, " Two functions, one to apply the gem correction, contained 
which converts the given, corrected value " inside the other rw rd; it, f procedure x ý4 procedure o rd: , 

procedure enorl(g, It - mtegerk forward; " to a byte value 
"rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr} procedure pulse, forwar. 

{rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr. rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr functionconection(fq . nxl): mal, 

*Procedures Group (0) comes " ( Here fA_amy a used to compensate for changes in the output amplitude with 
" These routines are especially for particular strange " frequency ft corrects based on the values in the constant section at the start, 

" requuemems in the program. " using Interpolation for values falling in between the given points. } 

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr) var 

n: integer, 

procedure buffo Ahi, Al, fhi, fb, Avalue: mal. 
begin 
iffq < fA_array[1,1] then 
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begin 
Avalue71C artay[1,21(ifbehowmmvalu mtAtomet value (1.0)) 

end 
else 
begin 
d [12,1] - the n 
begin 
A vue - G_i*y[1 ]: ( fabose oait set A to max (0425) ) 

end 
else 
begin 
f)rn Itolido 
f uny[n. I] o- fa) and (fq < fA artay[n+I, i that 
begin 
k ht - wxy[o+I, z], 
k lo - Gº anay[n21. 
f hi-fA anay[ml, 1k 
f b=fA artay[411 

end 
A valuer(fq-fb)"((A hi A loy(f hi-f b))+A h; 

end, 
end, 

correction rA value; 
end, 

function A byte(Vout : ral) : real ; [ Conwta peak to peak output voltage requested by now ba byte value to be 
assigned to the pm DAG by nterpoletmg brav ere the pone in the L vny. The function for the eure between the posits an eaha side of the requested 
voltage a tabulated and used to derive a Sriy aoaerte vain for the eontrol byte ) 
ve' 

U: integer; 

hi_bYte b_byte, hi-wk, b_vl. kt. *: 
E, C, D, E, F: real; (E, C, D, E, F are purely dummy vanables for ansang the 

data (the fat be I don't undamn4 ) 
begin 
B' Vona (comDecisates for x2 attenuation Min using 50R 

te'm. ubon (used to produce table) ) 
Cr B/conechon(fth ( correction due so gar 6g of vrrh 6equen y. ) 
fC <L_8mrY[l, ll then 
begin 
A_trans-Wn(Crt. 

_ae. 9[1. tD"L wa9[l, 2J 
aid 

else 
begin 
dC>-L_ana9[141]begin 

A_aan: -eyn(cn. 
_way[10. 

]D"L wm[14zk 
aid 

else 
begin 
fora' Ito9do 
d(L_amy[411 o- C) and (C <L ansy[n+I, ID tlhm 
begin 
hi_byte 'L artay[n+1,2], 
ho_byte - L_an y[n, 2J 
hi_wh r L_mry[n+1,1]; 
b vohrL_artay[n, I), 

end, 
Dr Ia(hi_by"_Mtek 
E: - In(htwh/b_whk 
Fr hi(Glo vohk 
A_trans xP((D/E)*F)'b byte, 

and, 
end, 

dA trans>255.9then 
begun 
A trwr2559; 

end, 
A byte -A tram, 

end, 

{ ...................................... "........... ". "..... " 
" Funcuau Goup (2) Phase thanes 
" These f "chow apparently produce the requued dmm®es 
" in the phase for the different outputs. I may amend the " comment when I have tome idea of law they do t 
. ".... ".. "........... "".... ".. w.. "......... ". ""........ ". 

fiuwbm Pb+x_mc(fq : veal) : bngmt 
( Ibis function s responsible for t at h is called by all the byte functions for an mduwwn purpose. According to the original program notes, this function 
derives the 32 be phase from the frequency given begin 
pha+e_mc r ouno(fq$4294967295 0 /SOX 

end, 

function byte(fq : real, i: mtegx) : urreger, 
{ produces byte of the phase u c+eme. t from frequency 
given it MegaHertz 
begin 
caeiof 
o- byte - rhase_mo(fq)  id saooooOFF; 
1: byte: - (Phme mo(fq) DIV $100) and $00000*FF, 
2, byte: - (pha e_me(fq) DIV 510000) and 900000OFF; 
3: byte r (phme_ma(fq) DIV $100000D) and SODDOOOFF, 

end, 

ma, 
{.. rrr... rrr........... rrrr. r.... rrrr...... r... rrr.......... " 
" Procedures Group (2) Writing to the ]VO board. r 
r These phys. cally(ebchonnally) send the data to the generator r 
".. rr.... rr............ r. rrrr..... rrr.... rrr.... rrr.... rrr... } 
procedure send_addr(addr: iroew); ( wastes address value to Port C} 

port(bne+2] =addr, 
end, 

procedure send_data(data. integer); { wnta data value to Port B} 
begin 

port}b-11 data, 
ed. 

procedure write-pulse, (writes +ve lOms pulse to Post A bit 0) 
( The equipment legume that the signal be held at the 
m' position for at least the lOms registered here to 

ensure receipt of the nfbnnanon. } 
begin 
port(baw+Ol . 1: 
delsy(lo), 
Por(ol -R 

end, 

procedure hntruct(addr, data : integer), 
( Sends address, data abd write pulse to the dds. } 
begin 
delsy(lo), 
send_addr(sddrk 
send_dna(dats); 
delay(iO); 
-pulse; 

end, 

procedure genazte. 
{ sets all the necessary registers in the dds chip and the 
gam DACs far any value required } 
var 

integer, 
begin 

mawa(12,0, (address scum reset 1. 
 tsauct(28,0); { address accum reset2 } 
mstruct(8,21 ( set synch mode entrll to 2 

ext phase mod establshed. ) 
iastrucl(t4140, ( set asynch mode cntrll to 12,10 bit 

offset bin invert DAC strobe. ) 
forirOto 3 do 
begin 
inshuct(i, byte(fq i)), (as far as I can tell at this poet, 

this should have the effect of four 
lines of node Sets phase me Al 
(bits 0-7,8-15.16-23) to 0 and 
Al (bits 24-31) to 33, ©6 445 MHz } 

end, 
instruwl(2A, ok { set synch mode cntr12 too } 
sunuct(26,140); ( set asynch mode cntrl2 to 12,10 bit 

offset bin inert DAC strobe. } 
foci-0to3do 

begin 
jumuct(l6+i byte(fq, i)), ( act phase me A2 (bits 0-7,8-15,16-23) 

to 0 and (biö 24-31) 33 @6.445MHZ) 
end. 

msbuc1(32,01 ( strobe hopclk l&2 in sync wash the 
system clock ) 

eistruct(39,64k ( set external modl bill to I (90deg) 
and clock. ) 

s uc (40, mmc(A byte(Vout pp))X ( set real(X ch) gem D"A ) 
nswct(41, trunc(A byte(Vout p))k { set rneg(Y ch) gain D-A. } 

end, 

procedure ndulue; { configures the 8255 PPI chry on the interface board. ] 
begin 
pon[ba e+3] =control { oonfgura ports to i/o determined 

by control ) 
portl 0]'R {elerport Ato0. ) 
pot{baerl] r 0; { clear port B to 0. ) 
port[base+2] r 0; ( clear poet C to 0. ) 

and, 

" Procedures Group (3) new routines 
" Thee we the'outow that I haw added to make 
"a more versatile and user &nendly progrmn " 

procedure bozo : ntegwX 
{ This program draws a box on the screw defined by the variables 
Hstart and Vsnrt The integer just tells the computer what the Ines am, 
and especially what the corners ae. I have decided to change the sub" 
beadng box to a double has all the way wund. ) 

vsr 
op_L up_5 down_t dorn_r, hor hne, per line : char; 
4 mw. cd. iite®o, 

bwn 
cave] of 

begm 
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up : -upleftdbl, up r=upnghtdbt, 
down Ir bktidbl; down r= Iongbtdbl; 
hor Ime r hhnedbl; wr hne = vlmedbl, 

end, 
2: 

begin 

up_Iruplefsngl, up r=upnghtsngI; 
down Ir bkflsngl; down_r r longhtsngl, 
hor_hne r hhnesngl; voi hne r vbncsngl, 

end, 
3: 
begin 
up : -Tdowndbl, up_r=Tdowndbl; 
down 

_1= 
Iolefdbl, down rr Ionghtdbl; 

hor_bne :- hbnedbl; vor hne r dmedbl, 
end, 

end, 
fori=lto2do 
begin 
gotoXY((Vstan41)+1), Hst z D; 
for col ý (Vstart[i)+l) to (Vstart[2}I) do 
begin 

wnte(hor hne), 
end, 

for row - (Hstart[1)+I) to (Hstsn[2}1) do 
begin 
gotoXY(Vstmt[iL mw) 
wntdver hne), 

end, 
and, 

gotoXY(Nstart[I)IL-1111; wrne(up_IX 
gotoXY(Vstart[2], Hstant[l1), ante(up r) 
gotoXY(Vstatt[1], Hstsrt[21); wrne(down_0; 
gotoXY(Vstuart[2], Hstart[2]), wnte(down_rk 

end; 

procedure screen0l; ( draws the introductory screen, ) 
( This routine is the basis of all the others. It draws a box using the 
box routine, then fills in the text itself. } 
begin 
Hstart[1) r IQ Hstmt[2] r 14, 
Vstart[1] 20; Vstad[2] 60, 
box(1} 

{ Now that the box is 6nsbd, we add the text } 
gotoXY(23, I1k wine('Frequency/Ampbtude Control program') 
gDtoXY(34,12), wnteCfor faUEDI101'); 

gotoXY(22,13) wme('Four-phase Direct Digital Syntheinza 
, delay(9000), 

end, 

procedure screen02, { To draw the second semen, as you might expect } 
var 

cat chat 
begin 

Hstart[11 r 10, Haurt[2] - 15, 
Vstar'41] IS, Vstart[21r6Y 
boa(t): 

8oto. XY(25, I ]), WTItc(? kase ensure that the DOS 16); 
gotoXY(27,12)', wntenconnected and switched on 

goIoX (20,13): wnte(othawne the SING procedure Wl 

5otoXl(23,14); wnte(not work Press any key when ready. ); 

buffer 

cat = readkey, 
end; 

procedure saeeno3; (Need I say mom ) 
var 
n: rtnagw,, 

beam 
Hstart[1] =12, Hstart[2] r 14, 
Vstart(I] - 32; Vstart[2] - 47; 
box(ly, 

mxtatlr r 16-black+whee+bhnlS 

gotoXY(34,13); wrrtd1N l1ALISIN(Pk 
delay(4000ý 
textata r 16"bleck+bghtgry; 
intuW ,( very snportant line } 
fq - 5, 
Voutjp r 0.1. 
for n: - Ito2do 
begin 
generate, 
gotoXY(34,13), wnte(4NrIIALISINQk 

end, 
end, 

procedure scrod; (The Pmcedwe o iesponsit)k for 8ro ber 
that appears at the top of every screm } 

begin 

Hstert[1} 4 Hstart[z} =3. 
Vstart(q r 3, Vstert[21 r 79, 
box(I) 
sDtoxY(5,2), vmteCGUED11014-phaseDwWSynthmumr 

Frequency/Amphtude Control Program); 

procedure aaeenO4, i Drews the fourth screen. } 
var 

cat : char, 
begin 
Hstart[I) -1Q Hstert[2] -16; 
Vstert[I] r21; Vstart[2] r60 
box(1) 

gotoXY(29,11), wnte(1nrtiahsation complete'); 
gotoXY(23,12), wnte('As long as DDS was connected dunng'k 
gotoXY(23,13); wnte('procedure, test output signal should 
gotoXY(28,14); w itc(7 e 100 millivolts at S MHz 
gotoXY(28,15), wnte(Pfess any key to contmuey; 
buffer; 
cat r madkey. 
reset. 

end, 

procedure screenO5; { Ergo at go. However, this asks for whether the 
user would like instructions on using the prog. } 

var 
cat: char, 

begin 
repeat 
Hatart[I] + 11, Hehrt[2] + 14, 
Vstart[l]ý25; Vstart[2]r55, 
box(t), 
gotoXY(27,12); wnte(Do you require Introduction), 
gotoXY(29,13), wnte('and Instructions (y/n)'$ 
buffer, 
cat - reedkey; 
if (cat "yesl) or (cat'. yes2) then 
begin 
{ usually this part would call the intro routine 
but as this has not been written, it can't } 
ckscr, 
gotoXY(20,13); write('Sorry, not available '); 
delay(5000), 
screen, 

end 
else 
begin 
if(oat nol)or(cat -no2)then 
begin 
end 

else 
begin 

gotoXY(29,18); vmtc(7nvahd response. '; 
delay(5000); 

screen; 
end, 

end; 
until (cat - no]) or (cat - no2); 

and, 

procedure bar(k : 6negerk ( that adds m the parts of the bar 
that other beers cannot reach. } 

var 
veie_sten : integer, 
big-word : stnng[52J, 

begin 
Hstart[1]+3, Hstut(2] 
case k of 

1: begin 
b&word r'options menu. 
Vstart[l) 33; Vstart[2]-'48; 

end, 
2: begin 

big. 
_vord 

9te6c frequency and amplitude; 
Vstart[l] - 24, Vstart[2] r 57, 

end, 
3: begin 

byword -'static frequency and variable amplitude'; 
Vrtert[l] r 2Q Vstart[2] - 62; 

end, 
4: begin 

big_. word 7. 'static frequency and variable amplitude - automatic; 
Vsten[l] r 13, Vstart[2) r 67; 

end, 
5: begin 

big-word 1. 'static frequency and variable amplitude - manual', 
Vstart[l]15, Vstart[2)' 66, 

and 
6 begin 

bi&_wad \xnabk frequency and static amplitude. 
Vsten[l) y20 Vatart[2] r62, 

end, 
7: begin 

byword -'variable frequency and static amplitude - automatic'; 
Vatart[1) m 13, Vstart[2] r 67; 

end, 
8: begin 

big_word'vanable frequency and static amplitude - manual', 
Vatart[1] 15; Vatart[2] r 66; 

end, 
9 : begin 

big word r' anable frequency and amplitude'; 
Vatart(lJ "23; Vatan[21 m 58, 

and, 
10: begin 

big_word '-'introduction'; 
Vstart[I] r 33, Vstart[2] r 48, 
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end, i -t+l, 
Il : begin end, 

big 
. -word r'mstr utions; end; 

Vstart[II r 33, Vstart[2] 48, end, 
end, end; 

12: begin if i-l1 then 
biwvrd''pulse; begin 
Vstartf l] r 36, Vstart[2] 44; fq ' 1234; 

end, gotoXY(29, S). wnte( 9; 
end, gotoXY(30.8), wnte(othe? ), 
gotoXY((Vstart[l]+2X4), wme(bpLword) end 
box(3), else 

end, begin 
fq -DS_srrar[i]; 

procedure menuOl; str(fq 9 6, numstr) 
var gotoXY(29,8), wnte(C 'A 
cat : char, gotoXY(30,8); vmte(numstr); 

begin end; 
repeat until cat " enter, 
screen, if fq -1234 then 
baz(l), begin 
Hstart[I] =10; Hstart[2]. 'l7; repeat 
Vstart[I] r 18, Vstart[2]=64; gotoXY(29,81 wnteC 
box(t); gotoXY(3,8); wmeCEnter frequent' (in MHz): 
gotoXY(20,1l) wore('a - static frequency and amplitude); readln(dummyy), 
gotoXY(20,12), wore('f-static frequency and variable amphtude'k emorl(29,8), 
gotoXY(20,13); vmte('a - variable frequency and static amplitude); until fancy - 0; 

gotoXY(20,14), vmtc('v-variable frequency and amplitude'; fq :- realvalue, 

gotoXY(20,15), wnte('p - pulsen), if(fq o- 0) or (fq > 20) then 
gotoXY(20,16), wme(k-exit pnogram'), begin 
buffer, gotoXY(29,8); weit« ') 
cat =, eadkey, end 
case cat of else 
La : option_sfa; begin 
US " option_sfa, limits r true; 
Lf : option-Ova, and, 
UF : option afvs, end 
La : option_vfsa, else 
UA : option vfsa, begin 
Lv : option vfa, limits r true, 
UV option vfa, end; 
L_p : pulse; end; 
I LP " pulse; end, 
Lx : exit; 
UX : exit; procedure enter frequency(var lower 

_& 
upper j Liner: real); 

else ( This procedure allows the user to enter all the value required by the 
gotoXY(27,20), wnte(7nvahd response'), } variable frequency part of the program 
delay(5000); vat 

gotoXY(27,20, weitee 8sh, chips : boolean; 
end, numstrl, numnr2: strmg[l5], 

until (cat - Lx) or (cat -UX), i: integer, 
end; cat : char, 

begin 
(rr"r"r""""r"r"""r""r"rr"""""""""r""""r""""""""""""""r""r""""" fish =false, 
" This is where it all begins. Here are all the entry procedures " while not fish do 

" and the display procedures for the running of the program. " begin 
""""r"r""""r. "". "r""r""""r""""""""""""""""""""""""""r""""r""r} gotoXY(3 . 

10); vmte('Enter min mum frequency (in Mhz): '), 

procedure smgle_freq(var fq " real), gotoXY(3.1l) wnte('Enter maximum frequency (in MHz)" ' 
( This function accepts a single frequency value } lower f =d_ý3'[l. l l; 
var upper f -d_sTay[l, 21; 

Iunes : boolan, i: - 1; 

cat: chaG ati(lower f 946, numstrl); 
nunntr: stnn8[151, sh(upper f96, numstr2), 
i: integer, gotoXY(38,10); wnte(numstrl); 

begin gotoXY(38,11g vmte(numstr2), 
limits r false; repeat 
while not limits do buffer, 
begin cat _ readkey; 
gotoXY(3,8); waste Enter frequency (in MHz): 'k if cat - null then 

fq r DS_anay[l]; begin 
i =1, cat fey; 

sn(fg9 6, numstr), care cat of 
gotoXY(30,8); vmte(numstr) left : 
reped begin 
buffer, da o- l then 
cat r nxdkey; begin 
d"cat - null then i -1; 
begin end 
cat = radkey; else 
case cat of begin 
bß: iý-i-l; 
begin and, 

d 'a o- l then end, 
begin right: 
ir1; begin 

end ifr' 11 then 

else begin 
begin tr11; 
irt-l; end 

end, else 
and, begin 

right: t=M'l; 
begin end, 
ift> 'll then end; 
begin end, 

tý 11; end, 

end if i-II then 
eke begin 
begin lower fr 1234, 
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gotoXY(37,10), wnte( x 
gotoXY(37,11); waste(' '), 
gotoXY(38,10), wrne(otherk 
gotoXY(38, I1k wnte(otherl- 

end 
else 
begin 
lower f-D_snay[i, i), 
upper f=d_eney[i, 2]; 
sh(lower f96, numstrlk 
str(upper f96, numstr2k 
gotoXY(37,10), write(' x 
gotoXY(37, llk waste x 
gotoXY(38,10), wnte(numstrlk 
gotoXY(38,1l) wnte(numsK2k 

end, 
until cat - enter; 
if lowerf" 1234 then 
begin 
chips = false, 
while not chips do 
begin 
repeat 
gotoXY(37,10kwnte(' 
gotoXY(37,1lk wnte( 
gotoXY(3,101 wnte(Enter minimum fiequency (in Mhz): 
readln(dummyyk 
enorl(37,101 

until fancy - 0, 
lower f= neahalue, 
if (lower f<-0)or(lower f>20)then 
begin 
gotoXY(37,10); carnee 

and 
else 
begin 
chips -true, 

end; 
end; 

chips -false; 
while not chips do 
begin 
repeat 
gotoXY(37,11); wFef 
gotoXY(3, llk wrnc('Fntermexunum fiequency (m MHz): x 
nxdln(dummyyk 
efmrl(37,1lk 

until fancy = 0, 
upper f=neaivalue;, 
if (upperf<0)or(upper f>20)then 
begin 
gotoXY(37,111 write( 

end 
else 
begin 
tfupper fr lowerfthen 
begin 
gotoXY(37,11); wrne(Tty max larger than min x 
delay(4000); 

gotoXY(37,1l) wate( x 
end 

else 
begin 
chips r true; 
fish =true; 

end, 
end, 

end; 
end 

else 
begin 
fish r true; 

end; 
end, 

fish :- false; 
while not fish do 
begin 
gotoXY(3,12k wrnc(Fnter frequency siamnent (in MHz). ). 
f inr: -D_anay[l, 3], 
i: - 1; 
sh(f mcr96, numstrlk 
gotoXY(40,12}, wrne(numstrlk 
repeat 
buffer, 

cat '"fey; 
if cat - null then 
begin 

cat : readkey; 
case cat of 
left : 
begin 
ifio-I then 
begin 

1; 
and 

else 
begin 
i-rl, 

end, 

end; 
right : 
begin 

if, >-11 then 
begin 
i? - 11; 

and 
else 
begin 
i -t+l, 

end; 
end, 

end; 
end, 

if i=Il then 
begin 
f mcr -1234; 
gotoXY(39,12); wnteC ); 
gotoXl(40,12), wntdothell; 

end 
else 
begin 
fm ' d_anay[i3). 
stz(f mar96, numstrl), 
gotoXY(39,12), waste( ); 

gotoXY(40,12); wnte(numstrl); 
end, 

until cat - enter, 
if fma-1234 then 
begin 
lepeat 
gotoXY(39,12); wnteC 
gotoXY(3,12); wnte('Enter frequency increment (in MHz): 
resdln(dummyy); 
enoel(39,12), 

until fancy - 0, 
f mcr r eahalue; 
If nwr <0 then 
begin 
gotoXY(39,12); wnteCCannot be negative. '); 
delay(4000), 

gotoXY(39,12); werte(' I 
end 

else 
begin 
if f_na> I then 
begin 

gotoXY(39,12); wnte(Try something < 1. ); 
delay(4000), 
gotoXY(39,12); tunte(' 

and 
else 
begin 
fish ? -true; 

end, 
end, 

end 
else 
begin 
fish 'true, 

end; 
end, 

end. 

procedure emgle_amp(1 : integer, var Voutyp : real); 
( 'Ihn function accepts a single amplitude value } 
var 
lamb : bocken; 
i: integer, 

begin 
. Se j of 

l: ir12, 
2. i15, 
3: i16; 

end, 
lines r false, 
while not limits do 
begin 
repeat 
gotoXY(3, ik wnte(Enter amplitude (in volts): 
readln(dummyyk 
emorl(31, i); 

until fancy - 0, 
Vout pp - realvelue; 
if(Vout_pp< 0) or (Voutpp> 12) then 
begin 
gotoXY(31A v'riteC 

end 
else 

begin 
limits =hue, 

end: 
end, 

and. 

procedure enter ampluude(var lower v. upper v,. sox : real), 
( This procedure allow, the user to enter all the values required by the 

variable amplitude part of the program. ) 
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var 
fish, chips : bocken, 

begin 
ertorl(38, ik 

until fancy " 0; 
fish seconds r realvalue, 
while not fish do itseconds <0 then 
begin begin 

chips-false BDtO ( , f7wrtMhmB>p 
, while not chips do ) goý00k 

begin gotoXY(3$); wntee I 
end repeat 

wnte('Enta mvumum amplitude (in sobs} 
else 
begin 

readln(dummyyk daeconds > 20 then enorl(39,13k begin 
until fancy 0, 
lower vr realvalue; gotoXY(38, i); wnte(Try something <20 ), 

117(10wervo-0)a(ID v> 12) then 
b 

delay(4000); 
gotoXY(3ki); weiter I 

egin 
gotoXY(39,131 write( ') 

end 
else end 

else 
begin 

begin hello =true; 

chin r true, end, 
end, end, end, end, 

chips = false; end; 

while not chips do 
begin procedure enorl(g, It : ntegak 

repeat 
begin 

vef(durmnyy. rmhalue, fancy); 
gotoXY(3,14); wnte('Fnter max mum amplnude (m vohsk if fancy -I then 
teadln(dummyy); begin 
enorl(39,14k 

until fancy - 0. goto)CY(ghk wme(lnvald-character entered 
upper-v ` realvahie; 

delay(3000k 

gutOXY(ghk wrue Copper vo-0)or(upper v>12)theo 
b and, 
egin 
gotoXY(39,14); wnteC ) 

end, 

end 
else 

procedure bg_Ln(var w: integer}, { choke of two optwnt and, atom an 
begin 

ac 
} 

sinteger if upper so- lower v then mouse : char, begin begin 
gaoXY(39,14k wate(Try max luge, than mm. ); repeat delay(4000k Hatat[l] r Il; Hatart[2J r 14, 
gotoxY(39,14); wnt< Vstart[l) -31; Vstsrt[2J x49,, 

end 
else 

box(t), 

begin gotoXY(33,12k wnte(7'bgamhm. c)i 
' 

chips' ; 
gotoXY(33,13k wnte( r-lmeaf), 

fish r true, 
buffer, 
mouse - readkey; end, 

end 
cave mouse of 

, 
end- 

I W 
, 

en d; 
L: : -1 ; 

fish ýfidse; 
2, Iz' w-z U 

UR: wr2; while not fish do 
else begin 
W:. 0; 

repeat 
gotoXY(3,15); wnteCFnteramphtude increment (in vohs): 

gotoXY(27,201 wme(Invald response 1, 
delay(5000k 

readln(dummyy); gotoXY(27,20k wine( 'k end. 
emrl(41,15), until (w-1) or (w-2k 

until fancy - 0, end, 
k- - re"ut; 
de_mcr<0then {rrrrnrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrtrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr" 
beýgin * These two functions control the new unproved nc ementation. The ; 

iXY(41,1Sk wme(`Cannat be negative. T. purpose was to introduce logarithmic incrementing into the frequency 
delay(4000), * pelt of the programs. Extensions possible to the amplitude :0 is 
gmoXY(41,15), wine( " simply a matter of alte ing the a si r to exactly the same functions 

end " and putting a inor as the parameter instead of f nwr. 
else rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrJ 

in function incr up(u " hueger, curvalue, mervalue : reel) : reek 
nnr> 1.0then _ Vat 
n tnw0l, tnns02. tnuu03, traro04, tnw05, umu06: real; 

gotoXY(41,15k wate Tiy something < 1. ); begin 
deli r(4000k case u of gotoXY(41.15); wnte(' x I: 

and begin 
else 

begin transOl r(1+(uwrvalue)), 
fish 'true; 

Uau02 ln(tnmv0l k 
" 

end 
Vans W -(cu alue 1000000k 

, 
end 

tnmt04 In(trans03k 
, 

and 
nuy05 r (mwwO2 tmnsO4k 

, 
end 

tnms06exp(trwOSk 
, end, 

procedure enter_pause(j : Integer, va seconds :n alk 
2: 
hemmt 

var 
hello : boolean; 

tram06 r cauvaluetmmvlue, 

i: integer, 
end, 

end, begin ka up r (tmns06J1000000); 
case j of end 1: ir16, 
2: i: - 13, 

and, 
function roar down(u : integer, eurvalue, mcrvalue : real) : real, 
sac hello r false, 

while not hello do 
nam01, tom02, tnns03, tnvu04, tnuw05, tran06. real, 

begin 
begin 
cave u of repeat I: 

goaX'(3, ), Nnte('Enter time increment (in seconds). begin 
m&dtdummn'k tnw01 r(l+(mavalue)), 
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traoao2 r ki(amsolk 
transo3 -(curvalue*1000000), 
cens04 = b(uauo3), 
awO5 -(anv, soa+w., a2) 
trana06 exp( ), 

end, 
2: 

begin 
trans06 r cuwvaluo-mavalue, 

end, 
end, 
eia down=(traosofi'1000000) 

end, 

procedure pulse, { this is the puke option } 
var 

cat mouse: chaq, begin 
tepee 
semen, 
bar(12); 

gotoXY(3,21k wme('ILus routine will send a 100ms pulse at the set values, 
then will set the'k 

gotoXY(3,22k wme(amplaude to a minimum and return the frequency to the 
test frequency I 

gotoXY(3,7), wnte(ZLe lower limit on the frequency is 0 and the upper lank 
is 20Mliz), 

gotoXY(3,1 ik wmd'Ihe Iowa limit on the amplitude is 0 and the upper time 
is 12 volts 

repeat 
smgle_froq(fq); 
single_amp(l. Voutj, p); 
repeat 
gotoXY(25,24); wnte('Are these values correct (y/n)? ) 
readln(cat); 
if (tit - nol) or (cat - not) then 
begin 
gotoXY(29,9); wine: 
gotoXY(31,12k wnte(' 

goto)(Y(56,24); wmce x end 
else 
begin 
if (eat O yesl) and (cart O yes2) then 
begin 
gotoXY(25,24), wntee Invalid response k 
delay(4000), 

end; 
end, 

until (oat -yell) or (cat -yes2) or (cat - nol) or (oat - no2k 
until (eat -yell) or (at -yes2k 
screen; 
bai(12k 
gotoXy(22,13); 
wme('Now sending a, Voutpp 63, 'V'acreen_6a1(fq). 6 3, show range(fgk' 

signal., 
generate; (@'s ameang how simple to actualy do the thm& ) 
delay(100k (A little delay, then... 
runt; 
repeat 
screen; 
bar(12); 
Hstart[l] r 1l; Hstart[2] r 15; 
Vstart[l] -13; Vstart[2] r 6g, 
box(2k 
gotoXY(15,12k wmelr -repent with di ferent fiequency and/or amplnude'k 
gotoXY(15,13), wnteCo-returntotheoptonsmeou); 
gotoXY(15,14); wme('x-exitpmgf, m'k 
buffer, 

mouse - readkey; 
if (mouse - Lx) or (mouse - UX) then 
begin 
exit, 

end 
else 
begin 
if (mouse o Lo) and (mouse o UO) and (mouse o Ir) and (mouse o 

UR) then 
begin 
gotoXY(27,201 wnte('Invahd response-); 
deiay(50ook 
gotoXYm. 20); wmee x 

end, 
end; 

until (mouse - Lo) or (mouse - LX)) or (mouse - Lr) or (mouse - UR) 
until (mouse -Lo) or (mouse - UO); 

end, 

procedure optan_sfe; (1IW i fhe. orgle value opnon } 
var 
eat, mouse : char; 

begm 

bW2k 
gotoXY(9ZIk w daC-<eae> acta bah eca and pmc button, reducmg spul 

anpbtude to a 
gotoXY(3,22k wnteCmmunum and rotumng the frequency to the trat 

frequency. 
, 

gotoXY(3,7); wrrtc('The lower limit on the frequency is 0 and the upper limit 
n 2OMHL'k 

gotoXY(3,11k wnte(Tbe lower limit on the amplitude is 0 and the upper limit 
is 12 volts. ); 

repeat 
smgle_fiv9(f9); 
single amp(l, Voutj, pk 
repeat 
gutoXY(25,24); wnte('Are these values coned (y/nn 

madln(cat), 
if (cat - not) or (cat - no2) then 
begin 
gotoXY(29,8); wine(' 
gotoXY(31,12k wine(' 
gotoXY(56,241 e( 'k 

end 
else 
begin 
if (cat o yell) and (eat o yes2) then 
begin 

gotoCY(25,24k waste(' Invalid response I 
delay(4000), 

end, 
end, 

until (cat -yel)or(at-yes2)or(cat-not)or(cat-no2k 
until (oat -yes 1) or (cat - yes2); 
screen; 
bai(2k 

{ It just struck me that the beat way to deploy these values 
a limited by the method of display. You have to specify the 
number of decimal places etc. But what d'your number is too 
small to be shown? Well then, you add more decimal places to 
your variable display but then a just looks stupid. } 

gotoXY(48,24); wnteC<esc>- exit and panic button'; 

gotoXY(22,13); 
write(Nowsending a', Voutpp63. 'V', saeen_fieq(fq)6.3, slww range(fq), ' 

sied 
generate; { lt's amazing how snnpk it is to actually do the thing } 
buffer, 
-peat 
cat -readkey; 

until cat - escape; 
pThus a the point when a user realises he's in } 
( deep kunshee and pemo, but NEVER FFARI? ) 

nail, 
( this lest pert is the menu at the end of the routine. } 
repeat 
screen, 
bar(2k 
Hstan{t] r 11; Hstart[2]' 15, 
Vaurti l] =13, Vstart[2] r 68, 
box(t), 
gotoXY(l5,12); wnteer-repeat with different frequencyand/or amphtde'k 
gotoXY(15,13); wme(o-mtumtotheoptions menu'); 
gotoXY(15,14); wnteCe-exit program); 
buffer, 
mouser e adkey; 
if (mouse - Lx) or (mouse - UX) then 
begin 
exd, 

end 
else 
begin 
if(mouse o Lo) and (mouse o UO) and (mouse o Lz) and (mouse <> 

UR) then 
begin 
gotoXY(27,20); wnte(7nvahd response. ); 
delay(5000k 
gotoXY(27,2Dk weite(C "A 

end, 
end; 

until (mouse - Lo) or (mouse -U0) or (mouse - U) or (mouse - URk 

until (mouse -Lo) or (mouse - l1O), 

end, 

piooedwe opaoe ifva, 
var 
k: mtegerW, 

begin 
-Ped 
k-O, 
scrvm 
bai 3); 
man auto(k). 
case kof 

1: manifva(kk 
2. auto dw(k). 

end: 
untilk-3; 

end, 

procedure opwn_v64 
Vt 
k: mega; 

begin 
-Pee 
krQ 
tuaem. 
bei(ök 
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man_auto(k), 
case k of 

I: man va(k) 
2: arto v&a(k), 

end, 
until k-3, 

end, 

Procedure man_auto(vmr k: inte8xk (choice of three optwne and return an 
ink) 

v.. mouse. char; 
begin 

Meet 
Hetwttl J 11, flstart[2] r 15. 
Vstmt[q -26; Vttert[2] r 55; 
box(t), 
gotoXY(28,12k wrne('e-amanatk'k 
gotoXY(28,13); wnteCm-manual) 
gotoXY(28.14), wnteCo - return to options menu 
buffer, 
mouse = readkey; 
case mouse of 
Lot: kri; 
UM: kr1; 
LA Ak -; 
UA. k=2; 
Lo. k=3; 
UO: kr3; 

else 
k-0 
otoXY(27,20); wme(lnvaW response 

delay(5000). 
gutoXY(27,20)k waste( end. 

until (k-1) or (k-2) or (k - 3) 
end; 

pmcedwe suto_sfva(var k: integer); 
w 
cat, mouse : char, 
seconds, a us : real, 
upper v, lowc v, Al, A2: real; 

begin 
repeat 
screm 
bar(4), 
gDtoX'(3,21k wine('<esc> acts a both exit and panic button, reducing signal 

amplitude to a),, 
gotoXY(3,221 wmcCmmunum and returning the frequency to the test 

frequency I 
gotoXY(3,7k wnte('! he lower hot on the frequency is 0 and the upper bunt 

is 20MHz), 
gotoXY(3,10k vmte(Thm routine scans automatically in a range of ampl Ludes 

within the tuns); 
gmoXY(3, l lk venteM and 12 volts. ); 
gotoXY(3,12); wmte('An amplitude inclement and a nine increment (pause) 

must also be entered x 
gotoXY(3, Igk wmeC<sprx> stops scan and bolds at aumm frequency. ); 
gotoXY(3,191 wme('<enten resumes scan. ) 
repeat 
single freq(fq); 
enter amphtude(lowv_v, upper v, a aiak 
enter_pause(l, secondsk 
repeat 
gotoxY(25,24k 
wnteCA e these values correct (y/n)fl 
readln(catk 
if (cat - not) or (cat - not) then 
begin 
gotoXY(29, gk wntec 
gotoXY(39,13); write( 
gotoXY(39,14); wurme(' 
gotoXY(41,15); witee x 
goto Y(38,16k wn, eC 
g«oXY(56,24k wnlec 

end 
else 
begin 
tf (cat o yen l) and (cat o yes2) d= 
begin 
gotoXY(25,241 vmtec Invalid respo ne 
delay(4000), 

end, 
end, 

until (cat -yes]) or (cat - yes2) or (cat -nol) or (ast - oo2k 
unW (cat -yell) or (oat -yeß), 
screen, 
bai(4k 
gotoXY(49,241 wnteC<esc>-exd and panic button); 
gotoXY(l1.1I) 
wme('Now sending a', scieen_6x1(fa) 63, show rnige(fq), 'signal scanning 

from ', bwer v63, 'Vto', upperr63, 'V'k 
( Now we haw the Rastion part ofthe, program 
The means I use to run the program is to change varables 
to short dummy names and work with those. } 
buffer, 
Al rbwa Y. 
A2 bwcv. 

gotoXY(29,13k wmcCAmplmuie -'bwe± v63, 'soks); 

repeat 
buffer, 

gotoXY(28,15); wnte <spacvholdsampldude'); 
mph. 
buffer, 

repeat 
ifA2>-Al then 
begin 
ifA2>-upper vthen 
beam 
A2 r upper r, 
Vout_pp -A2, 
ptoXY(29,13); wnteCAmpluude -', Vout_pp 6 3, Wohs'); 
Bde, 
delry(truno(l O seconds)), 
Al : -A2-, 
A2 -Al-. inc; 

end 
also 
begin 
Vout_pp r A2, 
gotoXY(29,13); wnteCAmphtude-', Vout_pp6.3. 'Vohs'k 
Sie. 
delay(tronc(1000'reconds)), 
Al -AZ 
A2 r Al+e_mc, 

end; 
and 

else 
begin 
if A2 <- bwer_v then 
begin 
A2 r borerv 
Voutjip - A2, 
gotoXY(29,13k wmeCAmphtude-, Vout_pp 6.3, 'volb'k 

generate, 
delsy(tmnc(l000* seconds)), 
Al =A2, 
A2 -Alt vier, 

end 
else 
begin 
Voul_pp r A2, 
gotoXY(29,13); wmeCAmphtude `', Vout-pp63, 'vols'k 

generate. 
deley(ounc(l0004teoonds)), 
Al -A2, 
A2=AI4 incr. 

end, 
end, 

until keypressed, 

cat rmadkey; 
until (cat - space) or (cat - escapek 
if cat - space then 
begin 

buffer, 

gotoXY(28,15); waste(' centers resumes wen '; 

cat r readkey, 
until cat - enter, 

end, 
until cat -escape; 
reSO4 
( The menu at the end of the option 
K the integer is definitely a factor hem so I have gone back to add i 

repeat 
weei4 
bu(4); 
Hstart[l]rl&, Hstart[2]'-l5, 
Veurt(l] r 15, Vetart[2]'66, 
box(2Y, 

gotoXY(17,11); wnte(r-repeat with different frequency endlor range'); 
gotoXY(17,12k wrrteCm - try manual scan'); 
gotoXY(17,13); wmeCo - return to optaro menu') 
gotoXY(17,14X wnte(k-exdprogIem); 
buffer, 
mouse r medkey; 
ace mouse of 
Lx: exit; 
UX " exit, 
Lin . It rtr, UM: krQ 
Lo: k=3, 
W: k-3; 

else 
if (mouse o Il) and (mouse <> UR) than 
begin 
sotoXY(29.20); wnte('Invabd response); 
delay(400D), 

gotooXY(29,2o); wnteC I 

end, 
end, 

until (k-0)or(k-3) or (mouse - U) or (mouse URI 

umul(k-o)or(k-3k 
end, 

pfocedum nao vfsa(var k: ntega'k 
vw 
aid, mouse : char; 
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seconds, tutor: mid; 
upper 

-& 
lower £ Fl, F2: real, 

w: integer, 
begin 
reps 
saner; 
bag7k 
log_bn(w); 
saw 
bar(7); 
gotoXY(3,2t); wnto('<esc> acb e both exit and panic button, reducing signal 

amplitude to a'k 
golOXY(3,22k wnteCminunum and returning the frequency to the tag 

frequency. ); 
gotoXY(3,15k wnte(7he lower lint on the amplitude a0 and the upper bmt 

is 12vohs. ), 
gotoXY(3,7); wme(1Ls routine scam automatically in & range of frequencies 

within the lupus); 
gotoXY(3, ek wnte('oand2ot ); 
gotoXY(3,9k wnte(A frequency increment and a time increment (pause) 

must also be entered. ); 
gotoXY(3,15); w+lte('<apace> stops scan and holds at current fivquenq. ); 
gotoXY(3,19); wme('<enteV resumes can 
repeat 
eMcr requenoy(ower£ upper £L -k 
smgie_amp(3, Voutjtpk 
enter_pause(2, seconds), 
repent 
gotoXY(25,24k 
wnte('Are these values correct (y/n)? % 
n adln(atY, 
if(cat-no1)of(cat -no2)then 
begin 
gotoXY(37, IOk wnte(' 
gNoXY(37,11k wine(' 
gotoXY(39,12k writer 
gotoXY(38,13k writd 
gotoXY(31,16; write(' x 
gotoXY(5424), wntec x 

end 
else 
begin 

if (cat o yell) and (cat oyes2) then 
begin 

gotoXY(25,24) write(' Invalid response 
deIay(4000k 

end; 
and, 

until (cat -yesl) or (cat -yes2) or (cat - nol) or (ca no2), 
until (oat -ywl) or (cat -yes2k 
screen; 
bm(7); 

gotoxY(48,24k wnttC<esc>- exit and panic button); 
gotoXY(11,11k 
wme('Now sending a', Vout_ppdJ, 'V signal seaming from'); 
gotoXY(53,11k 
wm«', scaan_6eq(lower f) 6.3, alww nnge(towc t), 'to 

'. screen_f eq(upper t) 6.3, show_Iange(upper t)k 
( Now we have the aeration part of the program. 
The means I use to run the program is to change cables 
to short dummy names and work with those. ) 
buffer, 
Fl = lower £ 
F2=lower £ 
gotoXY(29,13k wnte('Ffequecy' aaeen_ßeq(fq)639how nmge(f9)k 
repeat 
buffer, 
gotoXY(28,15); wnte('<space> holds 6equencyx 
repeat; 
buffer, 
repeat 
. fF2>-Fl then 
begin 
if F2>-upper fthen 
begin 
F2rupper £ 
fgrF2, 

gotoXY(29,13); vmte('Frequency- 
', acreen_f eq(fq) 6.3, show rangs(f9)k 

generate, 
delay(mmc(I000* seconds)), 
Fl -F2, 
F2 r mcr down(w, F 1, JLm"); 

end 
else 
begin 
f9 - F2; 
gotoX'(29,13k wriWTrequen y 

', screen_5eq(fv 63, show range(fq)), 
generate, 
delsy(trunc(1000°seconds)); 
Fl : -F2, 
F2 r mQ up(w, Fl, fins); 

end, 
end 

else 
begin 

If F2 - lowv_fthen 
begin 

F2 kmc f, 
fq r F2, 
gotoXY(29,13); wnte('Frequency- 

', ecroen_6a1(fq). 6.3, sbow range(fq)), 
generate. 
delay(wnc(100 5seconds)k 
Fl -F2 
F2 r ma up(w, F1, f mcrk 

end 
else 
begin 
fq' F2, 
gotoXY(29,13k wnteCFrequency - 

', weenßeq(fq) 6.3, show menge(fq)), 
generate, 
delay(wno(1000'seconds)k 
Fl -F2; 
F2 r mcr down(w, Fl, fm rk 

end; 
end; 

until keypressed, 
ei r readdke9; 

until (cat - space) or (cat - escapek 
ifeat - space then 
begin 

repeat 
buffer, 
gotoXY(28,151* write(' <enter> resumes am 
cat ý-- readkey; 

until cat - enter; 
end; 

until eat-escape; 
reset; 
( The menu at the and of the option 
K the integer is definitely is factor here so I have gone back to add k 

repeat 
screen, 
bar(7), 
Ilstart[l] -1Q Hstart[2] r x5; 
vaw, [I]-15. Vsun[21: -66, 
box(t), 
gotoXY(17, llk wme('r - repeat with different range and/or amplrtude); 
gotoXY(17,12), wnteCm -try manual scan'); 
gotoXY(17,13k wntefo-return to options menu'); 
gotoXY(17,14), seneCx-exitprogram), 
buffer, 
mouse' reedkey; 
case mouse of 
La: exa; 
UX : exit, 
Im: krQ 
UM: k-0; 
LA): It 7- 3, 
W"k' 3; 

else 
if (mouse o 14 and (mouse o UR) then 
begm 
gotoXY(29,20), wme('lnvalid response), 
delay(4000), 

gotoXY(29,20k wntcc x 
end, 

and. 
until (k - 0) or (k - 3) or (mouse -14 or (mouse - URk 

until (k-0)or(k-3), 
eod, 

procedure man sf*var k: integer); 
var 
cat, mouse : char, 
seconds, a ma : real, 

upper v, bwa v, At, A2: Ra1; 
begm 
mped 

bar(51 
g«exx(3,21k vxilet ew, r both exit and panic button, reducing e el 

amplitude to a); 

gotoXY(3,221 vrne(mmueum and returning the frequency to the teat 
fiequency. % 

gotoXY(3,7k wnte The lower limit on the frequency is 0 and the upper limit 

: 2awk); 
gotoXY(3,101 wrnremin routine allows manual scanning in e range of 

amplitudes within the Inmbx 
gotoXY(3, I lk vmle('O and 12 volts x 

gotoXY(3,12k wnteCM amplitude increment must also be entered 
gotoXY(3, ISk wme('Ihe arrow keys control the amplitude'); 
goeoXY(3,19) wnte(anow 1, ' decrems and. arow r, mecca the 

ampl tude); 

engle_fhiq(fa); enter emplrtude(lower v, upper v, i merk 
FCPCM 
gaoXY(25,24k 
wnt«ae these values Domaa (yin)rk 
medln(onk 
d(cat - not) or (cat - not) then 
begin 
geroXY(29,8); wind x 
gotoXY(39,13k wate(' 
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gotoXY(39,14}, wnte(' 
gotoXY(41,15); writer 
gotoXY(56,24) a+ttec x 

end 
else 
begin 
if(cat o yesl) and (cat o yes2) tan 
begin 
gotoXY(25,24k write( lavabdresponse 'A 
delay(4000k 

end, 
end, 

until (cat -yell)or(cat -ye&2)or(ot-oo)or(at-no2k 
witd (cat -yell) or (cnt-ya); 
screen; 
bar(5k 
gotoXY(48,2Ak wnte(/csJ' exit and panic button); 
gotoxY(I1,1l}, 
writeCNow sending a' , scaeen_¢eq(fq). 63, show tsnge(fq), 'signal scanning 

from 'Jower v63, 'Vto', upper r63, 'V) 
( Now we have the alteration part of the program 
The means I use to run the program a to change vavebles 
to short dummy names and work with those ) 
gotoXY(21,15), wnte(snow keys', anow I, ' and ', nmw r, ' control the 

amplitude); 
buffer, 
Alrlowerv, 
gotoXY(28,13k wnteCAmpinude-', bv r vb3, Woks); 
Voutyp - lover v, 
gener ae. 
repent 
buffer 
eat = readkey; 
if cat - null then 
begin 
cat 'readkey; 
West -left it. 
begin 
A2rAle mcr, 
ifA2<bwer vthen 
begin 
A2=lows v, 

end, 
Voutyp r AT, 
g toXY(28,13k wnteCAmpleude-', Voutypö3, Woks); 
generate, 

end 
else 
begin 

if cat = nght then 
beget 
A2rAl+a ma; 
if A2>-upper vtlen 
begin 
A2 - upper r, 

end, 
Voutpp - A2; 

gotoxY(28,13k wnte('Amplaude-, Vout_pp63. tiohsx 
Senerete, 

end; 
end, 

Al -Al, 
end; 

until cat - escape; 
raset; 
( The menu at the end of the option 
K the integer is definitely a factor hem so I have gone back to add it } 
repeat 
screen; 
bat(s); 
Itstart[l) r 10; Hstart[2] r 15; 
Vstart[ lJ r 15, Vsten[2] r 66, 
box(t), 
( oXY(17, l lk write('r- repeat with different frequency and/or range); 
gotoXY(17,12k wnteCa - try automatic scan'; 
gotoXY(17,13); wnte('o-retumtooptammaw'k 
gotoXY(17,14); wnte(x-extprognun); 
butter, 
moose r rwdkey, 
case mouse of 

Lx: exe; 
UX : exa; 
La: k: - o; 
UA. krtr, 
IÄ): k: - 3; 
1JO kr3; 

else 
d(mouse o Li) and (mouse o UR) dm 
besn 
gotoXY(29,20) wnte(7 wind oupoomex 
deley(40WX 
gotoxY(29,2o); . nrtec 

end, 
Mb& 

untd (k-0)oc(k-3)or(mouse -Ix)or(momeUR) 
unw(k-o)or(k-3), 

end. 

procedure markvfsa(var k: mtegar). 

var 

eat, mouse : char, 
seconds. fact: nxl, 
upper -C 

lower ( Fl, F2. seal, 
w: integer, 

begin 
repent 
sOVM 
bar(g); 
log_bn(w); 
screen, 
bar(b), 
gotoXY(3,21k wnte('<ese> acts at both exit and panic button, reducing signal 

amplitude to al 
gotoXY(3,22), wnte('mmnnum and returning the frequency to the test 

6equmoy. 'k 
gotoXY(3,141 wntcMe over limit on the amplitude i0 and the upper limit 

i l2whs k 
eotoXY(3,7k wnte(' hs routine manual scanning in a range of frequencies 

within the limits); 
gotoXY(3,8); wrneCO and 20 w41z'), 
gotoXY(3,9); wnteCA frequency amen et must also be entered. ); 

gotoXY(3,18k wnte(! he snow keys control the frequency. ') 

gotoXY(3,19k wnte(artow d, ' decreases end 'Anow-u: increases the 
frequency. '; 

-Pad 
enter frequency(lower C upper jf mark 
single_amp(2, Vout ppk 
n: peat 
gotoXY(25,24); 
wnteCAre these values correct (y/n)7) 
readln(catk 
if (oat -nol) or (cat - no2) then 
begin 

gotoXY(37,10k waste(' 
gotoXY(37, llk write(' 
gotoXY(39,12k waste(' 
gotoXY(31,15); write(' 
gotoXY(56624), waste(' 

end 
else 
begin 
((cat o yesl) and (cat o yes2) then 
begin 
gotoXY(25,24); wine(' Invalid response 'A 
delay(400ok 

end; 
end; 

until (cat -yeel) or (oat -yes2) or (cat -no]) or (cat - no2k 
until (cat -Yell) or (at - yes2k 
screen, 
bar(s) 
gotoXy(48,24), wnte('«esv -exit and panic button'; 
gotoXY(11,1 lk 
wme('Now sending a'. Vout pp 63, 'V signal scanning fiont'); 

gotoXY(43. Ilk 
wme(', eeroen_freq(loweF 1) 6 3, show ange(lower ), ' to 

', screen_fieq(upper t) 63, show nmge(upper _), 

( Now we have the alteration pan of the program. 
The means 1 use to run the program is to change variables 
to short dummy names and work with those. ) 

gotoXY(21,15k wnte(amowkeys'rmow d, 'and', urow u, 'controlthe 

amplitude') 
buffer, 
F1-low r_Q 
F2 r bwar fi 
gotoXY(30,13k waste('Frequency-', ecneen Bey(FI)63, show rntge(Fl)), 
gee; 
-Pest 

buffer, 

eat 7. readkey; 
if cat-null then 
begin 

cat r madkey; 
if at-down then 
begin 
F2 r nwr down(w. Fl, f merk 
d'F2<- bwer(then 
begin 

F2 r bwv_P, 

end; 
fit +F2, 
gotoXY(30,13); wnte('Fiequery- 

', scsem_fieq(fq) 6 3, show_nnge(f9)); 
ge" 

end 
ebe 
begin 
ifoat-upthen 
begin 
F2-vcr up(w, Fl, f merk 
ifF2>-upper fthen 
begin 
F2 - upper _t 

and, 
fq-FZ: 
gotoXY(30,13k wnte('Ftequewy- 

', screen_fieq(fq)63, show range(fq)); 
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generate; 
end; 

end, 
FlrF2, 

end, 
until cat - escape; 
reset 
( The menu at the end of the option 
K the integer r definitely a factor hem so I have gone back to add i) 
repeat 
wan. 
be. (e); 
Hstart[ll -l0; liswt[21: 15, 
Vstart[1) -15; Vstart[2]=66, 
box(2), 
gotoXY(17,11); wnteCr-repeat with diffe(artrange and/or amphtde); 
gotoXY(17,12); v4de(a -try automatic scan); 
gotoXY(17,13); wme(b -ram to options menu); 
gotoXY(17,14x wnte(x-exit program'); 
buffer; 
mouse :- reodkey, 
aase mouse of 
Lx : exit; 
UX : exit; 
La: It r0, 
UA: kr0 
Ia: kr3, 
UO. kr3; 

else 
if(mouseoLi)and(mouse oUR)thea 
begin 
gotoxY(29,20k wnto(Inwhd responds 
delay(4000), 

ßDtaxY(29,20); vAlW x 
end, 

en, 
until (k - 0) or (k- 3) or (mouse -Li) or (mouse - UR); 

until (k - 0) or (k - 3k 
end; 

p_ooedme option vfa, 
vw 
cat, mouse : char, 
seconds, finer, ra ma : real, 
upper£bwa f Fl, F2, uppa v, buv_v, Al, A2: red, 
w: mteger, 

begin 

FCPCM 
saxn; 
bar(9k 
log_in(w); 

screen; 
ß(9k 
gotoXY(3,21k wnte('<esc> acts as both ext and panic button, reducing signal 

amplitude to a'); 
gotoXY(3,22); wnte('mmunum wW returners the frequency to the test 

frequency ); 
gotoXY(3,7); wme('Ihn moutme allow, manual scanning in, a rarwof 

frequencies within the'); 
9MxY(3,91 wnte(bmts 0 and 20 MHz, and a range of amplitudes wehen 

the lungs 0 and 12V'), 
gotoXY(3,9k w*td'A frequency increment and an amplitude iiaemem must 

also be entered. % 
gotoXY(3,17), wnte('Ihe arrow keys control the frequency 
gDtOXY(3,18); wnte(anow d, ' decreases and', anow U, ' increases the 

6wuency x 
gotoXY(3,19k wnte(arrow I, ' decreases and', enow r, ' eaeases the 

amplitude. x 
Rpm 
enter fiequemYpowrr C upper ff iiak 
emer_amphtude(bwer v, upper v, a scar); 
repeat 
gotoxx(25,24k 
wnteCAre these values correct (y/n)Y) 
readln(catk 
if(cat-no1)or (cat -no2)then 
begin 
gotoXY(37,10); winee x 
gotoXY(37,11); write(' x 
goeoXY(39,12); wind' x 
gotoXY(39,13k wnte(' x 
gotoXY(39,14); write(' 
gotoXY(41,15k wind 
gotoXY(56a4); wind' x 

end 
else 
begm 
d'(cat o yesl) and (cat oyes2) thn 
begin 

gotoXY(25,24); wmK Invalid response x 
delay(4000k 

end, 
end; 

until (eat -yasl) or (cat -ye52) or (cat -no]) or (cat - 0o2); 
umd(cm-yesl)or(cat-yak 
screen; 
bar(9k 

gotoXY(48y1k wnte(<mJ' exit and panic button); 

gotoXY(11,9); write('Now sending a signal with amplitude between 
', bwrr v63. 'Vand', upper v63, V). 

gotoXY(33,1Ok wnte(and frequency between 
', saeei_6eq(bwrr f) 63, show tange(lower f)), 

gotoXY(64,10); write(' and', rc'eai_6eq(upperf) 6 3, show Moupper f)k 
(Now we have the alteration part of the program. 
The means I use to run the program a to change variables 
to short dummy names and work with those. ) 
gotoXY(21,16); wnte(ertow keys', anow d, ' and', mow u, ' control the 

6equency% 
%; gotoXY(31,17); wnte(anow I, ' and , enow r, ' control the amplitude 

buffer, 
Fl lower £ 
At bwn v, 

gotoXY(30.12k wntefFnquency 
', u+an_f eq(bwer O63, show_nngdbwer 4k 

ptoXY(30,14k wnte('Ampbrde-'Jowe± v63, 'voltsk 
vout_pp r bwv_v, 
fit = lows £ 

generate, 
reped 
buffer 
cat .' Redkey; 
if eat - null then 
begin 
cat r readkey; 
cave cat of 
down 

begin 
P2 =sir down(w, Fl, f Merk 
if F2 ý bwv_f the m 
begin 
F2: - lower £ 

end; 
fq F2, 
gotoXY(3012k writeCFtequency 

', scRen_6eq(fq)63, show range(fq), ' 
generate, 

end, 
up : 
beam 
F2' ina up(w, Fl, f mock 
1f F2> upper fthen 
begin 
F2 r upper _t end, 

fq - F2; 
gotoXY(30,121 wraeffrequency 

', aaeen_freq(fq)63, ahow mwge(fq), ' 'k 

generate; 
end, 

left : 
begin 
A2 r Al-. nw ,, 
if A2< lower_vthen 
begin 
A2=lower v, 

and, 
Voutpp r A2, 

gotoXY(30,14); wrne(Amplnude -, Vout_pp 6.3, 'volu 
gee, 

end, 
right : 
begin 
A2 r Alm mcr, 
ifA2>-uppervthen 
begin 
A2 r upper v 

end; 
Vout pp r A2, 
gotoXY(30,14); wnte('Amphtude-, Voutjp6.3, Wohe 'genwae0. 

end, 
end, 

At AZ; 
F1-F2, 

end, 
until cat - escape; 

T [ The menu at the aid of the opt on } 

repea 

baft 
lisuvt(1) r Il. HstM[21r 15; 
Vstsrt(I)r23; Vf21-58. 
box(t), 
gotoXY(25.12) wnte(Y. repeat with djff«enl ranges: 
gotoXY(25,13k waste o return ro options menu ) 

gotoXY(25.14); wrne(k " exd pmgud. 
buffs, 
mouser roedkey; 
if(mouse - Lx) or (mouse - U)) then 
begs 
ext. 

and 
else 

begin 
d(mowe o Ir) and (mouse o UR) and (mouse o Lo) and (mouse o 

UO) then 
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begin 

gotoXY(29,20); wnte(7nvabd resvanex 
delay(4000); 

gotoXY(29,20), wnte( 
end, 

end, 
until (mouse - il) or (mouse = UR) or (mouse - Lo) or (mouse - UOk 

until (mouse - Lo) or (mouse = IRS), 
end; 
(. ft.. ft. tt.. t... tt. tf. tft... f.. t. r. t. t. tt. t..... ft. t.. tr. t. t 

* Pmceduwv/Functions Group ( X) Miscellaneous r 
" Here are contained the odd tittle functions and procedures * t make up the program, especially those time do odd tittle r 

things. 
"rr. tr.. r. tr...... f. r. n.... ra... r....... a.. trr..... arr... } 
function eaeea_8eq(baro : nml) : real, 
(Yhs function takes the value for fq and returns an appropriate 
value in the Mhz or the kHz range depending on the uee of the 
cunent value of fl. ) 
var 
F trvu: real, 

begin 

if bem >- 0 01 then 
begin 
F_uane = ban; 

end 
else 

begin 
F trans = bem'1000, 

end; 
screen_üeq -F 

-pans; end, 

function show iange(bam_bam : real) : show; 
( Ihn function takes the value for fq and returns either I" or MHZ as a string for the displaying of ) 

var tnuis : snow begin 
if bme_bam> 0 of then 
begin 
trans r. WW; 

end 
else 
begin 
trans =MV; 

end; 
show range -tram 

end, 

procedure exit, 
var 
mouse : char; 

begin 
repan, 
cchscr; 
BofoXY(23,13), wmc('Are you suave you want to exit (/n)? 'k 
mouse r nxdkey: 
case mouse of 
year : 
beam 

( ßb hem that the anune2 would go } 
ch im, 
hak, 

end, 
yes2: 
begin 
( Ditto about ammeM 

halt, 

end, 
nol : 
begin 
chxx, 
gotoXY(29,13), wnte(Rightyhol Doing back m. 5; 
delay(3000), 

end, 
no2 . begin 

ckscr 
gotoXY(29,13); wMe(Rightyhol Going back in. '); 
delay(3000); 
char, 

end, 
else 
begin 
ekes; 
gotoXY(33,13), wme('Invald response'), 
dekry(3000); 
cheer, 

end, 
end; 

until (mouse - nol) or (mouse - no2); 
and, 

{. r.... r. rrrrrrrrrr. rrrr. r. r. r.. rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr. rrrrrrrr" 
rrrrrrr. rr. rrrrrrrrrr... r. rr. r. rrr rrrr rrrrrr rr r. r. rrrr rrrrrr. 

"" T}EMAINPROGRAM "" 

"rr"r"r"""r""r"""r""rrrrrrr"r"rrrrrrrr""""r"r"""""""""""""""" 
""""""r"rrrrr"r"""r""""r""rrrrrrrr"r"""""r"rrrrrrrrrr"r"""""} 

bqpn 

c byte- rank: 
rq_tabk defauh_an '; 
X01, 
draw,, 
ddey(500ý 

ctrscr, 
scr enO3, 

. ««no4. 

. mos. 
menuOl; 
exd. 

end. 
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Chapter Six 

Results and discussion: Electric field simulation 
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6.1 Introduction 

The dielectrophoretic behaviour of particles in an electrode array is governed by the 

electric field in the array through the dielectrophoretic force equation (equation 4.20 and 4.21): 

Ede 
2 

uup VJEI2 (6.1) 

This force is the gradient of the dielectrophoretic potential energy which is the potential energy of 

the dipole in the electric field. This is the work required to bring the dipole from infinity to its 

current position and can be represented by equation (4.22): 

Ud =2 DUp1g2 (6.2) 

In order to properly understand the movement of a particle an expression, analytical or 

numerical, must be first found for the electric field. Previous work on electric field calculation 
for dielectrophoresis includes analytical work on simple electrode geometries [1,2], numerical 

simulation for the castellated and polynomial geometries [3,4] and simulation of more 

complicated "field cages" [5]. 

Most of the electric field simulation that has been published previously has been to 

determine the nature of particle trapping rather than movement. The most common example of 

this is the polynomial electrodes. In the centre of the electrodes there is a negative 
dielectrophoretic potential well or "trap" which is a region of low field strength surrounded 

completely by high field strength regions (a local minimum in the field strength). The presence 

of a negative DEP trap can be determined by considering the electric field magnitude, since the 

dielectrophoretic potential is proportional to the field strength squared. By analogy, if a particle 

experiences positive dielectrophoresis, it will be trapped in a potential minimum at a high field 

point surrounded completely by low field points (a local maximum in field strength). This case 

is slightly different in that high field points are always found at electrode edges and they are not 

usually completely surrounded by low field points. The negative dielectrophoretic traps are 

always found away from electrode surfaces. 

, 
Apart from this difference, the idea of "trapping" is valid for both positive and negative 

dielectrophoresis. Positive dielectrophoretic "traps" will be found at local high field maxima and 

negative "traps" will be found at local low field minima. 
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In order to determine the electric field in a system, Poisson's equation (equation 4.26) 

must first be solved for the electric potential. However, it is difficult to solve Poisson's equation 

analytically unless the boundary and initial conditions have a continuously differentiable 

analytical representation. If such representations do not exist, it is easier to obtain the electric 

potential by a numerical method. 

This chapter outlines the methods used to simplify and model the electrode structures, 

then presents and discusses the results of the electric field simulations. Plots of the electric field 

strength are used to determine regions where dielectrophoretic trapping is likely to occur. In 

order to determine the direction of particle movement in the electrode arrays, the 

dielectrophoretic force vector is also calculated. 

6.2 Electrode models, simplification and symmetry boundaries 

The first step in modelling the electric field was to create a numerical model of the 

problem space, which in this case was the electrode array. Maxwell uses a Computer Aided 

Design package to create three dimensional shapes representing the electrodes, the glass 

substrate and the solution placed on the array. Each of these shapes is assigned the electrical 

properties of the appropriate material and the boundary formed by the surface of the electrode is 

assigned a constant potential. Maxwell then divides the problem space into tetrahedral elements 

and solves for the potential at every node (section 4.4.2). 

However, there are difficulties associated with modelling large electrode patterns. The 

software cannot easily solve problems where high aspect ratios exist between the electrodes and 

the whole solution space. The electrodes are 120nm thick which limits the size of the problem 

space to approximately 1000 times larger. Also, the more complicated the shape, the higher the 

required number of elements to give a high degree of accuracy to the solution. Therefore in order 

to accurately solve problems, the problem space must be kept as small as possible. 

The models can be simplified using the boundary conditions (section 4.4.2), the 

symmetry of the electrodes and the method of images. The array is reduced to its smallest 

repeated shape, which is used as a basic cell, and symmetry boundaries are then used to create 

images of the cell. Figure (6.1) shows a schematic outline of one of the four electrodes in the 

hyperbolic design with two symmetry boundaries creating the complete design. 

There are two different boundary conditions which can be applied to the symmetry 

planes. The Dirichlet boundary condition with a constant potential of zero (equation(4.25)) 

creates a plane of odd symmetry and the image object has a potential equal to the negative of the 

original. The Neumann boundary condition (equation (4.26)) creates a plane of even symmetry 

and the resulting image object has the same potential as the original. Combinations of these 
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symmetry planes can be used to map the basic cell repeatedly to form the complete electrode 

array. The improvement in the solution follows automatically: the numerical analysis is 

performed on a much smaller problem space with a smaller aspect ratio and the solution is 

correspondingly more accurate. 

Figure (6.1) Schematic diagram of one quarter of the hyperbolic polynomial 
design with two "mirror" symmetry planes, creating the image of the complete 
electrode array. 

6.3 Results and discussion 

6.3.1 Results 1: hyperbolic electrodes 

The hyperbolic polynomial electrode design was reduced to the basic cell shown in 

Figure (6.2). The edges of the problem space were defined to be symmetry boundaries as 

shown. The top and bottom of the cell were defined to be Neumann boundaries which, in 

combination with the other boundaries, resulted in the cell being mapped infinitely. I lowevcr, 

the area of interest was restricted to the centre of the electrodes within ten micrometres of the 

surface of the glass substrate. This region was not noticeably affected by inaccuracies due to 

the boundary conditions on the upper surface of the problem space. 
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Di 

Figure (6.2) Schematic diagram of the basic cell used in solving the electric field 
in the hyperbolic electrodes. The dimensions of the problem space are as shown 
on the left in units of micrometres. The boundaries were defined as shown on the 
right with the top and bottom of the problem space defined to be Neumann 
boundaries. A, B. C, D are reference points used in subsequent diagrams 

The surface of the electrode was defined to be a Dirichlet surface with a potential of 
5volts, which is equivalent to it being a perfect conductor with the same potential. The 

potential difference between adjacent electrodes was therefore 10 volts. The upper half of the 

problem space was assigned the dielectric properties of water (Cr = 78.54 and ß= 2x 10-5 Sill") 

and the lower half was assigned the dielectric properties of glass (Cr = 5.5 and ß=Ix 10"''Sm-' ). 

The problem was solved to an accuracy of 0.388% error in the total energy of the 

solution. Figure (6.3a-d) show the magnitude of the electric field in slices across the problem 

space parallel to the upper electrode surface with the mirror images generated to show the 

potential trap in the centre. (6.3a) shows the field magnitude in a plane cutting through the 

electrode at the midpoint in the height (50nm below the upper surface). (6.3c-d) shows the 

field in planes at heights of 100nm, I µm and 5µm above the upper surface of the electrode 

respectively. The maximum values for the field magnitudes in each of theses planes was found 

to be 1.26x107,8.55x106.2.48x106 and 6.32x105 Vm-1 respectively. The maximum field 

strength in the complete solution was 1.48x 107 Vm" and was found on the edge of the electrode 

on the upper surface. This value for the electric field is unlikely to be accurate as real 

electrodes would have a certain amount of curvature at the edges and the model has sharp 

edges. However, in solving the electric field from the potential, Maxwell can only 

approximate across the size of the mesh elements near the electrode and the solution is therefore 

not that of a sharp edge either. 
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Figure (6.3a) Electric field magnitude in a plane through the middle of the 
polynomial electrodes parallel to the upper surface. The potential difference 
between adjacent electrodes was 10 volts and the maximum field strength in this 

plane was 1.26x107 Vm'. 
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Figure (6.3b) Electric field magnitude in a plane 100nm above and parallel to the 

upper surface of the electrodes. The potential difference between electrodes was 
10 volts and the maximum field strength in this plane was 8.55x106 Vm-1. 
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Figure (6.3c) Electric field magnitude in a plane 1µm above and parallel to the 
upper surface of the electrodes. The potential difference between electrodes was 
10 volts and the maximum field strength in this plane was 2.48x 106 Vm'. 

Figure (6.3d) Electric field magnitude in a plane 5µm above and parallel to the 
upper surface. The potential difference between electrodes was 10 volts and the 

maximum field strength in this plane was 6.32x105 Vm"'. 
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Figure (6.4a) and (6.4b) shows plots of the electric field in two planes perpendicular to 

the surface of the electrodes. (6.4a) represents one of the mirror symmetry boundaries running 

between the electrodes along AD or AB (see Figure 6.2) and (6.4b) represents a symmetry plane 

running diagonally through an electrode along AC (see Figure (6.2) for reference to points 

A, B, C, D). 
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b0 
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V h 
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.: 

1e4 

4e4 
I 

RID B/D 

Figure (6.4a) Plot of the electric field magnitude in the symmetry boundaries AD 
or AB as shown in Figure(6.2). The image demonstrates the 3D nature of the 
electric field "trap" between the electrodes. A cross section of the electrodes is 

also shown for reference. 
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Figure (6.4b) Plot of the electric field magnitude in a symmetry plane diagonally 

through the electrode array through AC and perpendicular to the upper electrode 
surface. The black region marks the zero field regions inside the electrode. 

The vector for the dielectrophoretic force given by (equation 6.1) was calculated in 

each of these planes using Maxwell's post processing facilities. The results are shown in 

Figures (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7). Figures (6.5a-d) show the positive DEP vector direction in 

planes parallel to the upper electrode surface at heights of -50nm, 100nm, 1µm and 5µm as 

well as a colour coded plot of the magnitude of VJEI2 . Figures (6.6a-d) show the negative 
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DEP vector direction and V El 21 in the same four planes. The maximum value of 
I VI EI2 in 

each of the four planes was 2x 1022,1x1021,8.1 x 1018 and 2.3x 10'7 V2m"3. The maximum 

value for 
I 

in the entirety of the problem space was 5x 1022 V2m 3 and was found on the 

edge of the electrode. The figures show only the solution in the basic cell i. e. one quarter of 

the complete solution and represent the dielectrophoretic force as direction and magnitude 

plots. The arrow diagrams simply show the variation in direction of the force and the colour 

coded diagrams represent the magnitude of VIER on a logarithmic scale at each point. In 

Figures (6.5) and (6.6) the colour coded section and the arrow section are mirror images in a 

plane through the line AC and perpendicular to the surface of the electrodes. Another point of 

note is that all the arrows plotted were exactly the same length but are plotted in true three 

dimensions, so where the arrow appear shortened or as small circles, they are pointing 

upwards or downwards. The text in the figure legend is intended to expand on the diagram and 

describe the vertical direction where appropriate, not merely describe what is in the figure. 
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Sc 

Figure (6.5a) The positive DEP force vector direction and magnitude of VIER in 

the plane of the hyperbolic polynomial electrodes (ABCD). In this plane there is 

no solution for the dielectrophoretic force in the area covered by the electrodes as 
the field is zero inside a conductor. Where there is a solution, the DEP force 

vector tends to point towards the edge of the electrode and increases in magnitude 
as the distance to the electrode edge decreases. 
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Figure (6.5b) The positive DEP force vector direction and magnitude of VIER 

in a plane 100nm above the upper surface of the electrodes and parallel to ABCD. 
The vectors point towards the electrode edge both on top of the electrode and in 
the gap. The maximum values of the magnitude are found over the electrode 
edges where the vectors point downwards. 
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Figure (6.5b) The positive DEP force vector direction and magnitude of VIER 

in a plane I µm above the electrodes and parallel to ABCD. The vectors tend to 

point towards the electrode edge both on top of the electrode and in the gap which 
in this plane means that over a noticeable region, the vectors point downwards. 

In this plane, the maximum values of the magnitude are found over the electrode 

edges. 
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Figure (6. Sd) The positive DEP force vector direction and magnitude of VIEI2 

in a plane 5µm above the upper surface of the electrodes and parallel to ABCD. 
The vectors over the electrode and over the parallel gap region all point straight 
down and without much variation in magnitude. In the centre of the electrodes, 
the vectors point out from the centre towards the electrode edges with a 
logarithmic rise in magnitude until close to the electrode. 
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Figure (6.6a) The negative DEP force vector direction and magnitude of VIER 

50nm below the upper surface of the electrodes Away from the electrode, the 

vectors tend to point away from the electrode edge and decrease in magnitude 

rapidly to a minimum in the centre of the four electrodes. The negative DEP trap 

can be seen in the centre where all the vectors point towards A. 
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Figure (6.6b) The negative DEP force vector direction and magnitude of VIEI2 
in a plane 100nm above the upper surface of the electrodes and parallel to ABCD. 
The vectors point away from the electrode edge both on top of the electrode and in 
the gap. The maximum values of the magnitude are found over the electrode 
edges where the vectors tend to point upwards. The negative DEP trap can be 
seen as an enclosure of vectors surrounding and pointing towards the centre (A). 
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Figure (6.6c) The negative DEP force vector direction and magnitude of VIER in 

a plane I µm above the upper surface of the electrodes and parallel to ABCD. The 
vectors tends to point away from the electrode edge, pointing upwards over a 
noticeable area. In this plane, the maximum values of the magnitude are found 
over the electrode gap where the vectors point straight upwards. The trap is still 
present in the centre of the electrodes. 
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Figure (6.6d) The negative dielectrophoretic force vector direction and 
magnitude of VIC12 in a plane 5µm above the upper surface of the electrodes and 
parallel to ABCD. The vectors over the electrode and over the parallel gap region 
all point upwards with little variation in magnitude. The trap is present in the 
centre of the electrodes but the maximum trapping force is reduced by a factor of 
105 from the maximum value found in the plane of the electrodes. 

Figures (6.7a) and (6.7b) show the negative DEP vector direction in the perpendicular 

planes shown in Figure(6.4a) and (6.4b) respectively, indicating the direction of the force on a 

particle when trapped by negative dielectrophoresis. In Figure (6.7), the arrow and colour 

coded sections are mirror images through a perpendicular running line through the centre of the 

four electrodes. 

These two figures show that the negative dielectrophoretic force vector points upwards 

over much of the electrode array, as well as clearly showing the "trap" in the centre of the four 

electrodes. The maximum trapping force falls off rapidly with height above the electrodes and 

the trap also widens slightly. The increase in width can also be seen in successive steps in 

Figures (6.3a-d) and (6.6a-d). 
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Figure (6.7a) The negative dielectrophoretic force vector direction and 
magnitude in a symmetry plane running between the electrodes and perpendicular 
to ABCD (along AB or AD). The colour coded section shows the magnitude of 
VIER on a logarithmic scale in the plane and the arrow section shows the force 
direction. The two sections are mirror images of each other about a vertical line 
running through the centre of the electrodes. 
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Figure (6.7b) The negative dielectrophoretic force vector direction and 
magnitude in a symmetry plane running between the electrodes and perpendicular 
to ABCD (along AC). The colour coded section shows the magnitude of VIER 

on a logarithmic scale in the plane and the arrow section shows the force direction. 
The two sections are mirror images of each other about a vertical line running 
through the centre of the electrodes. 
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6.3.2 Discussion I: hyperbolic electrodes 

Figure (6.3a) clearly shows the low field region in the centre of the four electrodes where 

particle trapping is expected and has been shown to occur in the literature [1,4]. The high field 

regions, which attract particles moving by positive dielectrophoresis, lie along the electrode 

edges. Figure (6.8) shows a comparison of the field magnitude along AC in the electrode gap 

and the field profile from the analytical polynomial expression [1]. 
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Figure (6.8) Plot of the electric field magnitude along three lines in the 
perpendicular plane through AC and parallel to the plane ABCD. The three lines 

run, through the centre of the electrodes, across the upper surface and 100nm 

above the upper surface. The fourth line, marked as the analytical expression, is 

the theoretical line from reference 1 for comparison. 

This figure shows that the estimate of the electric field strength from the analytical expression is a 

fairly good approximation, although not exact, out to a distance of approximately 2.2µm from 

the centre of the 6µm electrodes. It does not accurately represent the sharp increase in the 

electric field close to the electrode edge, or that the field is zero inside the electrode. However, 

the agreement of the numerical solution with the established result is good in the centre of the 

electrodes. 
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The size of the low field region, defined by a full enclosure of high field regions, 
increases as the height above the electrodes increases (Figures (6.3a-d)). Figure (6.4b) 

demonstrates this variation in a vertical plane through the line AC (see Figure (6.2)) where the 

high field region only occurs over the edge of the electrode and Figure (6.4a) shows the variation 
in a vertical plane through the line AB (or AD) where the high field region extends along the 

length of the electrode gap. This shows that the potential `trap' defined by 112 has a wide wall 

in the direction of the electrode gap (AB, AD) reducing to a comparatively thin wall across the 

electrode (AC). This implies directly that the probability of escaping from the trap is greater 

along the path AC than along either AB or AD. The trap is open at the top but when 

gravitational potential is added to the system, the trap becomes fully enclosed if the mass density 

of the particle is greater than the medium (section 4.2.1). 

The dielectrophoretic force (equation 6.1) is given by a frequency dependent term 

multiplied by VIER 
. Figure (6.4a) shows that in the plane of the electrodes the force is towards 

the electrode and strongest at the edge (1.26x107 V/m). At a height of 100nm, the size of the 

force has fallen off slightly and particles moving in this plane would remain in the plane 

(horizontal vectors) except very close to the electrode edges where the force vectors point straight 

down. In the 1µm plane (Figure 6.5c) the pattern is similar with a downward slant to the vectors 

across the whole plane and a wide bend above the electrode edges where the vectors point 

downwards and have a large magnitude. In the 51im plane, except for the `trap' region, the 

positive DEP vector points downwards with a maximum of 2x 10" V2m 3 over the electrode edge. 

The pattern of the vectors suggest that, above a height of approximately 10µm and over the 

electrode surface, particles which are experiencing positive DEP would descend straight towards 

the electrode to a height of approximately 3-4µm. Below this height, the particles would then 

experience a force tending to direct them towards the edges of the electrodes. If the particles are 

not over the electrode surface but over the electrode gap, the path they follow as they descend is 

similar but they do not experience a noticeable force component towards the electrode edge until 

they are within fpm of the surface. Above the `trap', the force directs the particles towards 

space above the electrodes even at 5µm and above, and the magnitude increases as the height 

decreases. 

The negative dielectrophoretic force is the negative of the positive dielectrophoretic force: 

equal in magnitude and opposite in direction. In the plane of the electrodes (Figure 6.6a), the 

plot shows that a particle would be pushed into the centre of the four electrodes by a force that 

falls off rapidly with distance from the electrode edge. In the 100nm plane (Figure 6.6b), the 

pattern in the centre is similar except that a particle on top of the electrode would also be pushed 
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away from the edge into the middle of the electrode. At 1pm, (Figure 6.6c), the negative DEP 

force has fallen off to a maximum value of 8x 1018 V2m 3 and the force vectors in a wide region 

over the electrode edges point upwards. As the distance from the electrode edges increases, the 

force vectors become more horizontal but the magnitude of the force falls off considerably. In 

the 5µm plane (Figure 6.6d), the centre `trap' is still present, represented here by converging 

arrows in the central area between the electrodes, but over the rest of the electrode area, the 

force vectors point almost straight up. Figures (6.7a) and (6.7b) show the negative 

dielectrophoretic vector in vertical planes through the lines AB and AC, demonstrating the 

variation in the force direction and in IvI. 12I 
. In these symmetry planes, the DEP vector lies 

entirely in the plane and these plots show completely the expected force on a particle lying in 

either of the planes. Comparison of the six plots of the negative DEP vectors shows the 

movement of a particle in the region above the hyperbolic electrode designs. The "trap" can be 

defined as a volume with a cross-section defined, at the level of the substrate, by the centre of 

the electrode array and above the electrodes by a circle which expands as height increases. 

Within this volume, particles which experience negative DEP are pushed towards the centre of 

the `trap' and buoyancy acts either to push them upwards or downwards. Outside the volume, 

particles are pushed away from the `trap' and away from the central region of the electrodes 

altogether. The magnitude of the negative DEP force is a maximum at the boundary of this 

volume in any horizontal plane but the magnitude of the force also falls off rapidly with 

increasing height, from a value of approximately 1x 1022 V2m 3 in the electrode plane to 1x 10" 

V2m 3 at a height of 5µm. 

The simulation of the electric field and the dielectrophoretic force show that the 

hyperbolic electrodes provide a good stable negative dielectrophoretic trapping region (with the 

assistance of gravity) in agreement with the literature [1]. The calculated values of 
IVIg2I, 

indicate that a hyperbolic polynomial electrode with a gap separation of 2µm and a centre 

separation of the order of 61. un, can produce a large dielectrophoretic force on sub-micrometre 

particles. Based on the arguments discussed in the introduction to Chapter Five (section 5.1), the 

values of the electric field strength produced by the electrodes certainly indicates that 

dielectrophoretic trapping, both positive and negative, should be achievable using this modelled 

electrode array. 
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6.3.3 Results II: triangular electrodes 

The basic cell for the triangular electrode design is shown in Figure (6.9). The edges 

of the problem space were defined as symmetry boundaries (as shown) with the top and bottom 

set to Neumann boundaries. The feature and gap sizes of the particular cell presented in this 

section were 54m. Again, the boundaries resulted in the solution for an infinite mirroring of 

this basic cell and the area of interest was restricted to within 10µm of the substrate surface. 
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Neumann boundaries 

Figure (6.9) Schematic diagram of the basic cell used in solving the electric field 
in the triangular electrodes. The dimensions of the problem space were as shown 
in units of micrometres. The boundaries were defined as shown on the right with 
the top and bottom of the solution space also set to Neumann boundaries. A, 13. 
C, D are reference points used in subsequent parts of the section. 

The surface of the electrode was defined to be a Dirichlet surface with a potential of 5volts, 

giving a potential difference of 10 volts between alternate electrodes. The dielectric properties 

of the upper and lower halves of the problem were defined to be the same as in Section (6.3.1). 

The problem was solved to an accuracy of 0.09% error in the total energy in the solution. 

Figure (6.10a-d) show the magnitude of the electric field in slices across the problem space 

parallel to the plane ABCD with the mirror images generated to show the potential trap in the 

centre. Figure (6.10a) shows the field magnitude in a plane cutting through the electrode at the 

midpoint in the height, in this case 50nm below the upper surface. Figures (6.10b-d) shows 

the field in planes at heights of 100nm, l µm and 5µm above the electrodes respectively. The 

maximum values for the field magnitudes in each of these planes was found to be 2.63x10', 

6.64x106,1.42x1« and 4.35 x105 Vm-' respectively. The maximum field strength in the 

solution was 4.57x107 Vm-1 and was found on the edge of the electrode on the upper surface. 
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Figure (6.10a) The magnitude of the 
electric field in a plane parallel to ABCD 
and through the middle of the electrodes. 
The maximum value is at the tip of the 
triangle and the field falls off rapidly with 
distance from the electrode edge. 
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Figure (6.10c) The magnitude of the 
electric field in a plane parallel to ABCD 

and 14m above the electrode surface. The 
distribution of the field is similar to (6.1 Ob) 
but more spread out. 
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Figure (6.10b) The magnitude of the 
electric field in a plane parallel to ABCD 

and 100nm above the surface of the 
electrodes. The highest values are over the 

edges of the electrode with the maximum 
over the tip of the triangulation. 
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Figure (6.10d) The magnitude of the 

electric field in a plane parallel to ABCD 

and 51im above the electrodes. There is a 
general high field region over the point of 
closes approach and low field away from 

this point but the variation is not large. 
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Figure (6.11) shows the electric field magnitude in three mutually perpendicular planes across 

the basic cell. The reference points are marked and the figure shows that there is no tightly 

enclosed trapping region for negative dielectrophoresis. It also shows the high field trapping 

point at the electrode tip and that the field falls off rapidly from this point. 
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Figure (6.11) The electric field magnitude in the plane of Figure (6.10b) and two 
other mutually perpendicular vertical planes through AD and CD. The field 

strength is very high around the tip of the triangulation and falls off rapidly with 
distance from the electrode edge. There is no well defined region for negative 
dielectrophoretic trapping. 

The vector for the dielectrophoretic force, REIZ, was calculated in the four 

horizontal planes and the vertical plane through AD. The results are shown in Figure (6.12), 

(6.13) and (6.14). Figures (6.12a-d) show the positive DEP vector direction in planes parallel 

to ABCD at heights of -50nm, 100nm, 1µm and 5µm above the electrode surface. Figures 

(6.14a-d) show the negative DEP vector direction in the same planes. The maximum value of 

IvIEI2 
in each of the four planes was 2.8x 1022,8.3x 1020,4.8x 1018 and 7.1 x 1016 V2m-3. The 

maximum value in the whole solution was 2.8x102` V2m 3, found at the tip of the electrode. 

Figure (6.13) shows the positive DEP vector through the tip of the triangular feature in the 

vertical plane of symmetry through AD. The vector is represented in each figure by an arrow 

plot showing the vector direction, and a colour coded plot showing the magnitude at all points 

in the plane. The arrows in these plots are all the same length and 3D, shorter arrows indicate 

a direction into or out of the plane. 
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Figure (6.12a) The positive DEP force vector direction and magnitude of VIE !2 in 

a plane parallel to ABCD and 50nm below the upper surface of the electrode. In 
the gap between the electrodes, the vectors tend to point towards the electrode 
edge. The magnitude of the vector increases towards the edge and at the edge the 
vector is perpendicular. 
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Figure (6.12b) The positive DEP force vector direction and magnitude of VIER 

in a plane parallel to ABCD and 100nm above the electrode surface. Above the 

electrode the vectors point towards the electrode edge and the force magnitude 

again increases with decreasing distance. The maximum value of the vector is 

8.3x1020 V2m-3 and is found over the tip of the triangulation. Directly above the 

electrode edge, the vectors point straight downwards. 
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Figure (6.12c) The positive DEP force vector direction and magnitude of DIEI2 

in a plane parallel to ABCD and 1 gm above the surface of the electrodes. The 

vector direction is towards the electrode edge, which means that over the edge, 
the vectors tend to point downwards. The magnitude of the vector is highest over 
the tip of the triangulation and lowest over the middle of the electrode. 
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Figure (6.12d) The positive DEP force vector direction and magnitude of VIER 

in a plane parallel to ABCD and 54m above the electrode surface. The vectors all 
point downwards and the magnitude has a maximum over the tip of the electrode 
but does not vary by much across the plane. This figure indicates that the path of 
a particle would be vertical at this height. 
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Figure (6.13) The magnitude of VIE12 and the direction of the positive 
dielectrophoretic force in the symmetry plane perpendicular to ABCD, running 
through the tip and the line AD. The arrow plot shows the vector direction and 
the colour coded plot shows the magnitude in a mirror image of the arrow plot 
about the vertical line through D. Above approximately 4µm, the arrows all point 
straight down and below 4µm, they tend to point towards the tip of the electrode. 
The magnitude rises sharply, from approximately 1x 1018 V2m-3 at a distance of 
2µm to the maximum value of 2x 1022 V2m 3 on the electrode surface at the tip. 
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Figure (6.14a) The negative DEP force vector direction in a plane parallel to 
ABCD and 50nm below the upper surface of the electrode. In the gap between the 
electrodes, the vectors tend to point away from the electrode edge. The 

magnitude of VIEI2 decreases rapidly with increasing distance from the electrode 
edge and the highest value is found at the tip of electrode. 
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Figure (6.14b) The negative DEP force vector direction in a plane parallel to 
ABCD and 100nm above the electrode surface. Above the electrode the vectors 

point away from the electrode edge and the magnitude of VIER again increases 

with decreasing distance. The maximum value is found over the tip of the 
triangulation and above the electrode edge, the vectors point straight upwards. 
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Figure (6.14c) The negative DEP force vector direction in a plane parallel to 
ABCD and 1 pm above the surface of the electrodes. The vector direction is away 
from the electrode edge, which means that in the region over the edge, the vectors 

point upwards. The magnitude of VIER is highest over the tip of the triangulation 

and lowest over the middle of the electrode. 
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Figure (6.14d) The negative DEP force vector direction and magnitude of VIE12 

in a plane parallel to ABCD and 5µm above the electrode surface. The vectors all 
point vertically upwards and the magnitude has a maximum over the tip of the 

electrode but is fairly constant across the plane. 

6.3.4 Discussion II: triangular electrodes 

The electric field around the triangular electrodes has its maximum value at the tip and 

falls off rapidly with distance from this point in any direction (Figure 6.10). At 5µm (Figure 

6.9d), the high field region is diffuse and covers the region between opposing tips. There is no 

well-defined low field region i. e. a region of low field bounded by high field regions. The 

three dimensional representation shows more clearly the lack of large areas of high field that 

could generate high negative dielectrophoretic potential minima. However, the very high field 

at the tip definitely forms a local maximum in field strength in three dimensions and is an ideal 

positive trap. 

Figure (6.12a-d) shows the nature of the positive DEP vector in four planes horizontally 

through the problem space showing the direction (with a vector) and the magnitude of VIER 

(with a colour coded plot). In the plane of the electrode (Figure 6.12a), the force is directed 

towards the electrode edge with the largest value of 2.8x 1022 V2m"3 at the tip. 100nm above the 

upper surface of the electrode, the picture is similar with the force vector both on and off the 

electrode pointing towards the electrode edge. The maximum force magnitude is in the region 
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running along and above the edge of the electrode where the vectors point straight down. The 

maximum value in this plane is 8.3 x 1020 V2m 3 indicating that, although this design produces 

high dielectrophoretic potentials and high values of 
lVIJ2j 

(these are not necessarily related), 

the volume over which the high gradients occur is not very large. In the I pm plane the 

maximum value has fallen to 4.8x 1018 V rn 3 and the plot looks similar to the 100nm plot, with a 

more diffuse region over the electrode edge where the vectors point downwards and the magnitude 

is comparatively high. In the 5µm plane, all the force vectors point downwards with a 

maximum magnitude of 7.1 x 1016 V2m3 but the magnitude only varies by half an order of 

magnitude across the plane. At and above this height, a particle experiencing positive PEP is 

subject to a vertical force pulling it down towards the electrode but not towards any particular 

point. Below 5µm a particle would also experience a force towards the electrode surface but 

with an increasing translational component towards the electrode edge. Figure (6.13) shows the 

positive DEP vector in the symmetry plane through the tip and along the line AD, demonstrating 

the variation in the magnitude and direction of force vertically. Particles falling towards the 

electrode surface experience an increasing attractive force towards the tip. The magnitude of the 

force also increases rapidly as the distance between the particle and the tip decreases. 

Figure (6.14a-d) show the nature of the negative DEP force vector in the same four 

horizontal planes. Although the maximum force in each plane is the same as for positive DEP, 

the volumes over which the large values occur is very small. There are no well-defined points of 

negative DEP collection, only regions where particles would be repelled from by negative DEP. 

The particles would then move to a distance at which the dielectrophoretic force is balanced by 

other forces. 
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6.3.5 Results III: castellated electrodes 

The basic cell for the castellated electrode design is shown in Figure (6.15). l'hc 

solution shown in this section is for a set of castellated electrodes with feature and gaps sizes 

equal to 5µm. All the external boundaries of the problem space were defined to he Neumann. 

Again, the boundaries resulted in the solution for an infinite mirroring of this basic cell and the 

area of interest was restricted to within I Oµm of the substrate surface. 
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Figure (6.15) Schematic diagram of the basic cell used in solving the electric 
field in the castellated electrodes. The dimensions of the problem space were as 
shown on the right in units of micrometres. All boundaries were defined to be 
Neumann and A, B. C, D are reference points. 

The surface of the electrodes were defined to be Dirichlet surfaces with potentials of 

5volts and -5volts giving a potential difference between the electrodes of IOvolts. The 

dielectric properties of the upper and lower halves of the problem space were defined as in 

section 6.3.1. The problem was solved to an accuracy of 0.26% error in the total energy in the 

solution. Figure (6.16a-d) show the magnitude of the electric field in slices across the problem 

space parallel to the upper electrode surface with the mirror images generated to show the 

potential trap in the centre. (6.16a) shows the field magnitude in a plane cutting through the 

electrode at the midpoint in the height (50nm below the upper surface). (6.16b-d) shows the 

field in planes at heights of 100nm, 1µm and 5µm above the electrode surface respectively. 

The maximum values for the field magnitudes in each of theses planes was found to he 

2.1 6.35x106,1.5x106 and 4.35 x105 Vm' respectively. The maximum field strength in 

the solution was 3.04x 107 Vm-1 and was found on the edge of the electrode on the upper 

surface. 
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Figure (6.16a) The magnitude of the 
electric field in a plane parallel to ABCD 
and through the middle of the electrodes. 
There is a local maximum at each tip and a 
local minimum in the bays. 
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Figure (6.16b) The electric field 

magnitude in a plane parallel to ABCD and 
100nm above the surface of the electrodes. 
Again, there is a local maximum over each 
tip but this extends along the front of the 
castellation. 
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Figure (6.16c) The magnitude of the 
electric field in a plane parallel to ABCD 

and I µm above the surface of the 
electrodes. There are high field regions 
over the fronts of the castellations and the 
low field regions in the bays have 
decreased in size. 

3.5e5 

Figure (6.16d) The electric field 

magnitude in a plane parallel to ABCD and 
5µm above the surface of the electrodes. 
There is a general high field region over the 

gap between the electrodes and a low field 

region over the electrodes but there is a 
very small difference in magnitude. 
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The vector for the dielectrophoretic force, VIER was calculated in the four horizontal 

planes and the results are shown in Figure (6.17) and (6.18) for one half of the basic cell. The 

other half of the solution is a rotational image around the vertical line through the centre of the 

cell. Figures (6.17a-d) show the positive DEP vector direction in planes parallel to the 

electrode surface at heights of -50nm, 100nm, 1µm and 5µm above the electrode surface and 

Figures (6.18a-d) show the negative DEP vector direction in the same planes. The maximum 

value of 
IVIEI2I 

in each of the four planes was 2.5x1022,6.76x1020,3.25x1018 and 8.4x1016 

V2m 3. The maximum value in the whole solution was 2.5x 1022 V2m 3, found at the tips of the 

electrode castellations. The vector in each figure is represented by an arrow plot showing the 

direction and a separate colour coded plot showing the vector magnitude at each point in the 

plane. Again, as the arrows in each plot are equal in length, a shorter arrow indicates a 

direction in three dimensions either into or out of the page. A circle indicates that the arrow is 

pointing in a direction perpendicular to the page. 
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Figure (6.17a) The positive dielectrophoretic force vector direction and 

magnitude of VIER in a plane parallel to ABCD and through the electrodes 50nm 
below the upper surface. In the gap between the electrodes, the vectors point 
towards the electrode edge. The magnitude is maximum at the tip of the electrode, 
in general high along the electrode edge and a minimum in the low electric field 
region in the bay. 
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Figure (6.17b) The positive dielectrophoretic force vector direction and 

magnitude of DIEj' in a plane parallel to ABCD and 100nm above the electrode 

surface. In the gap between the electrodes and above the electrode surface, the 

vectors point towards the electrode edge. The magnitude of the force is high over 
the electrode edges with a maximum value over the tip and falls off rapidly with 
increasing distance from the edge. 
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Figure (6.17c) The positive dielectrophoretic force vector direction and 

magnitude of VIER in a plane parallel to ABCD and 1µm above the electrode 
surface. In the gap between the electrodes and above the electrode surface, the 
vectors point towards the electrode edge. The magnitude of the force is high over 
the front edge of the castellation and gap between the electrodes and lowest over 
the electrode surface. 
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Figure (6.17d) The positive DEP vector direction and magnitude of VIER in a 

plane parallel to ABCD and 5µm above the surface of the electrodes. The vectors 
all point downwards and the magnitude has a maximum over the electrode gap and 
a minimum over the narrowest part of the electrode but only varies by half an order 
of magnitude in this plane. 
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Figure (6.18a) The negative DEP force vector direction and magnitude of VIER 
in a plane parallel to ABCD and through the electrodes 50nm below the upper 
surface. The vectors in the gap point away from the electrode edge and in the bay, 

they can be seen to converge on the low field trap. The vector magnitude falls 

with distance from the electrode edge to a minimum at the low field point. 
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Figure (6.18b) The negative DEP force vector direction in a plane parallel to 
ABCD and 100nm above the electrode surface. Across the whole plane, the 
vectors point away from the electrode edge and in the bay, they again converge on 

the low field trap. The magnitude of VIER falls with distance from the electrode 
edge to a local minimum at the low field point and also over the electrode surface. 
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Figure (6.18c) The negative DEP force vector direction in a plane parallel to 
ABCD and 1µm above the surface of the electrodes. The vector direction again 
points away from the electrode edge which means that over the gap, and to a 
certain extent over parts of the electrode, the vectors point upwards. In the bay, 

the vectors still converge on the trap. The magnitude of the force vector is a 

maximum over the front of the castellation and a minimum over the electrode. 
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Figure (6.18d) The negative DEP force vector direction and magnitude of VIER 

in a plane parallel to ABCD and 5µm above the surface. The force vectors point 
vertically upwards and the force magnitude has a maximum value over the gap and 
a minimum over the narrowest part of the electrode. The variation, however, is 
only a half of an order of magnitude. 

Figure (6.19) shows the field strength and negative dielectrophoretic force vector 

direction for a plane perpendicular to ABCD through the line AD. The low field trap in the 

bay is also present as a local field minimum in this plane implying that the trap is three- 

dimensional. 
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Figure (6.19a) The electric field strength in a plane perpendicular to ABCD 
through the line AD. There is a local field minimum in the field strength in this 
plane located in the bay between adjacent castellations. 
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Figure (6.19b) The negative dielectrophoretic vector direction in a plane 
perpendicular to ABCD through the line AD. The vectors point vertically 
upwards above approximately 3µm but below this height in the bay, they converge 
on the local field minimum 

Figure (6.20) shows the field magnitude in the vertical plane through AD, the plane 

ABCD and a mutually perpendicular plane through the electrode bay demonstrating the 3D 

local minimum. 
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Figure (6.20) The field magnitude in the plane ABCD, a plane perpendicular 
through the line AD and a plane mutually perpendicular to both, running through 
the electrode bay. The field has a local minimum in the bay in three dimensions. 
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63.6 Discussion III: castellated electrodes 

Figures (6.16) show that in the castellated electrodes there is a local field minimum in 

each bay between adjacent castellations and a local field maximum at the tip of each castellation 
in agreement with previous work [3,4]. The field at the tips is very high, 2.45x l O7Vm' for an 

electrical potential difference of 10volts between the electrodes, but falls off rapidly in the plane 

of the electrodes to a local minimum value of 4.1 xl OSVm' in the bays. There is therefore a 

negative dielectrophoretic trap in each bay and a positive dielectrophoretic trap at each tip. 

Figures (6.16a) and (6.16b) show that, owing to the high field region across the front end of the 

castellation and in the gap, positive collection would be expected across this area. There is also 

a smaller local field maximum and therefore a positive dielectrophoretic trap at the back of the 

bay in the plane of symmetry. 

Figure (6.17d) show that particles, in the 5µm plane and higher, undergoing positive 

dielectrophoresis, experience an almost uniform VIER of the order of Si 016V2m 3 acting 

vertically downwards towards the plane of the electrodes (ABCD). From Figures (6.17a-c), it 

can be seen that below 5µm there is an increasing translational component in the force vector 

which pulls the particles towards the electrode edge. The magnitude of the vector increases 

rapidly with decreasing distance from the electrode edge, rising to a maximum of 2.55x 1022V2m 3 

at the tip of the castellation. Figures (6.18a-c) show that the negative dielectrophoretic force 

vector points away from the electrode edges, with a vertical component increasing with height 

above ABCD. In the bay, the vectors converge on the local field minimum. Figure (6.18d) 

shows that at 5µm, the negative dielectrophoretic force vector points vertically upwards and 

there is no apparent trap. 

Figures (6.19) and (6.20) show that the local field minimum is in fact three dimensional 

and that the negative dielectrophoretic trap is in fact a "field cage" [5]. The low field point is 

completely bounded in three dimensions by higher field regions and the negative dielectrophoretic 

force vectors converge on the middle. This demonstrates that field cages can exist in planar 

electrodes which are easier to manufacture on this scale than complicated three dimensional 

structures [5]. 

For the dielectrophoretic movement of colloidal particles, where thermal effects are 

considerable and the force due to gravity is relatively small, the enclosed trap would ensure 

better collection than the open trap of the hyperbolic electrodes. However, it is also important to 

note that the trap does not extend to a great height above the electrodes and would therefore not 

be able to collect particles in suspension above a height of approximately 4µm for a 5µm set of 

electrodes. This limit scales with the feature size of the electrodes. 
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Chapter Seven 

Results and discussion: Latex spheres 
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7.1 Introduction 

Simple dielectric spheres have been used extensively in dielectric and dielectrophoretic 

experiments as test particles. However the dielectric properties of charged spheres are 

complicated and, as yet, unsatisfactorily explained. 

Latex spheres, consisting of polymers of r` 

carboxylate modified styrene, were purchased 
..., 

ý 
It- Ii 

.. from Molecular Probes (Leiden. The 

Netherlands). The spheres were purchased pre- 
y 

loaded with fluorescent dye and had a high 

negative surface charge at neutral pH because of 

the carboxylate groups. In order to illustrate the 

variation of dielectric and surface parameters 

with particle size, several different diameter 

spheres were used in this project and the 

manufacturer's supplied data is included in 

Appendix (7a). Figure (7.1) shows scanning 

electron micrographs of the 282nm and 557nm 

diameter latex spheres. 

-, 
v ý'4 Ifts 

Figure (7.1) Scanning electron microscope images of the latex spheres used for 
dielectrophoresis experiments in this chapter. 
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This chapter presents the results of dielectrophoresis experiments performed on latex 

spheres in order to determine their dielectric properties. Some of the preliminary results were 

published in an article in the Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics [1]. 

Subsequent sections of this chapter expand on this preliminary article with more detailed 

results and discussion in light of the theories set out in Chapters Three and Four. The 

experimental results consistently deviate from the established theory and attempts are made to 

explain this in terms of accepted ideas. The double layer a-relaxation theories are also applied 

to the dielectrophoretic measurements. 

7.2 Sample preparation 

The suspending media for the dielectrophoresis experiments described in this Chapter 

were made using three different salts. The salt used most frequently in the literature is potassium 

chloride (KCI) and is as a symmetrical electrolyte. KCl is symmetrical both in terms of charge, 

i. e. the two ions have equal valency and also in terms of mobility: the potassium ion and the 

chloride ion have less than a 4% difference in mobility. The theories that govern the double layer 

and related phenomena are simplified considerably if the electrolyte is symmetrical. Two other 

salts were used: sodium chloride (NaCl) was used in order to determine if changing the mobility 

of the positive ion changed the behaviour of the a-relaxation, and potassium phosphate (KPO4) 

was used to determine if altering the mobility of the negative ion would have an effect on the 

results. 1M stock solutions of KCl and NaCl were freshly prepared before each series of 

experiments, autoclaved and stored at 4°C. The 1M stock solution of KPO4 was prepared from 

1M monopotassium dihydrogen phosphate (Sigma) and 1M dipotassium monohydrogen 

phosphate (Sigma) mixed in a 1: 1 ratio. The stock solution was then sterilised by autoclave and 

the pH was measured at 7.2 ± 0.1. Different concentrations of the solutions were prepared by 

serial dilution. 

The spheres were supplied in a 2mM azide solution in sealed containers to prevent 

contamination. Samples were prepared by first diluting the manufacturer's supplied solution 

either 1: 1000 or 1: 10000 in each different salt solution. Samples of the 557 and 282nm spheres 

were centrifuged and resuspended in the appropriate solution three times. The 216nm and 93nm 

spheres would only pellet if they were spun down in a Sorval ultracentrifuge at 50krpm 

(200,000g) but the pellet would not remain long enough to perform the resuspension. However, 

a 1: 1000 dilution was considered sufficient to ensure removal of the azide from the spheres. 

Also, the smaller spheres had a tendency to remain aggregated after spinning down and 

resuspension in high salt concentrations solutions (>20-50mM) with ultra-sonication failing to 

separate the aggregates therefore centrifugation was not used. 
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For SEM analysis, samples of the spheres were placed on slides, dried, metallised by 

sputtering and imaged to determine both if the solutions were contaminated and to check the 

manufacturer's data on sphere size. The samples were uncontaminated and the variation in size 

of the spheres was within the uncertainty quoted by the manufacturer (see Appendix 7a). 

7.3 Results 

This section sets out the results of the measurements of medium conductivity, describes 

the observed dielectrophoretic behaviour of the latex spheres and presents the data from 

measurements of the change in behaviour with applied field frequency and conductivity. 

7.3.1 Solution conductivity measurements 

The conductivity of the different solutions was measured using the HP impedance 

analyser or a conductivity meter (Appendix Sb. 1). 

Initially, the conductivity of a cross-sectional set of the concentrations of the three salts 

was measured across a range of temperatures in order to determine if the textbook value of +2% 

per degree Celsius change in conductivity with temperature was correct. Figures (7.2a-c) show 

as examples, the results for the conductivity of three salt solutions (100mM KCI, 1mM NaCl 

and 100µM KPO4) as a function of temperature. The best linear fit shown in the figures indicate 

that in the experimental range (10-30°C) the variation of conductivity with temperature can be 

assumed to be linear. 

100mM KCI 
1.5 
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1.2 

O 
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1 
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temperature (degrees celsius) 

(7.2a) 
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1 mM NaCl 
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(7.2b) 

100µM KPO4 

0.0022 
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ZI 0.0018 

0.0016 
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0.0014 

0.0012 
10 15 20 25 30 35 

temperature (degrees celsius) 

(7.2c) 

Figure (7.2) Plots of the change in conductivity with temperature for (a) 100mM 
KCI, (b) 1mM NaCI and (c) 100µM KPO4. The triangles mark measured values 
and the lines are best fit linear trends which indicate, for each of the three solutions 
shown, that in the range 10-30°C the variation in conductivity with temperature is 
linear. 

Experimental measurements of conductivities were made at a temperature of 15 ±1 °C. 

The temperature of the device when performing dielectrophoresis experiments was at room 

temperature which was measured in the range 20-22°C. Owing to the small volume of the 

sample used in the experiments, the temperature of the samples will rapidly reach the 

temperature of the device. The temperature rise from 15°C to 21°C was calculated for each of 
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the three salts and the results are plotted in Figure (7.3) for each salt as a function of 

concentration. From these results, the change in conductivity from 15°C to 21°C was 
determined and used to correct the measured values more accurately than assuming a +2% per 
degree rise. 

% rise in a for KCI from 15 to 21 degrees C vs. concentration 
14.5 

0 Ka 

trendline 14 

13.5 

13 

12.5 

12 

11.5 
0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 

concentration(M) 

(7.3a) 

% rise in v for NaCl from 15 to 21 degrees C vs. concentration 
15 

0 Naa 

trendline 14.5 

14 

13.5 

13 

12.5 
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concentration(M) 

(7.3b) 
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% rise in a for KPO4 from 15 to 21 degrees C vs. 
concentration 

0.0001 0.001 0.01 concentration(M) 
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'T 12.5 
0.1 

(7.3c) 

Figure (7.3) Plots of the percentage rise in solution conductivity as the solution 
temperature is increased from 15 to 21°C for different concentrations of (a) KCI, (b) 
NaCl and (c) KPO4. The lines plotted through the data points are best fit 
logarithmic lines which indicate the variation across the complete range of salt 
concentrations. 

The percentage variation in conductivity per degree at 21°C was also calculated from the original 

temperature variation data (examples shown in Figure 7.2) for the three different salts to 

ascertain the accuracy of the textbook value of 2% per degree. The results are shown in Figure 

(7.4) for the three different salts. As these results show, the value of 2% is close to the 

measured value and would serve as a rough first approximation but there is a definite variation in 

the percentage change with salt concentration. 
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Figure (7.4) Variation in the percentage solution conductivity change per degree 
celsius at a solution temperature of 21°C for (a) KCI, (b) NaC1 and (c) KPO4. The 
lines are again best fit logarithmic trend lines. 

The conductivity of each different solution was measured and then adjusted to the room 

temperature value using the data shown in Figure (7.3). An experimental uncertainty in the 

conductivity value based on the measurement errors was introduced using the data in Figures 

(7.4). The results are plotted in Figures (7.5) for the three salts. The experimental uncertainty 

of approximately 4% is too small to be visible on this graph. 
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Figure (7.5a) Conductivity in Siemens per metre against concentration in Moles at 
2 1°C (room temperature) for potassium chloride. 
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Figure (7.5b) Conductivity in Siemens per metre against concentration in Moles 
at 21°C (room temperature) for NaCl. 
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Figure (7.5c) Conductivity in Siemens per metre against concentration in Moles at 
2 1°C (room temperature) for KPO4. 

7.3.2 Latex Sphere surface charge measurements 

The electrophoretic mobility of suspensions of the 557,282 and 93nm diameter spheres 

was measured using a Coulter particle analyser. The measured distributions in mobilities are 

shown in Figures (7.6a-c) and for each size have an approximately Gaussian profile. The 

Coulter particle analyser uses a system of lasers at different angles (as shown on the graph) to 

determine the velocity of particles and from this data and the applied field, the mobility (see 

section 4.2.5) is determined. 
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Figure (7.6) Coulter particle analyser measurements of the electrophoretic mobility of the 93, 
282 and 557nm diameter latex spheres. 
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7.3.3 Dielectrophoretic behaviour 

The devices described in Chapter Five were used to perform dielectrophoresis 

experiments on the solutions of latex spheres. The analogue generator (Appendix 5b. 4) and the 

DDS (Appendix 5b. 5) were used as generators to provide signals over the range 100Hz - 
20MHz with potentials in the range 0-20volts peak to peak. 

Figures (7.7) show typical results of dielectrophoresis experiments in hyperbolic 

polynomial electrodes (section 5.2). In general, the spheres experienced positive 

dielectrophoresis at low frequencies, changing to negative dielectrophoresis as the frequency 

was increased. 

(7.7a) 557nm spheres in 100µM KCI with 
an applied signal of 5volts peak to peak at 
500kHz. 

(7.7c) 282nm spheres in 10mM (7.7d) 282mn spheres in 100mM KCl with 
KPO4 with an applied signal of 4V an applied signal of 8 volts peak to peak at 
peak to peak at 1 MHz. 6MHz. 

Figure (7.7) Dielectrophoretic behaviour in hyperbolic polynomial electrodes. 
The distance across the centre of the electrodes was 6µm in (7.7c) and 7.5µm in 
(7.7a), (7.7b) and (7.7d). 
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with an applied signal of 5volts peak to 
peak at 5 MHz. 



Figures (7.7a) and (7.7b) show 557nm spheres in 100µM KCl with a conductivity of 
1.5mSm 1 experiencing positive dielectrophoresis at a frequency of 500kHz and negative 
dielectrophoresis at 5MHz respectively. The electric potential applied to the electrodes was 5 

volts peak to peak and the distance across the centre of the electrodes was 7.5µm. Figure (7.7c) 

shows 282nm spheres experiencing negative dielectrophoresis in 10mM KPO4 (a = 152mSm') at 
4 volts peak to peak and 1MHz in a hyperbolic array with a centre separation of 6µm. Figure 

(7.7d) shows 282nm spheres trapping under negative dielectrophoresis in 100µM KCl at 8 volts 

peak to peak and 6MHz in a hyperbolic array with a centre separation of 7.5µm. 

The dielectrophoretic movement of the spheres was rapid, with a response and travel 

time that decreased with decreasing sphere diameter. The path of the particles followed precisely 

the pattern expected from the theoretical DEP force plots in Chapter Six. In general, when 

particles experienced positive DEP in these electrode arrays, they collected at points of high DEP 

potential energy, which always correspond to high field points since the DEP potential is 

proportional to the field magnitude squared. When the particles experienced negative DEP, they 

collected at low field points (which exactly correspond to low DEP potential points) only if the 

point was completely surrounded by regions of high potential. 

If particles were collected using positive dielectrophoresis and the frequency of the 

applied field was switched rapidly (the DDS can switch frequencies 33 times per second) to a 
frequency at which the spheres experience negative dielectrophoresis, the subsequent observed 

movement was exactly as predicted by the theoretical simulation of the electric field. Figure 

(7.8) shows four time captured video images at approximately 2.5 second time intervals during 

just such a procedure. The 557nm diameter spheres were suspended in 100µM KCl with a 

measured medium conductivity of 1.5mSm' and placed on a set of 50µm hyperbolic polynomial 

electrodes. In Figure (7.8a), the spheres are held at the electrode edges by positive 
dielectrophoresis at an applied field frequency of 500kHz and a potential of 10volts peak to peak. 

Figures (7.8b-d) show the captured images of the result of switching the field to 5MHz, where 

the spheres experience negative dielectrophoresis. As predicted by the field simulation, spheres 

in the area of the array enclosed by the curved parts of the electrodes are repelled from the 

electrode edge into the centre of the array. After approximately 10 seconds, the spheres have 

collected at the centre of the array (Figure 7.8d). In the area of the array where the electrode 

edges are parallel (or nearly so), the theoretical simulation of the dielectrophoretic force indicates 

that the particles should move away from the edge perpendicularly. Since the 557nm spheres are 

about 5 times larger than the thickness of the electrodes, they will experience a force which is an 

average of the DEP force above the electrodes as well as the force in the plane of the electrodes. 

As a result, the theoretical simulation suggests that they should experience a force upwards and 
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away from the electrode edge rather than directly into the centre of the array. Figures (7.8c-d) 

show that spheres at the edge of the image, where the electrode edges are parallel, do in fact 

move upwards and away from the electrodes rather than into the centre. The trapped spheres in 

the centre of the electrode array remained there as long as the electric field was maintained at 

the same frequency and potential. 

(7.8a) 

(7.8c) 

(7.8b) 

(7.8d) 

Figure (7.8) Four captured video images at approximately 2.5 second time 
intervals of 557nm spheres in 100µM KCI on a set of polynomial electrodes 50µm 

across the centre. (7.8a) shows particles trapped by positive dielectrophoresis at 
the electrode edge by an applied signal of 500kHz and l0volts peak to peak. Just 

after this image was captured, the applied signal was switched to 5MHz and (7.8b- 
d) show the resulting negative dielectrophoretic movement of the with time. 
Particles in the central region move inwards to the middle and particles close to 

where the electrodes run parallel move upwards. 

The dielectrophoretic behaviour of the spheres on castellated electrodes also matched 

the theoretical predictions accurately. Figure (7.9) shows typical results for the 282nm 

diameter spheres on electrodes manufactured using both photolithography and electron beam 

lithography (section 5.3). The electrodes in Figures (7.9a-c) are the lighter regions but the 

electrodes in Figure (7.9d) were back-lit and appear as the darker regions. Figure (7.9a) shows 

that at low applied potentials, in this case 2.5 volts peak to peak at 500kHz in 35µM KCI (a = 
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0.54mSm"), positive dielectrophoretic collection or trapping is observed first at the tips of the 

castellated features where the highest fields and therefore lowest positive DEP potential energy 
is found. 

(7.9c) 282nm in 100µM KCI with (7.9d) 282nm in 1mM KCl with 
an applied signal of 8 volts peak to an applied signal of 8 volts peak to 
peak at 1 MHz. peak at 10MHz. 

Figure (7.9) Dielectrophoretic behaviour in castellated electrodes. 282nm 
spheres experiencing positive dielectrophoresis in electron-beam manufactured 
electrodes (7.9a-c) and negative dielectrophoresis in photolithographically 
manufactured electrodes (7.9d). the exact experimental conditions are shown 
under each figure. The feature and gap sizes of all the electrodes were 4µm. The 
electrodes are the lighter regions in (7.9a-c) and the darker area in the back-lit 
image (7.7d) 

At higher applied potentials, as shown in Figure (7.9b) for 100µM KCI (a = 1.50mSm"') and a 

potential of 8 volts peak to peak at 500kHz, more collection was observed along the front 

edges of the castellations. For the same medium, if the potential is maintained constant but the 
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frequency is increased to 1 MHz, which is close to the frequency at which the behaviour changes 
from positive DEP to negative DEP, the force decreases and pearl chaining is observed between 

opposite tips of the electrodes. Negative DEP trapping in the castellated electrodes was difficult 

to achieve under most circumstances. Under normal experimental conditions, the spheres 

remained suspended in the medium in a uniform and random manner (due to diffusion, section 
4.2.5). When the field was switched on at an appropriate frequency for negative DEP, very 
little if any trapping was observed. This result was reproducible under all experimental 

conditions for all the sizes of spheres and confu-ms the theoretical prediction (Chapter Six) that 

the negative trap or cage in the castellated electrodes was enclosed and did not extend to a 

sufficient height above the electrodes to trap particles suspended in solution above approximately 

4-5µm. However, the theoretical simulation does indicate that particles close to the electrodes 

should be trapped by negative DEP. This was tested by attracting the spheres towards the 

electrodes by positive DEP and switching the field immediately to a frequency for strong negative 

DEP. Using this method, reproducible negative trapping was achieved in 1mM KCl (a = 

13mSm') on a set of 4µm feature and gap size castellated electrodes as shown in Figure (7.9d) 

for an applied potential of 8 volts peak to peak at a frequency of 10MHz. 

Under certain reproducible experimental conditions, there were deviations from the 

expected behaviour due to DEP and these effects can attributed to convective movement of the 

fluid. This behaviour is described and discussed in more detail in Chapter Nine under the 

heading of other forces. 

In general, the size of electrodes required to obtain DEP, especially negative DEP, 

varied with the size of the particle. For example, negative DEP of both 557 nm spheres could 

be achieved in polynomial electrodes up to 100µm across. No negative trapping of spheres was 

observed in arrays with centre separations larger then 20µm for the 282nm and 10µm for the 

93nm. However, the 4 and 5µm castellated electrode arrays were too small to obtain negative 

DEP of the 557nm and the 282nm spheres under most circumstances. In this case, large 

electrodes would probably be more suitable but were not investigated. 
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7.3.4 Single particle trapping 

In the literature [2] a certain amount of importance has been given to the negative 

dielectrophoretic trapping of single particles. In reference 2, the smallest particle that could be 

stably trapped was quoted as 650mn diameter. However, it was found that stable single 

particle trapping could be achieved for a range of particle diameters down to 282nm. Figure 

(7.10a) shows a captured video image of a single 282nm diameter latex sphere trapped in 

polynomial electrodes at a frequency of 20 MHz and an applied voltage of 10 volts peak to 

peak. The suspending medium was 100µM potassium chloride and the conductivity was 

1.5mSm" and the centre separation of the electrodes was 6µm. 

-. * 

(7.10x) 282nm sphere in 100µM KCI with (7.10b) 557nm sphere in 100µM KCI with 

an applied potential of 10 volts peak to an applied potential of 10 volts peak to 

peak at 20MHz peak at 20MHz 

Figure (7.10) Single latex spheres trapping by negative dielectrophoresis in 
hyperbolic polynomial electrodes. The centre separations of the electrodes were 
6µm in (7.1 Oa) and 7.5µm in (7.1Ob). 

The sphere was stably trapped under these conditions as long as the field remained. When the 

voltage was reduced the sphere moved around in a random manner within a circle defined by a 

radius from the centre of the electrodes. When the voltage was increased again, the radius 

decreased until the sphere stopped moving. Figure (7.10b) shows a 557nm sphere trapped in a 

set of 7.51im hyperbolic electrodes at a potential of 10volts peak to peak at 20MHz in 100µM 

KCI. 
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7.3.5 Dielectrophoretic force zero point measurements 

The dielectrophoretic behaviour of four different sizes of latex spheres: 557,282,216 

and 93nm diameter, was observed in varying concentrations of three different salt solutions and 

recorded as a function of applied field frequency and solution conductivity. In general, the 

movement of the spheres at low frequencies was due to positive DEP and at high frequencies was 
due to negative DEP. The change in behaviour from positive to negative DEP as the applied 
frequency increases is characterised by a frequency at which the dielectrophoretic force is zero. 

This zero force point or "cross-over" corresponds to the frequency at which the movement of the 

sphere is no longer governed by the DEP force. For large particles such as cells, it is possible to 

say that there is no movement at the zero point. However, as was discussed in Chapter Four, 

for colloidal particles Brownian motion is noticeable. As a result, the range of frequencies over 

which DEP is not observed was wider than would be expected for particles larger than a 

micrometre in diameter. 

The results of the zero point frequency measurements are shown in the following series of 

figures, grouped by particle diameter. Figures (7.11), (7.12), (7.13) and (7.14) show the 

results for the 557,282,216 and 93nm diameter spheres respectively. The experimental 

uncertainties in the measured frequencies were negligible compared to the width of the zero point 

region and were therefore ignored. 

Each figure shows the same general trend. At low medium conductivities, there is a 

zero point region in the 1-10MHz range and the centre point of this region increases with 

decreasing particle size. As the medium conductivity is increased, the range remains relatively 

constant until, at a certain value of am, the zero point region drops to the l00kHz-1MHz range. 

The zero point region continues to drop slightly as the medium conductivity is increased further. 

Another feature of each figure is that there also appears to be a range of conductivities 

just below the drop-off point where the zero point region increases in frequency with am . This 

effect is very marked for the smallest size of sphere, both in terms of the size of the conductivity 

range and in the increase in frequency of the zero point region. As the size of the sphere 

increases, the size of this effect decreases and for the 557nm spheres, it is noticeable but only 

slightly. There are also small variations with the composition of the electrolyte, and these 

effects are more prominent in the high conductivity behaviour. 
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Zero point region - 557nm in KCI 
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Zero point region - 557nm in KP04 
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Figure (7.11) Zero point frequency measurements for the 557nm diameter latex 
spheres in (a) KCI, (b) NaCI and (c) KPO4. The crosses represent the frequency at 
which positive dielectrophoresis ends if the applied frequency is being increased and 
the square represents the frequency at which negative dielectrophoresis starts. 
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Zero point region - 282nm in NaCl 
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Zero point region - 282nm in KPO4 
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Figure (7.12) Zero point frequency measurements for the 282nm diameter latex 
spheres in (a) KCI, (b) NaCI and (c) KPO4. The crosses represent the frequency at 
which positive dielectrophoresis ends if the applied frequency is being increased and 
the square represents the frequency at which negative dielectrophoresis starts. 
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Zero point region - 216 nm in KCI 
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Zero point region - 216nm in IO'O4 
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Figure (7.13) Zero point frequency measurements for the 216nm diameter latex 
spheres in (a) KCI, (b) NaCI and (c) KPO4. The crosses represent the frequency at 
which positive dielectrophoresis ends if the applied frequency is being increased and 
the square represents the frequency at which negative dielectrophoresis starts. 
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Zero point region - 93nm in NaCl 
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Figure (7.14) Zero point frequency measurements for the 93nm diameter latex spheres in 
(a) KC1, (b) NaCI and (c) KPO4. The crosses represent the frequency at which positive 
dielectrophoresis ends if the applied frequency is being increased and the square represents 
the frequency at which negative dielectrophoresis starts. 
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7.4 Discussion and theoretical comparison 

This section presents and compares the experimental measurement of the zero force 

frequencies in section (7.3.4) with the theory of Chapter Three. The first sub-section deals with 

the Maxwell-Wagner interfacial polarisation relaxation with particular attention to the surface 

effects which are so prominent in sub-micrometre particles. The second sub-section looks at the 

high medium conductivity region where the Maxwell-Wagner relaxation is not responsible for the 

change from positive to negative dielectrophoresis. It is only in this region that the alpha 

relaxation can be determined using this method of measuring behaviour. All theoretical work 

was performed using Matlab (The Mathworks Inc, Natick, MA, USA) and the functions used 

included in Appendix (7b). 

7.4.1 Maxwell-Wagner interfacial polarisation 

The classical Maxwell-Wagner relaxation of the dipole moment of a spherical particle 

induced by an electric field of constant potential. is governed by the Clausius-Mossotti factor 

(equation 3.15). As all the other terms in the expression for the dipole (equation 3.17) and the 

dielectrophoretic force (equation 4.21) do not vary with the frequency of the applied field, the 

Clausius-Mossotti factor also described the change in the dielectrophoretic force with frequency 

and medium conductivity. 
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Figure (7.15) The variation of the Clausius- 
Mossotti factor with frequency for a 282nm 
diameter sphere of relative permittivity 2.55 

and conductivity 20mSm-' suspended in a 
medium of relative permittivity 78.54 and 
conductivity l mSm-'. The zero force 
frequency was calculated using a binary 

search algorithm and is shown in the middle 
of the graph 
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Figure (7.16) The variation of the Clausius- 
Mossotti tactor with frequency and medium 
conductivity for a 557nm diameter sphere of 
relative permittivity 2.55 and conductivity 
IOmSm-' suspended in a medium of relative 
permittivity 78.54. 
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Figure (7.15) shows the variation of the real part of the Clausius-Mossotti factor (C-M) 

with applied field frequency for a 282nm sphere with a permittivity of 2.55 and a conductivity of 
20mSm"'in a medium of permittivity 78.54 (water) and conductivity 1 mSm-'. The C-M factor 

varies with both the conductivity and permittivity of the particle and the medium and this is 

shown in Figure (7.16) for a 557nm sphere with relative permittivity 2.55 and conductivity 
l OmSm-' suspended in water. At low medium conductivity and frequency, the theory predicts a 

value for the real part of the C-M factor of +l . 
As the frequency of the applied field or the 

medium conductivity is increased, the C-M factor undergoes a dispersion and the real part Calls 

to a value of approximately -0.5. 
The zero force point for dielectrophoresis, corresponds exactly to the point where the 

real part of the C-M factor equals zero. This value was calculated numerically from the 

equation for the C-M factor using a simple binary search algorithm. The zero point for the 

function shown in Figure (7.15) is included on the graph and applying the algorithm to stepped 

values of medium conductivity, the variation of the zero force frequency can be obtained. Figure 

(7.17) shows the variation of the zero force frequency with medium conductivity for the C-M 

factor shown in Figure (7.16). 
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Figure (7.17) The variation of the zero force point (solid line) with medium 
conductivity for a 557nm diameter sphere of relative permittivity 2.55 and 
conductivity l OmSm''. The relative permittivity of the medium was set to the value 
for water: 78.54. The figure also shows the type of dielectrophoretic behaviour on 
either side of the line of zero force. 

The measurement of the zero force point for the latex spheres can provide information 

about the internal dielectric properties of the particle. Figure (7.18) shows the variation of the 

zero force line with the relative permittivity and conductivity of the 557nm sphere. Increasing 

the relative permittivity of the sphere increases the zero point frequency for a given medium 
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conductivity as shown in Figure (7.18a). Altering the conductivity of the sphere also increases 

the zero force frequency but also extends the range of medium conductivities over which positive 
dielectrophoresis is observed. 
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(7.18a) Variation of the zero force line (7.18b) Variation of the zero force line 
with particle relative permittivity F. The with particle conductivity a1,. The curves 
curves are for c=2.55,25,50 and 75 and are for aP = 0.001,0.01,0.1 and 1 Sm-' and 
ap=0.01Sm1. ep =2.55. 

Figure (7.18) The variation of the zero force line with particle internal dielectric 

properties for a 557nm sphere suspended in a medium of relative permittivity 78.54. 
Changing the particle relative permittivity changes the zero force frequency for a 
given medium conductivity and increasing and decreasing the particle conductivity, 
increases and decreases the range of both frequency and medium conductivity over 
which positive dielectrophoresis is observed. 

As the observable effects of altering the two internal parameters are different, they can be 

determined from a complete map of the change in the dielectrophoretic behaviour of a particle 

with medium conductivity such as those outlined in section (7.3.4). 

The theoretical model based on Maxwell-Wagner interfacial polarisation was compared 

with each of the sets of data from section (7.3.4). For the 557nm diameter latex spheres, the 

match was correct for the textbook value of relative permittivity for polystyrene (c1= 2.55). The 

values of the internal conductivity of the particles for the three different salts are shown in table 

(7.1). For the smaller sizes of spheres there was a departure from the theory which became more 

noticeable with decreasing particle diameter. As mentioned in section (7.3.4), for the 282nm 

and 216nm diameter latex spheres, there is a slight rise in zero point frequency just before the 

dispersion in the conductivity direction. Figure (7.19) shows the results for 282nm spheres in 

potassium chloride with three theoretical curves. The curves for conductivities 0.0145 and 

0.0194 Sm' describe the zero point behaviour for medium conductivities up to approximately 

0.01 Sm'. However, these curves do not match the observed dispersion along the conductivity 
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axis (at higher ß) and this discrepancy cannot be explained by altering the particle permittivity 

which only moves the curve along the frequency axis. However, the third curve for a particle 

conductivity of 0.035Sm 1 not only matches the observed dispersion along the conductivity but 

also matches the increase in observed zero force frequency at slightly lower medium 

conductivities. This suggests that the internal conductivity of the particle rises over this range, 

giving rise to these anomalous effects. 
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Figure (7.19) The experimental data for 282nm spheres in KCI (Figure 7.12a) 

with three theoretical zero force lines calculated from Maxwell-Wagner theory. 
The curves were calculated with a particle relative permittivity of 2.55 and 
conductivities of 0.0145,0.0195 and 0.035 Sm'. The crosses mark frequencies 

below which positive DEP was observed and the squares mark frequencies above 

which negative DEP was observed 

Since the conductivity of the spheres is dominated by surface effects and the double layer, this 

may not be an unreasonable assumption. The double layer thickness decreases inversely with the 

square root of the medium concentration and therefore, approximately with the square root of the 

medium conductivity. The relationship between medium conductivity am and the concentration 

is given by the sum over all ions i [3]: 

6m = j: 
IZjIFµicj (7.1) 

i 
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where z, is the valency, µ; is the mobility and ci is the molar concentration of ion i and F is the 

Faraday constant. The experimentally determined relationship between ion concentration and 

conductivity (section 7.3.1) matches this equation quite closely. 

The anomalous rise is present in the results for all the spheres smaller then 557nm in 

diameter but is much more prominent in the 93nm spheres which also implies that the effect is 

caused by the double layer. Figure (7.20) shows a similar graph to Figure (7.19) for the 93nm 

spheres in potassium chloride. For this size of sphere, the rise in zero force frequency occurs 

over a very large range and extends the region of positive dielectrophoresis a long way beyond the 

predictions of the theory. It is worthwhile to note at this point, that there is evidence of another 

low frequency relaxation at very high medium conductivities, (the a-relaxation). 
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Figure (7.20) The experimental data for 93nm spheres in KCl (Figure 7.14a) with 
three theoretical zero force lines calculated from Maxwell-Wagner theory. The 

curves were calculated with a particle relative permittivity of 2.55 and conductivities 
of 0.026,0.038 and 0.17 Sm 1. 

However, this set of results demonstrates that the rise in zero force frequency cannot be 

accounted for by a simple increase in particle conductivity. Over two decades along the 

conductivity axis, the rise along the frequency axis is under a decade. The curve for 0.17Sm' is 

a good match for the data but a further increase in ap cannot account for the data points at higher 

medium conductivities (> 0.3 Sm'). 

Table (7.1) shows for each of the smaller sizes of spheres, the average particle 

conductivity which matches the low medium conductivity points and also the particle conductivity 

which matches the maximum rise in the zero force frequency. 
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Table (7.1) Results for particle conductivity obtained by matching the zero force 
frequency data with the Maxwell-Wagner theory. The first particle conductivity 
matches the low medium conductivity points and the second value matches the 
dispersion along the conductivity axis. 

Sphere diameter (nm) salt low medium a (mSm') a dispersion value (mSm') 

KCl 10 ±2 
557 NaCl 8.4 t 0.6 

KPO4 10 t1 

KCl 17 t 2.5 35 

282 NaCl 15.5 f 2.5 

KPO4 17.5 t 1.5 37 

KCI 17 ±3 45 ±5 
216 NaCI 18.5 ± 2.5 42 ±2 

KPO4 20 f3 45 ±5 

KC1 32 f6 500 - 1000 

93 NaC1 35 t3 100 

KPO4 48 t4 500 - 1000 

A comparison of the values shows that for the largest size of sphere, the KCl and the 

KPO4 salts give the same values for particle conductivity but as the size of the particle is reduced, 

the particle conductivity in KPO4 is larger than for KCI. This implies that the negative ions in 

the solution are affecting the surface conductance for smaller diameters. However, it should 

also be noted that for the 557nm sphere and the 282nm sphere, the particle conductivity for KCl 

is larger than for NaCl, which is to be expected since the surface conductance depends on the ion 

mobility and the mobility of the potassium ion is higher than the sodium ion (see Table 7.2). 

However, for the two smallest sizes of sphere, the values of particle conductivity for NaCI are 

higher than for KCI. Also, for the 93nm spheres, the apparent position of the dispersion along 

the conductivity axis is matched by a much lower particle conductivity. 

As described in Chapter three, the surface conductance of a particle is related to the ions 

in solution and the surface charge density of the particle. Using the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski 

equation and the Gouy-Chapman/Grahame theory of the double layer [4], the electrophoretic 

mobility, u, of a spherical particle and its zeta potential, 4, which are related by the equation: 
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sosr 
(7.2) 

where t is the viscosity, e,, is the relative permittivity and co is the permittivity of free space. 

This can be translated into a surface charge density, p' , using the relationship: 

(p3)2 
= 2Eoc1kTl: n; e kT -1 (7.3) 

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature and eo is the charge on an electron. The 

sum in the equation is a sum of all ions i with volume density n; and valency z;. Table (7.2) 

shows the textbook [5] values for the ion diffusion coefficient D; and the ion mobility A 

calculated from D; using the Einstein relation (equation 4.16). 

Table (7.2) Textbook value for the diffusion coefficient D from the CRC 
Handbook [5] for the ions relevant to calculations in this Chapter plus the valency 
and mobility calculated from D using equation (4.16). 

Ion 
valency diffusion coefficient 

(X10-9 m2s' 
mobility (at 21°C) 

x 10"8 m2s' 

K+ 1 1.957 7.69 

Na+ 1 1.334 5.24 

cr 1 2.032 7.99 

HP042- 2 0.878 3.45 

H2P04 1 0.879 3.45 

Using equations (7.2) and (7.3), the measured distributions in mobilities given in section (7.3.2) 

were converted into surface charge densities for the 557,282 and 93nm spheres and the results 

are shown in Table 7.3. 

Table (7.3) Surface charge density determined from the 

measured sphere mobility using equations (7.1) and (7.2). 

sphere diameter (nm) surface charge density (Cm 2) 

557 0.038 ± 0.005 
282 0.028 ± 0.006 

93 0.032 ± 0.008 
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O'Konski's equation for the surface conductance (equation 3.21) was used to calculate the 

surface charge density for the four sizes of spheres from the particle conductivity (equation 3.26). 

For this calculation, the ion mobility was assumed to be the bulk value although the correct value 

will be lower as the ions may be partially bound to the surface. The internal particle 

conductivity was also assumed to be zero which is a valid assumption for latex but the presence 

of the fluoroprobe inside the sphere may result in a non-zero conductivity. The results are shown 

in Table (7.4) along with the manufacturer's value of surface charge (Appendix 7a). 

Table (7.4) Surface charge density determined from the measured particle 
conductivity using equations (3.21) and (3.26) assuming the ion mobility to be equal 
to the bulk mobility. 

Surface charge density (Cm 2) 

Salt KCI NaCl KPO4 App. (7a) 

diameter (nm) 

557 0.0181 ± 20% 0.0223 t 7% 0.0181 t 10% 1.85 

282 0.0156 ± 15% 0.0208 t 16% 0.0160 t 8.6% 0.0483 

216 0.0119±17.6% 0.0191±13.5% 0.0140±15% 1.41 

93 0.0097 ± 19% 0.0155 t 8.6% 0.0145 t 8.5% 0.0209 

The results in this table demonstrate that for the two largest sizes, the data seems to 

match O'Konski's theory where the surface conductance involves only the positive ion in the 

medium for a negatively charged sphere. The results for the two smaller sphere sizes demonstrate 

that the results depart from the accepted theory. 

For the 557nm spheres, the value of surface charge density is higher for NaCl than for 

KCl by approximately 23% of the KCI value. The difference between the mobilities of Na+ and 

KK however, is approximately 32%. The discrepancy between these two figure indicates that 

there is probably a non-zero internal conductivity for these latex spheres which must be 

subtracted before calculating the surface charge density. 

The particle conductivity consists of a bulk and surface component (equation 3.26). 

This equation was used to match the data given in Tables (7.1) - (7.3) to the theory, but with the 

addition of a scaling parameter as follows: 

ßP = Gpb + Co 
21 

3 (7.4) 
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where a is the particle conductivity (composed of the bulk internal conductivity aP, and the 

surface conductance Xe), Co is a scaling constant and a is the radius of the sphere. It was 

assumed that apb was constant in any solution and that the difference in the measured 

conductivity given in Table (7.1) was proportional to the difference in the mobilities of the two 

positive ions involved. Following this calculation through gives a value for crab of 5. OmSm 1 and 

a value of Co of 0.24. The value of C,, is satisfactory as it means either that the counterions at 

the surface have a lower mobility than the bulk value (by Co), which is a reasonable assumption, 

or that the amount of charge associated directly with the surface (contributing to X, ) is less than 

predicted by O'Konski's equation (by C, ). The latter might also be a reasonable assumption as 
for the medium conductivities at which the Maxwell-Wagner relaxation occurs, the double layer 

is quite large (>10nm). Equation (3.21) gives the amount of excess charge over the bulk in the 

whole double layer. For a thin double layer, or for a large particle (>I pun), then this can be 

assumed to be the surface charge giving rise to X as assumed by O'Konski. However, fora 

colloidal particle surrounded by a double layer with a large diffuse component, it may be 

necessary to distinguish between the charges close to the slip plane and the charges farther from 

the surface. 

This may also explain the rise in apparent conductance for the smaller particle close to 

the drop-off point on the conductivity axis. The size of the double layer shrinks as the medium 

conductivity rises. The charge density increases and the surface conductance might be expected 

to rise as a result. For the 282nm and the 216nm, the effect is small (and reproducible) but for 

the 93nm it is large. For the 93nm sphere, the volume of the double layer is large compared to 

the particle over a large range of medium conductivities and would probably dominate the 

dielectric properties. For the 282nm and the 216nm, the effect only produces a slight rise. 

In order to test this idea, a rise in surface conductance was inserted into the expression 

for ap by adding a term which is inversely proportional to the thickness of the double layer (1/K). 

The thickness of the double layer is generally taken to be the Debye length which is the reciprocal 

of K where [4]: 

K2 = 
e2, Z zZn; (7.5) 

Eos. kT I 

The sum is over all ions i with valency z; and volume density n,. Using this equation and the 

relationship between concentration and conductivity derived from the experimental results in 

section (7.3.1), equation (7.4) then becomes: 
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ßP = 6pb + 

2.. 
(c, 

+ C2iza) 

a 
(7.6) 

where C, and C2 are constants. Figure (7.21a) shows the best fit for this function with the 

experimental data for the 93nm spheres with Cl = 0.2 and C2 = 0.1. The bulk particle 

conductivity was taken to be zero, the particle relative permittivity was 2.55, the surface charge 
density was 32mCm Z and the bulk ion mobility values were used. As can be seen, over most of 
the measured range, the fit to the data is good, with the rise due to the extra function matching 

the experimental rise accurately. At the high conductivity end, the fit is not good, however the 

experimental data at these high conductivities is not as reliable and could be due to the a- 
dispersion. 
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Figure (7.21a) Theoretical fit of the zero force frequency calculated using equation 
(7.6) for the particle conductivity to the data for 93nm diameter latex spheres in 
KCI. The bulk particle conductivity was taken to be zero, the surface charge 
density was 32mCm 2 and the bulk ion mobility value was used. The values for the 
constants in equation (7.6) were C1= 0.2 and C2 = 0.1. 

However, although this modification of the surface conductance equation describes the 93nm 

spheres in KCl quite accurately, it does not describe the data for the other salts or the other sizes 

of spheres. For the 93nm spheres in NaCl, the slope appears to be steeper than for KCl and for 
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KPO4, the problem is more involved. The low conductivity zero force frequency is higher for 

KPO4 than for KCI, indicating a higher surface conductance, but the range of conductivity over 

which this frequency is constant is greater. The result is that the sloping parts of the graphs for 

the two salts (i. e. where the frequency rises) coincide exactly: the two graphs match where they 

are sloping but do not match at low conductivities. 

The larger sizes of spheres do not match equation (7.6) for the same values of the 

constants. Figure (7.21b) shows a graph of the modified model for the 282nm spheres in KCI 

with the experimental data also shown. The value of the surface charge density was 28mCm Z 

and all other parameters, except of course the particle radius, were the same. The dashed line 

shows the theoretical zero force line for C1= 0.2 and C2 = 0.1, and the solid line shows the best 

fit for equation (7.6) with C1= 0.3 and C2 = 0.025. 
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Figure (7.21b) Theoretical fit of the zero force frequency calculated using equation 
(7.6) for the particle conductivity to the data for 282nm diameter latex spheres in 
KCI. The bulk particle conductivity was taken to be zero, the surface charge 
density was 28mCm 2 and the bulk ion mobility value was used. The values for the 
constants were Cl = 0.2 and C2 = 0.1 for the dashed line and C, = 0.3 and C2 = 
0.025 for the solid line. 

The lack of consistency in the values of Cj and C2 with a change in particle size indicates that 

this function is not the correct one although it is a close match for the smallest size of sphere. 

The system was also modelled as a two interface problem with a single elliptical shell 

added to encompass the inner spherical particle [6]. As can be seen from the theoretical 

matching section in Chapter Eight, the zero force frequency line for an ellipse as described in 
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Chapter Three has a similar profile to that shown in Figures (7.21a) and (7.21 b). The principle 

behind this model is that the electric field distorts the double layer around the particle as it 

polarises. The resulting ellipsoidal shape would be approximately a spherical shell for the 

557nm and a prolate ellipsoid for the 93nm as shown in Figure (7.22). 

cr 2?. /a 

eP=2.55 

em = 78.54 
6m 

6=2ý/a 
s=78.54 

Figure (7.22) Schematic diagram of an ellipse representing the distorted double 
layer surrounding the spherical particle 

The outer shell was assigned a conductivity equal to 2X/a and a relative permittivity equal to the 

bulk medium. The major axis half length a,, was equal to a+(3/x), a value derive from the 

geometry of the system. Unfortunately, the zero force calculated using this model did not match 

the experimental data even at low conductivities as shown in Figure (7.23). 
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Figure (7.23) Theoretical fit of the zero force frequency calculated from the 
ellipsoid shell model outlined above. The solid line is the result for a shell 
conductivity equal to the particle and the dashed line is the result of increasing the 
conductivity of the shell to 0.5Sm-'. 
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Increasing the conductivity of the shell to 0.5 Sm-' did not improve the fit and decreasing the 

conductivity reduced the problem to the Maxwell-Wagner interfacial polarisation. 

In conclusion, none of the theoretical models proposed here to explain the rise in zero 

force frequency was successful in fitting all of the data. 
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7.4.2 The alpha relaxation 

As was shown in Figures (7.15)-(7.18), the Maxwell-Wagner interfacial polarisation 
does not account for the observed and measured dielectrophoretic behaviour at high medium 

conductivities. The zero force frequency falls off rapidly and the Maxwell-Wagner relaxation 
frequency (shown in Figure (7.24) for the 282nm spheres in KCl) rises after this drop off. The 

real part of the Clausius-Mossotti factor is always less than zero in this region of medium 

conductivity and as a consequence, the expected DEP behaviour would be negative. A simple 

comparison of the frequencies indicates that the low frequency behaviour cannot be due to 
interfacial effects for these particles. 
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Figure (7.24) The experimental data for the 282nm spheres in KCl and the 
Maxwell-Wagner relaxation frequency plotted against the medium conductivity 
inSml. 

The experimental data indicates that there is another dispersion at lower frequencies and that it is 

only seen at higher medium conductivities on a plot of this type. Dielectric mixture data for 

spheres has been reported in the literature over a number of years and there have been numerous 
theories published on the subject [3,7-16]. A cross-section of the theories was outlined in 

Chapter Three and in this sub-section the data is analysed in terms of these theories, together 

with other related theories. These theories were developed to explain dielectric spectroscopy 
data and very little has been done in attempting to apply the models to dielectrophoresis data. 
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The dispersion at low frequencies has consistently been reported as being large (in terms 

of Ac) but regardless of the size, if it is regarded as independent and therefore separable from the 

Maxwell-Wagner relaxation, it must be zero after the relaxation is complete. There are two 

reasons behind this statement. First, the AC response of the ions in a double layer is a classical 

polarisation relaxation not an interfacial mechanism like the Maxwell-Wagner. This means that 

after the relaxation, the ions are arranged in their original unperturbed state and there is no 

induced dipole moment. This would seem to be borne out by the second reason, which is that 

large low frequency relaxations have been reported for numerous particles (e. g. [I6] on 

electrorotation at low frequencies) but the Maxwell-Wagner relaxation theory still applies to 

these particles. If the dipole due to the double layer were still present after the relaxation, this 

would be summed with the Maxwell-Wagner interfacial dipole, which would in turn be distorted 

from the normal +1 to -1 /2 pattern. 

The first attempt to model a relaxation of the double layer was made by Schwarz [71 and 

involved a modification to O'Konski / Maxwell-Wagner surface conductance theory. This model 

was corrected for low frequency measured surface conductance by Schurr [8] two years later. 

The parameters of the two models were discussed in Chapter Three and the particle conductivities 

for the two models are given by equation (3.26) and (3.27) respectively. Figure (7.25) shows the 

variation of the real part of the polarisation factor from these models as a function of frequency 

and medium conductivity for 282nm spheres in KCI (with ep = 2.55, surface charge density = 

28mCm-2). 
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Figure (7.25a) Schwarz model for the a- 
relaxation for 282nm spheres in KCI (see 
text for details. 
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Figure (7.25b) Schurr model for the a- 
relaxation for 282nm spheres in KCI (see 
text for details. 

The a-dispersion in the dipole moment term for the Schwarz model increases with frequency 

which is in the wrong direction. The Schurr model shows a similar effect but it is very slight and 

hardly perturbs the Maxwell-Wagner variation. 
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The diffuse layer model of Lyklema (section 3.5.2, Appendix (3b), [9]) was modelled 

over the experimental ranges for the different sphere sizes using the experimentally determined 

values for permittivity, conductivity, zeta potential etc. The results for the 282nm spheres are 

shown in Figure (7.26). 
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Figure (7.26a) The variation of the real part of the polarisation factor of the diffuse 
layer for 282nm spheres in KCI, calculated according to the equations in Appendix 
(3a). with the applied frequency (Hz) and the medium conductivity (Sm"'). 
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Figure (7.26b) The change in (7.26a) if 
the zeta potential is assumed to be 0.2V. 
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Figure (7.26c) Close up of the change in 
(7.26a) if the zeta potential is assumed to 
be 0.2V. 

The graph shows a dispersion at very low medium conductivities, but altering parameters to 

allow for say larger zeta potentials due to induced potential effects, results in a solution that does 
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not look like a simple dispersion (Figures 7.26b and 7.26c). The value of the dipole does 

however tend to zero for low zeta potentials and high frequencies as shown in Figure (7.26a). 

The dispersion which can be seen at low conductivities does not extend to high enough 

conductivities to account for the observed results. Figure (7.27) shows the results tör the 557nm 

and the 93nm spheres calculated using experimental results. 
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Figure (7.27a) The polarisation factor for 
557nm spheres in KCI calculated using 
Lyklema's diffuse model [9]. 
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Figure (7.27b) The polarisation täctor for 
93)nm spheres in KCI calculated using 
Lyklema's diffuse model 19]. 

Figure (7.27a) shows a similar trend for the 557nm spheres as for the 282 in (7.26a) and Figure 

(7.27b) shows a large dispersion for the 93nm spheres at a frequency of the order of 10'Hi. 

However, in neither of these cases does the dispersion extend far enough along the medium 

conductivity scale to match the high conductivity DEP results. 

The model from Lvklema's book (section 3.5.3, [3]) was modelled for the four sizes of 

spheres again using the previously determined experimental results för the model parameters. 

Figure (7.28) shows the model for the 282nm spheres in KCI with different surface potentials. 

(7.28a) shows the graph for the measured zeta potential of -43mV and is mainly flat except tirr a 

slight fluctuation at low conductivities. The zeta potential was increased, a valid assumption if 

induced surface potentials due to high fields are considered, to -200mV in (7.28b) and 

400mV in (7.28c). The distance along the medium conductivity axis that the dispersion extends 

to increases rapidly with increasing zeta potential and in the third graph. the dispersion extends 

across the experimental range. 
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3d plot of the real factor (lyklema - book) for sphere 
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Figure (7.28a) The variation of the real part of the polarisation läctor of the double 
layer for 282nm spheres in KCI, calculated according to (3] with the applied 
frequency (Hz) and the medium conductivity (Sm-'). The zeta potential was taken to 
be -43mV. 
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Figure (7.28b) The change in (7.28a) 
when the zeta potential is increased to a 
value of -200mV. 

-4 

Figure (7.28c) The change in (7.28a) when 
the zeta potential is increased to a value of - 
400mV. 

1 he results improve slightly with decreasing particle diameter but for all the sizes of particles, 

the zeta potential must be increased to produce a dispersion occurring in the correct range of' 

medium conductivities. The other problem with this theory is that the polarisation factor tends to 

+0.5 at high frequencies in high medium conductivities which does not match with the Maxwell- 
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Wagner theory. If the dipole is correct for a high zeta potential as in Figure (7.28c). the sum of 

this dipole and the Maxwell-Wagner dipole does not result in a positive value in high medium 

conductivities. 

The theory for the double layer relaxation put forward by Minor in his thesis 1121 is 

similar to the last model published by Lyklema. The author would like to thank Marcel Minor 

and Professor Lyklema for forwarding a copy of this thesis in the hope that it might clarify sonne 

problems. A plot of the variation with applied field frequency and medium conductivity is shown 

in Figure (7.29) for 282nrn spheres in KCI. 
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Figure (7.29) The variation of the real part of the dipole moment of the double layer 
for 282nm spheres in KCI, calculated according to [12] with the applied frequency 
(Hz) and the medium conductivity (Sm-'). The zeta potential was taken to he -43mV. 

Compared to Figure (7.28) there is a slight increase in the distance along the medium 

conductivity axis over which the dispersion extends, but the variation with particle size is 

identical to the previous model. Other than that, the model results in the same problems as the 

previous one when it comes to calculating the total dipole moment of the sphere. 

Fixman [13] published a model for a thin double layer which is under the restriction that 

xu «l. This restriction is true in the region where the double layer relaxation is observed for 

the 557.282 and 2I6nm spheres. The equation for the polarisation factor can be found in the 
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program in Appendix (7a). Figure (7.30) shows the variation of the real part of the frequency 

varying dipole term with medium conductivity. 
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Figure (7.30) The variation of the real part of the polarisation factor of the double 
layer for 282nm spheres in KCI, calculated according to [13] with the applied 
frequency (Hz) and the medium conductivity (Sm-'). The zeta potential was taken to 
be -43mV. 

This model has a fairly large dispersion at very low medium conductivities which tends to a 

values of -0.5 at high conductivities. Again, this would cause difficulties with the total dipole 

moment when combined with the Clausius-Mossotti factor but the dispersion does not extend 

along the conductivity axis far enough. The distance does, however, increase with decreasing 

particle size but under these conditions, the model is no longer valid. 

The final model considered here is the model presented by Hinch [14] and expanded by 

O'Brien [15]. This theory may or may not be an intermediate step between the models of' 

Lyklema and Minor but is worth examining nevertheless. The equation for the dipole is very 

similar to Lyklema's equation with minor differences and can be found in program form in 

Appendix (7a). Figure (7.31) shows the variation in the polarisation factor with frequency and 

medium conductivity for 282nm spheres in KCI. 
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Figure (7.31a) The variation of the real part of' the polarisation factor of the double 
layer for 282nm spheres in KCL, calculated according to 114,151 with the applied 
frequency (Hz) and the medium conductivity (Sm-'). The zeta potential was taken to 
be -43mV. 
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Figure (7.31b) The change in (7.31a) 

when the zeta potential is increased to a 
value of -200mV. 

As in the models of Lyklema and Minor, the dispersion extended farther along the conductivity 

axis as particle diameter decreased and increasing the zeta potential also extended this distance. 

The model still does not have limits suitable for combination with the Clausius-Mossotti factor to 

give an independent relaxation. 
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Figure (7.31c) The change in (7.3Ia) when 
the zeta potential is increased to a value ol'- 
500mV. 
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The difficulty with all of these models is that they are generally written as an intermediate 

step towards obtaining a theoretical dielectric spectrum for a suspension of particles. The 

researchers who devise the models are not necessarily interested in the correct form of the single 

particle dipole. None of the models met the criteria that the high frequency limit be zero for the 

magnitude of the dipole. 

In order to determine certain parameters for the problem, the data was modelled by 

adding an extra dispersion to the Clausius-Mossotti factor. This has been done previously for 

the purposes of examining low frequency electrorotation results [16]. The parameter of most 

interest is the frequency of the double layer relaxation. Figure (7.32) shows the major 

frequencies postulated to be relaxation frequencies for 282nm spheres in KCI. 
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Figure (7.32) Relaxation frequencies for 282nm spheres in KCI. The solid line is 

the Maxwell-Wagner frequency and the horizontal dot-dash line is the classical a- 
relaxation frequency (equation 7.7). The heavy-dashed falling line is the modified 
bound frequency (equation 7.8) and the small-dashed rising line is the radial 
relaxation frequency (equation 7.9). 

The three frequencies shown in this graph (other than the Maxwell-Wagner) are all related, but 

in different ways to the structure of the double layer. 

originally postulated by Schwarz [7] is given by: 

The classical a-relaxation frequency 
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D 
Z fat=7W (7.7) 

where D is the diffusion coefficient, which may be less than the bulk value, and a is the radius 

of the particle. The relaxation time for this mechanism is simply the characteristic time 

associated with movement of charge around the particle. A modified frequency was given by 

Lyklema [9] for the case of a bound double layer which is influenced by the capacitance of the 

diffuse part of the double layer: 

_ 
MD fat 

ita2 
(7.8) 

The parameter M is given in section (3.5.1) where this mechanism is explained further. The 

third frequency was given by O'Brien [15]: 

DK2 
fa3 

7t 
(7.9) 

where x is the reciprocal Debye length. The relaxation time for this mechanism is the 

characteristic time taken for an ion to move out of the double layer from the surface in a radial 

direction. As can be seen from Figure (7.32), either fai or f,,, 2 could be responsible for the high 

conductivity dispersion but f could not. However for the 93nm spheres, where the radial 

distance across the double layer can be of the same order as the radius of the particle, the third 

relaxation at f3 may become as prominent as the observed low frequency relaxation. Therefore, 

the relaxation frequency f could easily account for the observed rise in the zero force point of 

the 93nm spheres. 

Zhou [16] inserted an extra dispersion into the conductivity term of the particle and 

plotted the resulting Clausius-Mossotti factor. As the low-frequency dispersion is entirely to do 

with moving charge, this is a reasonable assumption. The equation for the latex sphere particle 

conductivity is therefore: 

ßP = 6Pb ++Ag (%. 1 U) 
Q 1. ý (cwt) 

where A and B are arbitrary constants which describe the shape of the dispersion and T is the 

relaxation time. Figure (7.33) shows the Clausius-Mossotti factor for the 282nm spheres with 

the extra dispersion added. In this case A=0.1 and B =1 and r is given by equation (7.7). 
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Figure (7.33) Variation of the Clausius-Mossotti factor of a 282nm sphere with 
the particle conductivity given by equation (7.10) where A=O. I and R 1. 
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Figure (7.34) The zero force line for the theoretical model shown in (7.33) 
compared to the experimental results for 282nm in KCI. A was again equal to 0. I 
but the solid line is with B=I and the dashed line with B=0.8. 
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Figure (7.34) shows the theoretical zero force lines for B=I and 0.8 and A=I with the 

experimental data for 282nm in KCI. As can be seen, the theory doesn't match the data to any 

great degree. 

Finally. the experimental data for the 557,282 and 216nm spheres are analysed in 

terms of a simple combination of the Clausius-Mossotti factor and a single Debye dispersion. 

The maximum of the dispersion was taken to be I and the minimum value was zero and the term: 

I 

1+ jcrT 
(7.1 1) 

was added to the Clausius-Mossotti factor to give a polarisation scaling factor. The variation of 

this factor with applied frequency and medium conductivity is shown in Figure (7.35) for the 

relaxation frequency fai given by equation (7.7). 
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Figure (7.35) The variation of the Clausius-Mossotti factor combined with a single 
dispersion for 282nm spheres in KCI. The relaxation frequency of the dispersion 

was fj and the variation of the Clausius-Mossotti factor is undisturbed except at 
low frequencies. 
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The variation of the Clausius-Mossotti factor is unchanged except at frequencies well below the 

Maxwell-Wagner relaxation frequency. The variation of this factor if the second frequency. 

given by equation (7.8) is used instead is shown in Figure (7.36). 
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Figure (7.36) The variation of the Clausius-Mossotti factor combined with a single 
dispersion for 282nm spheres in KCI. The frequency of the dispersion was f, and 
the Clausius-Mossotti factor varied substantially at low medium conductivities. 

This figure demonstrates that if the relaxation frequency fly is chosen, the Maxwell-Wagner 

dispersion is altered by the low frequency dispersion. However, it should be pointed out that 

this relaxation frequency only applies for very thin double layers where the ions in the diffuse 

layer can interact with the ions close to the surface. This condition is unlikely to be met in a 

medium where Maxwell-Wagner interfacial polarisation is seen, as the conductivity is too low. 

Figures (7.37a-c) show the theoretical zero point frequency line for the model above using both 

relaxation frequencies (fr, and fat) compared to the experimental data for the 557,282 and 

216nm spheres. 
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Figure (7.37a) Experimental data for the 557nm spheres in KCI compared to the 
added dispersion model with fay (solid line) and f,, 2 (dashed line) used as the 
relaxation frequency. 
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Figure (7.37b) Experimental data for the 282nm spheres in KCl compared to the 
added dispersion model with f ,, (solid line) and f,, 2 (dashed line) used as the 
relaxation frequency. 
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Figure (7.37c) Experimental data for the 216nm spheres in KCl compared to the 
added dispersion model with fat (solid line) and f. 2 (dashed line) used as the 
relaxation frequency. 

As can be seen from all three graphs, neither of the relaxation frequencies match the data 

precisely. Figures (7.37a) and (7.37b) suggest that the zero force frequency should vary less 

with conductivity than zero force frequency found from fa, Z (dashed lines in Figures 7.35). 

However, this relaxation frequency seems to be of the correct order of magnitude whereas the 

classical frequency given by equation (7.7) is too low. What is apparent is that the bound layer 

model of Lyklema is the closest to predicting the order of magnitude at which the relaxation 

occurs. However, this model is for a bond layer which implies that the ions involved should 

have a higher diffusion coefficient then the bulk and therefore a lower relaxation frequency. 

The measurements performed for this Chapter have demonstrated that sub-micrometre 

latex spheres are a complicated particle from the point of view of modelling their behaviour. The 

theories used in the related field of dielectrics do not adequately account for the low frequency 

behaviour, which can not even be described in simple terms. 
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Appendix (7a) Latex Sphere information 

This appendix contains the background information on the carboxylate modified latex 

spheres supplied by Molecular Probes, Leiden, The Netherlands. 

sphere diameter (nm) 557±2.0% 282±2.6% 216±3.8% 93±7.4% 

catalogue number L-5261 L-5241 F-8808 L-5221 

lot number 5852 6932 6951 6951 

percent solids 2.0%±0.1 2.0%±O. 1 2.0%±O. 1 2.0%±O. 1 

density at 20°C (g/m3) 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.055 

surface charge density (iC/cm2) 185 4.83 141 2.09 

area /charge group (nm2/group) 0.09 3.32 11 7.65 

milliequivalents /gram 0.1953 0.0101 0.3859 0.01327 

specific surface area (cm2/g) 102102 201674 263296 611527 

particle number/ ml 2.1x1011 1.6x10'2 3.6x10'2 405x1013 

approximate dye excitation (nm) 505 490 490 490 

approximate dye emission (nm) 515 515 515 515 
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Appendix (7b) Matlab programs 

Functions from section (7.4.1) 

DCPLOTTER. M 

Consider this a generic model for things to care. 

% This script calculates the c]ausiuvmossdti factor 
% for a given vector of cmductivities . The program 
% plots a 3D graph, calculates all the zero points 
% and plots them on a 2D graph 

clear all 

global ep em co sp scd mob a; 

ep = 2.55; em = 78.54; eo = 8.85o-12; % pemnittivity stuff 
sp = 0.11; sod = 0; mob - 7.56c8; % conductivity stuff 
n1 -1; n2-9-, N- 100; % frequency vector numbers 
ml -4; m2- I; M-200-, % conductivity vector numbers 
a-14le-9; % particle radius 
. particle - 282; %a data switch 
zerr - 0.01; % zero error value (percent) 

salt -1; % salt variable:::: 
%1-KC!; 2-NaCI; 3-KPO4 

% variable definition stage 

f- logspace(n1, n2, N); 
sign-logspa c(m1, m2, M); 

% plotting bit 

DCM=o; 1CM=o; 
furlI: M 

sm = sigrtKl); 
DIPval - olaismos(f sm); 
fork = !: (N-1) 

trans! u= real(DIPval(k)); fl = Rk); 
bans2 = real(DIPva! (k+1)); 12 = $k+l); 
test - tsansl'trans2; 
if test <0 

error=101; zerof- 
while emor> zerr 

snortf- [fl Bl; 
trans! = real(clausmos(shortf sm)); 

meant= (f1+t2)/2; 
tats - ia1(cleiamos(meanfsm)); 
testI =trais*transl(I); 
test2-trass tiansl(2); 

iftestI <0 
Q= mean; zerof: 

(meanf+t7 y1; 
end 
iftest2 <0 
t1= meai1 zapf= (mesnf+f2)R; 

end 
error= ((sbs(memif-zemf))* 100)/zetoe 

end 
zeros - [zeros zerot]; 

and 
end 
DCM - [DCM; Ral(DIPvaI)]; 
ICM - [ICM, imaB(DIPvW)]; 

end 

% work oat the plotting vector for the zems 
goo - size(zem); 
for Id -1: (g o(2}I) 

xovei(kl) - zeros(kl+1); 
end 

far 1k - goo(2). M 
xover(Ik) - 1; 

end 

*/--WIog1 O(sign), Iog1 O(f), DCM'); 
%Ylebel(log(sequency)) 
I/Mabel(7og, (medium conductivity)) 
Yoexis([ml m2 nl n2 -11]) 
%Title(3d plot of the clausius-mossdti factor for sphere) 
%view(135,45) 

%figure 
Ioglog(signxover) 
Xlabel(log(mediwn conductivity)') 
Ylabel('zem force frequency (Hz)') 

axis([1 a4 id I le 11e9]) 

hold on 
switch particle 
case 557, 

data557, logb8(conddme, posdata, tx'); logbo[canddaza nelgdWa. Us; 

axis([le4 lei 1e41e7]) 
case 282, 

data282, loglog(eonddata, posdete, tx ; lo oS(oonddffianegdate, 'ks'): 

exis([la4 lei 1eS 1e7]) 

case 216, 
date216; log1og(canddeta, posdata, 'kx'); lolo®(cooddata ne®da1a ks): 
exis([le-4 lei 1eS Ie7J) 

case 93, 
data93; logloe(conddata, poadeta, 'kx); loglo©(conddata2, neBdata Im); 

exis([le-4 lei 1e6 1e8]) 

end 

hold off 

CLAUSMOS. M 

function [RI] - clausmos(6eq, sign) 

%This function plots the niaxwell-wegier interfacial 
%polarisetion teens for a prolate ellipsoidal particle. There 
% ere of cause three - because there are three axes. 

'/o The fiwion needs the following variables defined as global 
% ep - particle penn, em - mediimt penn, sp - particle card 
% sod - surface charge dens, u- mobility, a- particle radius 
"/. on - perm of flee space 

global ep am eo sp aR kB qo TF tau zeta eta sod mob kappa D z; 

%dipole calculation 

w-2. 'pi. 'fieq; 

surft - (2'mob'scd/a); 
silp-sp+s rfc; 
enn-em'eo-j. *(sig 

. 
/w); 

cps - ep'eo - j. '(sigp. /w); 

dipole - (cps-ems)J(eps + (2. 'ems)); 

RI - dipole; 

% end of function 
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CMPLOTTER. M 

This script calculates the mwcwell-wagner for a spherical 
% particle given a single value for the conductivity, then 
% plots a 2d graph of the factor vs fand writes the zero 
% force point on the graph. 

clear all 

global ep em co sp scd mob a; 

ep - 155; cm- 78.54; eo - 8.85o-12; 
sp - 0.02; sod-0; mob-7.56e-8; 
n1-3; n2-9; N-100; 
ml- -4; m2- 1; M-100; 
a- 141o-9, 
zerr-0.01; 

%variable definition stage 

f= Iogspace(nl, n2, N); 
sm =1; 

% permittivity stuff 
% conductivity staff 
% frequency vector niunbers 
"/. conductivity vector mnnbers 
%particle nidius 
"/. zero error value (percent) 

DIPvaI - claismos(fsm); 
zeros - 0; 
fork-1: (N-I) 

transl - real(DIPvaI(k)); fl - $k); 
trans2 - real(DIPvaI(k+1)); Q= Qk+l); 
test -transl"uans2; 
iftest<0 

error-101; zerof= 0; 
while error > zerr 

shatf-[fl t21; 
tent - rea](claasmos(shoitfsm)); 

moW-(fl+f2y2; 
leans - real(clausaas(n-nf sm)); 
test 1=U transl(1); test2-hans'nansl(2); 

iftestI <0 
Q- memnf, urof - 

(meanf+fly2; 

end 
if test2 <0 

fl - meanf zerof- (meanf+t2)12; 
end 

error-((abs(meanf- 
zerof))" 100Yzem1 

end 
zeros = [zeros zerof]; 

end 
end 
dip - toal(DIPva1); 
semilopc(1; dip); 
Title(Real part of the Clausius-Mossotti fmaor vs frequency) 
X1abel('Gequenc((Hz)) 
%test for number of zeros 
finmm - size(zeros); 
if5nn nX1)>0 

for t=1: fnunm(1) 
zpos - ßrum, 1). zval - zeros(zpos); 
inst - nwn2sn(zval); 
text(zval, 0.1, inst); 

end 
end 

CMSPECIAL. M 

function [R 1) - clausmos(fieq, sigm) 

% This finxxion plots the maxwell-wagner interfacial 
% polarisation terms for a prolate ellipsoidal particle. There 
% are of cou se three - because there are three axes. 

% The function needs the following variables defined as global 
% ep - particle penn, em - medium penn, sp - particle coed 
% sod - surface charge dens, u- mobility, e- particle radius 
% eo - penn of free space 

global ep em co sp sod mob a kappe; 

% dipole calculation 

w-2. 'pi *feq; 
%surfc - (2"mob"scd/(a + (104appa))); 
surfe - (2"mob'scd/a)"(0.2 + 0.1 "(a'kappa)); 
sigp - sp + swfc; 
ems - em"eo - j. "(sigm. /w); 
eps - ep'eo - j. *(sigpJw); 

dipole - (cps-ems). /(eps + (2'ems)); 

RI - dipole; 

% end of fiuktion 
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DCMSPECIAL. M 

Consider this a generic model for things to come. 

% This script calculates the clausius-nEssoui W or 
% fora gives vector ofco ductivities . The program 

plots a 3D gapt4 calculates all the zero points 
% and plots them on a 2D graph 

clear all 

global ep em eo sp sod mob a kappa; 

ep - 2.55; em - 78.54; eo -8 85e-12; % permittivity stuff 
sp - 0.00; sod - 0.038; mob - 7.56e-8; % conductivity stuff 
nl-1; n2-9N-50; %6equenyvector numbers 
ml--4; m2=1; M-60 %conductivity vector munbers 
a -14le-9; % particle radius 
partiale - 282; %a data switch 
zerr-0.01; % zem error value (percent) 
salt -1; % salt variable:::: 

%1-KQ; 2-NaC7; 3- 
KPO4 
IcB -1.38e-23; T- 295; 
Na - 6.022e26; qo -1.6e-19; z -1; 

%variable definition stage 

f-logspa e(a1, n2, N); 
sign - logspace(m1. m2, M); 

% plotting bit 

DCM - D; 1CM - 0; 
fort-1: M 

sm - sigm(1); 

Cone -0.0852"(sm^1.0245); % equation fiomexperimental 
data - KCI 

kappa - sgrt((2"(z' 2)'(go^2)"Na"Cmcy(em"eo"kB"T)); 

DJPval - emspa ial(f sm); 
fork-1: (N-1) 

tmansl ` real(DIPvaI(k)); fl - f(k); 
tranS2 ` tea1(DIPva1(k+1)); t2 - $k+1); 
test -tansl'transZ 
if test <0 

error-101; zemf- ll; 
while error > zerr 

shortf` [fl f2]; 
tmsl - real(cr spec ial(sliortf sn)); 

meant` (fl+t2)12; 
trans ̀ rea1(crospecia1(meerif sm)); 
testI ̀ ti is Vans1(1); 
test2 - trans"hmul(2); 

iftestl <0 
t2 - mean$ uiof- (meanf+fl)/2; 
end 
iftest2 <0 
fl - meaif; zerof ` (meaif+t2y2; 

end 
error ̀ ((abs(meanf-zemf))" 100)1-f, 

end 
zeros - [ums umf]; 

end 
end 
DCM - [D CM; reel(DIPvW)]; 
ICM - [ICM, imao(DIPvaI)]; 

end 

%wat at the plotting vector for the zeros 
goo - size(zeros); 
for kI -1: (goo(2}1) 

xoveild) - zeros(kl+l); 
end 
for 1k - goo(2): M 

xavei(lk) - 1; 
end 

*/-- pog1O(sigm)Joe1O(f), DCM'); 
%Ylabel(7o®(6equency)') 
'/oXlabel(7og(medium conductivity)) 
%axis([ml m2 nl n2 -11]) 
%Tide('3d plot of the clay sius-mossotti factor for sphere) 
%view(135,45) 

/figue 
Wog(sigm, xover) 
Xlabel(7og(meditnn conductivity)) 
Ylabelezem force fre4uenc9 (Hz)') 
axis([le-4 lel lel le9]) 

hold on 
switch particle 
case 557, 

data557; loglog(wnddata, posdata, kx ; loglo8(emddate oegdeta, k+); 
axis([ I e-4 let 1e4 1 e7]) 

case 282, 
data282; Io81og(wnddata, posdeta, kx ; loglo8(conddat$nc iata, c+); 
exis([lad let 1e4 le7]) 

case 216, 
dete216; lo81o8(canddeta, posdata, kx'); loglo8(conddata, ne®deta, 'k+); 
axis([le 4 lei 1e5 le7]) 

case 93, 
data93; logio8(conddata, posda1e, 1cx ; loglog(conddata2, negdata7c+); 
axis([le 4 let 1e5 leg]) 

end 

hold off 
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MAXWAGFREQ. M 

% Consider this a ®enedc model for 8iings to comm. 

%This script calculates the claasius-nnssotti factor 
% for a given vector of omductivities . 

The program 
% plots a 3D graph, calculates all the zero points 
% and plots them on a 2D @aph. 

clear all 

global ep em eo sp sod mob a; 

ep -155; em - 78.54; eo - 8.85o-12; 
sp=0.017; scd=0; mob-7.56e-8; 
n1-1; n2=4, N=100; 
ml -4; m2- I; M= 200; 
a-141e-9; 
particle - 282; 
zerr= 0.01; 
salt -1; 

% pemuttivity stuf 
% conductivity stuff 
% frequency vector numbers 
%conductivity vectornurnbers 
%particle radius 
%a data switch 
%zero error value (percent) 

% salt variable :::: % 1- KCI; 2- NaCl; 3- KP04 

"/. vmiable definition stake 

f- logspace(n1, n2, N); 
sign = logspea(m1, m2, M); 

% plotting bit 

TAU- f; 
fart1: M 

sn = sign(I); 
DIPval - MaxWag(f sm); 
TAU - (TAU DIPvW]; 

end 

logIo®(signi, TAU) 
Xlabel(7og(mediinn ooWtw ivity)) 
Ylabel('Maxwell-Waltier relaxation frequency) 
axis([ 1 e-41 ell e4 1 e9]) 

hold on 
switch particle 
case 557, 

daza557; logiog(conddata, posdata, loc'); loglog(cmddata ne®data, 7cs'); 
case 282, 

data282; logbg(conddata, posdaa, kx); loglog(oonddat$ne@deta, 7cs), 
case 216, 

deta216; loglog(canddma, posdata bc'); loglog(oonddatanegdete, 7cs ; 
case 93, 

data93; loglog(oonddata, posdata, 1o'); loglo®(conddata2, tmgJ ta, 'ksj; 
end 

hold off 

MAXWAG. M 

function [R1] -MaxWag(üeq, sigm) 

" This function plots the maxwell-wagier interfacial 
" polarisation terms for a prolate ellipsoidal particle. Them 
" are of course three - because there are three axes. 

%The fusion needs the following variables defined as global 
% ep - particle penn, em - medium perm, sp - particle cond 
% sod - surface charge dens, u- mobility, a- particle radius 
% eo - perm of See space 

global ep em eo sp sod mob a kappa; 

% dipole calculation 

w-2'pi'fieq; 
surfc - (2'mob'scd/a); 
si8p - sp + surfe; 
ems - em'eo; 
eps - ep'eo; 

dipole - (eps+(2"ems)). /(sigp + (2. 'sigm)); 

RI -1. /(2'pi. 'dipole); 

% end of fimction 
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Functions from section (7.4.2) 

Ref [7/81 

SCHWARZPLOTTER. M 

% This script calculates the lyldema I polarisation factor 
for a given vector of omductivities . The program 

% plots a 3D graph, calculates all the zero points 
% and plots them on a 2D graph. 

clear all 

global ep em co sp aR kB qo TF tau zeta eta sod mob kappa D 

ep-2.55; em-78.54; eo-8.85e-12; %permittivity stiff 
sp - 0.0; D -1.957o-9; z -1; % conductivity stuff 
n1=3; n2-9 N-50; %frequency vector numbers 
ml-4; m2=1; M-60, % conductivity vector numbers 
a -141e-9, % particle radius 
zerr= 0.01; % zero error value (percent) 
R-8.3145; T- 295; F-9.6485e4; % more owwmrts 
kB -1.38e-23; % boluxnann's constant 
zeta = 0.05; qo =1.6e-19; % zeta potential / election 
eta = 8.4x4; % viscosity of water 
Na - 6.022c26; 

%Avogadmds n unber in SI units 
mob - 7.56e-8; 
sod - 0.028; 
% variable definition stage 

f- logspace(nl, n2, N); 
eigen - logspace(ml, m2, M); 

% plotting bit 

DCM - []; 1CM - U; 
fort-1. M 

sm = si8m(1); 
Conc - 0.0852"(sm^1.0245); 

% equation from experimental data - KQ 
tau - (a'a)/(2'D); 
kappa - s9rK(2*z*z*qo*qo*Na*ConcY(em*eo*kB*T)); 
DlPval - schwardfsm); 
for k-1: (N-1) 

trawl - real(DIPvaI(k)); fl-1(k); 
traas2 - real(DIPval(k+1)); Q- li k+l); 
test -transl'trans2; 
if test <0 

enor-101; zerof- 0; 
while error > zerr 

shortf= [fl Ql; 
Conc - 0.0852 *(sm^ 1.0245); 
tau - (a"ay(2'D); 

kappa 
sgrt((2'z'z'qo'qo'Na'Cmcy(em'e0' kB'T)); 

Va i- real(schwar4shortt sm)); 
meant=(fl+f2 2; 
Cone - 0.0852"(sm^1.0245); 
tau - (a*aY(2"D); 

kappa 
sgrt((2"(t 2)"(go^2)"Na*CancY(em*eo*kB*T)); 

trans - mal(schwarz(shacf sm)); 
testl =hans'transl(1); 
test2 - hans'transl(2); 

iftestl <0 
Q= meant zerof= (meant+f7Y2; 
end 
if test2 <0 
fl - meant zemf- (meauf+Q)12; 
end 

enor ((abs(meanf--f))' 100Y-f, 
end 
zeros - [zeros zerofl; 

end 

DCM - [DCM; real(DIPval)]; 
ICM - [ICM, imag(DlPval)]; 

end 

work aY the plotting vector for the zeros 
goo - size(ums). 
for Id -1: (goo(2)-1) 

xover(kl) - zeros(k1+1); 
end 
for 1k - gao(2): M 

xover(lk) - 1; 
end 

nxsh(logl O(sigm), logl O(f), DCM'); 
Ylabel(7o®(freguen7')) 
XIabeI(7o©(conductivity)) 
exis([ml m2 nI n2 -1 1]) 
%Tite('3d plot of the real factor (schwarz) for sphere) 
Title('3d plot of the real factor (schurr) for sphere) 
view(135,45) 

"/figure 
'/umesh(Iog1 O(sigm), Iog1 O(f). 1CM); 
%Ylnbel(7o®(fiequcncy)) 
/. X1abcI(7o©(medium conductivity)) 
°/. axis([mI m2 nl n2 -111) 
%Tiie('3d plot of the in nary factor (xhwarz) for sphere) 
%view(135,45) 

%figiue 
%iogIo®(sigrlk- er) 
o/. Xlabel(7o®(medium conductivity)) 
%YlabeI zei o force fiequency (Hz) ) 
0/. axis([Ie-4 1e1 1eS 1e8]) 

SCHWARZ. M 

function [RI) - schwarz(He(, sigm) 

" This function plots the maxwell-wagner+ Schwav/Schirtr interfacial 
" polarisation terms for a prolate ellipsoidal particle. These 
" are of course three - because there are du m axes. 

% The fiakiion needs the following variables defined as global 
ep - particle pem4 em - medium pemn, sp - particle pond 

" sod - surface charge dens, u- mobility, a- particle radius 
co, - peon of fire space 

global ep em co, spa R kB qo TF tau zeta eta scd mob kappa D s; 

%dipole calculation 

w-2. 'pi'&eq; 
surfe - (2'mob'scd/a); 
efac - tau/(1 + (w. 'w. 'tau'tau)); 

sfac a (w. 'taa*tau)J(1 + (w. 'w. 'taa'tau)); 
ems-em'eo-j. '(sig . /w); 
o/ Schafyz 

/ eps - ep"eo + (surft. *efac) - j. ((spiw) + (su fc. 'st )); 
*/. Schurr 

cps -ep"eo+(surfc efec)-j"'((spJw)+(surfcJw)+(surfe. "sfsc)); 

dipole - (cps-ems). /(eps + (2. 'ems)); 

RI - dipole; 

% and of function 
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Ref [9] 

DLYK2PLOTTER. M 
% This script calculates the lyklema diffuse polarisation factor 
"/. for a given vector of caductivities . The program 
% plots a 3D graph, calculates all the um points 
% and plots them on a 2D graph 

clear all 

global em to a qo kB RFT zeta eta kappa Dz 

ep - 2.55; em = 78.54; eo - 8.85e-12; % pemnittivity stuff 
sp - 0; D -1.957e-9; z -1; % conductivity stuff 
n1e3; n2-8; N-50; %fiequei yvectornumbers 
ml = -4; m2 =1; M -100; % conductivity vector numbers 
a=46.5e-9; % particle radius 
Zen r=0.01; % zero error value (percent) 
R= 8.3145; T= 295; F=9.6485e4; % mote constant 
kB =1.38e-23; % boltz a no's omstant 
zeta = -0.0457; qo -1.6e" 19; % zeta potential / elearan 
eta = 8.4e-4; % viscosity of water 
Na - 6.022e26; 

% Avopdro's number in SI units 
% variable definition stage 

f-lo nl, n2, N); 
sigm - Iogspacaml, m2, M); 

'/. platting bit 

DCM fl 1CM = fl 
foil=1: M 

am - sign(1); 
Conc = 0.0852'(sm^1.0245); Y. equation from experimental - KQ 
kappa = sgrt((2*(z^2)*(qo"2)*Na*Conc)(em*eo*kB*T)); 
DIPvaI = lyk2(f sm); 
fork=1: (N-1) 

transl = Teal(DIPval(k)); fl = $k); 
trans2 = real(DlPval(k+l)); 12 - 0+0; 
test - ttansl'trans2; 
if test <0 

eror=101; zerof- ( 
while enor> zerr 

shortf- 
Conc = O. O952'(sm^1.0245); 
tau (a'a)I(2'D); 

kappa = sgrt((2*(z^2)'(gd 2)*Na*ConcY(em*eo'kB*T)); 
hand = realOyk2(shortf sm)); 
meant= (fl+@)r; 
Cow - 0.0852'(sm^1.0245); 
tau _ (a'aY(2'D); 

kappa - sqrt((2'(z^2)'(qo^2)*Na*Concy(em*eo*kB'T)); 
trans - real(1yk2(meanfsm)); 
test t= tians'uansl(l ); 
test2 = trats'uansl(2); 

iftestl <0 
t2 = meen1 zemf= (meanf*fl)/2; 
end 
iftest2 <0 
fl - meant zerof- (meaaf+f2>2; 

end 
error = ((abs(meanf-urof))' 100)/zero1; 

end 
--[zerosza * 

end 
end 
DCM - [DCM, real(DtPval)]; 
1CM - ncM, )l; 

end 

% work oil the plotting vector for the zeros 
goo - siu(uhos); 
for Id - I: (goo(2)-1) 

xovei(ld) - ums(ld+1); 
end 
for Ik- goo(2): M 

xovei(lk) -1; 
end 

mesMoglO(sigm), loglo(f), DCM'); 
Ylabel(7og(ßequency)) 
Xlabel(7og(mediwn conductivity)) 
"/. axis([ml m2 ni n2 -2 1]) 
Title('3d plot of the real factor (lyklema diffuse) for sphere) 
view(135,45) 

%figme: 
%1oglo8(sigin, xover) 
'/. Mabel(7og(meditun ccEduc tivity)') 
'/%Ylebel('zem fofce frequency (Hz) ) 
%exis([1a41e 11e51e8]) 

LYK2. M 
function (RI] - Iykl(f eq, sigm) 

'/- The fiawtim needs the following variables defined as global 
% ep - particle penn, em - medium pem4 sp - particle eond 
% sod - surface charge dens, u- mobility, a- particle radius 
%eo - penn offee space 

global emeoagokBRFTzeta etakappa Dz; 

basics 

k- "a 
w-2. pi. "s+eq; 
m- 2"eo"em"R"R"T"T/(3"ete"D"F"F); 
tau - &"a/(2"D); 
DW - sgrt(w. "tau); 

%simplificffiion things 

Fad - F'zeta (R'T); 
Fact - cosh(Facl(z/4)); 
Fac3 - cosh(FacI *(7/2)); 

/. The factors . reverse order to dipole 

13minus - {(3"Fac3) - exp(z'Fac 1) - 2)/Fac3; 
I3plus --((3'Fac3) - exp(-1'z'Facl) - 2yFac3; 
I2cminus - ((2/z)'Fecl) - ((4/(z'z))'(l - exp((z/2)'FecI ))) - 
(16'lo®(Fec2)); 
I2cphu - ((2/z)'Fac I) - ((4/(z'z))'(l - exp(-1 "(zi2)'Facl))) - 
(16'Iog(Fac2)); 
I2minu - (2' Fac l) + ((4/z)'(1- exp((z/2)' Fec 1))); 
I2plus - (2'Facl) - ((4/z)'(1- exp(-1"(z/2)"Facl))); 
I ]minus --2'exp((z*Facl) -1); 
Ilplus . -2'exp(-1"((z"Facl) + 1)); 

alphalminus - (z/ka)'(I lminus + I3minus); 
alphalplus - (zlka)"(I l plus + I3phs); 
alphacminu _ (I/1 a)'(((3/2)"m"I2cmimu) - Ilminus); 
alphacplus - (l/ka)"(((3/2)'m"I2cplm) -I lplus); 
alphaminus - (1/ka)'(((312)" m*I2mima) + (z' ll minus)); 
alphaplus - (l/ka)*(((3/2)*m*I2plus) - (z*I Iplus)) 

A2 - ((z - alpharntinus)"(1 + alphalplus)) + ((z + alphaplus)"(1 + 
alphalminus)); 
Al - ((z - alphammus)-(1 + alphacplus)) + ((z + alphaplus)"(l + 
alphecmmus)); 
e2 -(alphaphu'(l + alphalminus)) -(alphaminus'(l +alphalplus)); 
al - (alphaplus*(l + alphacminus)) - (alphemini'(l + alphacplus)); 

% dipole calculation 

numer - (al. '(1 + DW)) + j. '((al. 'DW) + (a2. *DW. 'DW)); 
denom - (Al '(1 + DW)) + j. "((A1. 'DW) + (A2. *DW. ODW)); 

dipole -- (3/2)0(maner. /denom); 

RI -dipole; 

"/. end of function 
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Ref [3] 

DLYKI PLOTTER. M 

% This scrip[ calculates the lyldema I polarisation factor 
% for a given vector ofoonduRivities. The program 
% plots a 3D graph, calculates all the zero points 
% and plots them on a 2D graph. 

Blear all 

global ep em eo sp aR kB qo TF tau zeta eta kappa D z; 

ep-2.55; em=78.54; eo=885e-12; %permittivitystuff 
sp = 0; D -1.957e-9 z =1; % conductivity std' 
nl - 3; n2 = 8, N= 50; % fragoen y vector numbers 
ml - -4; m2 =1; M= 60; % conductivity vector numbers 
a=46.5e-9; %particle radius 
zerr= 0.01; % zem error value (percent) 
R=8.3145; T= 295; F-9.6485e4; % more constants 
kB =1.3ße"23; % boltzmmm's constant 
zeta= 0.0514; qo -1.6e"19 % zeta potential / electron 
eta = &4e. 4; % viscosity of water 
Na= 6.022e26; %Avogadrus number in SI units 

% variable definition stage 

f . 1ogspace(n1, n2, N); 
sigm - logspace(m1, m2, M); 

% plotting bit 

DCM=fl; ICM 
forI=I: M 

sm = sigm(1); 
Cone = 0.0852'(sm'1.0245); 

equation from experimental data - KCI 
tau = (a*ay(2*D); 
kappa = sgrt((2*z*z*go`qo*Na*Concy(em*eo*kB*T)); 
DIPval = lykl(t, sm); 
fork= I: (N-1) 

=s1= real(DIPva1(k)); fl = $k); 
trans2 = teal(DIPval(k+l)); 12 = $k+l); 
test = tans I"trans2; 
if test <0 

emar=101; zerof= 0; 
while error> zerr 

°Ifl81; 
Cone = 0.0852"(sm^1.0245); 
tau _ (a"a)/(2'D); 

kappa= sgrt((2*z"z"go"qo"Na'Concy(em'eo*kB*T)); 
trend = teal(lykl(shortlsm)); 
meanf= (fl+@)/2; 
Cone 0.0852'(sm^1.0245); 
tau= (a"a)/(2'D); 

kappa - sgrt((2"(z^2)'(qo^2)'Na"Concy(em'eo'kB*T)); 
trans = real(lYkl(meanf sm)); 
testI =trans'imosl(I); 
test2 = trans"trnnsl(2); 

iftestI <0 
12= means zemf= (meanf+fl) 2; 
end 
iftest2 <0 
fl = mean zerof = (meenf+12Y2; 

end 
enor - ((abs(meanf-zerof))" 100yzemt; 

end 
zeros ̀  [zeros zemt]; 

end 
end 
DCM - [DcM. reW(D )]: 

ICM- [ICM; imag(DIPvai)1; 
end 

% work out the plotting vector for the zeros 
goo ° size(zeros); 
forkl -1: (goo(2)-1) 

xover(kl) = zen*kl+1); 
end 
for Ik - goo(2): M 

xover(lk) -1; 
end 

mesh(log I O(sigm), log I O(t), DCM); 
Ylebel(Io®(frequencyn 
)Clabel(7o®(medium conductivity)) 
axis([ml m2nl n2-1 1]) 
Title('3d plot of the real factor (Iyldema - book) for sphere) 
view(135,45) 

"/figure 
%mesh(logl o(sigm) Jog l o(O, ICM'); 
%Ylabel(1og(frequency)) 
°/, }Qabel(1og(medi um oondudivity)) 
%axis([ml m2 nl n2-1 1]) 
"/Title('3d plot ofthe imaginary facto (lykleme 1) for sphere) 
%view(135,45) 

*/. figure 
e%logtog(sigm, xover) 
%X1abel(7og(mediwn conductivity)) 
%YlabeI('zero force frequency (Hz)) 
°kaxi s([ l e-41 e1l e5 l e8]) 

LYK 1. M 

fmaion [RI] - lykl(6eq, sigm) 

% This function plots the Lykleme book polarisation 

%'Ihe fiwion needs the following variables defined as global 
% ep - panicle penn, em - medium perm, sp - particle cand 
% sod. surface charge dens, u" mobility, a- particle radius 
%eo-penn of free space 

global ep em eo sp aR kB qo TF tau zeta eta kappa D z; 

% dipole calculation 

w-2. 'pi. 'üeq; 
wtau =w *tau; 
ganuoa' 1-(((w<au. ̂u){i. "wtau))�((1+(wtaa^O. 5)). "(1+wtau))); 
m- (2*eo"em"kB*kB"T"T)/(30eta"go"qo"D); 

m-((R"T/F)^1.5)"((2"eo"em)1(3"eta"D)) WRONG!!! 
Dud= 
(2. /(kappa'a)). '(1+((3. 'm)J(7-^2))) 'oosh(((z. "F. 'zeta))(2. "R "T)} 
1); 

dipole - 0.5 - (3. 'Dud). /(2. "(1 + Dud. "(1+gunme))); 

Rl - dipole; 

% end of fimdion 
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Ref [12] 

DMINOR I PLOTTER. M 

% This script calculates the minor Chi polarisation factor 
% for a given vector of conductivities . The program 
% plots a 3D graph, calculates all the zero points 

and plots them on a 2D graph 

clear all 

global em eo a kB qo RTF tau zeta eta kappa mob Dz Theta d; 

ep - 2.5; ein - 78.54; eo - 8.85o-12; % penmttivity stuff 
sp-0; D-1.9e-9 z-1; %conductivitystuff 
nl-3; n2-8; N-50; %frquen<yveuarnnnbei 
ml --4; m2- l; M-60; % conductivity vector numbers 
a -14le-9 % particle radius 
zen" - 0.01; % zero enor value (percent) 
RS8.3145; T- 295; Fa9.6485e4; % more constants 
kB =1.3ße-23; % boltzmmm's constant 
zeta--0.0429; qo-1.6e-19; %zetapotential /electron 
eta - 8.4e-4; % viscosity of water 
Na - 6.022e26; % AvogSdrds number in SI units 
mob - 7.69e-8; D -1.957e-9; 
Theta=1; 
h=0; 

% variable definition stage 

f- logspace(n1, ß, N); 
sign - logspace(m1. m2. M); 

plotting bit 

DCM=o; ICM=o; 
fort=I: M 

am - sign(1); 
Cone = 0.0852'(sm^1.0245); 

% equation from experimental data - KCI 
ta+=(a"aY(2*D); 
kappa = sort((2*(z^2)'(q(Y^2)*Na'Conc)(em*eo*kB*T)); 
DIPval =minorl(fsm); 
fork=1: (N-1) 

h ans! - real(DIPva1(k)); fl - Ak); 
tmns2 - a; al(DIPvai(k+1)); 12 - l(k+1); 
test = hansl'hansZ 
iftest<0 

error=101; zemf= 
while error > zerr 

shoe= [(1121; 
Cone = 0.0852'(sm^1.0245); 
tau =(a'aY(2'D); 

kappa= sqn((2*(z^2)*(qo^2)*Na*Cmcy(em*eo*kB*T)); 
transl=ie l(nunorl(shortfsm)); 
meanf=(fl+f2Y2; 
Cane - 0.0852*(sW1.0245); 
tau = (a'aY(2'D); 

kappa = sgrt((2'(z'2)'(gd`2)'Na"Cmcy(em'eo'kB'T)); 
trans - real(minorl (meaifsm)); 
test) =týmýs'tiansl(1); 
test2 - Uans'hansl(2); 

iftestl <0 
12 - meaaf zemf= (meanf+tlY2; 
end 
iftest2<0 
fl - meanf zerof- (meauf+f2Y2; 

end 
error = ((abs(meanf-zeiot))* 100Yzemf 

end 

zeros - [zeros zerof]; 
end 

end 
DCM - [DCM; reat(DIwet)]; 
ICM - [ICM; imag(DIPval)]; 

end 

% work out the platting vector for the zeros 
goo - size(zeros); 
fork] -1: (goo(2)-1) 

xover(kl) - ums(k1+1); 
end 
for1k-goo(2): M 

xover(Ik) - 1; 
end 

mesh(1og1 O(sigm), og1 O(f), DCM'); 
Ylabel(7o fieguency)5 
X1abe1(7og(mediinn conductivity)) 
axis([ml m2 nI n2 -1 11) 
Title('3d phi of the real factor (minor) for sphere) 
view(135,45) 

Yfigwe 
°/. mesh(IogI O(sigm), Iogl O(t). ICM); 
%Y1abel (7og(fiequency)) 
'/. X1abel(7og(medium conductivity)) 
°/mxis([ml m2 flu n2-1 1]) 
Y. Tide('34 plot of the irtalginary factor (lyklema 1) for sphere) 
'/evie%(135,45) 

%figure 
Y%iog o sigm1, XOVer) 
%Xlabel(Iog(medium conductivity)) 
%Ylebel('zero face fiequency (Hz)) 
%axis([1e. 4 le l 1e5 1e8]) 

MINOR1. M 

findirn [Rfl - mina](fieqsigm) 

% This function plots the minor Qü polarisation 

global em co a kB qo RTF tau zeta eta kappa mob Dz Theta h; 

% dipole calculation 

w-2. 'pi. '&eq; 

wt . Wow,; 
%m2 - (2*eo*em"kB"kB*T*TY(3*eta*go'qu'D); 
m2 - (2*eo*em'kB*T*z)1(3'da'mob*go); 
Dug - (21(s' kappa))'(1 + Theta + ((3' m2Y(z"z)))' (exp((- 
z*4o"zcta)1(2'k'T)) -1); 
pnuna ° ((wt. "(1.5)) + (L'wt))J((1 + sgrt(wt)). $(1 + wt)); 

nwner - 3'Au2'(1 + h); 
denom - 2.0(2 + (Du2.0(2 - (gunma 

dipole - 0.5 - (numer. /denom); 

RI -dipole; 

end of fu nction 
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Ref [131 

DFIX 1 PLOTTER. M 
% This script calculates the fixman polarisation factor 
% for a given vector of onnductivities . 

The progam 
% plots a 3D graph, calculates all the zero points 
% and plots them on a 2D graph. 

clear all 

global em co aT kB zeta eta kappa zD qo; 

ep=25; em-78.54; eoa8. SSe-IZ %pemniüivitystuff 
sp - 0; D -1.9e-9; z -1; % conductivity stuff 
nl-3; n2=8; N-50; %frequencyvectornumbers 
ml --4; m2- I; M-60,, % cmductivity vector numbers 
a- 46.5e-9; % panicle radius 
zerr-0.01; %zero enur value (percent) 
R-8.3145; T- 295; Fa9.6485e4; % more constants 
kB -1.38e-23; % boltzmann's constant 
zeta--0.0457; qo-1.6e-19; %zeta potential /electron 
eta - 8.4e-4; % Viscosityof water 
Na = 6.022e26; % Avopidmo's number in SI 
Units 
% variable definition stage 

f- logspece(nl, n2, N); 
sign = logspece(m1, m2, M); 

% plotting bit 

DCM=0; ICM=I; 
fort=1: M 

sm = sigm(1); 
Cunt = 0.0852'(sm^1.0245); 

% equation from experimental data - KCI 
tau - (a'aY(2'D); 
kappa = sgrt((20(z^2)'(qo'2)"Na'CaicY(em'eo'kB'T)); 
DlPval = fixl(fsm); 
fork =1: (N-1) 

tia sl =real(DIPval(k)); fl ° $k), 
trans2 = ieal(DlPval(k+l)); Q- t(k+l); 
test = transl'trans2; 
if test <0 

error=101; zemf= Q; 

while ertor> zerr 
shortf-Ifl Q]; 
Canc = 0.0852'(sm^1.0245); 
tau = (a'aY(2'D); 

kappa _ sM((2*(z'2)"(9d 2)*Na'CancY(em'eo'kB'T)); 
hansl = real(fixl(shoctl sm)); 
nreanf=(f1+QY2; 
Cow = 0.0852' (sm^ 1.0245 ); 
tau- (a'a)1(2'Dk 

kappa= sgrK(2"(z^2)'(qd2)'Na'ConcY(em'eo*k8'T)); 
trans - ieal(fixl(meant; sm)); 
testI =tra s'transl(1) 
test2 = tmns'hansl(2); 

iftestl <0 
Q= nwanf zemf = (meenf+f l y2; 

end 
if test2 <0 
fl = inewif zcrof= (nranf+12Y2; 

end 
error = ((abs(meanf-zerof))' 100yzerof, 

end 
zaus = [zeros uiof]; 

end 
end 
DCM = n)CNI al(DIPval)l; 
ICM = [ICM; ünag(DIPvaI)], 

end 

%watr out the plotting vector for the zeros 
aco - size(uros); 
for id - 1: (goo(2)-I) 

xovei(1M) - zeros(ld+l): 
end 
far lk - po(2): M 

xovei(Ik) -1; 
end 
m (Iog10(sibin)JogiO(t), DCM'); 
Ylabel(7og(f , equency)) 
X1abel(7og(medium conductivity)) 
%axis([ml m2 nt n2 -111) 
TideC3d plot of the real factor (fixmen) for sphere) 
view(135,45) 

%figure 
%meshoog1 fi(sigm), 1oB1 O(f)JCM'); 
"%"nenel(log(fequency)) 
'/ x1abel(7og(medium conductivity7) 
%axis([ml m2 nl n2 -11]) 
%Titie('3d plot of the imaginary factor (lyklema 1) for sphere) 
%view(135,45) 

%6ggm 
"/%loglog(sigmvover) 
6/a7öabel(1og(medium conductivity)) 
%Ylabel('zem force fiequency (Hz)') 
%-tis([1e-5 1e10 1e1 1el0]) 

FIXI. M 

fimction [RI] - fixl(fieq. sigm) 
% This function plots the 5xanan polarisation 
% The function needs the following variables defined as global 
% ep - particle perm, em - medium penn, sp - particle cond 
% sod - surface charge dens, u- mobility, a- particle radius 
% 00 - penn of fee space 

global em co aT kB zeta eta kappa zD qo; 

% dipole calculation 

alpha - dpa*a 
delta - 0.1715; % for KQ appaienlly 
w=2. 'pi. 'heq; 
°/uwr-(w. 0(7.136o-10)). /(kB. *T. 'kappa*kappa); % value for water 
wr-w. *((6. "pi "eta"qa"qo). /(kB. "kB. "T. "T. "D. "kappa*kappa)); 
lambda - sgrt(i'delta"wr); 
x- lambde. *alpha; 

zeter - (go'zeta)/(kB"T); 

ZI-z; z2--z; 
ZedI - zl/(zI'zl); Zed2 - z2/(zl'z1); 
KI -tmdi(zl'zetad4); K2- tanh(z2'zeted4); 
II thing - -<4* KI y(I+K I ); 12th ing - -(4' K2y(1+K2); 
I11-16'((K1/(I+KI))40g(l+KI)); 122-16'((K2/(1+K2))- 
Iog(I+K2)); 
I12--8'Iog(1{K2'K2)); 21--g'log(1 (KI'Kl)); 
Wad - (3'delta'Zed1y(2'zl ); IFac2 - (3'delta'Zed2)/(2'z2); 
Al I-I lthing{IFac 1'I l I) A22 - I2thing (1Fac2'I22); 
A12-{IFac2'112); A21--(Fac1'121); 
LI -zl-((2/alpha)'(Al I +A12)'z2); L2-z2-((2/alpha)'(A21 + 
A22)'z l y, 
JI - (2'zl)((2/alpha)*(Al I +A12)'z2); 
J2 --(2'z2)-((2/alpha)'(A21 + A22)'zl ); 
HI - ((1Jelpha)'(2+(2'x)+(x. 'x))) + 
((2. /(alpha'alpha)). '(l+x). '(Al l+A12)); 
1i2 - ((1Jalpha). 0(2+(2.0x)Kx. 'x))) + 
((2J(alpha'alpha)»'(I+x). '(A21+A22)); 

elpha3 ̀ elpha'alpha'alphe; 

mmmer-(Ll *H2)(L2. 'Hl); 
denom - (J1. 'H2)(J2. 'Hl); 

dipole - (numeridenom); 

RI ° dipole; 

% end of fimaian 
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Ref [14,151 

DOBRIENPLOTTER. M 

%This script calculates the lyklema I polarisation factor 
% for a given vector of conductivities . The program 
%plots a 3D graph, calculates all the zero points 
% and plots them on a 2D graph 

clear all 

global ep em co spa kB T qo tau zeta eta kappa Dz 

ep - 2S; em - 78.54; eo - 8.85e-12; % permittivity stuff 
sp-0; z-1; %conductivitystuff 

n1- 3; n2 - 8; N- 50; % 6equrncy vector mnnbers 
ml - -4; m2 -1; M- 60; % conductivity vector numbers 
a= 46.5e-9 % particle radius 
zert - 0.01; % zero error value (pent) 

R-8.3145; T- 295; F-9.6485e4; % more constants 
kB -1.38e-23; % boltmmann's constant 
zeta - 0.0457; qo -1.6e-19; % zeta potential / electron 
eta - 8.4e4; % viscosity of water 
Na - 6.022c26; % Avoodro's number in SI 
units 
D -1.957e-9; 

% variable definition stage 

f- logspaoe(n1, n2, N); 

sigm = Iogspace(m1, mZM); 

plotting bit 

DCM - o; 1CM - 0; 
fort-1. M 

sm - sig i(1); 
Conc - 0.0852'(sm^1.0245); 

% equation from experimental data - KCI 
tau - (a'ay(2'D); 
kappa - sgit((2*(z^2)*(q)12)*Na*Cmcy(em*eo*kB*T)); 
D1Pva1- obnen(«sm); 

for k -1: (N-1) 
transl - teal(DIPva1(k)); fl = f(k); 
trans2 - real(DIPval(k+1)); fl - $k+l); 
test - trensl'vans2; 
if test <0 

ertar=101; zerof- p; 
while error > zerr 

shortf- [fl t21; 
Conc - 0.0852'(sm1.0245); 

kappa - sgrt((2*(z^2)*(qo"2)*Na*Cancy(em*eo'kB'T)); 
Usual -teal(obrien(shortfsm)); 
mean= (fl+f2)12; 
Conc - 0.0852'(sm^1.0245); 

kappa - sgrt((2*(z^2)*(qo^2)*Na'ConCY(em'e0'kB*T)); 
trans = teal(obrien(meanf sm)); 
testI =Uans'hansl(1); 
test2 -uais'traisl(2); 

iftestl <0 
Q- rteanf urof - (meanf+fl)/2; 
end 
iftest2 <0 
fl - meant zerof - (mean(+f2)2; 

end 
error - ((abs(meanf-urol))' 100yuroO 

end 
zeros - [zeros zemtl; 

end 
end 

DCM - [DCM. reai(DIPvaI)]; 
ICM - [ICM; imag(DIPvaI)]; 

end 

% work out the plotting vector for the zeros 
goo - siu(uros); 
for kl -1: (goo(2)-1) 

xover(kl) - uros(kl+l); 
end 
fa lk - goo(2). M 

xover(lk) -1; 
end 

mesh(Iog1((sigm), IogI O(f), DCMM'); 
YIabel(Iog(freguency)) 
Xlabel(1og(medium conductivity)) 
axis([ml m2 nl n2 -11]) 
Tide('3d plot of the real factor (hindi/obrien) for sphere) 
view(145,45) 

%figwe 
°/omesh(Iog1 O(sigm), IogI O(f), ICM'); 
%Ylebel(7og(frequency)) 
'/. Xlabel(1o®(medium conductivity)) 
'/oexis([ml m2 nl n2 -11]) 
%Title('3d plot of the imaginary factor (lykleme 1) for spherel 
%view(135,45) 

%figu e 
%/%Ioglog(sigm, xover) 
Y. Xlabel(7o8(medium conductivity)) 
%YlabelCum force frequency (Hz) ) 
%axis([Ie-4 lel leS 1e8]) 

OBRIEN. M 

fimction [R11- obrien(6eq. sigm) 

%This fimction plots the Lyklema book polarisation 

%The function needs the following variables defined as global 
% ep - particle penn, em - medium penn, sp - particle cond 
% sod - surface charge dens, u- mobility, a- partiale radius 
% eo - penn of bee space 

global ep em co spa kB T qo tau zeta eta kappa D z; 

% dipole calculation 

w-2. "pi. 'freq; 
iwt - i. 'w. 'tau; 

m- (2*eo*em"kB*kB*T*T)/(3*eta*qo*qo*D); 
beta - (2/(kappa'a))'(1 + 
((3'mY(z'z)))'exp((go'z'zeta)/(2'k'T)); 
delta - (I + sgit(iwt)). /(1 + sqrt(iwt) + (iwt. /2)); 

dipole - 0.5 - (1.5). '(beta/(2 + beta'(1 + delta))); 

RI - dipole; 

"/. end of f iKtion 
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Ref [16] 

XFENGPLOTTER. M 
% This script calculates die polansation factor from ref 16 
% for a given vector of oasducivities . The pmglam 
% plots a 3D graph, calculates all the zero points 
% and plots them on a 2D graph. 

clear all 
global ep em eo sp aR kB qo TF tau zeta eta sod mob kappa D z; 

ep - 2.55; em - 78.54; eo = 8.85e-12 ;% pemtittivity stuff 
sp = 0.017; D =1.957e-9; z =1; % conductivity stuff 
nl - 3; n2 = 8; N= 50; % frequency vector numbers 
ml = -4; m2 =1; M= 200; % conductivity vector numbers 
a=141e-9; %panicle radius 
zerr= 0.01; % zero error value (percent) 
R=8.3145; T= 295; F-9 6485e4; % more constants 
kB =1.38e-23; % boltzmann's constant 
zeta = 0.05; qo =1.6e-19 % zeta potential I election 
eta = 8.4e-4; % viscosity of water 
Na = 6.022e26; %Avogadm's number in Sl 
units 
mob - 7.69e-8; 
sod = 0.0; 
salt =1; % salt variable:::: 
particle - 282; %a data switch 
% variable definition stage 

f= logspace(n1, n2, N); 
sigm = logspace(m1. m2. M); 

%plotting bit 

DCM=0: ICM=EL 
forI -IM 

sm = sign n(I); 
Cone = 0.0852'(sm^1.0245); "/. equation 6om experimental - KCI 
tau =(a'a)(2"D); 
kappa = sgrt((2'z'z'qo'qo'Na'ConcY(em'eo'kB'T)); 
DIPval = xfeng(f sm); 
fork =I (N-1) 

cans 1= ieal(DIPvl(k)); fl - $k); 
tnans2 = real(DIPval(k+1)); t2 = $k+l); 
test = 4ans1'Uaos2; 
if test <0 

en - 101; urof= [ 
while enor> zerr 

shortf= [fl 12]; 
Cone = 0.0852'(sm^ 1.0245); 
tau = (a'a)/(2'D); 

kappa = sgrt((2'z*z*(Io'qo*Na'ComY(em'eo'k'T)); 
tread = real(xren8(shortt sm)); 
meanf=(fl+@)(2; 
Coate = 0.0852*(sm" 1.0245); 
ta+=(a'a)((2'D); 

kappa = sgrt((2'(z^2)'((o' 2)'Na'Cmc)/(em'eo'kB'T)); 
trans = teal(xfea8(meanf sm)); 
tes[1=trans'tnansl(1); 
test2 = traos'traosl(2); 

iftestl <0 
t2=meanf zemof=(meanf+fl)(2 
end 
iftest2 <0 
fl-n ifzemfz (nef+t2}Q; 

end 
error = ((abs(n-&---f))" l0OYzemt 

zeros = [zeros zerrt]; 
and 

end 
DCM - [DC2, r; ma1(DIPvaq]; 
IcM - [ICM; imag(DIPval)1; 

end 

"/. work out the plotting vector for the zeros 
Son = size(ums); 

fork] -1: (goo(2)-1) 
xover(k1) - zems(kl+1); 

end 
for 1k - goo(2): M 

xovet(Ik) - 1; 
end 

mesh(1og10(sigm) jog1O(f), DCM'); 
Ylabel(7o8(Seguency) ) 
Xlabel(log(conductivity) ) 
mcis([ml m2 of n2-1 1]) 
Tite('3d plot of the real factor (zhou) for sphere) 
view(135,45) 
%figure 

°/«nesh(Iog10(sigm), 1ogl O(f), 1CM'); 
%Thbel(log(6equency)) 
%Xlabel(lo8(medium conductivity)) 
%axis([ml m2 nl n2 -11]) 
%Title('3d plot of the imaginary factor (schwarz) for sphere) 
%view(135,45) 
figure 
loglog(sigm, xover, b-. ) 
Xlabel(1og(medium conductivity)') 
Ylabel('zero face frequency (Hz)) 
axis([le- lel 1e5 le8]) 

hold on 
switch particle 
case 557, 

data557; loglog(conddata, posdata, 'kx); loglog(conddata ne®data, ks'); 
axis([le-4 lei 1e4 1e7]) 

case 282, 
data282; lo8log(canddate posdate, %x ; logIo8(conddeta, negleta, 7cs); 
axis([ I e-4 lei l e3 1e 7]) 

case 216, 
data216; 1o9lo9(caoddata, posdata, bc7 loglo8(conddata negdata, 7css; 
a os([le-4 lei 1e5 1e7]) 

case 93, 
data93; loglog(cmddata, posdata, 'kx'); loglog(cc ddata2, ne8dffia, 7cs); 
axi<le 4 lei 1e6le8]) 

end 
hold off 

XFENG. M 
function [RI] - schwarz(fi sign) 

% This function plots the maxwell-wagner+ Schwan/Schurr interfacial 
%polarisation terms for a prolate ellipsoidal particle. There 
% are of course three - because there are three axes. 

% The function needs the following variables defined as global 
% ep - particle pem4 em - medium pemn, sp - particle cond 
% sod - surface charge dens, u- mobility, a- particle radius 
% Co - penn of free space 

global epemeospaRkBgoTFtauzeta etasedmobkappa Dz; 

%dipole calculation 

A-0.5; 
palpha - 0.8; 
w-2. 'pi'9; 

surfc - (2'mob'scd/a); 

sigp - sp + surft +(AJ(I + ((j. 'w. *tau). Apa1pha))); 
ems - em'eo - j. '(sigm/w); 

eps - ep'eo - j. '(sipp. /w); 

dipole - (eps-ems). /(eps + (2. 'ems)); 

RI - dipole; 

end of function 
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DISP2PLOTTER. M 
% This scrip[ calculates the dausiu&-roossatti factor 
'/o for a given velar of caductivities . 

The program 
% plots a 3D graph, calculates all the zero points 
% and plats them on a 2D graph. 

clear all 
global ep em co sp aR kB qo TF taul zeta eta sed mob kappa D z; 

ep -155; em = 78.54; eo = 8.85o-12; % permittivity staff 
sp = 0.017; sod - 0; mob - 7.56e-8; % conductivity stuff 
n1-3; n2=8. N=50; %ftcquencyvector nwnbeis 
ml --4; m2- I; M-60-, % conductivity vector numbers 
a=46.5e-9; %particle radius 
D -1.957e-9; scd = 0; zeta = 0.0514; 
R-8.3145; T= 295; F=9.6485e4; % more constants 
kB =1.3ßo-23; % boltzmards constant 
qo=1.6e-19 %electz n 
eta = 8.4e-4; % viscosity of water 
Na = 6.022e26; % Avodo's number in St 

units 
z-1; 
panicle - 93; %a data switch zero of 

zerr= 0.01; %zem error value (percent) 
salt =1; % salt variable:::: 

% 1- KCI; 2- NaCl; 3- KP04 
% variable definition stage 

f- logspace(n1, n2, N). 

sign - Iogspea(ml Jn2, M): 

% plotting bit 

DCM = 0; IcM = 0; 
fort=1: M 

sin = sign(l); 
Cone = 0.0852' (sm^ 1.0245); 

% equation fiom experimental data - KQ 
kappa = sqrt((2'z*z*qo*go'Na'ComY(em*eo'k'T)), 

Cd - eo'em'kappa'aosh(F'zetä(2'R'T)); 
ML -1 + (F'zeta'(R'T'Cd)); 

taul = a'a'(2'D'ML); 
"/deal = a'a/(2'D); 
%taul a 1/(2'D'kappa'kappa); 
DIPval - aa2disi(fSm); 
fork-1: (N-1) 

tr is1- teal(DIPval(k)); fl = $k); 
trans2 = real(DIPval(k+l)); t2 - $k+l); 
test = traml'trans2; 
iftest <0 

enu-101; zerof- 0 

while enor> zerr 
sMrtf= [fl f2]; 

Cane = 0.0852'(ßn^1.0245); % equation from experimental - KCI 
kappa - sgrt((2*z'z*go'qo"Na'CancY(em'eo'kB'T)); 

Cd=eo*em"kappa*cosl F*zeta/(2*R'T)); 
ML =1 + ((F*zeta)((R'T'Cd)); 

taut = a'aW(2'D'ML); 
Ataul =a'a'(2'D); 
"/. taut =1/(2'D'kappa'kappa); 

trend = real(cm2disp(shortf sm)); 
meanf= (fl+12)V2; 

Coat = 0.0852"(sm^1.0245) % equation 5nm experimental - KCI 
kappa= sgrt((2"z*z*qo*qo*Na*Cmc)t(em*eo*kB*T)); 

Cd = eo*em"kappa"eosh(F"zeta/(2*R"T)); 
ML =1 + (F'utat(R'T'Cd)); 

taul - a*a/(2*D*ML); 
Yawl = a'a/(2"D); 

"/. taut =1/(2"D'kappa'kappa); 
trans = tea1(cm2disp(meaifsm)); 

testl =hans'Uans1(1); 
test2 = haas*tntnsl(2); 

iftestl <0 
12 = meant zerof= (rtranf+f1Y2; 
end 
if test2 <0 
f1- meant zemf- (mesif*t2Y2; 

end 
ertor=((a*nwaaf-zemf))"100YzerO 

end 
zeros - [zeros zerof]; 

end 
end 
DCM - [DCM, real(DIPvaI)1; 
ICM = [ICM; imaB(D1PvaI)]; 

end 

% work out the plotting vwor for the zeros 
goo - size(-Tos); 
for kl -1: (goo(2}1) 

xavedkl) - zeros(k1+1); 
end 
far Ik = goo(2): M 

xovez(lk) -1; 
end 

"/Umostg1og1 O(simno)JogI O(t), DCM'); 
%YlabelOo®(fn9uency)) 
°/%X1abel(7og(mediwn conductivity)') 
%axis([ml m2 nl n2 -13]) 
%Title('3d plot of the clausius-mossotti factor for sphem ) 
"/uview(135,45) 

%figwe 
loglog(sign, xaverb: ) 
X1abel(log(medium conductivity)) 
Ylabel('zero face üeguen'Y Oiz)) 

exis([le-4 lel le l 1e9]) 

hold on 
switch particle 
case 557, 

data557; logJo8(conddata, posdata, 1rx); logJo®(mnddata, ne®della, kss; 

azis([le-4 lel 1e4 1e7]) 

case 282, 
data282; logJo8(conddata, posdata, 7cx'); logJo8(eonddata, ne iata, 7cs); 

mcis([1e-4 let l e4 1e7]) 

case 216, 
data216; loglo8(conddata, posdala, 1oc'); 1o 1og(conddada, oe8data, ts ; 
exis([le 4 1el ]e4 1e7]) 

case 93, 
data93; lolo8(conddata, posdata, 7a7 IogloB(eonddaha2 neBdate. 'ksj; 

axis([Ie-4 lel 1e5 1e8]) 

end 
hold off 

CM2DISP. M 
function [R] j- cmzdisp(froq, sigm) 

% This fiax; tion plots the maxweII-wagner interfacial 
% polarisation terms for a prolate ellipsoidal particle. There 
% are of coarse duce - because there are dim axes. 

% The function needs the fotlowing variables defined as global 
% ep - particle penn, em - medium perm, sp - particle cand 
% sod - surface charge dens, u- mobility, a- particle radius 
% eo - penn of flee space 

global ep em co sp aR kB qo TF taul zeta eta sod mob kappa D z; 

% dipole calculation 

w-z"pi. "tie9; 

surfs - (z"mob"scd/a); 
sigp - sp + surfe; 
ems - em"eo - j. "(sigmM'); 
eps - epeo. j. "(siiw. lw); 

dipole l- (eps-ems)J(eps + (2. *ems)); 
dipole2 ° ConstantJ(1 + (j"*w. 'taul)); 
dipole -dipole I+ dipo e2; 

RI -dipole; 

% end of fimctim 
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Chapter Eight 

Results and discussion: Tobacco Mosaic Virus 
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8.1 Tobacco Mosaic Virus 

Tobacco Mosaic Virus (TMV) is a cylindrical, 

unenveloped plant virus (Figure 8.1) [1,2]. Its internal 

structure is shown schematically in Figure (8.2). The 

TMV virion is a straight rigid tubule of length 300nm 

long and 9nm radius composed of 2130 identical coat 

protein units close packed in a helical form of pitch 

2.3nm and 16 3 units per turn around a central 

cylindrical canal of radius 2nm. Around the canal 

there is also a single strand of RNA consisting of 6395 

nucleotides follows the same helix, with 49 

nucleotides per turn (3 per coat protein) and a radius of 

4nm. The charge groups on the RNA are associated 

with groups of opposite charge near the inner surface 

of the coat protein units. 

Figure (8.1) Dimensions 
and approximate shape of a 
single TMV virion 

Figure (8.2) Cut-away schematic of the helical internal structure of TMV. There 

are 2130 individual coat proteins arranged in a helix of with 16 
3 units per turn 

and a single strand of helical RNA of radius 4nm running through the protein units 

The molecular weight of the RNA strand is 2.05x106 and a single coat protein, which consists 

of a chain of 158 amino acids, has a molecular weight of 1.75x104. A single TMV virion has a 

molecular weight of 3.93x107. 
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This part of the project was carried out with the invaluable assistance of Dr J. J. Milner 

(Div. Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, University of Glasgow) and the original stock of 
TMV inoculum was kindly donated by Professor T. M. A. Wilson (Scottish Crop Research 

Institute, Invergowrie, Scotland). 

TMV is the most well-known and studied plant virus and, as a consequence, a great 
deal is known about its internal structure [2]. It has also been the test subject for the application 

of AC electric fields to small biological particles as long ago as 1939 when it was used for field 

orientation experiments [3]. 

Equivalent in volume to a spherical particle of radius 26nm, TMV is a much smaller 

particle than any previously studied using dielectrophoresis. It is also a long thin cylinder, a 

shape which has not been looked at in terms of experimental and theoretical comparisons. Both 

of these properties makes it an ideal and innovative particle for study in this project. Sections of 

the results and discussion in this Chapter have been published in the Journal of Biochemical and 

Biophysical Methods [4] and in the Journal of Electrostatics [5]. 

8.2 Preparation 

Tobacco Mosaic Virus (Strain U1) was raised in Nicotiana tabacum cv Petite Havana 

SRI, purified by differential centrifugation, chemically labelled with a fluorescent tag and 

resuspended in a range of different buffer concentrations for dielectrophoresis experiments. The 

following sub-sections detail each step of the preparation procedure. 

8.2.1 Purification 

The virus was purified using differential centrifugation [6]. The weights and volumes 

given are appropriate for processing a 100g sample of leaves infected with TMV. 

The procedure was carried out using 10mM potassium phosphate buffer (KPO4) at p11 

7.0, prepared by dissolving enough potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4) to make a 10mM 

solution and adding 10mM potassium hydroxide to adjust the pH to the required value. This was 

kept on ice as a stock solution for the entire procedure. 

0.2% thioglycollic acid and 1mM ethylenediaminetetra-acetic acid disodium salt(EDTA) 

(to improve yield) was added to 200m1 of the KPO4 buffer. This was added to the 100g sample 

of leaves which was shredded into a food mixer. The mixture was blended until it was of 

uniform pale green consistency and run into a beaker through four layers of muslin to remove 

large plant components. An equal volume of 1: 1 butanol(C4H90H)/chloroform(CHCI3) was 

added (200m1) and the 400m1 mixture was stirred for 10 minutes. The butanol/chloroform is an 
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organic solvent and is not miscible in the KP04. After stirring, the suspension was poured 

quickly (to avoid phase separation) into two 250ml centrifuge bottles. The bottles were put in a 
Beckman JA- 14 rotor and spun at 6krpm (7,000g) for 10 minutes in a Beckman J2-21 centrifuge. 

The suspension in the bottles was separated into two phases by the centrifuge: the lower 

dark green layer consisting of the butanol/chloroform contained the cell remnants and other heavy 

material while the upper pale, slightly cloudy layer contained mainly virus. The upper layer was 

carefully removed from the lower and placed in 25ml ultracentrifuge bottles. The bottles were 

then placed in a Sorval T-865 rotor and spun in a Sorval Combi-plus ultra-centrifuge at 50krpm 

(200,000g) for 45 minutes to separate the virus from the solution, which could contain virus and 

protein fragments. After spinning, each of the bottles had a large white pellet at the base. The 

clear liquid was removed carefully and the pellet was resuspended in 3m1 of the original 10mM 

KPO4 with 1mM EDTA. The EDTA helped to prevent aggregation of the virions and as a result 

improved the yield. The samples from all the bottles were placed in a 250ml centrifuge bottle 

which was spun in the Beckman rotor at 7krpm (9,000g) for 10 minutes. After spinning, the 

clear liquid was carefully removed from the large pellet and placed in a 25m1 ultra-centrifuge 
bottle. This bottle was again spun in the Sorval centrifuge at 50krpm (200,000g) for 45 

minutes. This slow spin removes organic components which are heavier than the virus, while 

the fast spin removes lighter components. The slow/fast cycle can be repeated until the sample is 

satisfactorily pure. After the fast spin, the clear liquid was carefully removed and the pellet was 

resuspended in 5.5m1 of 10mM KPO4. 

The virus concentration was determined using an ultraviolet spectrometer. The 

absorption at 260nm was measured and the published extinction coefficient of 3.0 used to 

determine the concentration, which was found to be 16.33 mg/ml. 

8.2.2 Fluorescence labelling 

Initial attempts at labelling the virus using NHS-rhodamine (Sigma) (a standard protein 

reagent bought commercially), which reacts with Lysine groups proved unsuccessful. The 

procedure was performed as instructed by the manufacturer, a reaction occurred and a solution 

containing labelled protein was produced. However, DEP experiment produced no visible 

results and no pellet could be produced with ultra-centrifugation. This indicated that no virus 

was present but that there was labelled protein. Testing in an electrophoresis gel gave a single 

clear band at the molecular weight of the TMV coat protein but no heavier components. Further 

literature research revealed that the positive charge of the only accessible Lysine surface group is 

important to the stable structure of the virus [7,8]. The labelling procedure was performed at 

pH8.8 where the amine group presumably has a tendency to become less positively charged. 
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This would destabilise the virus which would denature, resulting in free coat protein appearing in 

solution [8] and no intact virions. 

As a consequence, an alternative method of fluorescently labelling TMV was devised 

with the assistance of Professor J. Coggins and Ms. S. Hardie (Div Biochemistry and Molecular 

Biology, University of Glasgow) from reference 7. 

The virus was labelled with either the fluoroprobe Rhodamine B (Sigma) or the 

compound Rhodamine B amine (Sigma), the chemical structures of which are shown in Figure 

(8.3). In the first procedure, the fluoroprobe was converted into an active ester which was then 

directly coupled to the amine group of the lysine amino acid in the TMV coat protein. In the 

second procedure, the carboxyl groups on the surface of the virus were converted into active 

esters and then directly coupled to the amine group on the Rhodamine B amine compound. Both 

procedures used a carbodiimide coupling reagent to create the active ester. 

ý�. ý 
L 

Rhodamine 

\ 
Oý 

ýN NJ. 
L 

Rhodamine Amine 

Oý 

Figure (8.3) Structure of the Rhodamine and the Rhodamine amine fluoroprobes 

The first procedure (scheme 1) was carried out as follows and is shown schematically in 

Figure (8.4). 48mg of Rhodamine B (10mM) compound was mixed 11.5mg N- 

hydroxysuccinimide (10mM) in IOml of purified water. The pH was measured at 2.5 and then 

adjusted to 4.75 (the optimum coupling reaction pH) using 0.1M sodium hydroxide (NaOH). 

The mixture was stirred and 9.6mg 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminpropyl)carbodiimide (EDCI) 

(10mM) was added, giving a steady increase in pH as the reaction occurred. The pH was 

continually adjusted to 4.75 using 0.1M hydrogen chloride (HCI). After 20 minutes, the pH 

stabilised indicating that the chemical reaction had ceased. 5ml of this solution was then added to 

0.1M triethanolamine (TEA) and stirred while the remaining 5ml of reagent was added. The pH 

of the resulting TEA buffered reagent solution was measured at 7.2, a suitable pH for the virus. 

The virus was labelled in several batches to allow testing for successful labelling. 0.1ml 

of TMV in KPO4 (at 10mg/ml) was added to 0.2m1 of the 0.1M TEA buffer, 0.2m1 of purified 

water and 0.5ml of the reagent in TEA buffer. The amounts of each component were chosen to 
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give an excess of the reagent. The mixture was stirred overnight at room temperature and the 

labelled virus was separated from the excess reagent by gel filtration on Sephadex G-10. The 

virus was then concentrated by ultracentrifugation in a Sorval ultracentrifuge at 50krpm 

(200,000g) for 1 hour and stored at -70°C until required. 

Rhodamine C=0 
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O-H 

N 
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Lysine NHZ 

Rhodamine C=0 -000 
IHO CF% 

II 
EDCI N-C-N-H 

EDCI N=C-N-H 

Schemel 

Figure (8.4) Diagram of the reactions in the rhodamine labelling procedure. The 
NHS (see text) gives up a proton to the active ester during the first reaction. The 
active ester then couples with the NH2 on the Lysine to give a Lysine-rhodamine 
final product. 
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Figure (8.5) Diagram of the reactions in the rhodamine amine labelling procedure. 
The NHS (see text) gives up a proton to the active ester which is formed from the 

virus via a number of carboxylate containing amino acids in the coat protein. The 

ester then couples directly with the rhodamine amine to form a compound of 
rhodamine and the amino acid. 

The second procedure (scheme 2) was carried out as follows and is shown schematically 

in Figure (8.5). lml of a 10mg/ml TMV sample was added to 2ml of purified water and stirred 

with 2ml of TEA buffer, 11.5mg of N-hydroxysuccinimide and 10.5mg of EDCI. The pH was 

measured at approximately 5.8.50mg of rhodamine amine was added to 25ml of purified water 

Rhodamine C =0 

Lysine NH 
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and 5m1 of the rhodamine solution was then added to the solution of activated virus and stirred 

overnight. The labelled virus was separated from the excess reagents and concentrated as for the 

first procedure and then stored at -70°C. 
The first procedure resulted in brighter particles indicating more successful coupling than 

for the second procedure. There is only a single amine group on the surface of each TMV coat 

protein and there are several carboxylate groups per coat protein which would suggest that the 

second procedure would be more successful. However, the rhodamine amine is not very water 

soluble and the resulting solution is of a lower concentrations than the rhodamine B. As a 

consequence, it is difficult to have a large excess of rhodamine amine over the active carboxylate 

groups in the same manner as the first procedure (which has a large excess of rhodamine B to 

TMV amine groups. The second procedure (scheme 2) results in more stable fluorescing TMV 

virions. Virus labelled by the first procedure (scheme 1) broke up with time. 

8.2.3 Sample preparation 

Potassium phosphate buffer was used as the suspending medium for the DEP 

experiments. A 1M stock solution was prepared from IM monopotassium dihydrogen phosphate 

(Sigma) and 1M dipotassium monohydrogen phosphate (Sigma) mixed in a 1: 1 ratio. The stock 

solution was then sterilised by autoclave and the pH was measured at 7.2 ± 0.1. Different 

concentrations of suspending buffer were prepared from the stock solution using purified water 

and re-sterilised. Samples of the virus were spun down at 50krpm (200,000g) for 1 hour in the 

Sorval Combi-plus ultra-centrifuge and re-suspended in the different solutions. 

8.3 Results 

8.3.1 Buffer conductivity measurements 

The electrical conductivity of the different potassium phosphate solutions was measured 

using the HP bridge and cell (Appendix 5b. 1). The results of the conductivity measurement of 

potassium phosphate are described in detail in Chapter Seven. The graph of the conductivity 

versus concentration at 21°C (experimental temperature) is shown in Figure (8.6). The 

uncertainty in the conductivity is too small to be seen on a log-log plot of this nature but the 

marked circles can be considered sufficient indication of the errors. 
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Figure (8.6) Measured values of the conductivity (S/m) versus concentration (M) 
for the potassium phosphate solutions used in this Chapter. The uncertainty in the 
values is too small to be seen on this scale and the circle is considered to be 
sufficient indication of the error. 

8.3.2 Dielectrophoretic behaviour 

The devices described in Chapter Five were used to perform dielectrophoresis 

experiments on the different TMV samples. Both the analogue generator (Appendix 5b. 4) and 

the DDS (Appendix 5b. 5) were used to provide signals over the ranges IOOHz-20MHz and 0- 

20volts peak-peak. 

In general, during an experiment, single virions could not be resolved against the 

background fluorescence. However, increases in local concentration were readily observed for 

positive DEP and under certain experimental conditions, for negative DEP. 

Positive dielectrophoresis was observed at low frequencies in all but highest medium 

conductivities. The areas where the particles collected were the regions of highest field strength 

as indicated by the solutions for the dielectrophoretic force (Chapter Six). Figures (8.7a-c) are 

scanned photographs of Rhodamine modified TMV experiencing positive DEP. The applied 

potential was 4 volts peak to peak, the frequency was 100kHz and the medium conductivity was 
16.2mSm'. The photographs were taken using a microscope mounted with a Nikon camera and 
high speed black and white film (3200 ASA), approximately 1 minute after the field was applied. 
Positive collection was observed a few seconds after the application of the field and the intensity 

of the bright region increased with time. The dark regions in Figures (8.7a-c) are the electrodes 

and the intensity of the fluorescence in the gaps of the triangular electrodes (8.7a) and the 
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castellated electrodes (8.7b) is a good approximation of the distribution of the positive DEP 

force magnitude. Removing the field resulted in a rapid diffusion of the virions back into the 

medium within approximately ten seconds. 

(8.7a) (8.7b) 

.. ýý.. u 

(8.7c) 
-°r-- 

Figure (8.7) Positive dielectrophoresis of TMV in: (a) triangular electrodes with 

a feature and gap size of 4µm; (b) castellated electrodes with a feature and gap 
size of 5µm and (c) polynomial electrodes with a centre separation of 6µm and a 
gap size of 2µm. The applied field frequency was 100kHiz, the potential was 4 

volts peak to peak and the medium conductivity was 16.2mSm-'. 

Negative dielectrophoresis was difficult to observe under most experimental conditions. 

Negative DEP trapping was achieved in the smallest size (6µm) of polynomial electrodes but 

the bright region was impossible to render in a form that could be reproduced here. Negative 

DEP was also observed as an increased rate of diffusion from the electrode edges after 

collection by positive DEP. By collecting the virions at the edges with a suitable frequency for 

positive DEP and switching the frequency, negative DEP could be observed as rapid repulsion 

from the electrode edge. 
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833 Dielectrophoresis zero force point measurements 

The dielectrophoretic behaviour of Rhodamine and Rhodamine amine labelled TMV in 

potassium phosphate buffer pH7.2 was observed and recorded as a function of applied frequency 

and medium conductivity. At low frequencies, in general, collection of virions due to positive 
DEP at local DEP potential maxima was observed. At high frequencies, negative DEP was 

observed, either by trapping of TMV in local DEP potential minima or by repulsion from high 

field regions. The observation of negative dielectrophoresis was clarified if necessary by 

attracting virions to high field regions with positive DEP and switching the applied field 

frequency. 

The dielectrophoretic behaviour was observed to change from positive to negative at a 

frequency where the force magnitude was zero and neither type of DEP occurred. The zero force 

frequency was determined for a range of different buffer concentrations and the results are shown 

in Figures (8.8a) and (8.8b) for TMV labelled according to scheme 1 and 2 respectively. 

Zero force point - TMV carboxylate in KPO4 
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Figure (8.8a) Zero force frequency measurements for TMV labelled by scheme 1. 
The squares represent the frequencies above which negative DEP is observed by 
trapping of virions in the centre of a set of polynomial electrodes and the crosses 
represent the frequency below which positive DEP is observed. For conductivities 
above 20-30mSm', negative trapping was not observed and the crosses show the 
maximum value at which positive DEP was observed. 
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Zero force point - TMV amine in KPO4 
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Figure (8.8b) Zero force frequency measurements for TMV labelled by scheme 2. 
The crosses with error bars represent the zero force point measurement. Below this 
point positive DEP was observed and above this point repulsion from the electrode 
edges due to negative DEP was observed. During this series of experiments, 
negative DEP trapping was not observed. 

There are slight differences between the two graphs which can be attributed to the fact that the 
dielectric properties of the particles are dependent on the net surface charge in a similar manner 

to the latex spheres (Chapter Seven). The chemical labelling techniques alter the surface charge 

characteristics of the particles and the differences in the labelling procedures probably result in 

different surface charge densities on the virions. 

8.3.4 Dielectrophoresis threshold force measurements 

The threshold potential required to observe positive dielectrophoresis was measured. 

Samples of Rhodamine amine labelled TMV in KPO4 were used on an array of 4µm triangular 

electrodes. The frequency of the applied field was kept at 100kHz and the potential increased 

until positive dielectrophoretic collection and/or movement was seen in the gap between the 

electrodes approximately 1µm from the tip of the triangular feature along the line joining 

opposing tips. This distance was chosen to ensure that the numerically determined field 

strengths would correspond to the field strengths expected from the more rounded physical 

electrode features. 

Figure (8.9) shows the peak to peak potentials at which positive DEP was observed as a 
function of medium conductivity. As can be seen, the necessary potential increases with 
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increasing medium conductivity corresponding to a decrease in the susceptibility or polarisation 

factor. Comparison between this data and the numerically modelled field in order to determine 

the absolute force is discussed in section (8.4.2). 
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Figure (8.9) Variation of the threshold potential (in volts peak to peak) above 
which positive DEP is observed as a function of medium conductivity (in Sm') for 

the Rhodamine amine labelled TMV. The threshold voltage increases with 
increasing medium conductivity. 

8.4 Discussion and theoretical comparison 

This section discusses the comparison of the results in sections (8.3.3) and (8.3.4) with 

the theoretical model of the prolate ellipsoidal particle presented in Chapter Three. The dipole 

relaxation mechanism is assumed to be Maxwell-Wagner polarisation at the interface between the 

surface of the TMV protein coat and the medium. The theoretical work was carried out in 

Matlab (The Mathworks Inc, Natick, MA, USA) and the functions used are included in 

Appendix (8a). The calculation of function zeros was performed using a simple numerical 

binary search method. 

8.4.1 Zero force frequencies 

There are two distinct theories which can be applied to model the theoretical variation of 

the prolate ellipsoid. The simplest method is to model TMV as a rod with the major axis length 
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a very much greater than the minor axes lengths b and c and use equation (3.55). However, it 

would be more valid to consider the actual dimensions of TMV and use an ellipsoid model with a 
= 150nm and b=c= 9nm and equation (3.50). For the second case, the integral in equation 
(3.51) must be solved which is not a simple task, however Kakutani [9] provided an 

approximation for the case of the prolate ellipsoid. Assuming the major axis is aligned along the 

x-axis without loss of generalisation, the depolarising factors along the three axes are given by: 

Ax rGý-1ý aG b1 
J1Gab_fGb_1)_1] 

(8.1) 
rab 

[(7G, 

and: 

Ay =AZ = 
2(1-AX) 

(8.2) 

where In() indicates the natural log of and the factor Gab =a. In either case the variation in 

the susceptibilities (equations 3.50 and 3.55) completely describes the variation with frequency of 

the dielectrophoretic force, as all other terms in the dipole equation (equation (3.18) and the 

expression for the DEP force (equation (4.21) do not vary with the frequency of the applied field. 

Therefore, the zero point in the function that describes the particle susceptibility for a particular 

medium conductivity and permittivity is exactly equivalent to the zero dielectrophoretic force 

frequency for the medium. 
The variation in the susceptibility for a rod of length 300nm with medium conductivity 

and applied frequency is shown in Figure (8.10). In this plot, the rod relative permittivity was 

50, the medium relative permittivity was 78.54 and the particle conductivity 0.1 Sm''. As can 

be seen in Figure (8.1 Oa), the value of the susceptibility can rise to approximately 1000 for low 

frequencies and low medium conductivities compared to a maximum of I for the Clausius- 

Mossotti factor for the sphere. The same graph with the vertical axis expanded to the range -1 
to 1 is shown in Figure (8.1Ob). As is apparent from this figure, at high frequencies, the value 

of the susceptibility falls to the negative of the ratio of the particle to medium permittivities, 

which is approximately -3/8 in this case. Along the axis for the medium conductivity, the value 

of the susceptibility falls to -1 for high values. Figure (8. l Oc) shows the zero force line and the 

regions of positive and negative DEP behaviour for the rod and Figure (8.10d) shows the 

variation of this line with particle permittivity and conductivity. Increasing and decreasing the 

particle permittivity increases and decreases the zero force frequency without altering the point 

along the medium conductivity axis at which the zero force line drops off. Increasing and 
decreasing the particle conductivity, respectively increases and decreases the size of the positive 
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DEP region (and vice versa for the negative DEP region). As a result, the dielectric properties 

of the virions can be determined in the same manner as for the latex spheres. 

Figure (8.10a) Plot of the susceptibility 
or polarisation factor for a thin rod of 
length 300nm. For details of the dielectric 
properties of the rod and the medium see 
the text. The susceptibility of the particle, 
indicated by the vertical axis, rises to 
approximately 1000 at low frequencies and 
medium conductivities. 
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Figure (8.10b) Plot of the susceptibility 
or polarisation factor for a thin rod of 
length 300nm with the vertical axis 
expanded to show the region around zero. 
The susceptibility of the particle falls to -1 
at high medium conductivities and to -3/8 
at high frequencies. 
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Figure (8.10c) Plot of the zero force line 
and the regions of positive and negative 
DEP for the rod susceptibility as shown in 
(8.1 Oa) and (8. l Ob). 
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Figure (8.10d) Plot of the variation of the 
zero force line with particle dielectric 

properties. The three solid lines are for a,, 
= 0.1 Sm' and c=5,50,75 and the two 
dashed lines are for c= 50 and ap =I and 
0.01 Sm'. 
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Figure (8.11a) Plot of the susceptibility 
or polarisation factor for an ellipsoidal 
particle with a=150nm and b=9nm. For 
details of the dielectric properties of the 
particle and the medium see the text. The 
susceptibility of the particle, indicated by 
the vertical axis, rises to approximately 100 
at low frequencies and medium 
conductivities. 
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Figure (8.11c) Plot of the zero force line 
and the regions of positive and negative 
DEP for the ellipsoid susceptibility as 
shown in (8.11 a) and (8.11 b). 
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Figure (8. llb) Plot of the susceptibility 
or polarisation factor for an ellipsoidal 
particle with the vertical axis expanded to 
show the region around zero. The 
susceptibility of the particle falls to -1 at 
high medium conductivities and to -3/8 at 
high frequencies. 
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Figure (8.11d) Plot of the variation of the 
zero force line with particle' dielectric 

properties. The three solid lines are for a, 
= 0.1 Sm' and c=5,50,75 and the two 
dashed lines are for c,, = 50 and a, =I and 
0.01 Sm-'. 

Figure (8.11) shows the variation of the susceptibility or polarisation factor for a prolate ellipsoid 

according to equation (3.50). The dielectric properties of the particle and the medium were 

varied in the exactly the same manner as for the rod in Figure (8.10). The results are similar to 

the rod with two noticeable differences. The susceptibility reaches a maximum defined by the 

ratio 1/A,, which is in this case approximately 100. The high frequency value for the 

susceptibility is still -3/8 and the high conductivity value is -1. The zero force line also has a 

different profile, following the same pattern for higher medium conductivities but tending to a 
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constant frequency as the medium conductivity decreases. Figure (8.12) shows the difference 

between the zero force line for the rod (solid line) and ellipsoid (dashed line). The permittivity of 

the particle and medium were 50 and 78.54 respectively and the particle conductivity was 

0.1 Sm t. The lines follow the same path at higher medium conductivities but diverge at low 

frequencies as the zero force line for the ellipsoid tends to a constant frequency. 
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Figure (8.12) Plot of the zero force frequency with medium conductivity for a rod 
(solid line) and an ellipsoid (dashed). The rod length was 300nm and the ellipsoid 
had a major axis half length of 150nm and minor axis half lengths of 9nm. The 

particle permittivity and conductivity were 50 and 0.1 Sm ' respectively and the 

medium permittivity was 78.54. 

It is apparent from both models that the force on a particle with the dimensions of a TMV virion 

due to dielectrophoresis is going to be much greater than for a sphere of the same volume at low 

frequencies and medium conductivities. 

The measured zero force points were compared with the theory and the values for the 

particle permittivity and conductivity determined. The best fit for the Rhodamine labelled TMV 

was using the ellipsoid model as the rod model did not match the data at all points. The ellipsoid 

fit is shown in Figure (8.13) demonstrating a tendency towards a fixed frequency as the medium 

conductivity decreases. 
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Figure (8.13) Theoretical matching line from the ellipsoid model (solid line) with 
the results for the TMV labelled by scheme 1 (Rhodamine). The particle relative 
permittivity was set to 40 and the conductivity set to 0.17 Sm'. The medium 
relative permittivity was 78.54. The dashed line is the best fit line for the rod model 
with the values for the parameters as given in Table (8.1). 

The values for particle relative permittivity and conductivity determined from this match were 

0.17 ± 0.01 Sm' and 40 ±5 respectively. Matching the rod model to the higher medium 

conductivity points and neglecting the low am points gave values of 0.17 ± 0.02 Sm'' and 45 ±8 

respectively. However, this was not considered a sufficiently accurate theoretical model. The 

results of the theoretical comparison are shown in Table (8.1). 

The best fit for the TMV labelled with Rhodamine amine was obtained with the rod 

model due to the unsatisfactory fit of the ellipsoid model at low medium conductivities. The 

values for particle conductivity and relative permittivity determined from this match were 0.085 ± 

0.003 Sm' and 55 ±5 respectively. Matching the ellipsoid model to this data gave values of 

0.085 ± 0.005 Sm' and 55 ± 10 for ap and respectively. The two models agree on the values 

for the relative permittivity and conductivity but the fit for the rod model was considerably more 

accurate than the ellipsoid model. The results for this comparison are summarised in Table (8.1) 

along with the results for the Rhodamine labelled TMV. 
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Figure (8.14) Theoretical matching line from the rod model (solid line) with the 
results for the TMV labelled by scheme 2 (Rhodamine amine). The particle relative 
permittivity was set to 55 and the conductivity set to 0.085 Sm'. The medium 
relative permittivity was 78.54 and the dashed line is the best fit (see Table 8.1) for 
the ellipsoid model. 

Table (8.1) Summary of data comparison results for the rhodamine labelled TMV 

and the Rhodamine amine labelled TMV for the rod and the ellipsoid model. 

label model ap (Sm') EP 

Rhodamine ellipsoid 0.17 ± 0.01 40 ±5 

scheme 1 rod 0.17 ± 0.02 45 ±8 

Rhodamine amine rod 0.085 ± 0.003 55 ±5 

scheme 2 ellipsoid 0.085 ± 0.005 55 ± 10 

TMV virions are unenveloped and can be considered to be a solid protein object with a 

given surface charge density. The high value of the particle conductivity is therefore likely to 

arise from the counterions associated with the surface charge moving along the surface as well as 

charges moving inside the particle. As mentioned previously, the different labelling procedures 

result in a different surface charge distribution which could account for the difference in the 

conductivity values for the two types of TMV. High values for the relative permittivity and 
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conductivity have been reported previously for a similar unenveloped plant virus, Alfalfa Mosaic 
Virus [101. 

8.4.2 Threshold force 

The absolute DEP force FDEp can be derived from equation (4.21) and the expression for 

the susceptibility of the particle. The force equation is: 

Fý 
2nabc 

cmRe Jxi VI J2 (8.3) 

where a, b, c are the half lengths of the axes, em is the medium permittivity and x is the 

susceptibility or polarisation factor (equation 3.50 or 3.55). DI j2 is calculated numerically for 

the different electrode shapes as discussed in Chapter Six. 

The force on a TMV virion can be calculated from equation (8.3) given the magnitude of 

VIER at a point. The threshold potential required to induce observable positive DEP of TMV 

was measured as a function of medium conductivity (section 4.3.4) at a constant frequency of 
100kHz. Thermal effects will be considerable on TMV as it is equivalent in volume to a sphere 

of approximately 26nm radius and below the threshold, it was assumed that these effects were 
dominant. The electric field was numerically calculated for a'triangular electrode with feature 

and gap size equal to 4µm. The value of 
IvJJ2I 

at a distance of 1µm from the tip for each 

applied potential was determined. Typically, for a peak to peak potential of 2 volts, 
I'L2I ät 

I pm had an average value of 1017 V2m-3. The maximum value for the same solution was 

approximately 1021 V2m 3 at the tip and the minimum value along the line between the tips was 
1016 VZm 3 in the centre. 

In addition to the simple dielectrophoretic force, the torque on the particle must be 

considered. The equations described previously all assume that the major axis is aligned with the 

electric field. However, an ellipsoid at a random orientation to the field, experiences a torque 

which tends to align one of the axes with the field [5]. As was shown in [5] and [11], the 

regions of frequency and medium conductivity in which the major axis is not aligned with the 
field can be calculated. For the rod, the torque component at any point always acts to align the 

major axis with the field. From calculations based on [5,11], when the rod is oriented with one 

of the minor axes parallel to the field, the torque is zero but the particle is in an unstable 

equilibrium. For the prolate ellipsoid, from [I l], the torque acts to orient the major axis with 
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the field for medium conductivities greater than 0.1 Sm 1 and for all frequencies. For 

conductivities less than 0.1 Sm 1, the torque acts to align a minor axis with the field in a narrow 
frequency window from approximately 5-50MHz. Therefore, for the purpose of calculating the 

DEP force at 100kHz, the particle can be assumed to be oriented with the major axis parallel to 

the electric field. 

against '/X. This is shown in Figure (8.15) for a susceptibility given by the rod model with the 

particle dielectric properties determined in section (8.4.1). The gradient of this plot is: 

r2itabc 
Fm`/l 

3 
(8.4) 

where Fh, is the threshold force. Using equation (8.4) a threshold force value of Fft = 

1.12x10"15 N (± 52% ) was calculated, equivalent to an rms value of 5.6x10"16 N. The same 

calculation was performed for the ellipsoid model and the threshold force found to be Fft = 

1 . 05x 10-15 N (± 47%) which is equivalent to an rms value of 5.3x 10"16 N. 
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Figure (8.15) A plot of VIER at the threshold potential against the reciprocal of 

the particle susceptibility from the rod model given by equation (3.55). The 
threshold potential was defined to be the potential at which positive DEP is 

observed. 
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The calculated value for the force is much lower than would be expected from the 

thermal diffusion arguments used to predict threshold forces previously [12,13]. One possible 

error is the volume term in equation (8.3) and (8.4). The high value of particle conductivity for 

TMV was deduced to arise from surface charge and associated counterions (section (8.4.1). If a 

noticeable proportion of these counterions are in a diffuse layer around the particle, the 

additional volume equal to the surface area times the Debye length should be considered. In the 

lowest medium conductivity measured, the Debye length is large compared to the particle radius, 

the volume of the particle is increased by a factor of approximately 20 and the force is therefore 

increased by the same amount to approximately Ix 10"14 N. However, even allowing for this 

correction, the estimated force is orders of magnitude lower than expected from the arguments of 

Pohl [12]. 

The force required to overcome thermal effects is discussed further in Chapter Nine. 
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Appendix (8a) Matlab functions 

This appendix contains the functions used to plot the functions for the susceptibility and 

zero force frequencies for a rod and a prolate ellipsoid in section (8.4). 

Rod plotting script 
%This script calculates the daiaius-n osaotti team for a 
% Prolate spheroid whidi has become a rod of length a 
% given a vector ofconcluctivities. The program 
% plats a 3D gbh, calculates all the zero points 
%adplots them on a2Dgraph. 

clear all 

global ep em co sp sod mob a; 

ep - 55; em - 78.54; co - 8.85c-12-, % permittivity 
stuff 

sp - 0.085; and - 0.0; mob - 756e-ß; % conductivity 
s 
n1-1; n2=10; N-50; %fiequency 
vecxornunbers 
ml - d; m2-1; M-200; %conductivity wannnumbers 
a-150e-4 %partide mdna 
zerr- 0.01; %zero error value 
(Pe-) 
label - 2; % switch 
drodamine amine (2) or rhodamine (1) 

" variable definition stage 

f- logspace(n 1, n2, N); 
sigm- logipaoe(ml, m2, M); 

for kl -1: (goo(2}1) 
xovedkl) - zeros(k1+1); 

aid 
far Ikag o(2): M 

xwei(Ik) -1; 
end 

Yw ne sh(l og t O(s i gni) Jog l O(f), DcM); 
%YIabel(9oo(frequency) ) 
/. X1abel(Iog(meduun conductivity)) 
%axis([ml m2 nl n2 -1 1]) 
°/%Title('3d plot of the polarisation factor for rod) 
%view(135,45) 

%figure 
109108(siWilk er) 
X1abe1(7og(mediinn caductivity)') 
Ylabel('zero faa fiequency (Hz)') 
axis([le-4 let ley le8]) 

hold on 
switch label 
ease l 

dataTMV; loglog(oonddataposdata, )'. 
1oglog(c-ddsta(1: 5). ne8da a, Is); 

axis([1e-4 lel 1e5 1e8]) 

case 2 
dataTMV: loglog(canddat$posdata, 7cx); 
axis([le-4 1e1 ley 1e8]) 

end 
hold off 

%plotting bit 

DCM=0; 1CM=U; 
fart=l. M 

sm = sigma); 
DlPval - MWnod(f sm); 
fork =1: (N-1) 

transl real(DIPval(k)); fl-1k); 
bans2 - real(DlPval(k+1)); 12 - $k+l); 
test - train "uans2; 
iftest<0 

error-101; zerof- U; 
w1uie error> zerr 

shortf- [fl 121; 
t-l-rcal(MR'Fod(s'-t sro)); 
meanf- (fl+12)2 

ums`-W(MWin 4n)); 
test] - ais"uansl(1) 
test2-ti s tr isl(2); 

iftestI <0 
12 -mead zerof-(meanf+fl Y2; 
end 
iftest2 <0 
f1- meant zerof- (mcanf+12)2; 
end 

en -((abs(memif-zemO)'IOOyzerof 
end 
zeros - [zeros zerof; 

end 
end 
DCM - [DCM. real(DlPval)1; 
1CM -[ CM, ima DIPval)); 

end 

%i uk out the plotting veaa far the zmm 
goo - size(ums); 

Rod susceptibility function 

function [RI] - MWrod(fieq sign) 

% This Gawtion plots the maxwell-wager interfacial 
polansalion terms for a prolate ellipsoidal particle. There 

% are of course two - because there aye three axes, two of which 
% have the same answer. 

%The finctiom needs the following variables defined as global 
% ep - particle penn, em - medium penn, sp - particle Band 
%scd-stufe Schargedens. u-mobility, eo-PennofSeespace 
%a- vines paruck length 

global ep em co sp sod mob a 

%dipole calculation 

w° 2'pi'6eq; 
swfc - 2'mob'scd/a; 
sisp - sp+stafc; 
ens - em'eo - j. *(sigm. /w); 

em = ep'eo - j. '(si6Piw); 

dipole - (eps-eme). /ems; 

RI - dipole; 

% end of function 
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Prolate ellipsoid plotting script 

" This script calculates the clausius-mossotti factor for a 
" prolate spheroid with axes radii a> b-c 
" given a vector of conductivities . The program 
% plots a 3D graph, calculates all the zero points 
% and plots them on a 2D graph. 

clear all 

global epemeospsedmobabc; 

ep -45; em - 78.54; eo = 8.85e-12; 
stuff 
sp - 0.16; sod - 0.0; mob - 7.56e-8; 
stuff 
n1-1; n2-10; N=50; 
vector numbers 

xoveqlk) - 1; 
end 

"/mnesh(logI O(sigm)jogI O(1), DCMM'); 
"/. Ylebel(Iog(frequeney)) 
%)(label(Io®(medium conductivity)) 
%exis([mI m2 nI n2 -1100]) 
%Tide('3d plat of the polarisation factor for prolate ellipsoid) 
%view(135,45) 

%figure 
Ioglo®(sigm, xover) 
Xlabel(Io8(me(bum conductivity)) 
YlabelCzero force frequency (Hz)) 

%pemumvity axis([le-4 let ley 1e8]) 

"/. conductivity 

'/o frequency 

ml -4; m2- I; M-200, % canductivrty vector numbers 
zerr-0.01; % zero ezmr value 
(Pe-) 
Zabel =1; % switch 
rhodamine amine (2) or drodamine (1) 
a- 150e 4, b- 9o-9; c- 9e-9; 

% variable definition stage 

r- logspaoe(n1, n2, N); 
sigm - Iogspace(m1. m2. M); 

%platting bit 

DCM=o; ICM=o; 
for lI: M 

sm sigm(1); 
DIPvaI = MWellipse(fsm); 
fork=1: (N-I ) 

ttansl = real(DlPval(k)); fl =1(k); 
trans2 = real(DlPval(k+l)); f2 - f(k+l); 
test=dander lsz- 
iftest<0 

error -101; zemf- 0; 
while error> zerr 

shortf= [fl 12]; 
trend =teal(MWellipse(shortfsm)); 
meaof=(fl+f2y2; 

trans = teal(MWellipse(meanfsm)); 
testl =tzans'uansl(l); 
test2 =tFans'tmisl(2); 

iftestl <0 
Q= meanf zemf = (rteanf+fl)2; 
end 
iftest2 <0 
fl = meaif umf= (meaif+Qy2; 
end 

error - ((abs(meanf-urof))* I OOyurot 
end 
ums = [- -II; 

end 
end 
DCM - (DCM, real(DIPvaI)J 
ICM - [ICM, inw D1Pval)1; 

end 

"/. work out the plotting vector for the zeros 
goo - size(zems); 
fork) -1: (goo(2)-1) 

xover(kl) -zeros(ld+l): 
end 
for Ik - goo(2): M 

hold on 
switch label 
case I 

dataTMV; 1081o®(mnddata, posdata, 1 x); 
Io81og(conddata(l: 5), ne®data, 7cs); 

axis([le-4 let 1e5 1e8J) 

case 2 
dataTMV; loglo©(canddata, posdata, 7cx ; 
axis«le-4 let 1e5 1e81) 

end 
hold off 

Prolate ellipsoid function 

function [R1 R2, R3]-MWellipse(freq, sign) 

%This function plots the mexwell-waVter interfacial 
%polarisation terms for a prolate ellipsoidal panicle. There 
% are of coarse three - because there are three axes. 

The fimctim needs the following variables defined as global 
% ep- particle penn, em - medium penn, sp - particle amd 
% sod - surface charge dens, u- mobility, eo - penn of five space 
"/. sbc- the comparitive radii but b must equal C 

global epemeospsodmobabc; 

% dipole calculation 

w-2"Pi"fieA; 
surft - 2'mob'scd/a; 
siSp - sp + surft; 
ems - em'eo - j. '(sign. /w); 

eps - ep'eo - j. '(sigp. /w); 

%calculate the directional volume tens 

ae - alb; inter=((qc qe)-1); 
Ax - (((ge/sqrt(imer))*Ioy(ge + sgrt(inter))} I yimer 
Ay - (1-Ax)! 2; 

Az (I-A=n; 
Xdipole - (epsems). /((Ax. '(CPS-ems)) + ems); 
Ydipole - (cps-ems). /((AY. '(eps-emS)) + ems); 
Zdipole - (eps-ems). /((Az. "(eps<ms)) + ems); 

RI - Xdipole; 
end of f action 
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Chapter Nine 

Results and discussion: Particle movement 
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9.1 Introduction 

A particle in solution undergoing dielectrophoresis (DEP) experiences a number of forces 

other than the dielectrophoretic force, FDA as described in Chapter Four. Summarising, these 

are: the buoyancy force F related to the gravitational force and the difference in the particle and 

solution densities; a random thermal force FRA1., D from Brownian motion; the diffusion force 

FDIFF, related to the thermal energy of the system and the concentration gradient, if any; and the 

viscous drag force FDR, n due to the fluid. The total force ET on the particle is given by the sum: 

FT=wee+FB +FRAND i ED + DRAG (9.1) 

For DEP on the super-micrometre scale, for example DEP separation of cells [1-3], the 

effects of forces other than buoyancy and drag are generally ignored in the total force equation. 
If the cell is more dense than the suspending medium, the buoyancy force acts downwards and 
the cell sinks until it comes to rest on the glass substrate or on the electrodes and the buoyancy 

force can also be neglected. In this case there is, of course, an extra drag term due to the 
friction between the cell and the surface. 

On the sub-micrometre scale, thermal forces cannot be ignored. Thermal effects must be 

considered in order to explain for example, why there is a threshold DEP force required to 

initiate movement (Chapter Eight). If the force equation consisted only of the DEP term and a 

drag term acting against it, then DEP should be observed for all applied field strengths but it is 

not. Section (9.2) presents and discusses a definition pertinent to this problem. 

An additional effect observed clearly on the sub-micrometre scale [4,5] is fluid flow 

caused by a combination of electrical and thermal effects. The high electric fields in DEP 

electrodes can cause strong fluid flow, which in turn adds to the drag term in the total force 

equation. The drag term in equation (9.1) as applied to cell DEP is only valid for a static fluid, 

which is not necessarily true for the sub-micrometre scale and in certain circumstances the super- 

micrometre scale as well. Section (9.3) discusses fluid flow patterns and the observational 

evidence for such, as well as clarifying previously reported "unexplained" DEP phenomena 

which can be completely explained in terms of fluid flow [2,3]. 
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9.2 Observations of forces and Brownian motion. 

An energy based argument can be used to describe the balance, or lack of, between the 

dielectrophoretic energy (equation 4.22) and the thermal energy of a particle (which is of the 

order of kT) by numerically comparing the two energies [6]. However, experiments have 

consistently shown that the values of electric field strength predicted by this method which are 

necessary to overcome the effects of thermal energy are too high. The problem with this method 
is that it simply balances the thermal energy with the dielectrophoretic potential at a point 

whereas the force is the gradient of the potential. As a result, it is better to consider the force 

instead. 

9.2.1 Definition: An 'Observably Deterministic Force' 

An energy method can be used to describe the force necessary to trap colloidal particles 

as above, however, it is forces and potential gradients which are most important for 

dielectrophoresis, especially on the sub-micrometre scale 

In this section for the sake of experimental analysis, an `observably deterministic' force 

is defined for a single colloidal particle over a time interval At. A colloidal particle is defined in 

physical chemistry to be a particle whose size is between the limits I nm and 1 µm. In this range, 

the particle is small enough to be significantly affected by Brownian motion but still large enough 

so that the medium it is suspended in can be assumed to be a continuum. 

The system is taken to be sufficiently large so that the boundary conditions do not affect 

the particle over a time interval At. At time t=0, the particle position is recorded by an 

observer and its position at this time can be represented by a delta function at position x=0. 

Over a period of time, the particle experiences a random force which gives rise to stochastic 

movement of the particle (Chapter Four). As a result, the position of the particle after some time 

can only be represented by a probability distribution of possible positions around a mean value. 

In this specific case, the position of the particle after time At is represented by a Gaussian 

displacement distribution (with zero mean) and standard deviation (from equation 4.8) given by: 

ßx = (6DOt)y (9.2) 

where D is the particle diffusion coefficient given by D= kT/f (equation 4.13) and f is the 

friction factor for the particle. 
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Assume that the particle experiences an arbitrary uniform force F and that the force has 
been applied for a time prior to t=0 sufficient for the system to reach steady state. The particle 
therefore moves at a terminal velocity given by: 

F 
(9.3) 

In the steady state, over the time interval At, the displacement is given by Ax = vAt and 
substituting for v from equation (9.3) gives: 

F 
Ax = -At (9.4) 

At t=0, the particle position is represented by a delta function at x=0. For t>0, the particle 
moves only under the influence of the force F and Brownian motion. After time At, the position 
of the particle is represented by a Gaussian distribution with mean position given by equation 
(9.4) and a standard deviation given by equation (9.2). In simple terms, this means that if the 

particle is observed for the second time after At, there is a 67% chance of finding it within a 
sphere of radius ßx around the mean position Ax. If the radius of the sphere is equal to three 

standard deviations, the probability is now 99.7%. 

For the definition of an observable deterministic force, a displacement of Ax =3 x ax is 

considered a sufficient limit to determine whether the particle has moved due to the force F over 

the time interval At. Substituting this displacement (using equation 9.2) into equation (9.4) 

gives: 

F 
At = 3(6DAt)y 

which can be rearranged in terms of the force and the time interval: 

Fi ty = (54kTf)y (9.5) 

This gives the threshold force required to be `observably deterministic' for a particle of friction 

factor f over a time interval At. Figure (9.1) shows the variation of F with At for a spherical 

particle of radius a, in a medium of viscosity 8.4x 104 Nsm 2 at a temperature of 295K. 

Increasing the time interval (for the same particle) decreases the threshold force. Also, 

since this is a statistical definition, increasing the number of observations, by either repeated 
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observations of the same particle or by looking at several non-interacting particles, also 
decreases the threshold force. The equation produced by considering the case of multiple 
observations is not discussed here. 

OD Force threshold against observation time and particle radius 

,-ý -12 z 

-14 
0 
ö . 16 

-18 

Figure (9.1) Diagram of the variation of the observably deterministic force 
threshold with observation time and particle radius in the colloidal domain. The 
value along the vertical axis is the log of the threshold force and all three axes are 
loglo of the appropriate value. 

The next section compares values of forces for latex spheres and TMV obtained from 

experimental observations with the force predicted by this theory. 

9.2.2 The dielectrophoretic force. 

Figure (9.2a) shows a theoretical plot of the value of the observational force threshold F 

against time interval At for the four sizes of latex spheres used in the experiments detailed in 

Chapter Seven. The predicted size of force for an observation time of approximately 1-10 

seconds is of the order of 10-14N which can be achieved for the 282nm spheres with 
J= 

3x 1014VZm 3. This value of the gradient of the dielectrophoretic potential can easily be obtained 
in a set of experimental electrodes. 

Figure (9.2b) shows a plot of the theoretical force threshold for Tobacco Mosaic Virus. 

The predicted value for the threshold is - 3-8x I0-15N for an observation time of between I and 10 

seconds which agrees with the measured threshold force of 6x10-16N in Chapter Eight if the 

volume of the virus is assumed to include the double layer. The calculation was performed using 
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the friction factor for an ellipsoid as outlined in section (4.2.2) and the correction factor (equation 

4.4) was determined to be 1.86. 

z 
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Figure (9.2a) Theoretical diagram of the variation of the observably deterministic 
threshold force for the four sizes of latex spheres used in Chapter Seven. The upper 
solid line is for the 557nm, the lower solid line is for the 216nm, and the upper and 
lower dashed lines are for the 282nm and 93nm spheres respectively. As can be 

seen, the threshold force, plotted along the y-axis decreases with particle radius. 
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Figure (9.2b) Theoretical diagram of the variation of the observably deterministic 

force threshold for TMV. The threshold force plotted along the y-axis decreases 

with increasing time of observation. 

OD Force threshold against observation time 
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9.3 Fluid movement in microelectrode arrays 

Fluid flow caused by the electric field in microelectrodes has been reported previously 

[4,5], without a detailed attempt being made to characterise the behaviour. It has been 

described both as a disruptive effect or something which assists dielectrophoretic collection in the 

case of polynomial electrodes [4]. Dielectrophoresis on the sub-micrometre scale is affected by 

convection to a greater degree than for larger systems and as a result the effect of fluid movement 

cannot be ignored. Controlled fluid movement can in fact be used as a practical means of 

separation independently of dielectrophoresis as shown in Chapter Ten. 

Work on elucidating the mechanism responsible for fluid flow is being carried out in a 

collaborative project with the University of Sevilla. This work is not part of this thesis, but the 

results are worthy of inclusion. 

The charge relaxation frequency of a liquid is given by 2nfo = 1/T = a/c. Power 

dissipation in a liquid gives rise to temperature gradients which in turn produce inhomogeneities 

in the permittivity and conductivity of the liquid. As a result, volume forces occur, driving fluid 

motion. At low frequencies, below a threshold frequency fo , coulomb forces dominate, 

whereas at high frequencies, above fo, dielectric forces (from permittivity gradients) dominate. 

The threshold frequency at which both forces are equal is given by [5]: 

I 
äa Z 

2nfo =1T (9.6) 

caT 

The coulomb force is approximately ten times stronger than the dielectric force [5]. 

This section describes the different convection patterns observed in the micro electrode 

arrays used during the course of this work and the resulting observed particle movement. The 

frequency ranges in which each pattern is seen is detailed as well as the effect of altering the 

frequency and potential of the applied field. 
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9.3.1 Low frequency fluid flow 

At frequencies below f. fluid movement was observed moving onto the electrode 

surface. Figure (9.3) shows a representation of a gap between two parallel electrodes and the 

observed fluid motion. The fluid moves onto and parallel to the electrode surface along a path 

which is perpendicular to the edge of the electrode. 

Fluid flow 

0° 180 

electrodes 

Figure (9.3) Approximate fluid flow observed at the edges of electrodes at 
frequencies below fö. 

This fluid flow occurred at any electrode edge and the velocity of the flow increased both with 

decreasing frequency and increasing potential. According to the theory [5], this flow velocity 

reaches a plateau as the frequency is decreased but in these type of microelectrode arrays. it 

was difficult to determine an absolute flow velocity. This type of flow was seen at higher 

frequencies in media of higher conductivity as the charge relaxation frequency is 

correspondingly higher. 

In microelectrode arrays, the observation of this flow is complicated by the geometry 

of the electrodes. The flow velocity was proportional to the electric field strength in some 

manner and the flow pattern was complicated by the shape of the electrode edges. In 

hyperbolic electrodes, the flow was readily observed when the latex spheres experienced 

positive dielectrophoresis. The DEP force pulled the particles towards the electrode edge and 

the drag force from the fluid flow pushed them away. This is shown schematically in Figure 

(9.4) with the flow patterns for one electrode only being drawn for simplicity. 

Figure (9.4a) shows the flow at a low potential and the line along which the fluid flow 

balances the DEP force is close to the electrode edge. If the potential is high, as shown in 

Figure (9.4b), the fluid velocity is highest where the field is strongest (see Chapter Six), the 

fluid has a higher velocity over a greater distance and the particles are pushed well onto the 

electrodes. Figure (9.5) shows a photograph of 557nm diameter spheres on a set of 10µm 

hyperbolic polynomial electrodes at 100kHz 12 volts peak to peak in 1 mM KCI. Fluid flow is 

vey apparent and the particles are being pushed well away from the centre of the array into the 

centre of the individual electrodes 
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(9.4a) Fluid flow (blue arrows) and approximate particle position on a set of hyperbolic electrodes at low potentials and f< fo. 
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(9.4b) Fluid flow (blue arrows) and approximate particle position on a set of 
hyperbolic electrodes at high potentials and f< fo. 

Figure (9.4) Schematic diagram of the low frequency fluid flow direction close to 
the electrode edge on one of the four electrodes in the hyperbolic polynomial 
design. The approximate particle positions at which the drag force and the 
positive DEP force balance are indicated. 
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Figure (9.5) Low frequency fluid driven movement of 557nm spheres on a set of 
hyperbolic polynomial electrodes with a centre separation of 1011m. A few 
spheres can be seen stuck to the edge of the electrodes by positive DEP but the 
majority are being pushed on top of the electrodes by the movement of fluid from 
the edges onto the surface. 

On the castellated electrodes, the pattern is more complicated owing to the symmetrical 

nature of the electrodes and the fact that the surface area of the electrodes is small compared to 

the length of the edges. Figure (9.6a) and (9.6b) show schematic representations of a high and 
low potential flow patterns on castellated electrodes at f< fo. At a frequency low enough for 

this type of convection to be prominent, positive DEP of the spheres is seen at low potentials. 
As the potential is increased, the fluid velocity increases and the drag force reaches a 

magnitude sufficient to push the particles away from the edges. The fluid velocity decreases 

very rapidly with distance from the electrode edge and the particles settle at points where the 

two forces balance as shown by Figure (9.6a). 

As the potential is further increased, the particles are pushed into the centre of the 

electrodes where they settle into formations dictated by the flow patterns. The fluid moves in 

from all edges into the centre of the electrode, then up and out into the bulk. The particles 

remain along the axis of symmetry of the electrodes, presumably under the influence of gravity, 

positive DEP and possibly, the formation of a stagnation region. This is shown schematically 

in figure (9.6b) and by experimental results shown in Figure (9.7) which show the effect of 

increasing the potential on 93nm diameter latex spheres in a set of 41Am castellated electrodes. 
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(9.6a) Fluid flow (blue arrows) and approximate particle position on a set of 
hyperbolic electrodes at low potentials and f< fo. 
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(9.6b) Fluid flow (blue arrows) and approximate particle position on a set of 
hyperbolic electrodes at high potentials and 1'< CO. 

Figure (9.6) Schematic diagram of'the low f equency fluid flow direction close to 
the electrode edge on one of the features on a set of castellated electrodes. I'hc 

approximate particle positions at which the drag force and the positive I)I? P fierce 
balance are indicated. 
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(9.7a) 

(9.7c) 

(9.7b) 

(9.7d) 

Figure (9.7) Experimental images of 93nm diameter latex spheres in 1mM KCl 

on a set of 4µm feature and gap size castellated electrodes. The frequency of the 
applied field was 100kHz and the potential was 4volts peak to peak in (9.7a) and 
increased to 6,8 and 10 volts peak to peak in (9.7b-d). 

(9.8a) 557 nm spheres in 50µM KCl at an 
applied frequency of 100kHz and 5 volts 
peak to peak. 

(9.8b) 93 nm spheres in 50µM KCI at an 
applied frequency of 100kHz and 5 volts 
peak to peak. 

Figure (9.8) Experimental images of latex spheres on a set of 4µm castellated 
electrodes forming in the diamond formation reported previously [2,3]. As can be 

seen from (9.8b), there are a few spheres still experiencing positive DEP while 
most are pushed into the centre by fluid flow 
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The diamond formation shown in Figure (9.6b) and (9.8b) for 93nm latex spheres has 

been reported previously for cells on castellated electrodes [2,3]. Here, the effect is seen at 
lower frequencies (owing to the fact that cells are much larger) and also occurs for cells that are 

experiencing negative dielectrophoresis. The reason that the particles which move into the centre 

of the electrodes are those which are experiencing negative DEP in this case rather than positive 
is that the trapping force for the former is much lower than for the latter. There is also the fact 

that the negative trap does not exist after a certain height above the electrodes (see Chapter Six). 

For the spheres, the movement into diamond shapes on top of the electrodes occurs while they 

are experiencing positive dielectrophoresis. At low potentials, they are trapped at the electrode 

edges by positive DEP as shown in Chapter Seven. As the potential is increased, they move into 

the centre of the electrodes in the manner described above. The Clausius-Mossotti factor does 

not vary with the potential of the applied signal (for linear dielectrics), so the movement cannot 
be due to dielectrophoresis. 

This form of fluid flow is reproducible and was observed over a wide range of medium 

conductivities and appears to occur only below the charge relaxation time (or fo) of the liquid. 

9.3.2 High frequency fluid flow 

The second type of fluid flow occurred at high frequencies, possibly only above Co. It 

was most noticeable in the polynomial electrodes as the flow enhanced the collection of particles 

by negative dielectrophoresis in the centre of the electrodes. However, it also levitated the 

particles above the surface of the electrodes which distinguished it from DEP. The fluid 

movement in this case seemed to be in the opposite direction to the flow in Figure (9.3) but also 

operated on a larger scale. The flow develops into convection patterns and the position and 

shape of these patterns varies with frequency and voltage. They occur in macroscopic areas of 

high field, such as the centre of an electrode array, rather than microscopic high field points like 

the electrode edges. For the case of the polynomial electrodes, this meant that the flow moved 

into the centre of the electrodes from a long distance beyond the array and then up along a line 

perpendicular to the centre of the array. The scale of the flow pattern increased with increasing 

frequency and potential as shown by Figures (9.9a) and (9.9b). A levitated ball of particles 

trapped by negative DEP and levitated by fluid flow was seen above the centre of the electrodes. 

If the potential was increased further, the drag force from the flow increased to the point where 

the particles were levitated too high and could no longer be held in the trap so that they diffused 

out into the medium. 

For sufficiently high potentials and/or frequencies, the flow pattern was such that 

particles moving into the array were carried up and out of the array again before reaching the 
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centre. If a single particle was trapped in the centre of the array as shown in Section (7.3.4), 

the centre of the electrodes could be blocked off from the bulk medium by this method ensuring 

that the single particle remained undisturbed as shown in Figure (9.9b). 

ý-"' 

(9.9a) Diagrammatic representation of the observed fluid flow (blue arrows) and 
approximate particle position on a set of hyperbolic electrodes at f> fo. 

rf 
ý-ý:, g tt 

(9.9b) Diagrammatic representation of the observed fluid flow (blue arrows) and 
approximate particle positions on a set of hyperbolic electrodes at higher potentials 
and/or frequencies than in (9.5a). The trapping of a particle at the centre as shown 
does not occur when the fluid is moving in this manner. The particle must first be 
trapped at a lower frequency and/or potential. 

Figure (9.9) Schematic diagram of the high frequency fluid flow in a set of 
hyperbolic polynomial electrodes. The fluid movement in general is along the 
gaps between the electrodes, up and out of the centre of the array. 
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Fluid movement was also seen in castellated and triangular electrodes at the same 
frequencies and this produced a general movement of liquid upwards over the array, coupled 

with movement of fluid from regions outside the electrode arrays. Experimental images of this 

effect are difficult to obtain with a microscope but have been reported previously by other 

researchers in the field [4]. 

9.3.3 Other convection patterns 

There are other patterns which have been observed on occasion in the electrode arrays 

and which are not adequately explained by the theory [5]. They seem to arise mainly because 

of combinations of positive and negative dielectrophoresis and the flow drag force. Figure 

(9.10) shows plumes formed under conditions where the low frequency fluid flow occurred at 

the same frequency as negative dielectrophoretic trapping in the centre of the electrodes. A 

ball of spheres continuously collected in the centre due to the fact that the fluid flow is 

continuously bringing more spheres from the bulk. The ball expanded until it was big enough 

for the outermost spheres to feel the effects of the fluid flow. Above a certain size the ball 

collapsed and the spheres shot out in plumes along the symmetry line of the electrodes. 

Figure (9.10) 282nm diameter latex spheres in 10mM KPO4 with an applied field 

of 500kHz and a potential of 8 volts peak to peak 

Once the centre of the electrodes had emptied completely, the plumes ceased and the cycle 

repeated as negative DEP collection started once more. 
Another, reproducible effect seemed to occur when the high frequency fluid flow 

regime coincided with the zero force region of the particles being used. This effect is shown 

schematically in Figure (9.11) and is almost certainly due to a balance of forces in some way. 

The effect occurred close to and above the zero DEP force region, so that it occurred when the 

particles were experiencing negative dielectrophoresis. The particles at the four points also 

moved rapidly in a vertical circular motion across the gap. Under typical experimental 
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conditions, as the frequency of the applied field was increased the collection region moved 

inwards until all the particles fell into the centre of the electrodes. In high concentrations of 

spheres (approximately 0.02% by volume) and at a constant field frequency and amplitude, the 

collection regions moved inwards as the number of particles increased. Once the region was 

sufficiently close to the centre of the electrodes, some of the particles fell into the negative 

trap. The remainder, now that the number of particles in the collection had decreased, moved 

back to its original position and the cycle repeated. 

'A Figure (9.11) Schematic representation of the formation of collections of 
particles in the high field regions of the electrode array at frequencies when they 
are undergoing negative dielectrophoresis 

Figures (9.12) show experimental images of this effect for a variety of conditions outlined in 

the diagram legends. Figure (9.12a) shows a typical result for 282nm spheres in 100µM KCI at 

an applied frequency of 6MHz and a potential of 5 volts peak to peak. There is negative DEP 

collection in the centre and four bright points of fluid flow collection above each electrode gap. 

Figure (9.12b) shows 557nm spheres in 500µM KCI in a set of hyperbolic polynomial electrode 

with centre separation IOµm. The applied field was 3MHz and the potential was 5 volts peak to 

peak. There are a few spheres experiencing negative DEP in the centre and the four collection 

regions but there are also collection points away from the electrodes along the lines of the 

electrode gap. At these points, there is fluid flow into the array along these line but there is 

also repulsion by negative DEP and a number of particles sit in these four regions under the 

balance of two forces. 
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Figure (9.12a) 282nm spheres in 100mM KCI in a set of 6µm separation 
hyperbolic polynomial electrodes. The applied potential was 5volts peak to peak at 
6MHz. 

Figure (9.12b) 557nm spheres in 500mM KCI in a set of 10-µm separation 
hyperbolic polynomial electrodes. The applied potential was 5volts peak to peak at 
3MHz. 

As can be seen from Figure (9.12c), the apparently homogeneous balls of particles are in fact 

made up of two separate collection regions, one spinning over each electrode on either side of 

the gap. This set of electrodes was damaged during an experiment and as a result, there are 

imperfections on the edges of the electrode which disrupt the uniform distribution of the electric 

field in the gap 
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Figure (9.12c) 282nm spheres in 100µM KCI on a damaged set of 6µm 

electrodes. The applied potential was 12 volts peak to peak at 6MHz and the four 

collection regions can be seen breaking up into two distinct regions one on either 
side of the gap. 

9.3.4 Summary 

As has been described, fluid effects are noticeable and reproducible on the sub- 

micrometre scale but to a certain extent are predictable. The applied electric field heats the 

fluid and the resulting gradients of conductivity and permittivity give rise to fluid movement. 

The low frequency motion occurs below a frequency approximately equal to the charge 

relaxation frequency and is probably due to coulomb forces arising from gradients in 

conductivity. The flow patterns are small scale and follow the geometry of the electrodes 

precisely. 
The high frequency effect occurs above fo and can probably be assigned to the dielectric 

forces and the gradient in the permittivity. The latter effect looks like thermal convection, 

since the fluid rises in the general area where heat is being produced and presumably descends 

again in another region. The flow is affected by the geometry of the electrodes but not in the 

same microscopic way as the low frequency flow and therefore has a much larger typical scale 

associated with it. 

Some conclusions have been drawn about the reasons for the frequency regimes in 

which each type of convection is observed but further theoretical work is required to obtain a 
detailed picture of the patterns and the expected frequency regimes. Such theoretical work was 

outside the scope of this thesis but is being carried on in collaboration with the University of 

Sevilla. 
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10.1 Introduction to separation 

Of equal importance to particle characterisation in the development of sub-micrometre 
dielectrophoresis, is the capability to physically separate different types of particles based on 

their dielectric properties. In Chapter One, the practical applications that dielectrophoresis has 

been used for were summarised. However, although the dielectrophoretic properties of sub- 

micrometre particles have been characterised, little work has been done on applying 
dielectrophoresis in a practical manner. 

This chapter presents the results of nano-scale dielectrophoretic separation based on 

existing dielectrophoretic techniques as well as a new technique based on the fluid movement 

characterised in this thesis (Chapter Nine). The last section summarises work carried out on 

designing large scale particle separators based on the related technique of travelling wave 
dielectrophoresis. 
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10.2 Dielectrophoretic separation 

The contents of this section were published in the Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics 

Volume 30 (1997) pL41-L44 under the title: 

Dielectrophoretic Separation of Nano-particles 

N. G. Green and H. Morgan 

Abstract: It is shown for the first time that it is possible to separate a population of 

nanoparticles into two subpopulations solely on the basis of their dielectric properties. Using 

nanofabricated electrode arrays it has been shown that a solution of 93nm diameter latex beads 

with a distribution of surface charge can be separated by the application of non-uniform AC 

electric fields (dielectrophoresis). The mixture separated into two distinct populations, one 

experiencing positive dielectrophoresis and the other negative dielectrophoresis. 

10.2.1 Introduction 

The movement of polarisable particles in non-uniform fields, termed dielectrophoresis by 

Pohl [1], has been exploited as a rapid non-invasive tool for the diagnosis and separation of 

mammalian cells and micro-organisms [2]. It has found practical applications in medicine for 

separating cancer cells from blood [3], enriching CD34+ cells in bone marrow samples [4J and 

for detecting the viability of pathogenic organisms in water [5]. 

Separation of particles is based on the fact that when placed in a non-uniform AC electric 

field, polarised particles experience a variable translational force, depending on the applied field 

frequency. For particles whose polarisability is greater than the medium, the movement is to 

regions of high field strength, whereas particles whose polarisability is less than the medium 

move to the region of lowest field strength. Because the particle's polarisation is frequency 

dependent, the net force is also frequency dependent. Therefore, by judicious choice of 

suspending medium conductivity and applied frequency, even particles with very similar 

dielectric properties can be efficiently separated. 
The sum total of the forces on a given particles is: + F�., d,,.. The 

deterministic force is the sum of the sedimentation, hydrodynamic and dielectrophoretic forces. 

The random force is due to Brownian motion and for particles with a diameter of the order of 

100nm, this force is considerable. The mean free path of the movement is inversely dependent 

on mass, implying that decreases in the particle diameter require significant increases in the 

applied electrostatic energy (or field strength). The stable trapping of viruses and beads has been 
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demonstrated previously [6-9]. Here, it is shown that nanometre scale latex spheres can be 

both stably trapped in nanofabricated electrode arrays and, more importantly, that a 

heterogeneous mixture can be separated into two populations using dielectrophoresis. 

10.2.2 Experimental procedure and results 

Experiments were conducted on charged latex spheres of 93nm diameter, using planar 

electrodes manufactured by electron beam lithography. The applied electric field strength was 

2.5x 105 Vm'' and the suspending medium conductivity was 0.018Sm'1. Large electric field 

strengths cause localised heating of electrode structures which in turn gives rise to 

discontinuities in conductivity, permittivity and viscosity of the medium. The result is the 

inception of convective currents around electrodes which can disrupt experiments. In order to 

reduce these effects as much as possible, the size of the electrode structure must be minimised 

to maintain a low ratio of volume to surface area. Therefore, sub-micron electrodes structures 

were used and the field strength was kept low enough so that, while there was inevitable power 

dissipation in the medium, no convective currents were observed. 

A photograph of part of the nano-fabricated planar electrode arrays is shown in Figure 

(10.1). This array had a feature periodicity of 6µm and an electrode gap of 41im. This 

electrode design was chosen because of the high electric field gradient regions produced 

between adjacent tips, together with well defined low field gradient regions in the bays 

(Chapter Six, [10]). The electrodes were fabricated using direct-write electron-beam 

lithography (Leica EBPG-HR5 beam writer) onto chromium plated mask plates (Iloya 

Corporation) followed by lift off in acetone (Appendix 5a. 5). The electrode arrays were 

constructed on substrates 35mm by 25mm in size, with active areas covering a few hundred 

square millimetres. 

Figure (10.1) Photograph of a 4µm feature and gap size castellated 
dielectrophoresis electrode. The electrode was manufactured using direct-write 
electron-beam lithography. 
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Although the electrodes are not nanometres in size, the use of nanofabrication methods 
was critical in maintaining reproducible and well defined features in order to generate the 

required field gradients. Figure (10.2) is a colour coded three-dimensional electric field plot 

for a small region of the electrode array taken in a plane parallel to, and 100nm above, the 

plane of the electrodes. The plot was obtained using a finite element method (Ansoft 

Corporation. Pittsburgh, PA, USA) and clearly shows that regions of maximum and minimum 

field strength occur at the tips of electrodes and in the bays respectively, in agreement with 

earlier 2D calculations [11]. 

Figure (10.2) A colour coded three dimensional plot of the electric field 
distribution for a castellated electrode array showing regions of maximum and 
minimum field strength on a logarithmic scale. This plot corresponds to a plane 
100nm above the upper surface of the electrodes. 

A potential of IV peak-peak was applied between adjacent electrodes, equivalent to a 

field strength of 2.5x105 Vm-1. The frequency of the applied field could be varied from 100Hz 

to 250MHz. The beads were carboxylate modified latex (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon, 

USA), loaded with fluorescent dye, and the suspending medium was 1 mM potassium 

phosphate buffer, pH 7.1. Images of the beads in the electrode arrays were collected using 

fluorescence microscopy (Nikon Microphot) and high-speed black and white film. 

At frequencies well below 20MHz (1 kHz-1 MHz) all the beads moved to regions of 

maximum field gradient at the tips of the electrodes, consistent with the polarisability of the 

particle exceeding the medium. Similarly at frequencies >20MHz (20MHz-250MHz) all the 

beads collected at low field gradient regions in the electrode bays or were repelled from the 

electrodes. Such an observation is consistent with that expected from dielectric studies of latex 
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particles (Chapter Seven, [12]). However, at frequencies in the region of 20MHz a clear 

separation of the beads into two distinct populations was seen, as shown in Figure (10.3). 

Collection of the beads occurred within a few seconds and beads remained stably trapped on the 

electrode array for an indefinite period of time. Removal of the field caused the particles to 

instantly disperse back into the medium. 

Figure (10.3) A photograph showing separation of a heterogeneous mixture of 
93nm diameter fluorescently loaded latex beads into subpopulations. Beads with 
lower surface charge move to the low field regions between the electrode fingers, 

whilst beads with the higher surface charge are trapped at the electrode tips. The 

photograph was taken with 3200 ASA black and white film and a Nikon Microphot 

fluorescence microscope. The electrode gap is 4µm and the applied field is 

2.5x 105Vm-1. 
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10.2.3 Discussion 

The instantaneous dielectrophoretic force on a particle, F(w), is given by (Chapter Four, 

[13]): 

F(c)) = Re{(m(c)). V)E} (10.1) 

where m(w) is the (field) induced dipole moment of the particle, E the RMS electric field and 
Re{} indicates only the real part. For a sphere, the induced dipole moment is given by the 
following well-known equation (Chapter Three): 

4ýE�f(c , cj 
3Fi (10.2) 

where: 

- 

Sp - Sm 
ýI 0.3ý f(Ep " 

C. 
) 

ý mJ Sp +2Cm 

sp and c are the complex permittivities of the particle of radius a and the medium, 

respectively. A general complex permittivity is given bye* =s- j(a /to) where cis the real 

permittivity, a is the conductivity, j= and 0) is the angular frequency. Therefore, for 

particles of identical size exposed to a constant field gradient, the induced dipole moment and, 

as a consequence, the magnitude and sign of the dielectrophoretic force, depends on the 

difference between the polarisability of the particle and the medium. The dielectrophorctic force 

is governed by the real part of this expression and, for latex particles, is dominated by 

conductivity effects. The conductivity of a colloidal particle consists of two components: a bulk 

and a surface component (Chapter Three, [14,15]) and is given by ap = a, +2K, /a, where 

as is the bulk conductivity of the particle of radius a, which can be assumed to be 

approximately zero for latex spheres. The surface conductance, K, , arises from the movement 

of ions in the electrical double layer and is directly proportional to the surface charge density. 

Therefore, for latex beads the sign and magnitude of the dielectrophoretic force is governed 

almost exclusively by surface conductivity effects. Independent measurements of the 

electrophoretic mobility of the beads were made with a Coulter particle analyser. A Gaussian 

spread in the mobilities with a mean of -3.8±0.6 µm-cmV'1s"' was observed. Using the 

Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation [16] and the Gouy-Chapman and Grahame theory of the 
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double layer [171 this spread in mobility was translated into a spread in surface charge density 

around a mean of -3.3(+1, -0.7)µCcm2. The variation in f(sp, CM) and therefore the relative 

magnitude of the dielectrophoretic force was calculated as a function of frequency using the mean 

and the half point in the Gaussian spread in electrophoretic mobility. The results are shown in 

Figure (10.4). 
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Figure (10.4) A theoretical plot of the variation in f(£p, £m) which is directly 

proportional to the dielectrophoretic force for a given size of particle as a function of 
frequency for 93nm latex beads. The two curves correspond to force plots 
calculated with value of surface charge density at the half widths of the Gaussian 

spread as measured directly with a Coulter particle zeta potential analyser. 

In the calculation of this data the diameter of the beads was taken as 93nm, a value confirmed by 

electron microscopy. It can be seen that at a frequency of 20MHz, the force on the beads is 

either positive or negative depending on the absolute value of the surface charge density. This 

figure shows that, at this frequency, the beads divide into two populations with one moving to 

the high-field region (positive DEP) and the other to the low-field region (negative DEP) as seen 

experimentally. Therefore, for a mixture of beads with slightly different values of surface 

charge density ±20% around the mean, the mixture rapidly separates into two sub-populations as 

seen in Figure (10.3). 

It is conceivable that separation of the beads may occur due to the formation of 

aggregates due to dipole-dipole interactions which will then have different dielectric properties. 

This phenomenon is likely to depend on the concentration of the beads on the electrode array. 

However, we did not observe the formation of aggregates before the beads separated. 
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Separation was extremely rapid, within seconds of applying the field, and furthermore all of the 
beads dispersed into single entities upon removal of the electric field. 

The beads trapped at field gradient maxima, by positive DEP, are held by a stronger 
force than those experiencing negative DEP [10]. As demonstrated by Markx et al [18], 

physical separation of a mixture of particle into two populations can be achieved by subjecting 
the electrode array to a flow of liquid of sufficient pressure to remove particles trapped at field 

minima leaving the other particles trapped at the electrode tips. The remaining beads can then be 

removed by switching off the field and flushing fresh liquid across the electrodes. 

10.2.4 Conclusion 

Our experiments clearly show that it is indeed possible to separate nanometre scale 

particles according to their dielectric properties alone. Since it is virtually impossible to separate 

small particles of similar size but with different biological properties, nanoscale dielectrophoresis 

may find new applications in separating a range of structures such as chromosomes, viruses, 
DNA and macromolecules. 
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10.3 Separation through combination of Dielectrophoresis and hydrodynamic flow 

The contents of this section have been submitted to the Journal of Physics D: Applied 
Physics under the title: 

Separation of Sub-micrometre Particles Using a Combination of 

Dielectrophoretic and Electrohydrodynamic Forces 

N. G. Green and H. Morgan 

Abstract: The controlled spatial separation of sub-micrometre particles by a combination of 
dielectrophoretic and electrohydrodynamic forces is demonstrated for the first time. Using 

planar micro-electrode arrays a mixture of two differently sized particles (93nm and 216nm 

diameter latex spheres) has been separated into constituent components. The particles separate 
into distinct bands, spatially separated from each other. The separation pattern is reproduced 

across the entire electrode array, indicating that the method could be used as a means of rapid 

nano-particle separation, processing and positioning. 

10.3.1 Introduction 

The controlled movement of particles in solution can be achieved by a variety of 

methods. In spatially non-uniform AC electric fields, dielectric particles move as a consequence 

of the interaction of the applied field gradient and the dipole induced in the particle. This 

movement was termed dielectrophoresis (DEP) by Pohl [1] and is currently being successfully 

exploited for the manipulation, characterisation and separation of cells and micro-organisms 

[3,19]. More recently, through the use of advanced micro-electrode fabrication techniques, 

DEP manipulation has been applied to the sub-micrometre world to characterise and separate a 

range of particles such as latex spheres, macromolecules, DNA and virues [8,9,20-24]. The 

high electric fields required to initiate the dielectrophoretic movement of such small particles also 

results in fluid movement due to electrohydrodynamic (EHD) effects. This fluid movement acts 

on the particles through the viscous drag force. 

The total force on a polarisable particle in a non-uniform AC field can be written as the 

sum of a number of independently acting forces: 

FFD fiso" +F«ftr (10.4) 
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Apart from the DEP force and the viscous force, the other forces include sedimentation and 

random thermal forces (which drive diffusion when it occurs). For particles of diameter less 

than 1µm, thermal effects are important, but as has been demonstrated previously (Chapter 

Seven and Section (10.2)) [4-10] the DEP force can be sufficient to produce particle movement. 

The dielectrophoretic force can be written as: 

FDEp = Re((m(w). V)E} (10.5) 

where E is the electric field, Re{} indicates the real part of and m(w) is the field induced dipole 

moment of the particle. For a homogeneous dielectric sphere, this is given by: 

m((o) = 47tc,, ýf(to)E (10.6) 

where co is the angular field frequency, a the particle radius and f(w) the Clausius-Mossotti 

factor given by: 

Aco) =(c, ' 
(10.7) 

+ 2c*. 
) 

where sp and c are the complex permittivities of the particle and the medium respectively. The 

complex permittivity is s* =c- j(6 / w) where j=v is the permittivity and a is the 

conductivity of the dielectric. The time averaged DEP force is found by substituting equation 

(10.6) into (10.5) and is given by: 

(10.8) (FDEP) 
= 2lt ma3Re{f(w)}VIE 

Iz 

where VIEmj2 is the gradient of the square of the rms electric field. The Clausius-Mossotti 

factor not only depends on the electrical parameters of the particle and medium, but also on the 

frequency of the applied field. The variation in this factor results in a frequency dependent 

dielectrophoretic force that is unique to a particular particle type. As a consequence, 

dielectrophoresis can be used as an effective means of separating particles solely according to 

their dielectric properties and size. 

For a spherical particle in a fluid of viscosity il , the viscous drag force in equation 

(10.4) is given by Stoke's law (Chapter Four): 
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Evi = 6inia_v (10.9) 

where v is the velocity of the particle. Under the influence of an electric field, heat is generated 
in the medium resulting in local temperature gradients, which in turn give rise to gradients in the 

conductivity and permittivity of the medium. These gradients can induce fluid movement, and 

experiments show that for a given set of parameters (applied voltage, medium conductivity, 

frequency, electrode geometry, etc. ) the resulting flow pattern has a reproducible pattern [25]. 

The drag force exerted by the moving fluid must therefore be considered in the total force on a 

particle (equation 10.4). 

In this communication, we demonstrate the manner in which electrohydrodynamic and 

dielectrophoretic forces can be combined and used as a means of separating particle types. 

10.3.2 Experimental 

Experiments were performed using planar gold electrodes fabricated on glass or quartz 

substrates by direct-write electron beam lithography (Appendix 5a). In brief, the electrode 

pattern was written onto mask plates (Hoya Corporation) using electron beam lithography (Leica 

EBPG HR5 beamwriter). After development, a gold layer was evaporated over the patterned 

resist and lift-off was performed in acetone to remove excess resist and gold. The remaining 

chrome underlayer was then removed using a chemical wet etch. 

The finished electrodes were 25x25mm in size with an active area covering a few 

hundred square millimetres. An photograph of part of the electrode array used in this work is 

shown in Figure (10.1) where the dimensions of the electrodes were 4µm between opposite and 

nearest neighbour castellations. Although the electrode dimensions were not in the nano-scale, 

accurate feature definition was required, so the lithographic resolution has to be 100nm or less. 

Such feature definition is essential to generate the high field gradients necessary for sub- 

micrometre dielectrophoresis. The electric field patterns for these electrodes have been published 

elsewhere [Chapter Six, 24] and an example can be seen in Figure (10.2). 

The particles used in the experiments were carboxylate modified latex spheres 

(Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon, USA). The spheres had a net negative charge and were 

supplied pre-loaded with a fluorescent dye. The suspending medium was potassium chloride and 

experimental images were recorded using fluorescence microscopy (Nikon Microphot) and a 

video recording/capture system (Appendix 5b). 

A sample consisting of a 1: 1 mixture of yellow-green 93nm diameter spheres and red 

216nm diameter spheres suspended in 1mM KCl (conductivity 13mSm1) was prepared and 
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pipetted onto the electrode array. An AC signal was applied to the electrode and varied in the 

ranges: 100Hz to 20MHz and 0 to 20 volts peak to peak. 

10.3.3 Results and discussion 

At frequencies greater than 500kHz, our experiments indicated that particles behaved 

in a manner consistent with conventional dielectrophoretic theory. Particles experienced either 

positive or negative forces depending on whether the particles were more or less polarisable 

than the medium [26]. At 500kHz, both the 93nm and the 216nm spheres experienced positive 

dielectrophoresis. However, as the frequency was decreased further, both particles continued 

to experience positive dielectrophoresis but fluid flow became more apparent. It was also 

observed that, at any given frequency, increasing the potential increased the velocity of the 

fluid (measured indirectly by observing the movement of the spheres). The movement of the 

fluid exerted a viscous drag on the particles and at a certain threshold fluid velocity, it was 

observed that the particles moved with the fluid flow in a direction that drove them onto the 

electrode surface and away from the electrode edge. For frequencies below 500kHz the 

direction of the flow was constant, parallel to the substrate surface and perpendicular to the 

edge of the electrodes. This is shown schematically in Figure (10.5). 

op 

Figure (10.5) Schematic illustration of the fluid flow patterns observed on the 
microelectrodes at frequencies below 500kHz. Fluid moves in from the electrode 
edges with the flow lines running parallel to the substrate. At the centre of the 
electrode the converging flows move upwards perpendicular to the substrate. 
Spheres which are not held by dielectrophoretic forces, experience a viscous drag 
and are pushed into the centre where they settle at the stagnation point. 
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At a frequency of 100kHz and with a potential difference of 1 volt peak to peak, all the particles 

collected at the high field points on the electrodes under the influence of positive 
dielectrophoresis. Increasing the potential to a voltage of 8 volts peak to peak, produced an 
increase in the fluid movement and it was observed that the 216nm diameter spheres moved in 

towards the central region of the metal. The particles moved a certain fixed distance from the 

edge and this was dependent on the applied potential: presumably the particles settled at the point 

at which the positive dielectrophoretic force and the viscous drag force balanced each other. 
This is represented by position A in Figure (10.5) and, for a constant potential, the particles 

were observed to remain in this state indefinitely. Reducing the potential resulted in a reduction 
in the fluid velocity and the spheres moved back to the high field points at the edges of the 

electrodes. 

At a frequency of 100kHz and a potential of between 10 and 15 volts peak to peak, the 

fluid flow patterns from opposite edges of the electrode converged, and the 126nm diameter 

particles were pushed into the plane of symmetry running along and perpendicular to the surface 

of the electrodes. This region corresponds to a minimum in the electric field (and a 

corresponding minimum in the dielectrophoretic potential) across the electrode. The fluid moved 

upwards along this plane, but the particles remained at the minimum due to a combination of the 

influence of gravity, positive dielectrophoresis and/or a stagnation point in the fluid flow. These 

observations are represented schematically by position B in Figure (10.5). The collection point 
in the centre of the electrodes was stable and it was observed that the 216nm diameter spheres 

remained here for as long as the field was applied. At the same time the 93nm spheres remained 

trapped at the electrode tips, under positive dielectrophoretic forces, so that the two particles 

were physically separated. The separation is shown schematically by Figure (10.5) and a 

captured video image of the experimental result is shown in Figure (10.6). 

This image was taken a few seconds after applying the 100kHz field and shows the 

complete separation of the mixture into sets of bands. The 216nm spheres fluoresce red and can 

be seen lined up along the symmetry axis of the electrodes, while the 93nm spheres 

(green/yellow) remain at the electrode edges under a positive dielectrophoretic force. When the 

electric field was removed the particles rapidly dispersed into the medium. 

The dielectrophoretic force (equation 10.8) depends on the volume and the viscous force 

(equation 10.9) depends only on the radius. As a consequence, although the 93nm diameter 

spheres experience a smaller viscous force than the 216nm (approximately 2.3 times), they will 

also experience a much smaller dielectrophoretic force (by a factor of 12). This implies that the 

smaller particles should move preferentially under the influence of viscous drag rather than the 
larger, contrary to our observations. This paradox can be explained by considering the relative 

values of the Clausius-Mossotti factor (equation 10.7) for the two sizes of sphere. 
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Figure (10.6) Fluorescence video image showing the separation of red 216nm 

and yellow-green 93nm diameter latex spheres under the influence of combined 
dielectrophoretic and electrohydrodynamic forces in the micro electrode array 
shown in Figure (10.1). The larger spheres move into the centre of the electrode 
and form long continuous ribbons at the field minimum, while the smaller spheres 
remain trapped at the electrode tips under positive dielectrophoresis. This image 

shows the 93nm spheres forming long pearl chains from one electrode to the 

opposite neighbour. 

The conductivity of a latex sphere is given by the sum of the bulk conductivity and the 

surface conductivity 6, =ab+ 2K, /a 
, where K, is the surface conductance, Cr b the bulk 

conductivity (approximately zero for latex) and a the particle radius [14,15]. The surface 

conductance for the particle was obtained by measuring the frequency at which the force on the 

particle goes to zero (Chapter Seven) i. e. the frequency at which Re(K(a))] = 0. For the 93nm 

spheres, the value of K, has been obtained previously [section (10.2), 24] and is K, = 2.64nS. 

Measurements of the frequency at which the force is zero for the 216nm particles were made in 

0.1mM KCI and this frequency was found to be 3MHz. Assuming that the particle permittivity 

is 2.5 (Chapter Seven), then the surface conductance was then calculated as K, =0.9nS . 
Using this data, a plot of the frequency variation of the Clausius-Mossotti factor for both the 

93nm and 216nm spheres was produced and is shown in Figure (10.7). 
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Figure (10.7) A Clausius-Mossotti plot showing the variation in the polarisability 
of the 216 and 93nm diameter spheres as a function of frequency. This plot was 
computed with K. = 2.64nS for the 93nm spheres, K, = 0.9nS for the 216nm 

spheres and a medium conductivity of 13mSm'. At frequencies below 1MHz, both 
particles experience positive dielectrophoresis, but the polarisability is much greater 
for the 93nm spheres so that the force is approximately 20 times greater than for the 
216nm spheres. 

It is clear from the plot that at low frequencies (<1MHz) both particles experience positive 

dielectrophoretic forces but the magnitude of the Clausius-Mossotti factor for the 93nm sphere is 

approximately 20 times large than for the 216nm particle. Allowing for the difference in particle 

volumes, this means that the dielectrophoretic force on the 93nm particle is at 1.5 times greater 

than on the 216nm particle over a range of frequencies up to 1MHz. However, the viscous drag 

force on the 93nm particles is 2.3 times smaller. The net balance of forces therefore is such that 

the larger particles move away from the electrode edges under the influence of EHD flow and are 

separated out from the smaller particles that remain trapped under a dominant positive 
dielectrophoretic force. 
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10.3.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, it has been demonstrated that the physical separation of two types of sub- 

micrometre particles can be achieved using a combination of dielectrophoretic and 

electrohydrodynamic forces. In this case, the spheres are spatially separated in the micro- 

electrode array in a predictable manner. In combination with other separation techniques which 

are based exclusively on the dielectric properties of particles [section (10.2), 24], it should be 

possible to spatially separate a heterogeneous mixture consisting of a range of sub-micrometre 

particles into constituent particle types. This would have major advantages in being able to 

process and analyse small numbers of particles entirely "on chip" rather than use a range of 
different techniques. 
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10.4 Travelling Wave Dielectrophoresis: separators 

This section presents a summary of design and testing on travelling wave 

dielectrophoresis separators. Parts of this work were published in journals [27,28] and presented 

at Micro- and Nano- engineering 1996 in Glasgow and the Micromechanics Europe meeting 1997 

in Southampton. 

10.4.1 Introduction 

A travelling electric field can be generated by applying AC potentials, with staggered 

phases sequentially, to arrays of parallel electrodes. This is shown schematically in Figure 

(10.8) for a four-phase signal. The ability of this arrangement to propel microparticles was first 

described by Masuda et al [29,30] and it has since developed into a reliable technique for the 

characterisation of bioparticles like cells 131-33]. The technique is referred to as travelling wave 

dielectrophoresis (TWD). Versatile particle micro-manipulators based on this principle have 

been developed [34] and the technique can be used to separate different types of cells 128,351. 

The theory for the TWD force has been thoroughly examined [32.33,36] and simulated using 

numerical methods [37]. In addition, the same technique has also been used in micro-systems 

for electrohydrodynamic pumping of fluid [38,39]. 

Dielectric sphere 
m Direction of 
j 

travel ot'tield F, s. 

4ý17------- --T 

Figure (10.8) A diagram showing the dipole moment m in a particle induced by a 
travelling electric field E. The travelling electric field is generated by lour phases. 
0", 90", 180°, 270° applied sequentially to an array of' parallel electrodes. Under 
appropriate conditions, the particle is levitated above the electrodes by negative 
DEP and the particle experiences a translational force F due to the phase lag 
between m and the moving field. 
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The TWD force on a spherical particle is given by the equation 

47C2Sma3 
2 F TWD Im{fcm)E (10.10) 

where em is the medium permittivity, a is the radius of the sphere and X is the wavelength of the 

travelling wave. For a set of uniformly spaced electrodes, X is given by the number of phases in 

the signal multiplied by the periodic spacing of the electrodes, which for the electrodes shown 

schematically in Figure (10.8) is 4d. E is the applied electric field, lm{) indicates the imaginary 

part of and f cm the Clausius-Mossotti factor given by equation (10.7) which describes the 

frequency dependent behaviour of the induced dipole. Owing to the large number of variable 

factors in equation(10.10) as well as the frequency dependence of equation(10.7), TWD is an 

extremely versatile technique for separating different particle types from a mixture, since even 

equally sized particles with slightly different dielectric properties can be distinguished. It is 

important to note that the particle also experience positive and negative dielectrophoresis as well 

as the TWD force [36]. Unhindered movement due to TWD will occur if the particles are 

repelled from the electrodes by negative DEP. 

Practical TWD separators for biotechnological applications have not yet been developed 

owing to the small scale of the electrode arrays. The efficiency of a TWD separator depends on 

the differences between particle types and the number of electrodes in the array. Therefore, for 

particles of similar properties, longer arrays (in terms of numbers of electrodes) are required to 

achieve one hundred percent separation. 

In addition to this consideration, as equation (10.9) shows, in the steady state condition, 

where viscous drag on the particle balances the TWD force, the terminal velocity vTWD of a 

spherical particle in a medium of viscosity rl is given by: 

2ne a2 
3 

Im{ fcm) E2 (10.11) 

For sub-micrometre particles, the velocity of travel will be higher than for a cell since the electric 

field will need to be higher to dominate over thermal effects. As a consequence of the increased 

velocity, the arrays for TWD separation of sub-micrometre particles will need to be longer than 

for super-micrometre particles to achieve the same degree of separation. 

This section describes the application of multi-layer fabrication techniques [35] to the 

manufacture of long arrays of parallel electrodes and the design of electrode arrays to achieve 
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separation of particles both in the sub-micrometre and cell size ranges. The technique allows 

arrays with 25,000 electrodes or more to be manufactured as opposed to the approximately 100 

that single layer surface lithography allows. 

10.4.2 Electrode design and fabrication 

Conventional single layer fabrication (as described in Chapter Five) as used to 

manufacture TWD arrays has inherent problems which limit the number of electrodes. The need 

to separately connect each electrode to one of three or more phases limits the number of 

electrodes in the array to approximately 100. If, however, the need to connect every individual 

electrode to the signal source is removed, the number of electrodes in the array is unlimited. 

Figure (10.9) shows a schematic representation of the two cases for a four phase signal source 

similar to the type used for experimentation in this section. In Figure (10.9a), the large bonding 

pads limit the number of electrodes in the centre since each electrode must be attached to a 

separate pad. In Figure (10.9b), the array has an upper layer of four power rails which are 

connected in turn to every fourth electrode and this reduces the number of bonding pads to just 

four. 

180° 270° or 90' 180' 270° 

90' 0' 

0.90° 

a) 
Single 

r] 
amray with 10 

electrodes 

Figure (10.9) A schematic drawing of two designs of TWD array for operation 
with a four phase signal. (a) shows a ten electrode array constructed using 
conventional single layer lithography with each electrode separately connected to one 
of four phases. (b) shows an array designed for multi-layer lithography where the 

number of electrodes is limited only by the size of the substrate. 

The number of electrodes in the second design of array is limited only by the physical size of the 

substrate that the array is manufactured on. 

Three designs of electrodes were produced. The first was a simple straight array 

consisting of 200 10µm wide electrodes, and the second consisted of 25 parallel arrays of 1000 

10µm electrodes similar to the schematic diagram in Figure (10.9b). The electrode periodicity in 
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each of these designs was 20µm. The third design is shown schematically in Figure (10.10) and 

consisted of three tracks in the form of a Y. The principle behind separation of two particle 

types A and B on such an array is also shown [40]. On the single track on the left, two 

frequencies I and II are multiplexed. Particle type A experiences negative DEP and a TWD 

force at frequency I and particle type B experiences the same with frequency II. The two 

frequencies are chosen so that A and B do not respond to frequencies 11 and I respectively. The 

mixture of particles A and B move from the left under TWD until it reaches the junction. On the 

right hand part of the array. there are two tracks of electrodes each of which has a single 

frequency applied. In principle [40], the mixture will separate as particle type A moves along 

the track with frequency I applied and type B moves along the other track. 

"Y 

Frequency I and II 
Frequency II 

Figure (10.10) Schematic diagram of separation on a Y-shaped electrode. On the 
left a mixture of particle types A and B move under the influence of frequencies I 

and 11. At the junction, the mixture separates with particle type A moving along 
the upper track under the influence of frequency I and type 13 moving along the other 
track. Further details can be found in the text and (401. 

The manufacturing process is described in detail in Appendix (I Oa) and empluvs two 

standard single layer processes: 

(a) Metal electrodes were manufactured on the substrate by photolithography (Appendix 5a. 3). 

(b) An insulating layer of Si1N. i was deposited over the entire substrate. Reactive ion etching 

was used to make connecting holes through the insulator over each electrode and also to 

open up a track over the active region of the electrodes (the Y shape in Figure ( 10.10) for 

example). 

(c) The power rails were then produced on top of the insulator by photolithography, the 

evaporation of the metal producing the connection through the holes to the electrodes on the 

bottom. 

(d) A protecting layer of insulator was then deposited over the entire substrate and the track 

over the active area opened up again. 
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Figure (10.11) A composite image comprising four scanning electron micro- 
graphs of a Y-electrode array manufactured using the multi-layer procedure 
outlined here. 

Figure (10.11) shows a Y-electrode array fabricated using this procedure. Me digital 

synthesiser (Appendix 5b. 4) was used to provide a four phase signal: (0"-90"-180"-270") and 

was attached to the array in the same manner as described in Chapter Five for 1)F. P arrays. The 

frequency of the applied signal could be varied from 10011z to 20MI lz with potentials up to 12 

volts peak to peak. 

10.4.3 Results and discussion 

The manufacturing procedure was found to be moderately efficient, with unforeseen 

array design problems being adjusted as testing proceeded. Testing also provided information 

about the optimum thickness necessary for each layer to obtain efficient and reliable connection 

across the insulator. The electrodes and the power rails were 120nm thick and the insulating 

layer was approximately 200nm. The upper insulating layer was made as thick as possible as 

long as a track could still be opened along the active area of the array. 

Straight electrode arrays were used to perform successful separation of blood into two 

cell types [281. The Y array was also tested using latex spheres obtained from Molecular 

Probes (Oregon, USA) of diameter 10µm. Smaller latex spheres were also used but the rate of 

travel along the array was too great to capture clear images. Figure (10.12) shows typical 

results using the 10µm spheres on different arms of the array. As yet however, separation of 

the type outlined in Figure (10.10) has not been achieved Figures (10.12a-c) show spheres 

moving under the influence of TWD and positive DFP on the Y-electrode in 1 mM KCI 
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(a) (b) (c) 

(a) 

Figure (10.12) Ten micrometre diameter latex spheres moving on the Y-electrode 

shown in Figure (10.11). In (a), (b), and (c), spheres start on the single track, 

move to the junction then along the left hand track under the influence of a 800kHz 
12 volts peak to peak signal. In (d), the spheres are moving under the influence 

of TWD at 10MHz and 12 volts peak to peak. The suspending medium was 
100µM KCI and the array is out of focus due to the fact that the sphere are 
levitated by negative DEP to approximately 7 micrometres. 

In the experiment shown in Figure (10.12), the lower and left hand arms of the array were 

attached to the same signal source. The spheres moved up the lower arm and then along the 

left hand arm in exactly the predicted manner. 
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10.4.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, it has been demonstrated that electrodes designed and manufactured 

according to the multi-layer procedure outlined in previous sub-sections can successfully 

manipulate and separate particles using travelling wave dielectrophoresis. The straight arrays 
have proved to be the most successful both for large particles and sub-micrometre particles, 

although for the latter, the structure of the electrodes must be altered to improve results. 
By this method, even particles with small differences in size and/or dielectric properties 

may be separated using electrode arrays of an appropriate design. The multi-layer procedure can 
be applied to manufacture complicated TWD electrode arrays to be designed and manufactured 

with a view to building a working real-time particle separator. 
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Appendix (10a) Fabrication outline 

Layer 1. Electrodes are fabricated onto 
the substrate using photolithography. 

Layer 2. Silicon Nitride is deposited as an 
insulator between layers 1 and 3. 

VIA roý it 

a. Layer 2. A layer of resist is spun onto the 
silicon nitride and patterned using ultra violet 
exposure followed by development. The mask 
pattern contains the connecting holes and the 
track to be etched over the active area of the 
electrodes. 

lo 01- 

iY 
a 

}f of m 

Layer 2. The pattern in the resist is transferred 
to the silicon nitride by dry-etching leaving a 
single connecting hole over each electrode. 

Layer 3. The power rails are fabricated on top 
of the insulator by photolithography. The 

evaporation deposits metal through the holes 
forming the necessary connections. 

Layer 4. A second protective insulating layer is 
added and the track is again etched away over 
the active area of the electrodes. 
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Conclusion and future prospects 

This thesis contains the results of the first thorough investigation of sub-micrometre 
dielectrophoresis, both in terms of the experimental equipment required and the measurement 

of dielectric properties, as well as analysis of new effects which have been observed. That 

Dielectrophoresis can be applied and used for characterisation on this scale has been 

incontrovertibly shown. Furthermore, sub-micrometre dielectrophoresis can be used as a 

practical means of separating even nano-scale particles. 

The manufacturing techniques of photolithography and electron-beam lithography were 

used to manufacture suitable electrode arrays for dielectrophoretic studies (Chapter Five). E- 

beam techniques in particular were used to produce electrode structures with the detail 

necessary to generate high electric fields using low applied potentials. Experimental 

observations indicated that dielectrophoretic manipulation of small particles using such arrays 

could be improved if further work on the relationship between the size of the particle and the 

necessary size of the electrode features is carried out. 

Numerical simulations (Chapter Six) of electric fields in the arrays were performed and 

found to accurately determine the behaviour of particles. For example, simulation of the 

hyperbolic polynomial electrodes showed that the "trap" for negative dielectrophoresis in the 

centre of the array is most efficient close to the surface and that the trapping force diminishes 

rapidly with height. Above a certain height, the trap cannot hold particles in the presence of a 

competing force, even if the second force is slight. This was confirmed by experimental 

observations of particles under the influence of fluid flow which occurs in high frequency AC 

fields (section 9.3.2), where the flow was observed to push particles upwards and out of the 

trap. Simulation of the castellated electrodes also demonstrated that planar electrodes can 

produce three-dimensional field "cages", a type of trap that previously was thought to require 

three dimensional electrode structures. 

Measurements of the dielectrophoretic behaviour of sub-micrometre particles were also 

carried out for the first time (Chapters Seven and Eight). This data was used to characterise the 

dielectric properties of these particles. 

Chapter Seven showed that experimental measurements of frequency-dependent 

dielectrophoretic behaviour of sub-micrometre latex spheres indicated that the theory of 

interfacial polarisation is incomplete when applied on this scale. For spheres at the upper end 

of the sub-micrometre scale (0.5-1µm), the Clausius-Mossotti factor can be successfully 

applied to predict the experimentally measured zero force spectrum for the high frequency 

dispersion. However, for particles below approximately 0.5µm in diameter, an increasing 

deviation from this fit was observed and the data could not be successfully explained using the 
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simple models available in the literature. For particles on the boundary of the nano-scale 
(<100nm), the deviation from theory is most apparent at high frequencies and dominates the 

particle behaviour. These effects were not observed previously by other workers as this is the 

first time the properties of single sub-micrometre particles have been examined thoroughly. 

Previous publications have focused on a single medium conductivity and have not analysed the 

changes in DEP and/or dielectric properties of the particle with conductivity. The dielectric 

properties of the particles are heavily influenced by surface conductance effects which are not 

accurately described by current theory for this size of particle. 

The low frequency a-relaxation was also measured and the theories from the literature 

examined. The frequency of the dispersion was found to agree closely with experimental data 

if the relaxation of a bound or thin double layer model was used, a reasonable assumption for 

high medium conductivities. However, none of the dipole expressions contained in the 

literature match either the experimental observations or what would be expected to exist for a 

physical system. This may be because these theories have been derived as the first step 

towards a model for explaining the dielectric spectra of particle suspensions. Since there have 

previously been no measurements on single particles, the expression for a single dipole derived 

in these theories has remained untested. Further work, both theoretical and experimental, is 

required in this particular area to more fully understand these mechanisms and several 

publications are being prepared based on the work outlined in this thesis on this topic (Chapter 

Seven). 

Zero force measurements together with threshold force measurements (Chapter Eight) 

were performed on a biological particle, tobacco mosaic virus (TMV). TMV is volumetrically 

equivalent to sphere 52nm in diameter and can be classed as nano-scale. It is rod-shaped, an 

extreme shape which has not been studied using dielectrophoresis previously. The theory of 

interfacial polarisation around such a shape was shown to match the experimental observations 

very well. The threshold field required to initiate dielectrophoretic movement was determined 

by observation, and the force required to overcome thermal effects calculated. This force was 

much smaller than expected from the energy balance arguments that have previously been used 

to define the field strengths necessary for dielectrophoresis in contention with diffusion. To 

clarify this inconsistency, a new definition was presented in section (9.2) for the` observably 

deterministic force" threshold required to overcome Brownian motion for a single particle. The 

force values predicted by this definition matched the experimentally determined value more 

accurately. Further work is planned in this area but the successful characterisation of TMV 

indicates that the identification and characterisation of nano-scale viruses by DEP is an 

achievable goal. 
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The dielectrophoretic properties of sub-micrometre particles are dominated by surface 

properties so that these particles are ideal systems for use in affinity separation technology. To 

this end, the separation of almost identical nano-scale particles using dielectrophoresis on 

planar electrodes has been successfully demonstrated (section 10.2). These simple experiments 

showed that all the advantages of manipulation and separation that have so effectively been 

demonstrated and applied for large particles such as cells and bacteria can be applied on the 

sub-micrometre scale. The possibilities for biotechnological applications in this particular area 

are numerous, since particles with only slightly different dielectric properties can be 

distinguished and physically separated using this technique. 

Chapter Nine presented preliminary experimental observations of fluid flow caused by 

high strength electric fields in microelectrode arrays. Previously uncharacterised in the 

literature, these effects were described in detail for specific electrode shapes and arrangements 

(section 9.3), along with the frequency regimes in which each type was observed. Theoretical 

and experimental work is currently being carried out to accurately determine flow patterns and 

forces for the fluids used in dielectrophoresis. Two papers on this subject have been submitted 

and this particular aspect of sub-micrometre dielectrophoresis has the potential to be a valuable 

enhancement to established techniques. Section (10.3) describes a preliminary experiment on 

separation using a combination of dielectrophoresis and controlled fluid flow using a castellated 

electrode array where sub-micrometre particles of different sizes were separated. The 

possibilities of applying this technique for separation purposes, either exclusively or in 

combination with other techniques (such as DEP) means that a new type of manipulation 

technology is now available for study and use. 

In conclusion, this thesis has achieved the stated aim of developing dielectrophoresis 

for use in the sub-micrometre scale. The characterisation, manipulation and separation of 

particles has been demonstrated, both by dielectrophoresis and by new electrohydrodynamic 

techniques discovered and developed during the course of these studies. As a consequence of 

this work, the field of dielectrophoresis has been widened extensively to enable its application 

to particles such as latex spheres, viruses, DNA and macromolecules. Such an application 

could lead to more rapid and sensitive manipulation and separation technologies for sub- 

micrometre and nano-scale bioparticles. 
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